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Complete platform blast

CONCERTO
Fully useable demo of
the new MIDI sequencer

PHOTOCHROME I
Convert QRT files into

4,096 colours on any ST
and 19,200 on an STE
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Power

Clock

PC720B

IM
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itz

Turbo

v2.0

lake use of your cartridge port with the Power
lomputing battery backed clock. This compact

artridge contains a full calender and clock which , I

The best selling Power Drive for the Atari

nsures that your files are always dated correctly,

Built-in Blitz Turbo

oftware utilities are included to set the time in

Built-in virus blocker

our computer and examples are given of how to
ccess the clock from your programs. A thru'port
>available so you can plug in your existing car-

Boots from drive B

- 12 month warranty

£65

* Back up your disks at lightning speed

If you have an internal drive that is not compati-

idses

ower Clock with thru'port £17.95

Copies from the internal to the external drive

"=» ble with 'Boot from drive B' this cable will solve

^^ your problem
Mega

Cleverly by-passes your ST's disk controller chip

K^p Simple internal fitting

STE

£9.95

Back up an ST disk in around 40 seconds
Now you can switch between your disk drive and

MB of RAM

MB W disk drive

Blitz Turbo without disconnecting your Blitz inter

PC720I

6 MHz clock speed

Atari internal disk drive

£39-95

face

PC720OI

lidi interface

Official Atari internal disk drive
g (No case cutting, but must besmall button version)

2" High resolution monitor

lega STE 1 £799

Mega STE 2 £1149

Optical

£45

£95

?>/

£29.95

Mouse

IVI a t

^Lif

Series

900

Hard Drive

W
xpansion

Jo soldering required

^V* High speed 20ms seek rate

f% 1Power supply
^^ ICD interface and utility disk
\
40Mb £329
100Mb £479

lugs directly inside the ST
till fitting instructions
Jses latest capacity RAM chips
MB RAM Expansion
£99
MB RAM Expansion £169

J; 10 Maxell disks, optical mouse, Zipstick £45
gg Maxell multi colour branded disks (Box often) £9-95

k^j Floppy disks bulk £POA

Buffered thru'port

Write protect switch, protect your valuable data

ixpand to 2MB or 4MB

i

Power Mouse £15

>^ Optional battery backed clock
RAM

Add £10 for clock to be fitted to Series 900 Hard Disk

\t When you purchase this hard drive, you can buy Lattice Cv5.0 for £60

)£>

Software

--~i! Lattice Cv5.0

r?| Devpac v2.0
HisoftC

Proflight
""Harlekin
Wercs

aC Knife ST
PC Ditto

MB Simm for STE

Neodesk v3.0

12K RAM for STFM

Devpac v.3.0 .

£89

£29
£29

£29
£45
£24

£29
£29

£34
£69.95
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Send your order to Power Computing Ltd, Unit 8 Railton Road, Woburn Road Industrial Estate, Kempston, Bedford MK42 7PN
Ring your credit card order through on 0234 843388 (10 lines) or Fax on 0234 840234 Technical helpline 0234 841882
All prices include VAT, delivery and are subject to change. Specifications are subject to changewithotit notice. Next day delivery ±4.50 (U.K. mainland only), all trademarks acknowledged
Distributor for Power Computing in Italy, D.R.R SRL 00142 Roma.
ViaDuccio Di Buoninsegna, 22Tel (06)5193481/482 Fax5040666
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5.25"

^&' External 5.25" disk drive

£9-95

ST

s

PC720P

i tough replacement mat for your optical mouse ^^3 Super slim metal case
trong plastic backing stops creasing
^ Low profile mechanism
ligh resolution grid gives precision mouse move- ^^ No need for a cooling fan
rent

eo u

- Disk drive including power supply unit £50

$P»

louse mat

Optical

^,

Mouse

00 dpi resolution
OOmm/sec tracking
louse holder

£25

Original Blitz Turbo £15

8MB Internal hard drive
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Atari

ST

Power

The

Scanner

Ultimate

Cartridge

fe

I Following the huge success ofthe Amiga Power Scanner, we have been hard
at work to produce a product of the same high quality for the Atari ST, and
are proud to present the new Atari ST Power Scanner.

<;< The Ultimate Cartridge will break into any Atari ST program.

Whether you're a
s programmer, hacker, games player, or just curious about your Atari ST,
The Ultimate Cartridge gives you the power that you need.

<This compact unit plugs into the Atari cartridge port and allows scans to be

' taken atup to400dpi using the supplied M105-PLUS hand scanning head.

Updates available with new software.
•SvV

The unit is supplied with the 'PowerScan ST' software-a powerful and user- ^m Break into any program

^ friendly utility boasting features normally only found on far more expensive
\ products including:

Low level disk editor

' < Search memory

Auto scan rate detect

f Real time greyscale scanning

Disk analyser

y Print memory

Works in all three resolutions

' Monochrome text or 16greyscale levels
J Full image and clipboard editing features
Scan join feature for taking widescans
I Cut, paste, magnify, flip, rotate, invert,
crop, editand many more editing features

1

Load and save graphic screens

I Read memory

Save in a variety of picturefileformats
High resolution printer driver with more/
drivers forthcoming
GEM menu and fast icon driven controls

Keyboard shortcuts
OCR text recognition comingsoon

c

Examine formats

Disassemble

Format analyser

Disassemble to disk

File editor

I Edit memory

Directory editor

^ Search for graphics

Formatter

* Search for sprites

Break and restart function

{ Edit screen configurations

Search for infinite lives

. Set up colour palettes

. Watch out tor our regular software updates with many exciting new features, c? au
i
c*.,,,,
,
„JL
'
8
*&* Alter plane configurations
'. available only to registered users &yy inc.VAT
Special

upgrade offer!

r If you consider your scanner system to be inferior to the Power Scanner, we

will happily upgrade your software and interface for only £49.95

Load and save screen displays
K Run externalTOS programs
* Load TOS programs

Play music
Load and save music

Search for soundtracker music

Search for sound samples

The cartridge the ST has been waiting for £25 inc.VAT

(Power Scanner is compatible withmostscanning heads.)

*~W^$S&tjjrj;
Description

Name

Look for music

I enclose a cheque/PO for
£

Address

Make cheques payable to PowerComputing Ltd

"

Fill in your order form and send it to:
Power Computing Ltd
Unit 8 Railton Road
Postcode

Woburn Road Industrial Estate

Credit Card No.

Kempston Bedford MK42 7PN

Telephone No.

Ring your credit card order on 0234 843388

Expiry Date

or fax on 0234 840234

System Owned
O1
Distributor for Power Computing in Italy.D.R.R SRI. 00142Roma
Via Duccio Di Buoninsegna, 22 Tel (06) 5193481/482 Fax 5040666

All prices include VAT, delivery and are subject to change.
Specifications are subjectto changewithout notice.
Nextday delivery £4.50 (U.K. mainland only). All trademarks acknowledged
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Power Computing France, 15 Did Voltaire 75011, Parts France
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Ermm... you can do them all. Learn to enter water

gracefully with this diving simulator- an exclusive
demo from Empire's International Sports Challenge.

EPIC: STONKING OR STINKING?

ETHE GAMES
YOU'VE BEEN
DREAMING
OF BUT
NEVER
FOUND

Three years in the making for
Ocean's 3D space blaster. Turn to
page 70 for the shocking verdict

THE BEST DTP PROGRAM EVER?

Calamus SL gets put through its
paces in
our most

rigorous

We detail
all those

test

little secrets that go
into making a superb game,

ever...

page 112

er, superb. Check out... page 30

HELLO, WORLD, THIS IS YOUR EDITOR SQUEAKING
If you're remotely obser
vant, you've probably
noticed that the face on

the

left has

changed

somewhat. Apart from
being far more attrac

tive, It also belongs to a
brand new Editor, a man

chair, but more than that, because so manybrilliant things
Well over a year ago, I wrote a story about a machine
called the Falcon. The rest of the computer press cast
doubt on the story, but now we're finally going to see the
new machine. If my sources prove right - and they haven't
been wrongyet - the Falcon is going to be the machine to

man Is - er, me, Andy

take Atari through this decade and into the next. All the
developers, programmers and cleaners at Atari that I've
spoken to are massively impressed with the new machine.

Hutchinson,

If we're hearing things right at STFORMAT, the Falcon is

like no other man. That

erstwhile

STF News Editor and lat

terly Editor at large. I'm pleased to be back at STF, partic
ularly since I finally get to sit in the extra-absorbent big

to buy machines which can perform practically any task
you turn them to, be it games, business, productivity or

are happening in the Atari world.

just recreational software.

ST owners have known for a long time that, with the
right machine, you can play superb games andget involved
in more serious activities. Ignore the console boom - those
puffed up custom chips will disappear within the next two
years just as rapidly as they materialised. If you want long
term use out of your hardware, make sure you stick with
your ST or Falcon - and stick with ST FORMAT. We're

the machine to put Atari back at the top of the league

number one and, with your help, we're going to stay there.
Remember, when buying hardware or a magazine, avoid

table of home computer manufacturers. That kind of news

pale imitations.

is important to us and to you. It means that you'll be able

COMPLETELY YOURS!

Andy Hutchinson, Editor.

AND THERE'S MORE.

This month we bring you two
brilliant packages: STOS from

Don't miss the huge range
of goodies on this month's
bulging Cover Disk:
• International Sports
Challenge - exclusive
playable diving game from

Mandarin and Animaster from

Home Grown Software. STOSis

one of the best BASIC packages
available - with it youcan pro
gram games, demos and utilities

quickly and easily. Animaster is a
comprehensivesprite program
which enables you to produce
stunning animated characters for

Brilliant 3D modelling

your games!

package to create brave

Empire's new release
® 3D Picture -

new worlds!
•

i^i.»=,p.siuPriJi*agEs^a!sai

Look at the

® Concerto - demo of the

• With An/master you can create
hontflcally grim creatures, spanky

that! Worlds

superb new MIDI sequencer!

heroes or heroines or even lush

created while

walking plants. Like, let your
Imagination run riot, man...

Plus; six other essential

you whistle.

columns on

3D Picture-

smashing!

programs to help youget
more from your ST!
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T
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COVER

DISK

Cover Disk 37
It's small, it's made of plastic, it's blue and there's a bit inside it that

goes round and round. But after a great struggle we managed to prise it
away from Chris Lloyd long enough to let him loose on this month's

bulging Cover Disk. Once again it's packed with stacks of top software
from around the world! You can now learn to dive, create stunning 3D

pictures, blast away aliens, make your own starfields and loads more...
In a program-packed night...

International sports challenge

International Sports Challenge -

BY: EMPIRE

Playable preview of the new sports sim

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY

ulation from Empire.

FOLDER: SPORTS

Page 6

3D Picture - Exclusive new 3D mod

FILES: DEMO.PRG

elling package.
Page 7
•
For a step-by-step guide to creating

GET STARTED WITH: DEMO.PRG

your own 3D pictures, see page 50
Droid - Complete platform blastorama.
Page 8

Concerto - Fully useable demo of the
new sequencing package from Micro-

deal. (MIDI instrument not supplied.)
•

Page 10
Don't miss this issue's instalment

of our music series, page 121
Photochrome - Amazing picture con
verter with an unbelievable number of
colours.
Page 9

No sane person would do it - jump
from a height of five metres into a pool
of water. Athletes, however, are a breed
apart. Not only do they jump but they
spin around in the air as they do it. As if
that wasn't enough, they group together
and have jumping into water competi
tions. On the Cover Disk is a playable

snippet from Empire's new simulation of
jumping into water and other stuff like
that, International Sports Challenge. The
full sim features six events, from shoot

ing things and riding on horses to this
one -jumping into water.

Stars - Complete new STOSextension
to add scintillating starfields to your

STOS programs.
•

Page 12

can select from three different dives:

STOS is yours on this issue's mar

one metre springboard, three metre

vellous second Disk - details, page 17.

GFA Chaos listings - More fractal

mayhem in GFA Basic.

Page 9

•
This Issue's fractal programming
feature is on page 117.

Turbo - Reset-proof and configurable
RAMdisk and print spooler.
Page 12
Autosort - Knocks those AUTO pro

grams into line.

Page 9

GFA Draft Extras - A couple of good

ies to go with the stunning drawing pro
gram GFA Draft Plus.
Page 7
•

Open the SPORTS folder and run
DEMO.PRG by double-clicking on it. You

GFA Draft Plus 3 was yours with

STF34. If you missed it, see page 40.
Back-Up - Simple and quick backup of
your Cover Disk.
Page 7

springboard and the horrifying five
metre highboard. Move the joystick to
select your choice and hit <Fire> to get
going. At the top left of the screen is a
white circle with a pulsating red circle.
This is the power meter. Hit <Fire>

again to stop it. The larger the circle
you end up with, the higher the jump. A
grey sphere starts twisting and turning
- use the joystick to control the little
white one. See your chap spinning
about aimlessly? That's because the
balls aren't lined up properly.

After you've done your best, you
have to go along to see the judges and
see what scores you've managed to

get. Getting it right takes quite a bit of
practice but does give you a little rush

• The moment of sheer terror just
before you dive. You can back out now

- just turn round and run away. Nobody
would hold it against you, much. Your

as you finally manage to make that per

family would probably support you and
you could wear a bag on your head in

fect dive.

public for a couple of years.

• Er, things aren't looking too good at
this point. You don't seem to have
mastered one or two Important skills
such as hitting the water properly.
Looks like one stinging belly-flop In the
making. Line up the little balls to
adjust your position.

CREATE YOUR OWN GAMES WITH THIS MONTH'S SECOND DISK
ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

COVER

DISK

EVERYTHING THAT REALLY COUNTS - READ THIS BIT FIRST!
Safety first (and second)

letters after the full stop. It's always a

To keep your STF Cover Disk abso
lutely safe, keep it write-protected by
moving the little black tab so you can
see through the hole. Nothing can now
be written to your Disk, so there's no
chance of you accidentally writing over
or deleting any precious data. This
also keeps your Disk completely safe
from viruses. The Disk is guaranteed
virus-free, so don't take any chances.

good idea to read these for more infor
mation on the program. Just double
click on them and select Show to

display the text on-screen. If you find
that half the text disappears off the
right-hand side of the screen when you
try to read a DOC file in low resolution,
then change to medium resolution and
try again.
One easy way to back it up

Preparation second... er, third

Space on the Cover Disk pages is lim
ited, so you may often find text files on
the Disk with more information. These
have the file extension DOC - the three

To keep your valuable ST FORMAT
Cover Disk safe you should back up
the disk, so if anything should go horri
bly wrong you've still got the original.
Because we use a special disk for

GFA Draft

mat to squeeze even more goodies
onto the Disk, you can't do a direct
disk to disk copy - you can't just drag
the Floppy Drive A icon over the Floppy
Drive B icon. But fear not: we've made

life easy for you with a specially-com
missioned backup program. Just fol
low the instructions below and you
can't go wrong! Now there's no need
to risk damaging the data on your orig
inal Cover Disk or losing it ever again!
• Note that some programs are
compressed to fit on the Disk and can

not be run directly from it. Follow the
instructions for each program in these
Cover Disk pages and everything is
sure to come up roses.

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS
RESOLUTION: HIGH OR MEDIUM

*

7\

•

International

Sports Challenge
features six
events. On the

Cover Disk Is a

playable demo of
the diving event.
Here you are
beyond the point
of no return, about
to leap spectacu
larly in the air and
gracefully plunge
into the water like
the little sea-

nymph you are. Ha!
Make a complete
fool of yourself In
front of family and
friends, more like.

* •

FOLDER: GFADRAFT
FILES: DRAFTDXF.PRG, PLOT-

TERS.TOS

- all sorts. On the next issue came utili

ties to convert between DXF format pic

your diver, then some show-off does It
perfectly before your effort.

GET STARTED WITH: BACK_UP.TOS

backing up those precious ST FORMAT

Cover Disks. No? You'll regret it if a
freak gardening accident spoils your
Disk. Doing it the old way - dragging
folders to drive B and swapping disks -

all the data on it. Then double-click on

BACKJJP.TOS to run Back-Up. From the
menu press <1> and off you go, swap
ping disks when prompted.
To minimise disk swaps, Back-Up
uses all your ST's available memory. If
you have over 1MByte of RAM you can
do everything with one disk swap. The
source disk is the disk you are making
the copy of - the Cover Disk. The desti
nation disk is the intended back-up disk.
If you have two drives, drive A is the
source and drive B the destination.

Back-Up can also be used to back

GFADRAFT.INF, DR3DXF.BAS and a
folder with the pictures to be converted.

cause nothing can be written to it. Now
get a new disk ready - it doesn't have
to be formatted {Back-Up does that for

Double-click on DRAFTDXF.PRG and off

up other disks. To see if this is a goer
with a particular disk, load Back-Up,
press <2>, and then, when prompted,
insert the disk you want to copy. BackUp tells you if it can do the job. Don't
expect to be able to copy commercial
games, though - they use all sorts of
clever tricks to stop you doing this. And
copying them is illegal.
Now there really is no excuse for
not doing a backup - it saves a heap of

you), but ensure you don't mind losing

trouble if you should ruin the disk.

tures and GFA Draft ones. Thanks to

cosmically malevolent forces beyond
our control something went horribly
wrong with the duplication of the prog-

is too much of a bother, so here's a
clever little utility that does the whole
business for you. Now before you do
anything, write-protect your original

gie to convert DXFs into GFA Draft. To

Cover Disk - move the little black tab

set things straight, here he is again.
You need to copy DRAFTDXF.PRG onto
a formatted blank disk along with

so you can see through the hole. This

you trot. Assign the levels you want to
convert, choose whether or not you

stops anything nasty happening, be

want line widths displayed and any

3D picture

zoom factor, then click on "Start" and it

BY: JOHN ZEGERS

When we brought you GFA Draft
Plus 3, we also included support for
over 50 different printers. But were you
satisfied? Well, yes, actually, you were.
But some people might want to use
those old-fashioned plotter things to

Is easy. Doing It with any grace and
precision is the less than simple bit.
Better luck next time. If you click on
Demo when you're presented with

BACK_UP.DOC
READ: BACK_UP.DOC

Alright, hands up all those who're

does the biz.

• The wet part, falling Into the water,

FOLDER: BACKJJP
FILES: BACKJJP.TOS,

TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

STF34 brought you the slightly brilliant
complete GFA Draft Plus 3 package,
fabulous for plan drawing, 2D illustration

ST FORMAT is now using a doublesided disk format. If you are one of the
few ST owners still with a single-sided
internal drive and no external drive,
then you're out of luck - you can't read
STF Cover Disks, or, for that matter,
virtually any current software. This is
because single-sided drives are now
obsolete, and it is well worth upgrad
ing. Replacement drives are cheap as little as £35 - and easy to fit. At a
stroke you can double the storage
capacity of your disks. We brought you
a detailed guide to fitting new internal
drives in STF 32 - turn to page 40 to
order it if you missed it.

Cover Disk Back-Up
BY: BRIAN TILLEY

BY: GFA

Single-sided problems last

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: 3D

FILES: 3DPICTUR.PRG AND 20

EXAMPLE FILES
GET STARTED WITH: 3DPICTUR.PRG

draw their pictures on. Also in the GFA
DRAFT folder is a compacted file with all

You want to create complex 3D
objects, then render them in colour with

the plotter drivers anybody is ever likely
to need. To get at these, all you have to

full shading? You'll find this program will
come in handy then. It creates complex

do is copy the file PLOTTERS.TOS to a

3D objects and renders them in colour

blank formatted disk and run it. It auto

with full shading. Sounds seriously
funky. Open up the 3D folder and run

matically decompresses a folder full of
the little devils ready to install into GFA
Draft Plus.

• With a little modelling, a little render
ing and a copy of 3D Picture, screens
like this can be yours too. Makes you
come over all tingly really.

3DPICTUR.PRG and click on "Load File"

all sorts of funky features - turn to
page 50 for an in-depth tutorial by our
very own "Mr 3D" himself, the
indomitable, the outstanding, the one
the only... er, whatsisname. You know

to load in the jazzy examples. There are

the bloke we mean...

- SEE PAGE 17. NEXT ISSUE: YET MORE COMPLETE SOFTWARE!
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Droid
BY: MILES P LORD

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: DROID

FILES: DROID.PRG, DAT1.DAT,

DAT2.DAT, DAT3.DAT, DAT4.DAT,
DRO.DAT, EXPSND.DAT, FOR.DAT,

MAP.DAT, README.DOC
READ: README.DOC

GET STARTED WITH: DROID.PRG

Completely questionable ethically
and spiritually of course, but we all love
a spot of destruction, don't we? A bout
of mindless alien shooting with interest
ing arrays of weaponry. Droids is just
that - a complete game involving plat
forms, robots, power-ups and a

• A tricky cave early on. The key you
need is past a battery of wall lasers. A
new skill you recently picked up comes
in real handy here. It's called ducking
and is used by all the most successful
droids without any shame whatsoever.

humungous amount of shooting. Open
up the DROID folder, double-click on
DROID.PRG and prepare for hostilities.
You control a little walking chap using
the joystick. You can get a boost jumping-wise by crouching down first. You
start out - horror of horrors - without a

rod. Luckily there's one not too far

• Keep your head and grab those
bonuses and you too could get hold of
a droid like this - three-way cannon,
lasers, bomb thrower, upward firing
thingy and realistic hair.

away.

Hidden around the gaff are elec
tronic key devices to get you past the
locked doors. Trying to stop you are a
nasty collection of death-dealing gun
emplacements and droids - these of
course hold no fear for you, right? You
eat their sort with milk and sugar for
breakfast. If, after you've blasted them

into oblivion, the little alien swines drop

an orangey-looking thingy, grab it - it's
a bonus. Bonuses range from a few
extra points to heavyweight lasers and
bomb throwers. Get old trusty plugged
in and get out there! We're right behind
you - hiding.

THRASH METAL
That's you - the little metal fella with the legs and the large guns.
Ahead are tortuous caverns crawling with dangerous technology that's

taken a dislike to you in a big way - the sort of big waythat involves
shooting at you a lot. Quite whythey take this anti-social attitude is a
mystery - alien scum arelike that. Droid is a serious arcade blaster non-bogus in a big way.

COLLECTED

Available in tf

delightful col
schemes desi

to match any
interior.

ENERGY
When this hits zero

bOO *00 *00 *00

you find yourself in
- quite literally and
in a most real way
- a "made dead

AMMO

situation." Try to

Run out of this

Get trashed

SCORE
SC< —J
Bringing
death '
Bri

avoid this uphappy

and it's Trouble

and It's not all

to the
aliens
I

state by dodging
bullets. Handy
safety tip there.

wasted - you
get a few goes
before having
to start all

brings
points.
brii

Look out for the

City Arizona for
you. Tokens confusingly marked
with an "A" pro-

tokens with an "E"

vide the

over again.

to top it up.

ENTERTAINMENT INTERNATIONAL. 4THE STANNETS, LAINDON NORTH TRADING ESTATE, BASILDON, ESSEX SS15 6DJ Tel 0268 541212

' LIVES

I

And
Am what do

points make?
poi
Points make
Poi
you score that
yoi
bit higher than
your friends.
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Photochrome
BY: DOUGLAS LITTLE
RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: PCHROME

FILES: PCHR0ME.DOC,
PCHROME.PRG, PCSVIEW.DOC,
PCSVIEW.PRG

READ: PCHROME.DOC,
PCSVIEW.DOC

Stand by to be amazed! PhotoChrome is picture convertor with real
muscle. Back in the vague mistiness of
time and STF 33, a challenge was
issued: write a program capable of tak
ing a file produced by the QRT raytracer (which was yours complete on
Cover Disk 33) and displaying it using
all of the STE's glorious 4,096 colours.
Photochrome does all of that and a lot

GET STARTED WITH: PCHROME.PRG

more. It is able to load QRT .RAW files,
24-bit .IFF files and Rombo's VIDI ST

512 screens -

512 colours from a

palette of 512 - to the faintly incredible
Photochrome

format

with

19,200

colours from a palette of 32,768. This
is of course impossible. In between the
two are the

PCS and

super HAM

modes.

There are a few options to fiddle
with: how many of the colour registers
to use in Spectrum pictures and which
if any method of dithering. The sync
rate on your monitor can be changed

too, improving the flash QRT conver
sions. Click on the helpfully named
"Help" button for advice on which
options to use.
Once you've created your master
pieces you can view them using
PCSVIEW.PRG. Full details on both pro
grams are in the documentation on
disk. The results are stunning! Not liter
ally, of course - that would be a health
hazard - but visually stunning in a
metaphorical sort of way.

.RGB files. It then does some terribly
clever things with colours and outputs
your pictures in any one of six flavours,
ranging from the standard Spectrum

• The works - 19,200 colours on an
STE using a special palette switching
technique. The source picture needs to
be a 24-bit picture. The result is some
of the best graphics you'll see on an ST
without hardware modifications.

• Rather silly subject but impressivly
rendered. Photochrome strikes again!
Look at those colours - better than that

PC-contemptible VGA effort, and with
out all that expensive hardware too.

• "Phoar, look at the curves on this baby, eh! I'd like to ride
in that! Bet she really goes!" What Is it with this fast car fixa
tion? Psychiatrists have a theory which... er, perhaps we
won't go into here. Hint: trousers.

GFA Chaos listings

Autosort
BY: EUGENE SOTHAN
RESOLUTION: MEDIUM OR HIGH

AUTOSORT.PRG

The order in which files appear within
a folder when you open a window on
your Desktop isn't the order they are
actually stored in on the disk. This isn't
really a problem, except for programs
in your AUTO folder.
These are programs with
the

filename

first (or last) or else they cause a com
motion - last month's Super Boot is
one. You could delete the folder and

FOLDER: AUTOSORT
FILE: AUTOSORT. PRG
GET STARTED WITH:

• Photochrome's super HAM mode gives you the opportuntiy
of looking at 4,096 colours on any ST. Isn't she an absolute
beauty? Go on, count all those shades!

BY: CONRAD BESSANT
RESOLUTION: LOW AND HIGH

FOLDER: CHAOS

start again, copying programs into the
folder in the correct order, or you could

FILES: UST1._LO.GFA, LIST1..HI-

use this 'ere Autosort number.

•GFA, LIST2 LO.GFA, LIST2__HI.GFA,

Just run it and it shows you your
AUTO folder. Simply click on the pro
grams and drag them into the right
order, then hit "Re-sort." Zappo! It's
done in the blink or two of an eye.
You've just saved a yourself a lot of
copying and deleting hassle!

those fascinating Lorenz and Rossler
attractors. These BASIC listings need to
be loaded into GFA Basic v3.5, which
was thoughtfully stuck to the front of

TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

STF 35 with sticky tape. You probably
know by now that you should immedi
ately turn to page 40 if you missed this
cracker of a program.

The continuing story of the fractal
family, those wacky mathematical for

tal stuff just sidle quietly up to page
115, then quickly turn the page and

mulae. This month we take a look at

there it is.

LIST3_LO.GFA, LIST3JHI.GFA

To find out more about all the frac

• This month's episode sees a strange
attraction coming over Rossler. How
many Iterations will she go through?
Will Lorenz and Rossler ever really
meet? All this explained in "Chaos - a
complex story of everyday numbers."

extension

.PRG, in a folder called
AUTO on the root direc

tory of your boot disk (that
is, not in any other fold

ers), so they are run auto
matically when you switch
on your ST. These are run
in the order they are
stored on disk and the run

ning order can affect the
their function. Some are

• Autosort, a lifesaving utility! Well, not actually lifesaving as such, but, er, handy. Sorts out the contents

fussy and need to be run

of your AUTO folder in a trice.
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PROBLEMS? WHERE TO FIND HELP Concerto
BY: MICRODEAL

1. MY STF COVER DISK WON'T LOAD!
Before you do anything else, check that you don't have a single-sided drive (one older than
1988, that can't format any disks to more than 360K) - they can't read new ST FORMAT
Cover Disks. Single-sided drives are obsolete and it's well worth upgrading. Replacement
drives are easy to fit and cost as little as £35. We covered fitting new internal drives in STF
32 - turn to page 40 to order a copy if you missed it.
Drive okay, but still no joy? ST FORMAT duplicates hundreds of thousands of Disks

every month. Inevitably a few are defective or damaged in some way - the Disk just won't
load, or you can't open a window at all, or there's nothing in it, or the folder names are
gobbledegook. It doesn't happen often, but if you're unlucky, sorry. You're guaranteed a free
replacement if you return the Disk to:

ST FORMAT August Cover Disk Returns, TIB pic, 36-50 Adelaide
Street, Bradford, Yorkshire BD5 OEA.
Enclose a sturdy self-addressed envelope (unstamped - we'll pay the postage) and a
brief letter explaining the problem. TIB promise to replace your defective Disk within one
week of receiving it. (If you're worried about trusting your precious Disk to the malls, the
Royal Mail's Recorded Delivery service costs only 30p on top of the normal postage.)
Pfease don't send your defective Disk to any other address - we have no stocks of

2. THIS COVER DISK PROGRAM DOESN'T LOAD!
If only part of your Diskwon't load, TIB invite you to ring their Cover Disk Helpline and talk
through your problem before you send back a perfectlygood Disk. Telephone 0274 736990
during normal office hoursand ask for Sam Hiah, STFORMAT Cover Disk Helpline.

3. I CAN'T WORK OUT THIS COVER DISK PROGRAM!
Your Disk seems okay, everything loads, but you've got a problem with one of the programs.

Make sure you've read all the relevant Cover Disk pages and any document files on the
Disk. Try consulting your ST Owner's manual - that mayhave the information you need.Still
got a problem? Then give us a ring on Wednesday afternoon. Telephone the ST FORMAT
Cover Disk Hotline « 0225 442244 on Wednesday 2 - 6 pm only.

We don't write the Cover Disk programs ourselves and don't know as much about them
as the programmers, but we'll do our best to sort your problem out.
Please note that this line is for Cover Disk problems only. If you have any other queries,
read on!

4. I HAVE A PROBLEM WITH THIS OTHER PROGRAM
I'VE BOUGHT!
The best place to start is the distributor of the program. Most software houses run some
kindof helpline service- check the bumph that came with your software for the number.

5. I'VE STILL GOT AN ST PROBLEM!
If you've still got a problem - you suspect your machine may be faulty, or you're not sure
about some procedure, or you need an answer to a more general query - then you have two
options.

(a) Ring the official Atari Helpline » 031 332 9323 on any weekday 6 pm -11 pm.
(b) Write to ST Answers using the Freepost coupon on page 62 - you don't even have to pay
postage! - and let ST FORMAT'S team of experts tackle your problem inthe pages of STF.
We guarantee to reply to every query we receive onthat form as soon as spaceis available.

0Bi\B8i\eai
80i\001\O01
081X881X881
8B1XB81X081
01(1X801X001
BB1XB81X881

FOLDER: CONCERTO

FILES: ICONS_C.CPT, DEMO.DOC,

805X881X8

885XB81X8

.

885X881X8811

805X081X881I

i§5\lifsiill

885X881X8811
eBsxeeixeeii

8 05XOO1XOF.1 }'

885X881X881 I

885X881X881 I

CONCERTO.INF, CONCDEMO.PRG,
LOT

grsto

PATTERN

TPTtl

F__S_.BACK.SNG
• Concerto's main screen, with the
demo song loaded in. The controls that
look like they're taken from a tapedeck work as you would expect. To get

READ: DEMO.DOC
GET STARTED WITH:

CONCDEMO.PRG

to the other screens click on the titles

Sequencing is the thing with musos
these days, and the machine to do it on
is an ST. Sequencing uses your ST to
control synths, drum machines or any
thing else which has MIDI ports - that's
Musical Instrument Digital Interface
when it's out. Microdeal have just
released

Disks in Bath.

eei\eei\aa_L
8B1\BB1\O01
eei\Q8i\8t.i
00i\001\001

RESOLUTION: MEDIUM ONLY

an

absolute

cracker

of

just below the menu bar.

a

sequencer and we've managed to blagg
a working demo for you - all you need
to add is a MIDI synth or other MIDI
instrument.

Read

the

text

file

DEMO.DOC for a quick introduction to
what to do, then run the CONCERTO.PRG nestling inside the CONCERTO
folder. All that's missing is the Save

Illui.

• The grid screen. See those bars?
They're notes, they are. The slider at
the left of the window selects the

octaves. Click and drag with the mouse
on the grid to enter notes.

function and a few extras.

Tape

Block

p_ti-rt

Hit the File menu and load in the

demo song F_S_DEMO.SNG. There are
far too many features to go into in any
depth here - the complete package
comes with a 100-page manual. But put

extremely simply, Concerto provides
you with all the swishy functions so as
to give you complete control over your
instrument, as it were. The whole thing
works with an easy system of windows
and menus, so just experiment, enjoy
and look out for the definitive STF
review coming soon.
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The score window. Select the edit

mode at the top right and click on the
main window to get editing. There's a
mass of other goodies from the rows of
icons below the main window.

HE STEPS, HE SCORES, HE WRITES MUSIC
Concerto makes a dazzling array of functions available, all neatly arranged in nine helpful win
dows. A huge variety of options is accessible from the drop-down menus as well,all fairly selfexplanatory - but remember that not all are available inthis demo version.
• Main window. Displays a list of up to 100 Patterns, includingstart and finish bar positions -

to edit any Pattern's name, you first click on it. Also a track list, showing 24 Tracks In total,
with MIDI channel settings and Status (On or Off).

You can copy or delete Patterns or Tracks using the mouse: click and hold down the
mouse button and drag a Pattern or Track to another slot to copy It or to the Trash can to

• We'll pay well for your software - games, utilities, demos - anything good, original and short. If

' you've written anything worthy of STFs Cover Disk, send it with this form and full documen-

I tation to: Chris Lloyd, ST FORMAT Cover Disk Editor, 30 Monmouth St, Bath, Avon BA12BW.

| Then please be patient: we get heaps of submissions, and we try to give them all afair testing!
I Name.
I Address _
I

Daytime phone

Program title _

Total size in K_

On a separate sheet, explain concisely what the program does and what'sgreat about it.
Remember to: • Include on-disk and paper documentation • Write your name and address on
the disk O Use a virus-free disk • Keep a copy of your program, because contributions are nonreturnable • Enclose wads of cash. We pay for programswe use, but the next round's on you...

Please sign the following declaration: This program is submitted for publication in
ST FORMAT. It is wholly my own work and I hereby agree to indemnify Future Publishing
against any legal action should copyright problems arise.

delete it.

• Score Editor. Make changes to Notes, Tempo (including Accel/Ral), Cresc/Dim, Instru

ment orProgram, Pause, Stac/Slur. Edit modes selectable include Insert/ Delete (alsotoggled
with the right mouse button), Info and Select Block.

The Velocity Bar at the top rightenables you to set the velocity(volume) of each individ
ual note you insert on the score, from 1 (lowest) to 127 (highest).
• Drum Machine. Use this if your synth has a percussion section.
• Grid Editor. Ideal if you can't read music. Same functions as Score Editor. To insert a note

you just movethe crosshair to where you want the note, click and hold down the left mouse
button, drag to the length you want and release the button. A right button click while you're
dragging aborts the insert; otherwise a right clicktoggles between insertand delete modes.
• Step-Time Editor. Enables youto enterchords by playing them on your synth, oneat a time.
• Event Editor. Shows the position in yoursong of each event and enables you to view them
all as text. You can select which event type or types to view.

• Arrange.100 slots to enable youto build your sequence list. You can select events from the
Pattern list (as in the Main window) and arrange them using Insert, Over-write or Delete
modes. Other options here: GhostTrack (duplicate a Track withoutactually creating a copy in
memory);Transpose pitch or velocity; set Delayor Program Change.

• Synth. Set the names given to instruments in the other windows. It's much easier to read
"Piano" instead of "016"!

Signed

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

• Mixer. Choose the effect to mix in and use sliders to alter the effect: Tempo, Instrument,

Pitch Bend,Control Change(depending on what yoursynth can recognise), Staccato/Slur.

ATARI1040STE

Family Curriculum
-'The LearningPack'
CONTAINS...

.tari 1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours, |
0 Ports inc.MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound in Stereo, 1Mb. Floppy
1.5" DiskDrive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in
rv Modulator PLUS... Some Great Educational Software:

'lay & Leam For younger members ofthe family, fun learning!
lunior School Maths, Spelling, General Knowledge for Juniors.
3CSE Revision Maths, French &Geography for GCSE levels.

I t_C 20 Mono

•AjjC M0 Colour

\lX24__0Mono

] IX y-100 Mono

PROGATE 20

11X14-100 Colour

20Mb Hard Drive

30Mb Hard Drive

business Computing Word Processor, Database, Spreadsheet, j

PROGATE 40
40Mb Hard Drive

tjdue.,

£329.99

ATARI1040STE
Music Master Pack

IsWFI'Cotatt

PROGATE 80

1 224 Mono

80Mb Hard Drive

1224 Colour

S$J2>mk
£922

PROGATE 160DC
160Mb Hard Drive

[__4^

440Mb Hard Drive

Complete with 1 years REPLACEMENT warranty &
2 yearsREPLACEMENT on 'DC models

IC

,VwWWNTW «L*1

„ro,ra.,, £11)69.99

!4Track Recording, MIDI, Quantising, Score Edit,
3ridEdit,Cycling, StepProgramming, UNDO,
Master Track, ControllerMapping...BRILLIANT!

ATARI SUNDRIES
MOUSE MAT High quality, save your mouse from dirt!
£3.95
DUST COVER HIGH QUALITY vinyl covers for hardware... £5.95
Atari keytor_d, printers, monitors etc, etc
each
DISKSTORAGE BOXES High quality, smoked perspei lid fully

£329.99

'OFounZ^MOFn-sm SrHmMstMt

lockablc, complete with dividers intwocapacities...
40CAPACITY 3.5'Disks
80CAPACITY 3J" Disks £6.99

DISKLIBRARY CASESPlastic case for10disks, 3-5"
PRINTER STANDS 2Part plsslic, paper fits under

StarlXW'f

£0.99
£9.99
£9.99

MERLIN WIZARD STICK Great quality microswi.chcd
joystick, robust &longjife, superb control. Otlter joysticks toophonc!

ATARICONTROLCENTRES

rst»rXB Printers

From £19.95

Metalstands for K/Board,Monitor,1 Disk Doves.

£76.95

IS ii4D|S*ifJ4

NAKSHA SCANNER The oneyouVe been wailing for!
NAKSHA MOUSEtFree Operation Stealth while stocks last
SQUIK MOUSE Budget priced... but GREAT quality

£109.99
£29.99
£16.95

ATARI SOFnVARE...Ganics, Educationaland Businesssoftwareus

Vtari 520STE Keyboard, 512KRAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.
:loppy 3.5"DiskDrive, Mouse, Built-in TV Modulator PLUS...

always available atdiscounted prices please phone &askforprices.
ATARI BOOKS-Covering everything Atari! Phone fordetails
KONIX SPEEDKING MEGAPACK...
£19.99

GENWNE

1REAT STE SOFTWARE:

KONIXSPEEDK1NG JOYSTICKwith FOURGREATGAMES!!!

'roductivityDisk1st Word WP, Neochrome Paint, ANI ST,

MIG 29Soviet Fighter. BMX Simulator, Pro Tennis and Treasure Island Dizzy.
PLUS LOTS OF OTHER ACCESSORIES
TOO MANY TO LIST!!!

T Tour, SelfTest Utility, Calendar, RAM Disk Accessory.

Entertainment DiskMissile Command, Crystal Castles,

^«n!

iuper Breakout, Battlezone.

^£249.99

MORE ATARI PRODUCTS

Smalt items art despatched byposttoall UK Mainland addresses for t*

fee, unlessotherwise discussed. Hardware is despatched bycouriersei
to 25KS)as follows: NEXT WOltKlHG DAY... add £7.50 to order, TWO

ING DAYS...add £6, orforSPECIAL SATURDAY DELIVERY...add just
(Pleasenotecourier service applies toSfOST UKMainland addresses)

FANTASTICNEW PORTABLEFROMATARIFEATURING...

j Font C^^Z~~~-~^S^~IZZ-

r

"

Small Footprint: 8.5"x 11.4" [only .25"thiek|..TRULY PORTABLE!!!

20Mb, Built-in Hard Drive
Weighs inatONLY 4.2lhs

3.5" Built-in Floppv Drive
Up toinHrs battery life (charger optional]

Supplied wilh File lousier and Oruaiiisci software n< -a ti\ (\f\

Optional FAX modem due to be released soon!

ATARI520STE
dari 520STE Keyboard, 512K RAM, 4096 Colours, Stereo, 1Mb.
loppy 3.5"Disk Drive, Mouse, Built-in TVModulator PLUS...
iREAT STE GAMES SOFTWARE:

rinal Fight, Sim City, 9-Lives, Escape from the
Planet oftheRobot Monster plus...
1st Basic,STTutorial,Neochrome Paint

****-£269.99
«**"- £289.99
AMIGA CDTV...
Y A CDTV FROM MERLIN & WE WILL
_1UDE FREE OF CHARGE EITHER...

88KeyQWERTY Keyboard Worth£49.95!
:A3.5" FloppyDiskDriveWorth £59.95!
IV KEYBOARD

TV MOUSE
TV TRACKBALL

TV 3.5"DRIVE
CUTE 3_>" DRIVE

ArtmgeojCDTV,

88 KeyQWERTY, plugsinto theCDTV. £49.95
Two wayinfrared remote control,
£39.95
includes battery saverfeature
Infrared remote control with socketsfor £79.95
twostandard joysticks orstandard mouse
Allows loading ofcompatible Amiga
£99.95
software. 880Kcapacity.
CDTV compatible inmatching black. £59.95
nmcoming ontine, please phone tocheck availatiliry.

_t_Lx4V»yjr
firp.fl_95.MI

DiscoveryXtra
:ONTAINS...

* * « > £219

DELIVERY

itart Disk STE Language Disk.

fyvWt

H

t-ntisArt

PROGATE 440DC

rv Modulator PLUS... A MUSICAL SOFTWARE GREAT:

DNTAINS...

£565

100Mb Hard Drive

tot 1040STE Keyboard, 1024K RAM, 256K ROM, 4096 Colours,

CM»«33/ifSfS

£437

PROGATE 100DC

.0Ports inc. MIDI, 8-BIT PCM Sound inStereo, 1Mb. Floppy
1.5" Disk Drive, Mouse, External Genlock support, Built-in

ATARI520STE
Starter Pack

£423

50Mb Hard Drive

-The Melody Maker'

tywd l/alue-,

£341

PROGATE 50DC

ll2l>B+Mo»o
lsyruT9Mono

.ONTAINS...

STEINBERG PRO 24 m

£327

PROGATE 30

|SB24-25«CoV_

Creative Computing Paint, Music &Basic programes.

fjntoi

£279

WARRANTY

Hardware proving faulty within .SO days willbeexchanged forSEW (si
condition etc).After 30 days andwithin 12months from purchase, faul
rectified bytherelevant manufacturers' repair agentandreturned toy
courier. Software andsmallitemscarryvarious warranties, just askfa

ATARI PORTFOLIO POCKET PC EI.Et TRONIC ORGANISER CI

With address &leierhn-e Ivi-k. calc-Luca. ;e\:rnsv.ir. Jis-v ianus
1-'-3compatible spreadsheet and PCcomoaiiblc fordata transfer A

New
LOW

v*lsctaion»fam™_- isah: available please phone for details.

Pri«

Printer Uri>er
Available tenser IMh.:\ll,.ur4Mb.

PRINTER FRIEBIES.,

' IPhofrtii

MEGA 1SIT IM- SAM t.S"DiskDrive.

£620.99

MEGA 2STE - 2Mb. RAM. 3.5" Disk Drive, 47Mb HD

aVt.f)

Wl EL GETTHE FOLLOWINGINCLUDED
FREE OE CHARGE...

NOTE

sofarinadvance Merlin therefore reserve the right toalter product Sf

QUALITY DUST COVER

am

2 PART PRINTER STAND
LEAD TO YOUR ATARI

£18.9
£2049

FREE ENTRY INTO THE MERLIN PRIZE DRAW*

.""^w 0)

With each hardware

Eur^xfc}!^^^--1'
_____.________________i________________r#^ ENTRY form Tor
•Full Details available on written request to °ur Euro Disney
Merlin Express Ltd. Please include aSAE.
Hol]da>' Companion.
EuroDisney is tin t 'upvriy.h; ,,[ The Wult Disney Corporatitt,

ST SECOND DRIVES
£PHONE

ATARI SLM

£69.99

-draw anyproductlofferlservice or update priceslandthatcanbeupC
without priornotice, Merlin gaaraniee never to supply anything thath

subjectto changewithout you,thecustomer, beinginformed of andag,
thatchange. PleaseALWAYS confirm detailsPRIOR to placingyour01
ir currently advertised offerssupercede previously advertised offers
E&OE
todsare NOTsupplied ona trial basis.

5 LASER PRINTER. 6ppm

NEWATARISM 144 MONO I4"H[GUK!.S01 II IDS MOMIOR
ATARISC1435STEREOCOLOUR 14"MONITOR
ATARIPTC1426COLOUR 14"MULTOYNC MONITOR TTs

£139.99
£239
£419

NEW SERIOUS SOFTWARE PACKS FROM ATARI
•INTRO TO:

£24.99

mm pkocessixg. contains:

Ctillierapherlishl
•INTRO TO:
£24.99
SPREADSHEETMMAOEmNT,

(\miains: Mosterplan
•INTRO TO:

£19.99

SOUSDelMVSlC.Contains:

Music Maker*, Sampler Master*

•INTRO TO:

Ultra slim design...Brilliant 3.5" external second
floppy disk drive...One of our best sellers!

CUMANACAX354
3.5" Second external drive with throughpor!

PLEASE

Whilst every effort is made to ensure information in thisadvert is corr
should always confirm anyoffers, prices, availability etc.priortoplat
order.Weendeavour to supplygoodsus shown andwill ONLY change
shouldit be made necessary byoursuppliersetc. As ouradvertising is

WITH EVERY PRINTER (EXCEPT THOSE MARKED WITH ANj»]|'

ROCLITE 3.5" DISK DRIVE

Merlin arehappy to supply BFPO andexport markets for which VAT is
deductible. Delivery charges vary from UK ralesand, as products carr
warranties only,faultyitemsare to be returned to Merlin byc,
delivery chargeswill apply.

£-4.99

*INTROTO:

£19.99

PERSOm fflANCE,Contains:

Pars. FinanceManaeer*. Dalafax
•INTRO TO:

£19.99

PllomaiVITY, Contains:

Sr\lord.STBase,STCelc
INTRO TO:
£19.99
dASIC PPOGMMMISC, Contains:
Power Basic

INTRO TO:

£24.99

MERLIN

EXPRESS

LIMITED

I'ltOGRAMMim.Contains:Clock&

DATABASES, Contains:

Calculator, Works, Saved, Archive,

Superbase Personal

DEPLSf, UNIT W, HOP-WALK INDUSTRIAL CENTRE,

•Require anSTnrSTE with a i)/Sdrive andIMa, memnry

STATION ROAD, ILKESTON, DERBYSHIRE. DE7 SHX.

Pont Kit*

PLEASE PHONE FOR DETAILS OF ANYTHING NOT

LISTEDWE'DBEDELIGHTED QUOTEYOL'!!!

i©060 2

COVER

DISK

Turbo
BY: LEE UPCRAFT

RESOLUTION: LOW ONLY
FOLDER: STARS

FILES: INST_EXT.BAS, STARS.DOC
READ: STARS.DOC
TO GET STARTED: SEE BELOW

cause any problems. You can change
the drive too. That's it! Now when you
load in STOS again you've got four new
commands with oodles of parameters
to play with.
There are two example listings to
get you up and running. Take a look at
the document file STARS.DOC for all

Unless you live with your head in a
bucket you must have noticed flashy

starfield effects popping up in the back
ground of space games and demos neat stuff. The trouble with producing
these in BASIC is speed - they're quite
processor-intensive. However, one of
the spiffy things about STOS Basic is
its

the details. Stars can be plotted on
screen and moved in any direction at
any interval, even zooming in and out of
the screen. If you select a parallax
starfield, then stars move in relation to
their colour value. It all works about 20

times faster than the best you could do
with standard STOS Basic - that's fast!

modular construction. Extra com

mands can be included by adding
extensions to the language - and STF
has brought you some stunners on past
Cover Disks. Stars is a machine code

extension to STOS that adds powerful
specialist commands to give you fast
starfield in only a line or two of BASIC.
Adding the extension to STOS is
made a doddle by a special installation
program. Load and run INST_EXT.BAS
into STOS, then hit <1> to install the

interpreter extension and <2> if you
have the compiler as well. Each exten
sion has its own identifying letter. Stars
uses "H" by default, which shouldn't

BY: KEVIN CREASEY

Any programs inside a folder called

RESOLUTION: ALL RESOLUTIONS

AUTO are automatically run when you

FOLDER: TURBO602

FILES: TURBO602.PRG,
TURBO602.DOC
READ: TURBO602.DOC
GET STARTED WITH:
TURBO602.PRG

Everybody needs a RAMdisk, prob

ably the most universally useful utility
you can have. If you've got a printer
you'll find a printer buffer pretty damn
handy too. A RAMdisk is an area of
memory set aside for your ST to use as
an extra disk drive - this makes copy
ing and loading things very fast indeed.
A printer buffer is an area of memory
that is used to store data being sent to
the printer, freeing up your ST to do
other things at the same time. Both
obviously worth going for! Turbo is the
two utilities combined and made reset-

proof - if you have to reset your ST or
•

It looks like 200 dots on a black

screen, but is in fact a stunning 3D
starfield. Try bouncing your head up
and down in front of this page to simu
late the effect. Stars Is a STOS exten

sion that adds whizzy Star Trek effects.
(Star Trek is a trademark of Paramount
Pictures. Stars aren't. So there.)

(horror of horrors!) it crashes, all your
data is safe.

To use Turbo, copy TURBO602.PRG into the AUTO folder of your boot
disk and reset your ST to install it. The
boot disk is the disk you put in your
internal drive when you first switch on.

I
1

reboot, provided they have the filename
extension PRG and the AUTO folder is

not inside any other folders.

The first time you run Turbo you're
asked to configure it. Type in the drive
letter of the RAMdisk and its size and

the size of the printer buffer. Memory
permitting, the maximums are 1,024
Bytes and 256 Bytes respectively. Save
this configuration to disk and it's set up
automatically next time you boot up. If
you want to re-configure it, hold down
the <Alternate> key while you are boot
ing and to abort installation altogether
hold down both <Shift> keys.
To access the RAMdisk you need
to install a Desktop icon for it and do a
"Save Desktop" to have it ready and
waiting for you. The ST's manual tells
you how to do this and the document
TURBO602.DOC on the Disk has all the

details on Turbo. With this one little pro
gram you can speed up printing and
disk operations by loads. An instant
upgrade - smart!

Warning: Turbo is "reset-proof but
all data in a RAMdisk gets deleted
when you switch off your ST, so if
you want to keep anything save it
to a real disk or hard drive first!

I

%

I

I
U.S. Gold Ltd., Units 2/3 Holford Way, Holford, Birmingham B6 7AX.

Tel:021 625 3366.

Based on official government
documents. s h u t t l e is t h e m o s t
a c c u r a t e a n d comprehensive
simulation o f n a s a ' s space
s h u t t l e e v e r produced f o r a n y
home computer.
features:

. f o l d - o u t s h u t t l e f l i g h t deck
POSTER

. VARIOUS LAUNCH AND LANDING
SITES

. AUTHENTIC CONTROL PANEL DISPLAY

AVAILABLE FOR

RC. & COMPATIBLES, ST & AMIGA
© 1991 Virgin Games, Ltd. Allrightsreserved
© 1991 Vektor Grafix, Ltd. All rights reserved
Virgin Games Ltd.338ALadbroke Grove,
London W10 5AH

Tel: 081 960 2255 Fax: 081 960 9900

RAINBOW COLLECTION

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

WHEELS OF FIRE COMPILATION

FISTS OF FURY COMPILATION

POWER UP COMP

MURDERI

UTOPIA

9.99

9.99

8.99

9.99

9.99

6.49

11.99

14.99

LOTUS TURBO 2

LEMMINGS

RUGBY WORLD CUP

THUNDERHAWK

MAN UTD EUROPE

FLAMES OF FREEDOM

9.99

9.99

9.99

11.99

POWERDRIFT

PLAYER MANAGER

WOLFCHILD

ROLLING RONNIE

3.99

8.99

12.99

WONDERLAND

13.99

KICK OFF 2

F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2

8.99

11.99

JIMMY WHITE

DNGN MASTER + CHAOS

16.99

OH NOI MORE LEMMINGS

GOLDEN AXE

11.99

13.99

9.99

8.49

CAPTIVE

HEIMDALL

FERRARI F1

PITFIGHTER

6.99

11.99

8.99

9.99

_i_a___iX-_«___~-_aiii
PRINCE OF PERSIA SIM CITY & POPULOUS SCRABBLE DELUXE

10.99

9.99

16.99

9.99

.B

V^NOOKER
Steve Uevu.

m'c.mtm •
s(i 'i»

_s
ROCKET RANGER

9.99

16.99

Atari ST Software
(OFF ROAD RACER, TOTAL
RECALL, SHADOW WARRIOR) ...19.
3D CONSTRUCTION KIT
4 WHEEL DRIVE

16.

(LOTUS ESPRIT TURBO,
TEAM SUZUKI, TOYOTA
CELICA, COMBO RACER)

19.

A320 AIR-BUS
ACTION MASTERS

21.

14.99

3.99

(DYNAMITEDUX, NINJA
9.99

POPULOUS & SIM CITY

16.99

FIVE NATIONS RUGBY

16.99

POPULOUS 2

19.49

FLAMES OF FREEDOM
FLOOR 13
FORMULA 1 GRAND PRIX

11.99
19.99
22.99

POPULOUS 2 (1 MEG)
19.49
POWER UP (CHASE H.Q,
TURRICAN, X-OUT, ALTERED
BEAST, RAINBOW ISLANDS) ...9.99

FUN SCHOOL 2 (2-6, 6-8 or 8+) 14.99
FUN SCHOOL 3 (2-5, 5-7 or 7+) 16.99
FUN SCHOOL 4 (2-5, 5-7 or 7+) 16.99
6.99

18.

ADI ENGLISH (12-13)
ADI MATHS (11-12)
ADI MATHS (12-13)

18.
18.
18.

GAUNTLET 3
GODS
GOLDEN AXE
GOLF WORLD CLASS
LEADERBOARD
GRAHAM GOOCH WORLD
CLASS CRICKET

ADVANTAGE TENNIS

16.

GRAHAM TAYLOR'S

AFTERBURNER
AIR BUCKS
AIR SEA SUPREMACY

7.
17.

SOCCER MANAGER
HARLEQUIN
HEAD OVER HEELS

16.99
16.99
7.99

HEIMDALL (1 MEG)

11.99

(GUNSHIP, SILENT SERVICE,
P47, F15 STRIKE EAGLE,
CARRIER COMMAND)

19.

ALCATRAZ
ANOTHER WORLD
ARKANOID 2

15.
16.
7.

ARMOUR-GEDDON
AWESOME

13.
9.

B17 FLYING FORTRESS
BAAL

22.
5.

BARBARIAN 2 (PSYGNOSIS) ...16,
BATTLE ISLE

......19.

BEYOND ZORK (INFOCOM)
BLUE MAX

19 99

BLUES BROTHERS
BONANZA BROS

16
16,

BREACH 2 (ENHANCED)

18.

CADAVER LEVELSTHE PAY OFF

CAPTIVE
CARL LEWIS TRACK &
FIELD CHALLENGE

11.

6.

(ROBOCOP, GHOSTBUSTERS 2,
INDIANA JONES ACTION,

JIMMY WHITES SNOOKER

JINXTER (M/SCROLLS)

K/OFF 2 FINAL WHISTLE

9.

SECRET OF MONKEY

SEASTALKER (INFOCOM)

17.99

DEJAVU

2.
16,
16.

STEPS OF COLUMBUS

18.

LEATHER GODDESSES
LEGEND OF THE SWORD
LEMMINGS

9.99
9.99

3.99

ISLAND (1 MEG)

16.99

SENSIBLE SOCCER
SHADOW OF THE BEAST 2

18.49
7.99

SHADOW SORCERER
SHADOWGATE

16.99
3,99

SHADOWLANDS

19.49

SILENT SERVICE 2(1 MEG) ...22.99
SIM CITY & POPULOUS

16.99

16.99
16.99

16.99
8.99

SPECIAL FORCES

22.99

9.49

K/OFF 2 GIANTS OF EUROPE...7.99
K/OFF 2 RETURN TO EUROPE 7.99
K/OFF 2 WINNING TACTICS
6.99
KICK OFF 3
16.99
KID GLOVES 2
16.99

LEANDER
16.

RESERVE MOUSE MAT .
9.99
19.49
9.99
17.99

SMASH TV
SPACE CRUSADE

KILLING GAME SHOW

GIRL POKER

SPECIAL

3.99

KINGS QUEST 4 (SIERRA) D/S 12.99
KNIGHTS OF THE SKY (1 MEG) 22.99

DELIVERANCE
DEUTEROS
DISCOVERY - IN THE

RAINBOW ISLANDS,
NEW ZEALAND STORY)

16.99

...14.99

7.99

16.99
8.99
7.99
13.99

12.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION

19.49

COVERT ACTION
CRUISE FOR A CORPSE

DAILY SPORTS COVER

16,49

RAILROAD TYCOON (1 MEG) 22.99

RUGBY WORLD CUP
SCRABBLE DE LUXE

CORRUPTION (M/SCROLLS) ...3.
22.
19,

RACEDRIVIN

FOR AMIGA/ST

(BUBBLE BOBBLE,

15.99

GHOSTS, JAMES POND,

9.
9.

13.49

RORKE'S DRIFT

(LOTUS ESPRIT, GHOULS AND
12.

SQUIK MOUSE

(BLOODWYCH, MIDWINTER,
CADAVER, IRON LORD)

3.99
16.99
10.99

JOHN BARNES
EUROPEAN FOOTBALL
KICKOFF2D/S

CHUCK ROCK

24.99

18.49
44.99
17.99

16.99

16,99

NAKSHA AMIGA/ST MOUSE

.....16.99

ROCKET RANGER
RODLAND
ROLLING RONNY

13.99

54.99
WITH OPERATION STEALTH

PROPHECY
PROTEXT VERSION 4,3
PUSH-OVER
QUEST & GLORY

SPEEDBALL

8.99

SPELLBOUND

6.99

CLEANING KIT

FOR COMPUTERS

(INCLUDES VACUUM)

19.99
TECNOPLUS ATARI ST

STARTER PACK WITH STOS,
PRINCE OF PERSIA,
QUICKSHOT 131 DELUXE

DIGITAL JOYSTICK, DUST [
COVER, MOUSE PAD, FILE-A- {_
DISK RECORD SYSTEM, DISK •
CLEANER, 5 BLANK DISKS)

32.991
DAATA SCAN PRO HAND
SCANNER FOR ATARI ST

SPIRITOFEXCALIBUR(IMEG) 16.99
STEVE DAVIS SNOOKER
STORM MASTER

5.99
18.49

STOS (GAMES CREATOR)

19,99

STRIKER

17.99

SUPER CARS 2
SUPER HANG ON

16.99
7.99

(GREY SCALE, 200 - 400 DPI,
1 MEG RAM REQUIRED)

119.99

SUPER LEAGUE MANAGER ...15.49

DUST COVER FOR AMIGA OR ATARI ST (CLEAR)
DUST COVER FOR MONITOR (CLEAR)

4.
5.99

SUPER SPACE INVADERS

DUST COVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR)

5.99

RF LEAD FOR AMIGA/ST (STANDARD LEAD TO TELEVISION)
TV RF INPUT SWITCH FOR AMIGA/ST (SWITCH BETWEEN TV
AERIAL AND COMPUTER WITHOUT DISCONNECTING)
POPULOUS/FALCON LEAD (NULL MODEM CABLE)
FOUR PLAYER JOYSTICK ADAPTOR (FOR KICK OFF 2 ETC)

3.99

SUPREMACY

THE MANAGER
THE SIMPSONS

.,.16.49
9.99

16.99
13.99

LEMMINGS DATA DISK - OH NOI 9.99

THUNDERHAWK

LIFE AND DEATH

16.99

TIP OFF

16.49

LOMBARD RAC RALLY
LOTUS TURBO 2

7.99
11.99

TITUS THE FOX

16.99

TURBO CUP (WITH CAR)

9.99

4.99

DUNGEON MASTER AND
CHAOS STRIKES BACK
DYNA BLASTERS

16.
20,

LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS ...20.99

ULTIMA 5

10.99

LURKING HORROR (INFOCOM) ...9.99

ROBOSHIFT INTERFACE FOR AMIGA/ST

ELF

14.

MAGIC POCKETS

ULTIMA 6
UNINVITED

20.99
3.99

(PLUGS MOUSE & JOYSTICK INTO ONE PORT)

MAGNETIC SCROLLS VOL.1

UMS2(1 MEG)

22.99

(GUILD OF THIEVES, FISH,
CORRUPTION) (1 MEG)

UTOPIA
11.99
UTOPIA NEW WORLDS DATA...11.49
VENGANCE OF EXCALIBUR ...19.49

ELITE

9.

EPIC

19-

ESWATD/S
EURO FOOTBALL CHAMP
EXILE
EYEOFHORUS
F15 STRIKE EAGLE 2
F16 FALCON
F19 STEALTH FIGHTER

13.
17,
16.
6.
11.
10.
14.

FANTASY PAK

(COLORADO,
BOSTON BOMB CLUB,

CRYSTALS OF ARBOREA)
FERRARI FORMULA 1
FINAL BLOW
FINAL FIGHT
FIRE & ICE

...13.
8.
16.
16.
17,
19,

19.99
9.99

VENUS THE FLYTRAP

MEGA LO MANIA AND

FIRST SAMURAI

19,99

MEGA TWINS

16.99

MERCENARY 3
MICROPROSE 3D GOLF
MIDWINTER
MOONSHINE RACERS

16.99
22,99
19.99
9.49

MOONSTONE
MURDER D/S

19.49
6.49

7.49

VIKINGS-FIELD OF
CONQUEST

16.99

VROOM

16.99

WARHEAD
WHEELS OF FIRE

5.99

(HARD DRIVIN, POWERDRIFT,
CHASE H.Q, TURBO OUTRUN) ...8.99
WIZ-KID

17.99

WOLFCHILD
WOLFPACK

12.99
11.99

PAINTWORKS (ART PACKAGE) 6.99

WONDERLAND (1 MEG)

13.99

PARASOL STARS

WORLD CLASS RUGBY
WWF WRESTLING

13.49
16.99

NITRO
OPERATION WOLF

PAWN (M/SCROLLS)

FIRST SAMURAI AND
MEGA LO MANIA

MAN UNITED EUROPE

16.99

PIRATES

7,99
7.99
16.99

7.99
16.99

X-OUT

6.99 I

MECHANISM. QUIET,
HIGH QUALITY, SLIM.

2.99

PRO TENNIS TOUR 2

16.99
(MICROSWITCHED)

9.99

ROBOCOP 3

JIM POWER

19,

16.49

16.99

JET + JAPAN DISK (SUBLOGIC) 10.99

VENUS THE FLY TRAP)

11.99

PREMIER

10.99

3D CONSTRUCTION KIT

QUICKJOY QJ1 JOYSTICK

PRINCE OF PERSIA

37.99

INDYHEAT

5.99

PRESIDENT ELECT (SSI)

HOME ALONE

HOOK
16.99
HUMANS
17.99
IAN BOTHAMS CRICKET
19.49
IK+
7,9
INDIANA JONES ADVENTURE ...8.99
INTERNATIONAL
SPORTS CHALLENGE
ISHAR - LEGEND OF
THE FORTRESS

ULTIMA 5

EXTERNAL 3.5" DISK DRIVE FOR
ATARI ST. SONY/CITIZEN DRIVE

3.99
19.49

POWERMONGER WORLD
WAR 1 DATA DISK

HOME ACCOUNTS 2

9.99

7.

CHAMPIONSHIP MANAGER ...19.

POWERDRIFT
POWERMONGER D/S

RBI BASEBALL2
REALMS
RISKEY WOODS

BATMAN THE MOVIE) D/S

19.

17.

CHART ATTACK

CORPORATION

7.99
18.49

HEROQUEST + DATA DISK ...16.99
HILL STREET BLUES
16.49
HITCH HIKERS GUIDE
8.99
HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION

JAGUAR XJ220.1 MEG)

(MANCHESTER UTD,BOXING
MANAGER,J.KHANN SQUASH)...12.

CHUCKIEEGG
CHUCKIE EGG 2

16.99
16.99
8.49

JAMES POND
7.49
JAMES POND 2 - ROBOCOD...16.99

CARRIER COMMAND
CELTIC LEGENDS
CHAMPIONS

9.99
8.99
9.99
Atari ST Peripherals

WARRIORS, SHINOBI,
DOUBLE DRAGON 2)

ADI ENGLISH (11-12)

DOUBLE DRAGON 2, TURBO
OUTRUN, WELLTRIS)
18.

SUPREMACY

PITFIGHTER
9,99
PLAN 9 FROM OUTER SPACE...19.49
PLAYER MANAGER
8.99

FISTS OF FURY

GAUNTLET 2

(F16 COMBAT PILOT, ITALY 1990.

INDY JONES ADV

F19 STEALTH

3.99

4.99
7.99
7.99
14.99

PORT EXTENSION ADAPTOR FOR AMIGA/ST (CHANGE

JOYSTICKS WITHOUT NEEDING TO REACH BEHIND COMPUTER)

3.5" DSDD GOLDSTAR DISK WITH LABEL

5.99

69p each

PACK OF 50 GOLDSTAR 3.5" DSDD DISKS WITH LABELS
3.5" DISK HEAD CLEANER

24.99
4.99

DISK BOX 3.5" (10 CAPACITY)
BANX DISK BOX 3.5" (80) STACKABLE

1.99
12.99

QUICKJOY FOOT PEDAL

7.99

(HIGHLY RECOMMENDED)

.......-._,

DISKBOX3.5"(40)LOCKABLE
DISK BOX 3.5" (80) LOCKABLE

DISK BOX 3.5" (100) LOCKABLE ...9.99
DELUXE DISK BOX 3.5"

80 CAPACITY,
LOCKABLE, DIVIDERS

10.99

19.99
STARFIGHTER REMOTE
WITH TWO INFRA-RED
JOYPADS

29.99

CORPORATION

9.99

Over 100,000 people have joined Special Reserve
The club with no obligation to buy
Tel. 0279 600204 for a free COLO R catalogue

/
WE DO NOT SELL
GREY IMPORTS

HARDWARE PRICES
INCLUDE VAT AND
DELIVERY TO UK MAINLAND

CITIZEN SWIFT 9
192CPS/48NLQ, 3NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT,

^

—

FREE HOLSTERS, BELT AND

__.

FREE PRINTER LEAD

1QQ QQ

FREE COLOUR KIT

UWMttWaT

CITIZEN 224 24 PIN

CARTRIDGE HOLDER

, a

FREE MEMBERSHIP

OTr.TTr

UK £6.99 EECE8.99 WORLD £10.99
We only supply members but you can order as you join.

The Special Reserve full
colour club magazine NRG is

I 4096 COLOURS, 64K RAM,
J 16MHzPROCESSOR, 8 MEG

WARRANTY. 24 PIN LETTER QUALITY PRINTER WITH 360X360 DPI GRAPHICS.

3 GAME CAPACITY, 4 CHANNEL

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD, FREE COLOUR KIT

sent to all members bi

i SOUND, BACKLIT SCREEN
1 FREE MAINS ADAPTOR

279.99

monthly. NRG features full
reviews of new games plus
mini-reviews, all the gen on new products, the
Special Reserve charts, Release Schedule of
new games and hundreds of special offers.

FREE MEMBERSHIP

WITH COLOUR KIT 24 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 216CPS/72LQ, 6LQ/1 DRAFT FONT,
24 MONTH WARRANTY. ADVANCED VERSION OF 224 WITH HIGHER SPEED,

84.99

MORE FONTS AND SPECIAL LCD CONTROL PANEL.

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD, FREE COLOUR KIT

STAR LC20

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP

aa

1 ATARI LYNX 2

249.99

WITH COLOUR KIT, 80 COLUMN, 192CPS/64LO, 3LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 24 MONTH

CITIZEN SWIFT 24E

Open to 8pm Weekdays
and to 5pm Weekends

PLAYER LEAD AND TETRIS
FREE E3.00 REPLAY VOUCHER

24 MONTH WARRANTY.

SEGA GAME GEAR

PLUS - EVERY ISSUE CONTAINS

RUNS A WIDE SELECTION OF
GAMES AND IS COMPATIBLE
WITH MASTER SYSTEM GAMES
USING A MASTER GEAR CONVERTER

144.99

9 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 180 CPS/45NLQ, 4NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY.
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD

£30 worth of money-off coupons
to save even more money off our amazing prices.

WITH COLUMNS GAME

STAR LC200 COLOUR

199.99

We sell games and accessories, all at amazing
prices, for Megadrive, Master System, Game
Gear, Super NES, Gameboy, NES, Lynx, Amiga,

FREE MAINS ADAPTOR

FREE MEMBERSHIP

9 PIN, 80 COLUMN, 180CPS/45NLQ, 4NLQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY.

99.99

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD

Games Club

279 600204

NINTENDO GAMEBOY
WITH STEREO HEADPHONES, TWO

WITH COLOUR KIT 9 PIN, 80 COLUMN,

FREEMEMBERSHIP

_

Atari ST, IBM PC, CDTV and IBM CD ROM.

STAR LC24-20 24 PIN

SEGA GAME GEAR

209.99

SEGA MAINS ADAPTOR
FREE SUPER MONACO GRAND PRIX GAME
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP

FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP, FREE PRINTER LEAD
RIBBON FOR SWIFT 9 OR 120D+ ...6.99
RIBBON FOR SWIFT 24 OR 224
6.99

RIBBON FOR STAR LC20
RIBBON FOR STAR LC200

RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR

RIBBON FOR STAR LC24-20

SWIFT 9, 24 OR 224

6.99
6.99

DUST COVER FOR 80 COLUMN PRINTER (CLEAR PVC)
PRINTER LEAD (PARALLEL) FOR AMIGA, ST OR PC
PRINTER STAND (2 PIECE, FITS ANY PRINTER)

Lynx Games

SEGA MASTER SYSTEM 2

5.99
9.99
7.99

| 8-BITGAMESSYSTEM WITH A HUGE
CHOICE OF GAMES AT REASONABLE
PRICES. GAMES CAN BE USED ON
GAME GEAR AND MEGADRIVE.

PHILIPS CM8833 MK 2
COLOUR STEREO
MONITOR
219.99

WITH TWO JOYPADS AND

SONICTHE HEDGEHOG
FREE MEMBERSHIP

FOR ATARI ST OR AMIGA. ONE YEARS
ON-SITE MAINTENANCE INCLUDED.

TO <-__-_
/*¥,*/*¥

I SEGA MEGADRIVE

OFFICIAL UK VERSION.

16-BIT GAMES CONSOLE

FREE F19 STEALTH FIGHTER
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE MEMBERSHIP

WITH CONTROLLER AND
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
FREE MEMBERSHIP
FREE EXTRA TURBO

JOYPAD

TV TUNER FOR PHILIPS CM8833 MKI]

MONITOR ONLY (TURNS THE
MONITOR INTO A TV)

129.99

44.9

Megadrive Games

Nintendo

Super NES
16 - BIT GAMES CONSOLE
WITH CONTROLLER AND

SUPER MARIO WORLD
FREE SECOND CONTROLLER
FREE STEREO LEAD
FREE NINTENDO MARIO

GAME & WATCH
FREE SPECIAL RESERVE
MEMBERSHIP
FREE £5.00 REPLAY VOUCHER

149.99

Super NES Games
F-ZERO

37.99

super r-type

37.99

MORE GREAT GAMES

SUPER SOCCER

37.99

QUE IN AUGUST

SUPER TENNIS

37.99

That's why over 100,000 people
have joined Special Reserve.

129.99

6.99
RIBBON (COLOUR) FOR LC200 ...10.99

15.99

Best Service, Best Prices, Biggest Selection

WITH SONIC THE HEDGEHOG AND

80 COLUMN, 192CPS/64LQ, 5LQ/1 DRAFT FONT, 12 MONTH WARRANTY.
24 PIN QUALITY AT 9 PIN PRICE.

Gameboy Games

688 ATTACK SUB

31.99

AFTERBURNER 2

27.99

ALEX KIDD IN ENCHANTED CASTLE

17.99

ALISIA DRAGON
ART ALIVE
BACK TO THE FUTURE 3

35.99
24.99
31.99

BATMAN (ORIGINAL VERSION)

32.99

ADVENTURE ISLAND
ALLEYWAY
BALLOON KID
BART SIMPSON
BATMAN
BILL & TEDS EXCELLENT ADVENTURE
BLADES OF STEEL
BOULDER DASH
BOXXLE

23.9
21.9
21.9
23.9
23.9
25.9
23.9
23.9
16.9

BUBBLE BOBBLE

23.9

BUBBLE GHOST
BUGS BUNNY
BURAI FIGHTER DELUXE

21.9
21.9
16.9

BUCK ROGERS

39,99

BULLS VS LAKERS
CALIFORNIA GAMES
COLUMNS

31.99
31.99
24.99

D.ROBINSON BASKETBALL
DESERT STRIKE
DEVIL CRASH
DJBOY.,

31.99
31.99
32.99
31.99

DONALD DUCK • QUACKSHOT
ESWAT

32.99
28.99

F22 INTERCEPTOR

32.99

FANTASIA

31.99

FIRE SHARK

31.99

GALAXY FORCE 2
GHOULS N GHOSTS

32.99
35.99

GOLDEN AXE
GYNOUG
HEADBANGERS BALL
HELL FIRE
IMMORTAL
IT CAME FROM THE DESERT
JOE MONTANA'S U.S. FOOTBALL 2
JOHN MADDEN 92
KID CHAMELEON
KLAX
LAST BATTLE
MARIO LEMIUX HOCKEY
MERCS
MICKEY MOUSE
MIDNIGHT RESISTANCE
NHL ICE HOCKEY
OLYMPIC GOLD
ONSLAUGHT

27.99
31.99
31.99
28.99
35.99
32.99
31.99
32.99
31.99
28.99
17.99
31.99
31.99
31.99
31.99
31.99
31.99
24.99

PACMANIA

31.99

PAPERBOY
PGA GOLF TOUR

31.99
31.99

MERCENARY FORCE
MOTOR CROSS MANIACS

16.9

PHANTASY STAR 3

39.99

NAVY SEALS

21.9

PHELIOUS
PITFIGHTER

28.99
39.99

NEMESIS
NINTENDO WORLD CUP
OTHELLO

21,9
21.9
21.9

REVENGE OF SHINOBI

28.99

ROAD RASH

32.99

ROBOCOD (JAMES POND 2)

32.99

SHINING IN THE DARKNESS
SPACE HARRIER 2
SPEEDBALL2
SPIDERMAN
STARFLIGHT

39.99
17.99
31.99
31.99
39.99

STREETS OF RAGE

29 99

STRIDER
SUPER HANG ON
SUPER HYDLIDE
SUPER REAL BASKETBALL
SUPER THUNDERBLADE

35.99
17.99
31.99
28.99
17.99

SWORD OF VERMILLION

39.99

TAZMANIA

32.99

THUNDERFORCE2
THUNDERFORCE 3
TOE JAM AND EARL
TOKI

27.99
31.99
31.99
32 99

BURGERTIME DELUXE

CASTLEVANIA
CHASE HQ
CHOPLIFTER 2
DOUBLE DRAGON
DOUBLE DRAGON 2
DRFRANKEN
DR. MARIO
DRAGON'S LAIR - THE LEGEND

DUCK TALES

21.9

16.9
23.9
23.9
21.9
23.9
25.9
.21.9
25.9

23.9

DYNA BLASTER

16.9

FOOTBALL INTERNATIONAL

23.9

FORMULA 1 RACE (WITH
FOUR PLAYER ADAPTOR)

27.9

GARGOYLES QUEST

21.9

GAUNTLET 2
GHOSTBUSTERS 2
GOLF

23.9
21.9
19.9

GREMLINS 2

23.9

HOME ALONE
HOOK
HUNT FOR RED OCTOBER
HYPERLODE RUNNER
KICK OFF
KID ICARUS

23.9
23.9
23,9
16.9
24.4
21.9

KUNG FU MASTER

16.9

KWIRK

21.9

MARBLE MADNESS

23.9

APB

23.9'

AERIAL ASSAULT
AXE BATTLER

23.9!
24.9!

BASEBALL

24.9!

CHESS MASTER

23.9!

AWESOME GOLF
BASEBALL HEROES

23.9:
23.9*

BASKETBRAWL
BILL AND TEDS ADVENTURE
CHECKERED FLAG
CHIPS CHALLENGE
CRYSTAL MINES 2

23*
23.9'
23.9:
23.9:
23.9!

GATES OF ZENDECON

23.9!

GAUNTLET 3

26.9!

HARD DRIVIN'

23.9!

HOCKEY
HYDRA
KLAX
NFL FOOTBALL

23.9!
23.9!
23.9!
23.9!

NINJA GAIDEN

23.9!

LEADER BOARD

19.9!

PACLAND
PAPERBOY
RAMPAGE
RAMPART

23.9!
23.9!
23.9!
23.9I

MICKEY MOUSE
NINJA GAIDEN
OLYMPIC GOLD
OUTRUN

19.91
19.91
23.91
19.91

ROAD BLASTERS
23.9!
S.T.U.N RUNNER
23.9!
SCRAPYARD DOG
26.9!
SLIMEWORLD
..23.9!
TOKI
23.9!
TOURNAMENT CYBERBALL
23.9!
TURBO SUB
26.9!
ULTIMATE CHESS CHALLENGE ...27.9!
VIKING CHILD
23.9!
WARBIRDS
23.9!
XENEPHOBE
23.91

COLUMNS
CRYSTAL WARRIORS

17.91
27.9!

D.ROBINSON BASKETBALL
DEVELISH

24.9!
19.9!

DONALD DUCK
DRAGON CRYSTAL
FACTORY PANIC

24.9!
19.9!
19.9!

FANTASY ZONE GEAR

23.9I

G-LOC

19.9!

HALLEY WARS

24.9!

JOE MONTANA (U.S) FOOTBALL 19.9!

PENGO

17.91

PSYCHIC WORLD

17.91

PUT & PUTTER GOLF

17.81

SHINOBI
SLIDER
SOLtTAIR POKER
SONIC THE HEDGEHOG
SPACE HARRIER
SUPER KICK OFF
SUPER MONACO GP

19.9!
19.9!
19.9!
24.9I
19.91
24.9!
19.91

WONDER BOY

17.9!

XYBOTS

23.9!

WONDERBOY-DRAGONS TRAP

24.9!

ZARLOR MERCENARY

23.9!

WOODY POP

17.91

inter-Mediates Ltd. Registered Office: 2 Soutli Block,

TheMattings, Sawbridgewbrth, Herts CM219PG.
INEVITABLY, SOME GAMESMAY NOT YETBE RELEASED,
PLEASE PHONE SALES ON 0279 600204 FOR
LATEST RELEASE DATES AND STOC
WE ONLY SUPPLY MEMBERS BUT YOU CAN ORDER AS YOU JOIN.

THERE IS A SURCHARGE OF 50p PER GAME ON TELEPHONED ORDERS,
(PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS)
ST FORMAT 21

Name

Telephone _

.Machine type_

Enter membership number (ifapplicable) or
Membership £6.99 UK. £8.99 EEC. £10.99 World

23.9

PACMAN
PAPERBOY

23.9
21.9

PRINCESS BLOBETTE

23.9

Q-BERT

23;9

ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE & VAT

QIX
R-TYPE
REVENGE OF THE GATOR
ROBOCOP

21.9
23.9
21.9
23.9'

Cheque/P.O./Access/Mastercard/Switch/Visa

SIDE POCKET
SKATE OR DIE

21.9'
21.9:

SNEAKY SNAKES

23.9i

SNOOPY'S MAGIC SHOW
SOLOMON'S CLUB
SPIDERMAN
SUPER MARIO LAND

23.9'
23.9!
21_ft
21.9!

SUPER RC PRO-AM
TEENAGE MUTANT HERO TURTLES
TENNIS

23.9:
23.9!
19.4!

TERMINATOR 2

26.9!

TURRICAN

26.99

TRAX

WORLD CUP ITALIA 90
XENON 2

17.99
31.99

TURRICAN

25.9!

ZERO WING

32.99

WIZARDS AND WARRIORS
WWF SUPERSTARS

21.9
23.9!

21.9!

Switch Issue No_

Credit card

expiry date_

_Signature_

Cheques payable to: SPECIAL RESERVE
P.O. BOX 847, HARLOW, CM21 9PH
Overseas Orders: EEC software orders - no extra charge
World software orders please add £1,00 per item.
Non-software items please add 10% EEC or 25% World.
Overseas orders must be paid by credit card.

ATARI MEMORY
UPGRADE SPECIALISTS

MEMORY UPGRADES

MONITORS

HCS STE and MEGA STE UPGRADES
HCS STE memory upgrade kits come complete with full
instructions designed for the novice. The complete job should

take no longer than 15 minutes. 2 and 4 megabyte kits come
with free utilities disk and multitasking software.

Upgrade from 520 to 1040
To 2 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£18.00
£60.00
£115.00

14" super high resolution 0.28 dot pitch Multisync monitor is
compatible with the TT, PC VGA/SVGA and Multirez. SMI44 is
compatible with all monochrome ST software, all normal controls at

the front. Both have picture size and position adjustment.

Multisync colour monitor

£280.00

SMI44 14" FST Monochrome

£115.00

HCS modem 9600 has FAX capability with super fast 2400 baud
MNP 5 error correction and compression, give 9600 baud data
through put, with PC software. Modem compatible with all formats.

STF (M) and Mega ST upgrade kits
Xtraram Deluxe plug in upgrading system fits inside the computer. It
can upgrade your computer in stages to 1Mb, 2.5Mb* and 4Mb.
The kit comes with comprehensive instructions designed for novices.
The kit uses SIMMS, so is easily upgradeable.

Modem 9600 MNP level 2, 3, 4, 5

PC EMULATORS

Xtraram fie/tut* From Market Developments

Quality SIMM upgrading system
Upgrade from 520 to 1040
£50.00

To 2.5 Megabytes
To 4 Megabytes

£90.00

£140.00

Solder in Kit
The solder in kit will upgrade the 520ST to 1Mb. Electronics

experience is required as much soldering is needed. Check your RAM
chip configuration before ordering: 4 or 16 chips, SMD or DIL.
Solder in kit (all versions)

£25.00

£139.99

PC emulators fit onto the microprocessor in the ST. The computer can

then be switched between PC and ST mode. For fitting on the STE or
Mega please contacttechnician by phone.

AT Speed CI6
£205.00
AT Speed 8
£135.00
PC Speed
£90.00
Fitting for above.........................................£30.00
The Vortex 386 emulator runs at 16Mhz and allows true multitasking

in PC mode on the ST. Space on board is provided for a 387 CO
Processor and 512K of FASTRAM. Norton factor 15!

VORTEX 386 SX-16
387 CO-PROCESSOR
FASTRAM CACHE

REPLACEMENTS
The HCS power supply and disk drive upgrades come complete
with fitting instructions and plug straight into the ST without
soldering. The Power supply produces less heat than the original so
is more reliable.

£330.00
£117.00
£30.00

SPECTRE GCR MAC EMULATOR

Replacement power supply

£39.95

The Spectre GCR cartridge allows the ST to emulate the Mac giving
20% more speed than the Mac plus with 30% bigger screen area! It

Double sided disk drive kit

£47.00

with the SST it can beat the fastest macs. The megatalk board fits the

is fully compatible with ST hard drives. When used in conjunction

Mega ST to allow connection to Mac specific peripherals, LAN
network and Mac SCSI.

ACCELERATORS
The AD speed made by ICD fits in place of your microprocessor. It

uses a 68000 chip running at a switch able 16Mhz with cache or
standard 8Mhz to give virtually 100% compatibility. The 68030
SST for the Mega ST gives phenomenal speed with a 68030
running at 50Mhz! The SST has space for 8Mb on board RAM,

TOS2 included.

SPECTRE GCR (Inc. 128K Roms)

£300.00

Megatalk Board

£250.00

HOW TO ORDER

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

£145.00
£165.00

Enquiries and credit card orders please

68030 SST • 50

£550.00

10.00am and 6.00pm Mon to Fri.
Enquiries cannot be taken by post.
For mail order please send description ofgoods and cheque/PO to:

Fitting for above

£35.00

Fax/Call on 081)777 0751

Please phone with enquiries between

INTERFACES

HCS

The "AdSCSI" ICD host adapter gives SCSI output from the STs
DMA port, complete with full documentation, DMA cable and hard
drive formatting software. Multirez allows the ST to display all 3 ST
resolutions on the multisync monitor. The forget me clock sets your

STs time and date, with cartridge-through port.

35 Hartland Way, Shirley,
Croydon CRO 8RJ
Prices include VAT and P & P

Goods normally dispatched within 2 working days.

Keyboard interface allows the use of external PC compatible
keyboards on the ST.
ADSCSI

£69.99

AD SCSI Plus (with dock)

£79.99

Keyboard Interface

£55.00

Multirez

£44.99

Forget Me Clock

£16.99

YEAR

GUARANTEE
ON
MEMORY

DAY

NO QUIBBLE
MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE

STOS and Animaster

SECOND

DISK

STOS
Arc we good to you or what? Two brilliant pieces of software grace

the second Cover Disk! STOS is the complete game-creation pack
age - an easy-to-use BASIC programming package with 320

powerful commands. Animaster is a comprehensive sprite designer
and animator, enabling you to create professional-quality sprites
and use them in your own GFA Basic programs. Chris Lloyd steps
shyly up to the podium and does the honours
S i n c e its release STOS Basic

READ THIS
BIT FIRST
Get that wonderful second Cover Disk In

the drive and open up the STOS folder.
You can run STOS straight from the
Cover Disk by running BASIC206.PRG
and loading in the example games. In
order to fit the complete package on
the Disk for you, however, we've had to
compact all Accessories and example
memory bank files into two self-extract
ing programs. If you want to get into
programming and use all the extras, you
need to make a backup of the Cover
Disk and decompress all the extra good
ies that you can find there.
First write-protect the Cover Disk that Is, move the little black tab so you
can see through the hole. Nothing can
now be written to or deleted from the

has been a roaring success,
putting serious programming
within reach of us ordinary
mortals.
It's a language
designed to produce games but can
turn its hand to anything you fancy.
There are over 320 powerful com
mands that give you an amazing
amount of control over your ST with
only a few lines of code - stuff which
would require realms of wibble using
any other language.
On the Cover Disk is the complete
thing, nothing taken away. In order to
squish it all on we've had to compact a
few things, although the language itself
and the example games are ready to
roll. Open up the STOS folder and run
BASIC206.PRG. Press <F4> to load in

a BASIC listing. Click on either the
ORBIT or ZOLTAR folder and select the

itilfOMBI iitl.Q&ft'il itu».Trior itIIfilDfcal
1 :{_V3£u_0
I9r^l___li_H ^_trlr=_^_______l
'itvlrmrrrT IIt__rTttin7ia irint_a_B__i__i |

back-up in case you spill coffee on the
Disk, it falls on the floor and gets trod
den on before it somehow it gets acci

Editing pcosrm : 1

IN

Sii*

1
Ml
mnw:<t(lori"«"
ft

;

fi-asEM
ti-m
N-5utip

|W. si|W. !2|Hd -y^i s«

OH

V

end

1 tnd 1

h-fiHis

is-ictm
fs-MAP

ff-noysE

m.-hu.I.
fii-sdnm..!

tUmtm n-imm fu-mwt
Rewinin. n.ri.r_i: 3161...bytM.

.

• Press the <Help> key to reach this
memory screen. STOS can hold up to

four full programs in memory at once use the cursor up and down arrows to
switch between them. This screen also

gives you access to the Accessories

dentally thrown out of the window and
the cat runs off with it. It's easy with
Back-Up - see page 7.
When you first load STOS you find
yourself in the Editor window. It's here

that you type in your programs or enter
direct commands. Along the top of the
screen is a bar with the function key
shortcuts. Pressing <Shift> brings up
another set of shortcuts. You can con

Function keys.

figure the Editor setup by loading and
running 'CONFIG.BAS. As with most
BASICs, you enter programs by typing

relevant BAS files, then click on Return

in a line number first and then the com

from the list at the bottom using the

or hit the <Retum> key on the key

mands - you can use any number you

board and in it loads. Type in run or
press <F6> and you're in action.
Impressed? You should be. Before you

like but they get executed in strict

Disk. Open the STOS folder and copy
the file ST0S1.TOS onto a new format

ted disk. Now double-click on the pro
gram on this new disk to run it and it
decompacts itself into a mass of files.
Now delete STOS1.TOS from your new
disk to leave room for the next batch of

00001926

files, or else you could use another
blank disk and copy ST0S2.T0S to It.
Now run ST0S2.T0S and you get

00000000

order. Commands typed in without a
line number first are called direct com

mands and are executed straight away.
STOS has several unique features,
including these things called memory
banks - sections of memory used to
store data, which can be anything from
pictures to music. You've got 15 at
your disposal - the command listbank gives you the lowdown on the
contents. This means there's no muck

another mass of files. You can then

delete ST0S2.T0S from your copy. This

ing about loading in graphics before
you can use them - they're already in
memory and hot to trot.

new disk now has all the extras that

There's so much to the STOS lan

come with STOS including the sprite,
music, font, icon and map designers.

guage that we can't possibly go
through all the sexy(?) commands here.
On page 43 we've got a rather special
offer involving the full spiral bound 280-

Now take another blank formatted disk

and copy all the other files from the
STOS folder on the Cover Disk - this is

your language disk. Don't, whatever you
do, delete anything from the original
Cover Disk itself. You wouldn't do any
thing drastic like that, would you? No,
thought not.

go on, it's best to make a fully working

page manual - and the STOS Maestro

• Orbit - one of the two fabby example games that come with STOS. It's our old
favourite the bat and ball job, and it comes with a few extras like tiles, as well as a
myriad of special effects and a complete level editor. Good one.

Plus sampling cartridge! Then check out
our tutorial series starting next month.
We'll have you programming stunning
games, swooping demos, rousing sam
pled symphonies and marvellous utili
ties before you know it, probably.

DON'T MISS THE SPECIAL STOS MANUAL OFFER ON PAGE 43
ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992
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and Animaster

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
t.w«:ri,;ia;nn«iiiiM»ninHi

Another of the STOS specials is the
Accessories, which work much like

Current nasi. <- Baroque -

regular ST Desk Accessories, sit
ting in memory waiting to be used.
STOS comes with 16 as standard

Under cursor (•
UOUJrlE 15

and you can easily write your own.
There are powerful designers for
your sprites, music, fonts - even
one that creates maps for you.

1

They are loaded in using the
accload

"name

here.ACB" com

mand, using the appropriate Acces
sory name. You can run them at

&-+•••
una _? j* *

any time by pressing <Help> and
one of the Function keys. There are

plenty of example data files to load
in and experiment with. The accnew command zaps all the Acces
sories from memory.

__a____j

jfc

i__b_l___

• Here you are with the powerful sprite editor in action. You
can design and check the animation before saving the sprites
straight into your program's memory bank.

21 EHUEL
3i _
4:6
5: G
6i G
7: E
8! G
91 E
10: G
111 ft
12: G

9
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

EN
SN

SN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN
EN

Voice 2 H
2:
3:
4:

51
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:

sound channels. You can load in and listen to sample tunes.

Each memory bank of music can hold 31 pieces of music.

VARIABLES

70 next X

Programs use variables to store data - for
example, you could use the line x=l2 to store

75 music 1: music on

just about any other programming language, probably. Once

80 sprite 1,0,0,3

you've got your working backup ready, load up STOS, insert the
disk with your MBK files on it, and try out this little listing we
just happen to have prepared earlier.

90 move x 1,"(3,2,125)(3,-2,125)L"

10 mode 0 : key off : curs off : hide
20 load " sprdemo.mbk", 1: Y=2
25 load "inusic.mbk",3

30 palette $0,$777,$7,$6,$5,$4,$3,$2,$1,
40 for X= 180 to 0 step -10 : ink Y
50 circle 160,100,X
60 Y=Y+1 : if Y>8 then Y=2

—
Uoice 3 —
1: UOLUHE 15
2: ENUE1 9
3: D
3 EN

• The music Accessory gives you control over your ST's three

MY FIRST PROGRAM
Like learning any language, learning STOS is not going to hap
pen overnight. It Is however a damn sight easier to learn than

UOLUHE 15
ENDEL 9
G
3 EH
G
3 SI
G
3 SI
G
3 El
E
3 El
(
3 El
E
3 El
6
3 El
IS
3 El
G
3 EN

100 move y 1,"(3,2,85)(3,-2,85)L"

the value 12 in the variable x. Later on you
could do the sum x+x=Y. You would end up with

110 move on : wait keyrend

the value 24 stored in the variable Y. You can

Not completely mindblowing, but damn good considering the

call variables anything you like, as long as it's
not an existing command word. By default

amount of code. STOS has automatically created the correct

STOS uses whole numbers. To use real numbers

interrupt to move the sprite and play the music without you hav
ing to dip Into the nightmare of Operating System calls or vector
trapping. Try doing this in any other language and it would take
masses of impenetrable code. What a powerful language it is the game creator indeed! Now get creating.

- that is, (with decimal points) - add the sym
bol # to the end of the variable name, as in

b#=2.569. Strings of characters are suffixed
with a $, like this: Y$="Zaphod Beebelbrox".

ii-:«:i:;ir
C_________C____

•master

• To get a real feel
of how things are
going to look in your
programs, Animaster
enables you to ani
mate your sprites
over a background
and check out how

O n e thing that can lift a good program into the realms of excellence is a well-

they look.

animated sprite - that chap in Prince of Persia running and leaping about, or
the marvellous death scenes from Immortal, for instance. Animaster is a pow

erful tool for helping you create the little beasties ready to be whacked
straight into your GFA Basic programs and animated. You can create sprites

up to 128 pixels square and as many of them as memory permits. Animaster can
automatically create the mask files that GFA Basic needs to display them correctly
over the top of a background. Amass of clever tools make the whole process as easy

as it's likely to get. Animations are created as a series offrames, which can be edited,
copied, deleted, flipped, scrolled and a host of other flashy things. There's even a
comprehensive test bed for checking out your animations before you start coding
them into your masterpieces. And of course we don't need to remind you that GFA
Basic 3.5 - the latest, fastest verson of GFA Basic there is - was yours complete with
STF 35. If you missed that, turn to page 40.

• The main event - animating a

series of sprites. On the Cover
Disk you can find this animation
of a spinning Atari logo. Click on
Load and select SPIN.ASB. Then

just click on Animate and select
Loop and then Play. Bingo!
Instant animation.
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READ ME FIRST

contents to a blank formatted disk. Run

whirrs away for a minute and you then
find a host of examples and full source
code for using Animaster sprites in your
own GFA BAsic programs. If you
haven't got GFA Basic then you missed
STF 35, where we gave away the com
plete and working package - turn to

the program EXAMPLES.TOS. The disk

page 40 quick.

You can run Animaster straight from
the Cover Disk if you wish, but because
we want to squash as much as possible
on the Cover Disks we've compacted
all but one of the example files. Open
the ANIMASTR folder and copy all the

STOS and Animaster

BASIC BASIC
Can't let you go without letting you in on a few commands, really. Here's a taster of some
of the simpler ones available. Novices can find more in the STOS manual - see page 43

Direct Commands

BASIC Commands

These are executed immediately from the STOS front-

A select few of the johnnies that make up your BASIC

end.

program.

Delete -

Deletes lines between two values -

example delete

for

10-200 would kill those lines of

code and all between them.

Erase (bank number) - Zaps one of the memory banks
Fload - Loads in a BASIC program. Type it in, followed
by the filename In quotes - for example fload
"orbit.bas"

Fsave - Like load but saves - easy, eh?
Lemonsole - An entirely fictitious command which
we've invented to liven up this column a bit.
List - Bit of a surprise, this - lists the BASIC program
currently in memory. Press the Spacebar to pause
the listing and <Esc> to stop it altogether.
Load "file name", (bank number) - Loads a pic
ture into one of the memory banks
Merge - Loading a program into memory clears the edi
tor first, but merge enables you to merge two pro
grams together. Lines with the same number get
overwritten.

Mode (number) - Changes screen resolution. The num
ber refers to the resolution: 0 is low, 1 medium and 3
high. Obviously you need a high resolution monitor to
use 3.

New - Erases the program currently in memory.
Reserve as datascreen x - Prepares memory bank
x as a screen bank, ready to load in a picture.
Run - Another surprise - runs the BASIC program cur
rently in memory.
System - Exits from STOS altogether. Make sure that
you've saved before entering this!

because there isn't a proper x and it's too easy to
confuse with the letter x anyway.
End - Returns you to the editor.
For x=(start number) to (end number), .commands
.. next x - Repeats the commands between the
for and the next a set number of times, depending

EXTEND YOURSELF

more STOS extensions on the way too!

OTHER HANDY BITS

on the start and end numbers.

tion of code called a subroutine.

Goto (line number) - Jumps command of the program
to another line.

If (conditions) Then (commands) - The commands
are only carried out if the conditions are met.
input (variable) - Your ST displays a questionmark
and waits for input which is stored in variable.
Print (variable) - Prints the contents of the variable
to screen.

DISK

STOS has a wonderful modular structure, meaning that extra com
mands can be added using extensions to the language. One comes
as standard - the picture compactor extension, which can com
press graphics to a fraction of their original size, saving space and
enabling you to get more pictures on a disk. It doesn't stop there.
On STF Cover Disk 32 came the STE Extension, enabling you to
use the extra capabilities of your STE in your STOS programs.
Cover Disk 33 had the Slitter Extension, giving you full control
over that little speeder-upper chip devil. Cover Disk 34 brought you
the MIDI Extension, for accessing your ST MIDI ports using STOS.
(If you missed any of these and can't live without them, turn to
page 40.) On the Cover Disk of this very issue is a number which
makes producing fast parallax starfields a piece of cake. There are

Gosub (line number) - Send your program off to a sec

• Pressing <Undo> twice resets the editor to its default
values - useful when things have got messy after run
ning a program.
• Pressing <Control>-<C> together stops a program
from running and returns control to the editor.
• A colon (:) can be used to separate multiple com
mands on the same line.

Print "text here" - Prints text to screen.

Return - Pop this at the end of your subroutine and
the program whizzes back to the gosub that called
it, so the same code can be used in any number of
places.
Sin, Cos and Tan - All work as you might expect. All
angles are measured in radians. For example
x#=cos(12) stores the cosine of 12 radians in the

• To move about the editor you can use the cursor keys
or click with the mouse. <Backspace> and <Delete> work
as you would expect. Pressing <Shift> and <Delete>
zaps a whole line.
•

Pressing <lnsert> toggles the writing mode between

Insert and Delete.

variable x#.

rjrjrjrjrjrj

ua i

1 II

+,-,/,* and = - Your basic maths jobs for your basic
maths jobs - for example X=24+124-65/100*26
stores the result of a ridiculous equation in the vari
able X. The asterisk is the multiplication symbol

SECOND

li!it-l--_^SiW-!
i

save
Load

isave,R i uuit
Merge
Llist

New
Block

tflk bta Replace Kg up
Blk End Find Pg down Insert

SpeedK=3B

Delay value - experiment!

Fi.=6
Sfx=6
EfX=13

The frane counter

Distance*:!]

Direct
Flip

The first frane of the sequence
The last frane of the sequence
The nunber of pixels travelled between franes

'-."-•
Next Set The X And V Start Position For The Anination:

_.

• '•

r-JWHRM

The Ullimote -Animated Sprite
iHitij For GTA Basic

Available ExcCusiveti| from ST format
1 i I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

XX=256

I 25B pixels across the screen

n--ii
Defnouse 2

I 7B pixels down the screen

' nake space for a background picture
Din BX132666)

! Picture buffer, (DEGAS fornat is 32666 bytes)

Buflr.:Uarptr(B«(8))

! Get aSdress of picture buffer

Hiden

! Kill the nouse

Bload "Filenane",Bufli.

I Load picture

THIS DEMO j, IN COMPILED GFfl M3 HAS FRdHfcED USING
ANIMASTER FROM ST FORMAT MAC-flHPE
PRESS

RNV

KEV

TO

1 Next get the colour palette fron the picture

EXIT

• In one corner of this issue's second Disk is the demo proggie bounce.PRG,

showing what's possible with Animaster, CFA Basic and a snippette of code or two.

• There are copious example listings included on the Disk to get you going in GFA
Basic programs using the sprites you've lovingly created with Animaster.
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DISK

STOS and Animaster

Edit window - a 16-pixel square enlargement of
part of your sprite. The left mouse button edits
the sprite, and the sprite In the sprite window is
updated as you draw. The right mouse button
grabs a colour - just click on the colour you want

THE STUDIO FLOOR
Animaster's main screen - from here all the

juicy functions are within mouse reach

to draw with and It's automatically selected.

Sprite window - the sprite you're working on
In real size. Move the mouse over It and a box

appears. This is the magnified section that
appears in the edit window. You can draw
freehand by holding down the left mouse but
ton. Clicking with the right mouse button
"locks" the position of the edit screen, and
clicking again releases it. You can alter the
sprite size using the cursor keys - remember
that this affects all the loaded sprites.

iQIIIf

Colour palette -just click on one of the 16 colours
to draw with it. To change a colour, select the box
with the three dots at the right and up pops a box
with colour sliders. Each colour is made up from
red, green and blue. Click on the sliders or the
arrows to either side to change the values. For ordi

nary STs the numbers range from 0 to 7, giving a

- click here to bring up the painting tools.
As well as the basic pen which draws one pixel at a
time there are lines, filled and unfilled boxes and
circles, fill, airbrush and copy. Hold down the mouse
button and drag to define the areas. If you make a
horrible mistake click on Undo or Clr to zap the
entire edit window. Select Exit when you're done.

palette of 512 colours. STEs use numbers from 0 to
15, giving a grand total of 4,096 available colours.
FiNiMfiTlOMl

CONTROL

LOOP

IPBCKOROUNP

^..^^r1^ ,

--. _-..fSvt->

STWRT*

-..- *

- now it's starting to get interesting.

Load picture - click on this number

This enables you to animate your frames. If you
select Background the animation gets displayed

to load in a picture to use as a back

over your loaded backdrop. Select Loop and the

drop for your animations or to cut
sprite frames out of. Animaster can
load Pll, PCI, NEO, IFF, ART format
pictures and screens created using
GFA Basic's Get command. After you

sequence Is played over and over - click with the
right mouse button to exit. Reverse displays the
frames in reverse order. You set the start and end
frames with the mouse: the left button Increases

the number, the right one decreases it. The anima
tion delay is the time each frame is on screen for.
Once it's all set up, click on Play and off you go.
As usual the right button exits.

select what you want the screen
for, a box pops up to select the file

type, and then you get the file
selector to load in your graphic.
There's an example called SHIP.PI1
on the Disk. The last option is to
use either the picture's palette or
the existing one - remember that
black and white never change. If
you're cutting out frames a little
box appears over the picture, and
you can resize this using the cursor

IAMI

keys. Just click over the section you
want. If you select Auto after grab
bing a frame Animaster cuts out
frames across and down in a grid
fashion.

Get frame - once

Load and Save - click on these

you've loaded in a
picture, click on
here to grab more

to load or save the sprite files.

frames from it.

Frame control - shows the current frame number of the sprite
being edited. Click on the arrows to move through the sprites.
The right mouse button moves in steps of five. If you go past
the last frame you're asked if you want to create a new empty
frame. To enter the frame number directly, click on the current
number and type him in.

Flip - from here you can flip the frames vertically
or horizontally or scroll the sprite within the frame.

These are saved with filenames

Sequence - the best bit, this - it takes the hard

ending in .ASB. There are a few
on the Disk for you to take a
look at. If there is enough mem
ory you're asked if you want to
save the sprite mask flies as

work out of testing animation sequences. You can
define a series of animation seqences, each with

well. You need these to use the

whack in the example file called SHIP.SEQ on the
Disk to go with the SHIP.ASB sprites. You've got
two sequences In the sequencer list box, with dif

sprites In your own GFA Basic
programs. If there isn't enough

this enable you to add, delete, edit and clear the

memory you can use the sepa
rate program CONVERT.PRG on
the Disk to produce them for
you when you want to use the
sprites in a program.

The little button with a cross in it centres the

Insert - inserts a frame at the current position.

sprite in the frame. To move a sprite around, you
need areas of black around it. Click on Undo to get
everything as it was if you've made a blunder. If
your ST has a blittor chip fitted you can turn the
little blighter on and off from here as well.

All frames after this are moved one forward.

Copy - click and up pops a boxette enabling you to
copy any frame to any frame. You set the source frame
-the frame you're copying from - and the destination
frame - the frame you're copying to - by clicking on the
numbers. The left button increases the value; the right
one decreases It. Selecting Over completely replaces

its own start and end frames. Click on Load and

Delete - you can delete the current frame or
or all of them. If you zap one all the subse
quent frames move back to fill the gap.

the destination frame with the source one; Merge puts
the new frame on top of the old one. Copy can also use
a buffer to temporarily store a frame - useful for copy
ing frames between files because the buffer Is safe
from deletion. When the frame number Is at zero, click
once with the right button to select the buffer.

ferent start and end frames. The buttons below

sequences. To play a sequence click on Play and
select one from the list. To add one click on Add

Seq, use the keyboard to enter a suitable name
and tap in the start and end frames.
On the left is the film recording matrix. This stores
a series of sequences. Click on Play to see the
example series. To add a sequence select a box
and click on Add, then choose a sequence from
the sequence list. Delete zaps the current box and
Insert adds a pause, the other sequences shuf
fling around to suit. To copy a sequence select the
source, click on Copy and then click on the desti
nation square. Follow the same procedure but
click on Swap and the contents of the two posi
tions are swapped. Clear zaps your film from
memory. Load and Save do Just what they say with
your sequence files - these are saved with the
filename extension SEQ.

1GET EVEN MORE FROM ANIMASTER - TURN TO PAGE 43 NOW! ]
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Yo dudes! Welcome back to California- the land of

Fun and Games! - for California Games II, the
ultimate sequel to the game that sold over 1.5
million copies worldwide.

• Five brand new events: Bodyboarding,

Snowboarding, Jet Surfing, Hang Gliding and
Skateboarding. • High score Hall of Fame or
Shame, depending on how you do.« Practice and

Challenge your best scores or beat up to seven
friends. • Graphics so real you'll feel you're there!
Available on: Atari ST, Amiga and PC Dual.
C 1990 Epyx, Inc.CALIFORNIA GAMES II'" la a registered trademark of EPYX, Inc. Epyk ® Is a
registered trademark NO 1195270. Manufactured anddistributed under licence from EPYX Inc. byU.S. Gold Ltd.,
Units23 Holford Way, Hollord, Birmingham, B6 7AX. Tell021 625 3366. Copyright subsists on this
program. Unauthorised copying, lending, orresalebyanymeansstrictly prohibrted.

Screen shots from Amiga version

IE LEGEND OF DARKMOON (EYE OF THE BEHOLDER II) . SHADOW SORCERER TEL: 0839 654 139 J

HILLSFAR • DRAGONS OF FLAME • HEROES OF THE LANCE TEL: 0891 442 025 CURSE OF THE AZURE f

BS

BONDS • POOL OF RADIANCE . CHAMPIONS OF KRYNN TEL: 0891 442 026 BUCK ROGERS • SECRET OF |
THE SILVER BLADES • EYE OF THE BEHOLDER TEL: 0891 442 030 OPERATION STEALTH • ANOTHER I

WORLD • CRUISE FOR ACORPSE TEL: 0839 654 284 LUCASFILM HELPLINE.. LE CHUCKS REVENGE |

| (MONKEY ISLAND 2) • INDIANA JONES • ZAK MCKRACKEN • MANIAC MANSION • LOOM • SECRET OF MONKEY f
Service provided by LI S. GOLD LTD.. UNITS ?/3. HOLFDHD WAY, HOLFORD. BIRMINGHAM B6 7AX.

ISLAND • BATTLE OF BRITAIN TEL: 0839

654123 INFORMATION

LINE:

0839-654124 i

iresham Micros]

TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

HIGH SPEED, SUPERIOR QUALITY
HARD DISKS FOR ST's

•^ftTO

Our units incorporate latest technology, high capacity
NEC SCSI hard disk mechanisms. No other ST Hard

Disk offers all these features at such a low price!

JOINT WINNER OF
COMPUTER SHOPPER'S

-^

•jV Autobooting and Fully Autoparking Hard Disk
•jV Features ICD Hard Disk Interface and Software

^

•&• Includes DMA Throughport and Cooling Fan
•&• Dedicated Power Supply and all cables included
•fr High quality compact grey metal casing
•flr Extremely easy installation procedure

'Best Customer

Service'
- AWARD FOR 1991 -

lip

*

40MB version £ 299

PRICES INC.DEUVERY ft VAT @ 17.5%
Express Courier Delivery:
(UK Mainland Only) £6.50 Extra

100MB version £ 449

HERE TODAY ~ HERE TO STAY
Evesham Micros First. First for choice, prices and service. Establishe

for over eight years, with a strong financial status and secure future.
Our Computerised Telesales Order Processing investment means fast.

ATARI STE RAM UPGRADES

PLUG-IN, SOLDERLESS
512K UPGRADE FOR
MOST 520ST COMPUTERS

REMEMBER - when you n

,_l_.___i_i._.i_.-.__ii—r«-r-._.fc»-.^1
520STE 1 Mb upgrade (2x256k SIMMS)
520/1040 STE 2Mb upgrade {2x1 Mb SIMMS).
520/1040 STE 4Mb upgrade (4x1 Mb SIMMS).

HOW TO ORDER

....£ 30.00
....£ 80.OO
..£ 160.00

520STFM 1Mb HAM Upgrade kit, requires soldering
520STFM 1Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
Mega ST2 4Mb RAM Upgrade, fitted by ourselves
520STFM 1Mb Internal Drive upgrade kit, with full fitting

Call us now on

... C 49.00
... £ 79.00
. C 149.00

instructions. Requires very slight case modification..

0386 765500

PROFESSIONAL ST REPAIRS

TELESALES OPENING TIMES :

Monday-Friday 9am - 7pm
Saturday 9am - 5.30pm
Sunday 10am -4pm

Send Cheque, Postal Order or
ACCESS/VISA card details to:

Evesham Micros Ltd.

With our compact plug-in
512K RAM Upgrade, you
can expand the memory
of your 520 ST to 1Mb,
quickly and cheaply!
Neat & compact design • Quick'plug-in'style installation
procedure • Simple, fast and effective RAM upgrade path
• Designed to fit almost any model of 520 ST • Requires

Unit 9, St Richards Road
Evesham, Worcs. WR11 6XJ

Our fully equipped service department is ready to
handle almost any Atari ST repair.
We can offer fixed price repairs on any ST computer. Our price include
return postage and covers any fault occurring in normal use, including drive

problems. We reserve the right to refuse any machine that we consider to
have been damaged other than in normal use, eg. substandard repair work,

lightning and physical damage - these are quoted for separately.
ATARI ST FIXED RATE REPAIR

Atari ST Service Exchange on Power Supplies
£ 35.CO
Atari ST Power Supply Module available separately for... £ 55.00

LYNX Portable Games Console

no soldering or special technical know-how

0

ACCESS/VISA
Cards Welcome

*S^

Government, Education & PLC orders welcome

Same day despatch whenever possible
Express Courier delivery (UK Mainland only) £6.50 extra
Please note that 5 banking days must be allowed for
cheque clearance. Immediate clearance on Building
Society cheques or Bank Drafts.

I Mail Order Fax: 0386-765354

Please note: Not suitable for STE machines

ONLY £49.95
including VAT & Delivery
N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST, there is a small
minority of boards in existence which may require a little soldering.

£ 65.00

// in doubt, please contact us on 0386-44644 1

Only £99.99

INCLUDES POWER SUPPLY
& 'CALIFORNIA GAMES'

Electro Cop

£21.95

California Games ....£19.99

Slim* Work)
Klaxx
Roadblaslors

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95

Shanghai
Rampage

£21.95 Soccer
£25.99 OtX

Gauntlet 3

£25.99

Chequered Flag

£25.99 Viking Child

Gates of Zendocon .£21.95

Waitards
Chess
Baseball
Turbo Sub
PadarxJ

Chip* Challenge ••••£16.99

Hard Dnvm"

MsPacman

£21.95

Xenopnobo

£21.95

Blue Lightning

£21.95

£25.99
£25.99
£25.99
£25.99
£25.99

£25.99

B lockout

£25.99

.£25.99
E2B.99

Ishido

£22 95

£25 99

Toki

£2599

Rolling Thunder

£2S 99

Bill & Teds Excellent
Adventure
£25.99

Ntnja Gaiden

£26.99

Cigarette Lighter Adaptor... £ 9.99

Lynx Pouch

£

Sun Visor / Protector

Lynx Kit Case

C 14.9-

£ 5.99

I

NEW SHOWROOM OPENING TIMES:

MONDAY-SATURDAY 9.00 - 5.30
SUNDAY 10.00-4.00

Unit 9 St Richards Rood, Evesham
Worcestershire WR11 6XJ

SOLDERLESS MEMORY
UPGRADES FOR ST's

Br 0386 765180
fax : 03136 765354

5 Glisson Rd, Cambridge CB1 2HA
IT 0223 323898
fax: 0223 322883

Corporate Sales Dept. • IBM dealer

251-255 Moseley Road,
Highgate, Birmingham B12 0EA
Tel:021 446 5050 • Fax:021 446 5010
Corporate Soles Dept • Eosy Parking

320 Wftan Gate, Witan Court

Milton Keynes MK9 2HP
Tel:0908 230 898 • Fax:0908 230 865

Corporate Sales Dept.

TECHNICAL
SUPPORT

•H1 0 3 8 6 - 4 0 3 0 3
Monday to Friday, 10.00 - 5.00

12 MONTHS WARRANTY
ON ALL PRODUCTS
Ml details correct attime otgoing topress > All goods subject toavailability

tf Fits Atari STF, STFM and
MEGA series computers

tf Uses SIMMS RAM Modules
for Effortless Upgradeability

(v^ Probably the neatest ST RAM
Upgrade available!
Upgrade the memory of your ST quickly and easily with our fully
compatible RAM upgrade board. Designed for pre-STE machines, the
unit accepts SIMMS slot-in memory modules, making RAM fitting
simplicity itself. No electronics knowledge neededl Available with or
without RAM modules. Allows upgrade in stages of 1Mb, 2 / 2.5Mb
and 4Mb, as and when necessary. Straightforward installation - full,
step-by-step comprehensive instructions provided. (Please note that
the ST must be fitted with a double-sided drive for proper installation.)

Upgrade unit with board unpopulated

£ 44.95

Upgrade unit with 512KRAM Installed •
upgrades a 520 to a total of 1Mb RAM £ 74.95
Upgrade unit with 2Mb RAM Installed •
upgrades a 520/1040/Mega1 to 2/2.5Mb .. £119.95

Upgrade unit with 4MbRAM Installed upgrades a 520/1040/Mega ST to 4Mb

£199.95

N.B. Due to the large variance in design of the Atari ST there is a small
minority of boards in existence which may require a I file soldenng.

TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

Evesham Mitre

TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

TOP VALUE 400dpi

KICK OFF

HANDY SCANNER

with

QUALITY
SCANNING AT THE
RIGHT PRICE !

GAZZA *
asSEEO

Representing outstanding
value for money, this complete
package combines top quality scanning
hardware with the distinctively powerful

cm/
FREE! With These STE Packs >»

DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL software.
At a genuine 400dpi scanning resolution, this scanner produces truly superb

quality scans. The scanning head itself is a full 105mm scanning width,
featuring variable brightness control and selectable resolutions of 100, 200,
300 and 400dpi. Also supplied is DAATASCAN PROFESSIONAL scanning
and editing software which features the special Real-Time scanning display,
and allows scanning in either line art or in up to 16 halftones. Provides
powerful editing features including image crop, rotate, flip and invert as well
as pixel touch-up. Saves as IMG, TIFF or DEGAS file formats, giving
excellent compatibility with all major Desktop Publishing and Paint
packages, eg. Fleet St. Publisher. Timeworks DTP and Touch-Up.

ONLY £99.99

EVESHAM MICROS PRICE PROMISE WE WILL BEAT ANY GENUINE ATARI STE
PACKAGE OFFER ON A UKE-FOR-UKE BASIS

including VAT
and Delivery

.
*
*
*
*

'GAZZA 2'
'TRACKSUIT MANAGER 90'
'SUBBUTEO'
'THE BALL GAME'
'TREASURE TRAP'

(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £20.42)
(RRP: £25.53)
(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £25.53)

*
*
*
*

'ASTERIX'
'SKIDOO'
'LEONARDO'
TOP QUALITY JOYSTICK

(RRP: £24.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £7.99)
(RRP: £9.99)

TOTAL RRP OF EXTRAS: OVER £170.00 I

ALL OUR ST prices Include mouse, user guide, etc. PLUS 5
Double Sided disks full of specially selected Public Domain
software including paint program, two wordprocessors, games,
graphics A sound demos, desk accessories and utilities.

TRUEMOUSE

520 STE DISCOVERY
EXTRA PACK
Specially featured package representing lop value, including the
Atari STE which features 1Mb Drive, 512K RAM,full digital stereo
sound, PLUS extra software including:
'Sim City'• 'Escape from Planet of Robot Monsters' • 'Final Fight'
•

'Nine Lives'* 'Neochrome'* TirSTBASIC• 'Atari ST Tour'
£309,99 WITH 1MB RAM FITTED

£279.99

£349.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

inc.VAT & delivery

£419.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

1040 STE FAMILY
CURRICULUM PACK
Special pack features five categories of extra software, including :

'Read&Learn' word recognition &sentence construction •
Quizzes, Spelling & Primary Maths • GCSE Maths, French &
Geography revision • Wordprocessor, Database & Spreadsheet
(RRP over £100) • Hyper Paint, Music Maker and FirST BASIC

£339.99
inc.VAT & delivery

£389.99 WITH 2MB RAM FITTED

£469.99 WITH 4MB RAM FITTED

WE GUARANTEE that this is the

smoothest, most responsive and
accurate replacement mouse you can
buy for the Atari ST. Excellent
performance, with a higher resolution
of 300dpl. Amazing low price!

LIMITED SPECIAL OFFER!!

ATARI 520STE
START PACK

O i C QQ SATISFACTION
X. I D . y y GUARANTEED

GOLDEN IMAGE OPTICAL MOUSE
£ 29.00

TRACKBALL
Excellent high performance trackball,directly
compatible to any Amiga or Atari ST. Operates
from the mouse or joystick port. Supersmooth, accurate and versatile - you
probably won't want to use a mouse again
alter using this Trackball ! Total onehanded control. Top quality construction
and opto-mechanical design, delivering
high speed and accuracy every time. No

EVESHAM MICROS STAR PRINTERS INCLUDE

WSSILECOMMAND'•'CRYSTAL CASTLES'• •BATTLEZ0NE•
SUPER BREAKOUT• 'NEOCHROME• FIRSTWORD' • 'ANI-ST

SUCCESSOR TO THE STAR LC-JO, WITH

UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE!

ONLY £ 249-°ft
C 57.95

Amor Pretext 5.5

£ 120.00

Data Manager Professional
Cyber Pami 2.0

£29.95
£ 37.50

Cyber Sludio (CAD 2.0)

£ 37.50

Degas Elite
Deluxe Pamt

£ 22.50
£44.95

Digita Home Accounts 2
„
£49,95
Personal Finance Manager Pro,... £ 32.95
Timeworks DTP Version 2 .
Replay 8
GFA BASIC

FULL SOUND
POTENTIAL OF
YOUR ATARI STE
WITH THIS PAIR
OF FULL RANGE
SPEAKERS!

. £ 89.95
£ 63.95
£ 34.00

GFA BASIC Compiler
HiSoft Oevpac 2 23
Lattice C 5 06 02
Power BASIC
Atari Faslcom 2
Alari Archive

MavisBeacon Teaches Typing

£22.50
£ 44.95
£ 115.00
E 29.95
E 34.00
E 30.00

£ 22.50

NEODESK3
£29.95
Simply the best replacement desktop /
tile management environment for ST's.

Enjoy quality stereo sound
reproduction !o the full wilh

STAR LC-20 9-Pin Printer
MANY FEATURES AND A FASTER
PRINT SPEED
Providingsuperlative paper handling,lour excellent

NLQ fontsand a super-fastprintspeed of 180cpsin

First Word Plus

REALISE THE

Po£d Registered
:<mmtA Dealer
1 2 MONTHS ON-SITE WARRANTY

ST SOFTWARE

7Y-FI Amplified Stereo
^ • "" •
Speakers

delivery and cable

INCLUDES BRAND NEW 520STE

driver software needed)

ONLY £29.95

Prices include VAT,

WITH 1MB DRIVE, 512K RAM, FULL
DIGITAL STEREO SOUND, PLUS :

ST/Amiga compatible - excellent travel & accuracy
assured. NEW LOWER PRICE!

DDIMTCDC

rnllXICrtJ

SPECIAL
OFFER ///

We are offering a complete
Wordprocessing and Desktop
Publishing package complete
with graphics import facilities.

Available with any
hardware purchase
over £75.00.

'FIRST WORD
PLUS' &
'TIMEWORKS
D.T.P.'

©KEY

this great Twin Speaker

draft and 44 cps in NLQ,the LC20 appropriately
supercedes the phenomenally successlul LC10!

ONLY £129.99

*__]

Star LC 200 9-Pin Colour. 4 fonts, 180/45cps

1199.99

NEW! Star LC 24-20 24-Pin

£ 209.99

Star LC 24-200 24-Pin, 5 fonts, 200/67cps

£ 239.00

Star LC 24-200C 7 colour version of above

£ 269.99

Automatic Sheet Feeder for LC 10" printers (pls.state model)....E 64.95
Star FR1S COLOUR powerful 9-pin colour. 31k buffer
£249.99
Star XB24-200 COLOUR 24-pin. 80 col. power printer
E 369.00

CITIZEN 224 COLOUR
24-Pin COLOUR Printer
Excellent Colour or Mono Presentation Results •

Three Superb Letter Quality Fonts Built-in• 192cps
Draft, 64cps Letter

£249.99

Quality- Easy-To-Use Control

Inc.VAT, delivery & cable

warranty • Optional Sheet Feeder

Panel • 2-Year manufacturer's

Olivetti JP-150 Inkjet good quality - exceptional value

E249.99 I

Olivetti JP-350S Inkjet excellent high speed300dpi printer

E349.99 I

Epson Emulation Card tor JP350

£ 79.99 I

Canon BJ-10EX award-winning inkjet. Epsoncompatible
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet 500
Hewlett-Packard Deskjet500CCOLOUR

£ 559.00 I

E233.83I
£ 359.00 I

Sysiem! Features built-in amplifier
with adjustable L/R volume
controls. Runs from PSU (supplied)
or from batteries (not included).

ONLY £39.95

3'A" EXTERNAL FLOPPY DRIVES

PHILIPS 15" TV/MONITOR
WithIts dedicated monitor input, this model
combinesthe advantages ofa highqualitymedium

LOWEST EVER PRICE!

resolution colour monitor with the convenience of

£52.99

remote control TeletextTV- at an excellent lowprice !
Features dark glass screen for Improvedcontrast,
plus fullrange 3-wayspeaker sound output.

including VAT & delivery

Philips CM8833 Mk.ll Monitor (Genuine UKversion, stereo sound) including cable, game and 12 months on-site warranty
E 219.00
Atari SM144 14" Monochrome Hi-Res. Monitor

E 119.95

VIDI-STwith VIDI-Chrome Video Digitiser Package

£

VIDI Complete Colour Solution

E 160.00

VIDI-RG B automatic colour separator add-on for colour input.... E
PC-Speed Hardware PC emulator whichfits neatly inside the ST.
Please state either STFM or STE version when ordering ... E
AT-Speed / STFM Hardware PC emulator (16MHz 80286) with
DR-DOS 5.0 and maths co-processor socket.
Supports VGA/EGA (with SM124) and EMS
AT-Speed / STE as above, Atari STE Compatible version
Joystick / Mouse ports accessibility adapter

99.95

• Very quiet
• Slimline design
• Cooling Vents

64.95

• Sleek, high quality metal casing

99.95

• Suits any Atari ST
• Quality Sony/Citizen Drive Mechanism

>
E 229.95
£ 269.00

For STF/STFM/STE machines

£4.95

Dust Covers - available for any ST

E 4.95 for any MEGA.... £9.95

•

INCLUDES ITS
OWN EXTERNAL
PLUG-IN PSU
Beware ol other makes of

drive that take their power
from the joystick port I

Also available:

On / Off switch on rear of drive

• Full 720K Formatted Capacity
• Long reach connection cable

5.25" External Drive

TELESALES & SHOWROOMS NOW OPEN SUNDAY WAM - 4PM

'- Switchable

& delivery

"won't & (oatfr* ww<U

99

... with Protext 5.5 because the pop-up thesaurus will
provide you with inspiration whenever you need it. With
words provided by Collins the thesaurus has 43,000 main
entries and 827,000 responses!
Protext 5.5 introduces enhanced text formatting options.
Automatic hyphenation lets you produce awell-spaced
page layout without the bother of manually putting in
soft hyphens. Protext determines the corred hyphenation
points by algorithms and look-up tables. Elimination of
widows and orphans is also provided. You will no longer
need to worry about those infuriating single lines atthe
top or bottom of pages. Protext formats the text to avoid
these as you edit the text. Extra blank lines atthe top of
a page can be suppressed.
New document analysis features provide a wealth of
information about your text. You can examine a list of
all the words used -alphabetically or by the number of
occurrences. Other statistics shown include average word
length, average sentence length and a table of the
number of lines on each page.

pfaa, #***?"*"*'
_V Enhanced file selector with different sorting
methods, bulk copy and erase.
k Prodata users - mail merge diredly from Prodata

it's bloody brilliant"

//

ST FORMAT

one hell of a performer'

//

.//

COMPUTER SHOPPER

"if you need a professional word
processor Protext is perfect"
"nothing else available comes close"

Ik Conversion to and from WordStar 5.5 and
Microsoft RTF

& Full printed documentation of new features.
AMIGA COMPUTING

st applications

PROBATA 1.2

f KILL J (including VAT and delivery)

New version of Prodata now with pull-down
menus, mouse or keyboard operation,
automatic record numbering, merge database,

For Commodore Amiga, Atari ST orTT.

instantaneous filtering, prologue form, edit
fields in any order, 2-across label printing. Full
details available from Arnor.

Price: £85+VAT, upgrade from vl.l E30+VAT.

Protext 5.5

files, no need to export.
ft Mail merge: nested repeat loops.
_V New window-based help facilities.
k Improved line drawing.
_V Spelling checker finds repeated word and missing
capital letters.

£152.75

Upgrade from 5.0to 5.5
£30
Upgrade from 4.2/4.3 to 5.5
£60
Please return your original discs when upgrading
French orGerman spelling dictionary £35.25
When upgrading please return any extra spell checking
dictionaries for afree update to the revised version.

Of counae 7**&**
4#tl tHdetde* - ' '
Choice of pull-down menu or keyboard operation,
extensive printer font support and proportional
formatting while editing, up to 36 files open, split screen
editing, characters for 30 languages, index and contents,
footnotes, newspaper column printing, file sorting,
macros, indent tabs, mail merge programming language,
exec files and the fastest search and replace around.
Altogether the most comprehensive word processing
software for your Amiga or ST.

i»r Both Protext 5.5 and Prodata require 1Mb of memory

tWI^

Arnor Ltd (STF) ,67 7 Lincoln Road, Peterborough PET 3HA. Tel: (0733) 68909 Fax (0733) 67299
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• The word on the world-beating Falcon - exclusive to STF • Civilisation comes to the ST • The latest music news

Notator3 keeps the
Desk rile F.nr.tl.ns Quantize M.l Flags Options

Edit top.

ST in front

•

Notator is to be

updated so you can
create something
called an "object-

velopers of Notator, were thinking of
abandoning the ST, and it means that
Notator on the ST is likely to continue

byAndy Hutchinson

The benchmark

music package

oriented music
environment."

as the benchmark in its field.

Notator,

the

popular

MIDI

sequencing software which

became an industry stan
dard, is to receive a major
update. The new Notator
Logic will be available for the ST in
the autumn.

This news conclusively gives the lie
to industry rumours that C-Lab, the de

The main improvement in this latest
version is the "Object-oriented music
environment." This new system means
that all the musical building blocks
(sequences, bars, notes) and all the
components of the MIDI system are
represented by objects on the screen.
These elements can then

be

linked

together on the screen using "virtual

patchlead." In other words, you could
connect a musical track with a MIDI

device by dragging a graphical lead

from track graphic to device graphic.
The sequencing structure has been
designed to be three dimensional and
open-ended, meaning you can have as

many tracks as you want. Multiple win
dows can simultaneously display differ
ent forms of graphic editing, while still
enabling you to arrange music by using
pattern-style sequence folders. Notator
Logic is likely to cost £575.00. Contact

Sound Technology on «• 0462 480000.

Official: ST FORMAT game campaign succeeds
by Ed Ricketts

that sufficient numbers of ST game-players were will

Monkey Island 2 and Eye of the Beholder on the ST

ing to buy quality games.

but it's out of our hands, since both games originate

Yvette Weir, PR Executive for the company, ex
plained: "I would go into the developers' office each
morning with piles of letters from FORM/AT readers,

from American companies. However, we have re
ceived over 2,000 letters from ST FORMAT readers,
which we're sending off to Lucasfilm and SSI in the

icroProse have announced that they will be
converting their hugely popular PC game

dump them on the desk, and they'd say 'No, no, it

States, who will then make the final decision. It was

Civilisation to the ST after all. And their

can't be done.' Eventually they decided it could."

these letters that convinced us to convert Legend of

M

change of mind is mainly thanks to the
letters they received from STFreaders.

In STF 34 we ran a feature explaining that major
software houses are no longer converting their big
titles to the ST, and urged anyone interested in seeing
great games on the ST to write to the companies and
persuade them to convert their games.
MicroProse were just one of the companies del
uged by readers' letters - they got over 300 of them.
The sheer volume of letters, together with the fact

Civilisation should be available, for 1Mbyte STs

There are already strong indications that Eye of

houses aren't convinced. Simon Jeffrey, PR manager
for Electronic Arts, told ST FORMAT: "I was surprised

the Beholder3 will appear on the ST - watch for more

by the small number of responses we had. The ones
we did get were very vocal - Richard Arundale's letter
in STF 36 is a typical example - but a lot of the writ

ers had no real understanding of the logistics of busi
ness. We still have no plans to convert either BOB or
John Madden American Football to the ST."

that sales of Formula One Grand Prix on the ST were

US Gold's PR manager, Danielle Woodyatt, ex

much higher than expected, convinced MicroProse

plained their position. "We would love to do Secret of

"I would go into the developers' office each morning with piles of
letters from ST FORMAT readers, dump them on the desk, and they'd
say 'No, no, it can't be done.' Eventually they decided it could."
YVETTE WEIR, MICROPROSE

NEVER MISS AN
ISSUE OF
ST FORMAT AGAIN
-SEE

Valla [a forthcoming revolutionary 3D RPG] to the ST."

only, sometime around September. But other software

news in future issues.
LATEST OLYMPIC GAMES RESULTS!

.EXTRA,
J a n u a r y 1.

&ttm«v UTo&aj?

^EXTRA,
10 c e n t -

Barbarians

capture

Sumner. 230 gold
pieces plundered.

__K

*!

_»

• Well, okay, so it may not be the most visually
stunning ST game ever created, but that's because it
originated on the PC. Still, Civilisation is coming to
the ST after all - thanks to STF's readers!

ATARI'S BEST-KEPT SECRET T'S FANTASTIC NEWS AND WE
REVEAL ALL! TURN THE PAGE!
ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992
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BITS..,
• If you need a high-speed network
to link your STs and TTs then you
need Data-Net from Ladbroke Com

puting International.
Data-Net operates at speeds of
10Mbit per second and enables sev
eral machines to share devices like

laser printers and fax modems. The
Data-Net software is the Universal

Network package from Applications
& Design Software (a US company),
which is compatible with a range of
network types. The hardware used is
the Data-Net cartridge developed by
Ladbroke.

The cartridge is about 2 inches
square and an inch thick, uses coax

New ST a
world-beater

ial cable with standard BNC connec

tors and
Lantech

is also compatible with
LAN hardware. It

can

be

used on all STs including the Mega
STE; the TT can use the same soft

by Andy Hutchinson in California
and Clive Parker in Germany

ware but uses the LAN port instead

of the cartridge.
The basic starter kit, consisting
of two network nodes and the soft

A t a r i ' s new machine, the Fal
con, is to be a multimedia
work-station supporting a

plethora of CD, audio and
video applications. Sources

ware, costs £399.99. Extra nodes
are £199.99 each. Ladbroke can be
contacted on » 0772 203166.

• K & M Publishing have released
Creative Basic, a book packed with

easy to follow programming examples
for creating procedures, sub-routines
and functions, as well as general pro
gramming tips. Examples are clearly
laid out and can be easily converted
to any version of BASIC on the ST.
Other routines cover string manipula
tion, numeric functions, indexing and
full screen editing. The author has
written over 60 commercial pro
grams, most of which have been busi
ness packages. The book Is a bargain
at only £5.00. Contact K & M on
•s 0490 2328.

• Music Pro Import have a new ver
sion of MIDI sequencing program
Feeling Partner available for the ST,
version 1.6. Owners of vl.52 can get
an upgrade to vl.6 by contacting
MPI. The program boasts several new
and improved features: the Realtime
Arranger has two new chord recogni
tion modes, MIDI keyboard split for
the leading track and a new melody
analysis system.
The Orchestration system has
been improved with new algorithms
and icons; drum styles and breaks
can be created, there is a new mod
els and pattern styles library and a

within Atari told ST FORMAT that it

will be priced at a level that com
petes directly with Commodore's
new Amiga 800 (expected to cost
about £600) and the Apple LC
range (up to around £1,600).

Falcon is to be more

compatible with the ST
than the Mega STE is

We can exclusively reveal that the

plers and CD-ROM packages. In fact

68030-based Falcon includes a Motor

Atari have already developed much of

ola DSP 56001 chip. This chip enables
the new ST to utilise amazing CD and
video hardware such as digitisers, sam

this hardware ready for the machine's

ST FORMAT contacted the makers

and shakers in the Atari world,

gave them the lowdown on the
Falcon and persuaded them to
give us their opinions on the
new machine
Peter Molyneux, of hit game-

Danielle Woodyat, US Gold:

"Obviously US Gold and its affiliates
would love to produce software for
such a sophisticated machine.
However we're going to wait and see
what kind of price the machine is

MPI « 081 780 9541.

time.

The sequencer Itself has been
§ improved with a slew of additional
functions, including MIDI event filter
ing, solo function, new song creation,
realtime track creation, stop pattern
and realtime MIDI desk automation.

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1 992

"We've supported the ST even
when people have stopped develop
ing for it, but as always the core
developers are the last to know. I
just hope Atari market it correctly.
Basically if the games look good on
it then It'll do really well."

creators Bullfrog:

Feeling Partner 1.6 will set you
back £149.00. For more info, contact

instrument and style.

show on 21 August. Developers in this

advantage of the Falcon's incredible
hardware. Jeff Minter, programmer of
hit games such as Llamatron, has been

BUT WILL IT BE ANY COP...?

"I'll be very, very interested in devel
oping stuff for it. We'd love to get
hold of one. You know, I've prayed
for this kind of move for a long time.
I've always thought that Atari
needed to release something far
more impressive than the rest of the
pack and the Falcon sounds like just
that. The only qualm I have is that
the price of PCs is falling all the

library printout can be made for each

world launch at the Dusseldorf Atari

country have been creating game and
productivity software which takes

for the machine. Saying 'It's big - it
does everything - look at tech
specs!' only raises the question
'Like what?' Until we as a publisher
are convinced that the machine is

heading in the right direction it's
very difficult to say that we will be
investing time and money in project
development. But we'd love to."
Alison Fennah, MicroProse:
"As one of Atari's key developers we
will undoubtedly be supporting the

machine, especially seeing as it's

houses support it."

compatible with the existing ST
range."

Richard Eddy, CodeMasters:

Karl Brandt, System Solutions:

"It really does sound like a user's
dream, but Atari have to be very
clever to gain substantial support

"I can't wait to get hold of it. The
true colour capabilities enable
astounding graphics to be created

released at and which other software

NEWS

»MJ

N'...

FALCON: A DIGITAL DREAM?

• Anyone who has a Proteus MIDI
module, including the Protologic mod

The Falcon is based on the B8030 CPU, the Rolls-Royce
of CPUs. It is a full 32-bit processor and is used in top-

address generation unit and the program controller. The
data ALU performs all of the arithmetic and logical func

of-the-range machines by many manufacturers,
including Atari on their TT. The Falcon goes one better
- apart from the 68030 CPU,the other main processing

tions on data in the processor, the address generation

ule, can now buy a low-price highquality Editor and Librarian package

unit performs all the address storage and catculations

from Essential Software. Called Pro

that are required to access data in memory, and the pro
gram control unit performs ail the instruction decoding ,
hardware control and exception processing.

tege 123, the program runs in high
res on any ST and is provided with a
full bank of 64 pre-configured sounds.

Because the DSP56001 can process data at such
high speeds it is .deafly suited for functions such as
communications, numeric processing, high-speed con
trol, audio and computer applications. The chip will be

Essential Software, 6 Malvern Grove,

chip used in the Falcon is the Motorola DSP56001. This

is an HCMOS, low power,24-bitGeneral Purpose Digital
Signal Processor. This chip is designed to run in paralr
lei with the main processor and can process
instructions internally at speeds of up to 13.5 MIPS (mil

lion instructions per second) at a clock speed of 27MHz.
(The standard ST runs at one quarter of a MIP!)
The chip has an internal command set like that of

the main 68030 processor, making it easy to program
directly. The internal address paths are 24-bits wide.
enabling high speed bulk data processing. The chip is a
CMOS device and has very low power consumption.
The processor is designed around three internal
units which operate in parallel - the data ALU, the
creating games - some of which will
include support for the analog joystick
ports - for the machine, as have soft
ware house Psygnosis. According to
the game's UK distributors, Daze Mar
keting, Atari are so impressed with the
graphics in Silmarils' new role-player
Ishar (reviewed on page 78) that it is
"very likely" to be converted for the Fal
con. In Germany, companies renowned
for desktop publishing and sequencing
software, such as C-Lab and 3K Computerbild, are busy preparing their top
flight programs to run on Falcon.
However, perhaps the most impor
tant piece of information about Falcon

used in the Atari Falconto process data at high speed
for the enhanced graphics and audio functions.
The DSP65000 family of processors is used in Sun
SPARC work-stations for graphics processing. The
basic Sun SPARCstation ELC is an 8MByte
monochrome system without hard drive and costs

machines will now have a third, far
superior, option in Falcon. Video titling,
genlocking and digitising packages are
already available, designed to use the
Falcon's 30 screen modes, 16 million
colours and the DSP 56001 chip.
What's more, because Falcon's RAM
memory is expandable to a huge

"As one of Atari's key
developers we will
undoubtedly be
supporting the machine"
••••••I

sockets are in place: MIDI In and Out

space for large sound and video files.

are fully supported, and MIDI Through is
also to be available via the Out port.
Steinberg's Cubase 3.0 runs on the
machine faultlessly, but the company
are likely to upgrade their program in
order to support the digital signal pro

STE casing and uses a high density
1.44MByte disk drive, so more than
twice the data can be squeezed onto a

3.5 inch floppy disk. (ST owners will be
able to buy an adapter board to run a
1.44MByte drive themselves.) Falcon's

cessing

capabilities

of

the

new

be shown with the machine at the Dus

standard of ACSI.

source reveals, are as close to true

As reported last month in STF, the

£29.95 to

them on v 081 365 1102.

• MicroProse, eh? They get every

16MBytes, there is plenty of memory
Falcon comes in the standard 1040

your original disk and

Golden Image. Get full details from

MICROPROSE

seldorf Messe. These graphics, our

being developed for the machine, Fal
con users can take advantage of the
thousands of programs already avail

• Golden Image have upgraded their
Touch-Up scanning software to ver
sion 1.8, now enabling you to scan in
real-time. Other improvements in
clude 256 greyscale TIFF file support
as well as 6x6 and 8x8 dither pat
terns, and Moire patterns have been

format rather than the traditional Atari

are

Chellow Dene, Bradford BD9 6BU.

improved to give a clearer image.
Scanned photographs can be saved
either as a 16-level greyscale IFF file
or as a TIFF G greyscale file (up to
256 levels), with or without compres
sion. To upgrade you should send

vanced

hardware

from

price tag. Truly power without the price!

hard drive support is to be based on
the faster and more widely used SCSI 2

and

£22.50

£2,995.00. The Falcon is reputedly heading for a £550.00

is that it is to be more compatible with
the ST than either the Mega STE or the
TT. This means that while suitably ad
software

Protege 123 costs

machine.

Graphic packages are also ready to

colour as an ST monitor can display -

where. Not content with opening a
new office in Manchester, they've
also recently bought the development
team Vektor Grafix. The Grafix lads

have just finished Shuttle for Virgin
(we've got it here - look, there it is,
just above my desk, see - but there
just wasn't time or space to review it
this month. Next month, for certain)

and they're now putting the finishing
touches, as they say, to B-17 Flying
Fortress, which looks really rather
smart. It's a WW2 flying/fighting sim
with some cracking 3D graphics and
Innovative views, such as the one

machine will have a 10-channel 16-bit

roses will look

like roses and flesh

able on the ST.

sound chip originally developed for the

that follows missiles as they plum

tones will look like flesh. The exciting

Companies which have previously
opted for Apple or Commodore

Atari consoles. Music fans should also

new machine is due to be released in

met earthwards. This game should be
here for review next Ish, too, though

be pleased to know that the usual MIDI

the UK by Christmas.

don't count on it.

and processed. Software houses
should upgrade all their software to
be compatible with the new screen

Atari as a serious

resolutions. It is a powerful machine

machine. It must be

marketed correctly. It

must be pushed by

and will be excellent value for

seriously considered as

money, offering the perfect system

a new machine, either

for DTP in full colour."

as an upgrade to an ST
or as a first buy. Atari
must not promote it as
a games platform - that

Neal O'nions, Compo Software:

"If what you tell me is true then it

would represent a technological

breakthrough for home computers
and would put Atari streets ahead

everyone else. This technology is
what the home market needs and is

quite astounding."

SOUP UPDATE
The $T FORMAT Soap Ho service
launched last issue has proved to be
a massive success, with everything
from mouse repairs to accelerator
card installations being requested.
The most common queries are about:

would be the kiss of
death for the machine.

TOS 2.06: this can be fitted to my
ST and enables you to switch be
tween your existing TOS and the new
using software. Memory upgrades
cause no problem.
Fitting: if you don't want a full ser
vice, we'll fit your options for only

"What's going to
happen to the Mega STE
and the 1040 STE?
Prices of the basic Atari

£9.99.

"If these specifications are correct

machines must drop
drastically as a result.
People must be made to

then it would make the Falcon an

realise that there is

special monitor and works in colour

software available for

as well as black and white. However,
ft doesn't fit in an ordinary ST, only in
a Mega ST or an STE.
For details, ring • 0480 891171.

Nick Hill, HCS:

extremely powerful DTP machine."

Reflex Card: this doesn't need a

the ST to run a small

Mark Pearson, Protar:

business as well as any

• If you thought Populous was great on the ST, Just

"The Falcon could be a monster if

PC software can."

imagine what the Bullfrogs could do for the Falcon!
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Cheap new laser
by Clive Parker

printing systems. There is a one-year

range of resolutions from 200dpi up to

on-site warranty with next day service.

300dpi output on Laserjet compatibles.

page per minute Laserjet 3 com

There are eight scaleable fonts
built in which can print in all sizes up to

patible selling for £821.33. The

999.75-point, and there is also a built-in

printer can print at resolutions

resolution enhancement feature which

up to 400dpi and comes with 2MByt.es

varies the size of the dots to give shar

PIECES

15 seconds - much quicker than simi

lar printers. Ricoh have included a builtin page description language called
Layout so you can create customised

macros. The printer can output at a

400dpi, although most software drivers
available at the moment can only offer
T h e Ricoh LP1200 laser printer
from Silica Systems is a new six

minute, with the first page ready after

All new software is now written with

Laserjet 3 printer drivers included as
standard, making the LP1200 instantly
compatible with any new package on
the market. To cope with software that
doesn't support Laserjet output there
are also Epson FX-850 and IBM ProPrinter modes built-in, so the printer is

of RAM as standard. This makes it an

per output without jagged edges. Ricoh

compatible with practically every soft

excellent buy since most new laser prin
ters are supplied with 0.5MByte or

call this system FIAL (Fine Imaging

ALgorithm) and have produced a new

ware package ever released. Connec
tion to your machine is via parallel,

1MByte of memory and need extra RAM
installed before they can process and

printfull pages of A4 graphics.

nf Campaign
fiamnaidn from
frnrn
• The .alpaca
release of
Empire has been put back again, this
time to September. Meanwhile the
even more delayed 3D space epic
Eye of the Storm isn't now expected

until sometime in October. Shucks,

it's only a year late.

I

• Just a quick warning now: the big
game of the latter half of '92 is going
to be BattleToads from Mindscape.
It's programmed by Rare (crumbly exSpectrum owners will know them bet
ter as Ultimate Play The Game) and
it's been a heeeeeuge hit on the con
soles.

It's

an

out-and-out

arcade

toner that can cope with the small dot
sizes without clogging. The LP1200

RS232 and RS422 interfaces. Contact

game - nothing sophisticated, but

Silica Systems on = 081 309 1111 for

what an arcade game.

outputs text pages at a rate of six per

further details.

• Tacky tacky tacky! Those Codemasters have come up with a new
way to spread the word of Dizzy: Col-

Another innovation is the use of in

ternal "Flash ROM," enabling the prin

ter's command language to be be
upgraded when an improved version is

lect-O-Cards.
•

The Ricoh LP1200

Just

like

the

old

cigarette cards, one card is included

released, effectively making the printer

laser printer - very

in every Codemasters game, featur

"future proof." The Flash ROM is an

speedy compared to
similar printers and
absolutely bursting

ing a picture of a Dizzy character and
a description. Collect all 16! Swap

area of the printer's ROM memory to
which new controller information can
downloaded in the same fashion as
EPROM. Both the Flash ROM and
moveable smart cards can also

be
an
rebe

with innovations.

with your friends! Horde them all now
and make a fortune when they're
incredibly valuable in 40 years' time!
Or not.

used for storage of fonts, graphics and

PROFESSIONAL GRAPHICS SOFTWARE FOR ALL
The prices of Phase 4's top-of-the-range professional
graphics packages have been slashed by up to half.

mations created with Chronos 3D (£176.25 including

Cyber Sculpt), a 3D key frame animation package, and

Prism Render, a professional-quality photorealistic

CAD-3D2 objects. Render tor Sculpt is £41.13 and can

rendering system, now costs £64.63. Used with other
Phase 4 software, it enables you to create rendered
images with 24-bit true colour detail which can be dis
playedon a 256-colour resolutionsystem by using special
colour mapping techniques. The program renders ani

give you a rendered preview of the object while you're
still modelling it. Chronos 3D is an animation package
which, using key frame animation, enables you to load
CAD-3D and CGS (Phase 4 3-D objects) into a "virtual uni
verse" where they can be manipulated to create ani

MUSIC NEWS
recent onslaught of sample CDs - compila

by Chris Ankin

tion CDs of sound effects, drum loops and
other samples to incorporate into your own
music. One of the most successful ranges

mations. Prism Paint 1.5 (£57.58) Is a 2D paint and ani
mation package which can be used to retouch animation
frames. It can load several file types. Rosetta (£47.00) is
a multi-format file conversion program which enables 3D
objects to be converted for use with Phase 4 software.
Phase 4 software supports all ST, STE and TT screen
resolutions as well as VDI compatible graphics cards.
Contact CGS ComputerBild on v 081686 8212.

socket's data, but the ST's unconventional
setup can in extreme cases cause notes to

hang and make synchronisation signals
from MIDI clocks go out of time.
Help is now at hand from a new lead
which plugs directly into the MIDI Out
socket, then splits into two, giving you a
dedicated

Out

and

Thru

socket.

Aptly

named the MIDI Splitter, it costs £30.00
from Intonation, 32 West End Lane, West
Hampstead, London, NW6 4PA.

NEW BREED OF LIZARD

A new universal synth editor/librarian looks
set to storm the the ST music world. The

Lizard is designed to be a completely openended program, which with the introduction
of suitable drivers will enable your ST to
edit and arrange the voices for virtually any
synthesizer. Drivers currently available are
for Yamaha, Roland, Ensoniq, Kawai, Emu
and Waldorf. Each disk contains between

four and six drivers, with the range certain
to expand. The main Lizard program costs

PROMUSIC GUITAR CLASSICS

has been the Bob Clearmountain series of

The range of available styles of music in

drum CDs, and now the producers East-

MIDI file format seems to increase almost

West have launched a new title called
"Dance & Industrial" (£49.95). The drum

MOZART RECEIVES OSCAR

£165.00

No, Wolfgang Amadeus hasn't gone to

Music Pro Import • 081 789 8641.

They

loops featured on the CD are also available

include music by artists such as Led Zep
pelin, ZZ Top, AC/DC, Eric Clapton, Jimi
Hendrix, Gary Moore and Van Halen - sadly,
though, no sign of anything by Bert Wee-

on an ST disk in MIDI File Format (£10.00
from Time & Space » 0442 870681), en

Hollywood, but 200 years after his death his
symphony No 40 in G minor has been con

NEW EDITOR FOR ROLAND SYNTHS

daily. ProMusic now offer a selection of new
disks

entitled

"Guitar

Classics."

don. Each disk contains a minimum of four

tracks, and they were originally recorded
using a MIDI guitar to try and preserve
most of the nuances and feel of a real gui

tar. Songfiles cost £4.95 each. ProMusic
a 071 252 8573.
SAMPLE CD'S MARRY MULTIMEDIA

Alongside the blossoming market for MIDI
music files, you must have noticed the

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1 992

abling you to recreate the loops featured on
the CD by triggering your own samples or
using those taken from the album.

verted into MIDI File format for specific use
in C Lab's Notator scorewriting package.
Oscar Music Productions are behind the

new ST disk, which comes complete with a
suitable set of orchestral sounds for the

MIDI CURE

Yamaha SY77 workstation. If you don't own
Notator, you'll be pleased to know that a

and

driver disks cost £35.00.

If you own a Roland D5, 10, 100 or 20, or
even a GR50, then Syntec have just the pro
gram for you. It's a new editor/librarian
with a host of features including click and
drag sliders, graphic envelope and bias

point displays and a randomise facility as

If you haven't realised it yet there is one
MIDI port which is strangely absent from
the side of your ST - that mythical beast,

Standard MIDI File version is on its way,

along with more classic titles to enable you

well as on-line help, supplemented by a
printed manual. The price is a very reason
able £39.95 for the D-Series program and

MIDI Thru. For some unknown reason Atari

to load the music into other sequencers.

£49.50 for the GR50 version. A demo disk

decided to merge the Out with the Thru,
thus creating a new non-standard MIDI out
put. Thru sockets normally echo the input

The Notator file disk costs £24.95. You

is on offer for £3.50, refundable against the

can get in touch with Oscar Music Produc

purchase of the full program. Syntec Sys

tions on v 071 628 4606.

tems •

081 941 4425.
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"International Sports Challenge brings you all the
excitement of6 different sporting events in the most
realistic multi-sports simulation ever produced"
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SHOW JUMPING
• Amasterpiece of3D simulation! • Unique perspective,
superb realism! • Different courses offering a
multitude ofchallenges.
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CYCLING
With stunning 3D
vectors and

s&

unbelievable speed,

the cycling event offers |
the most exhilarating
and exciting race of

SHOOTING

your life.

• Sharp reflexes will beneeded
tobreak records in the shooting

MARATHON
The unique marathon is atest of strategy and technique
asyou take your runner through "the wall".
• The marathon, linking all other events together, allows
you to tackle the ultimate challenge, • 4courses. • Choice
ofsix different runners. »Changes in terrain, weather and altitudes.

m
iJSiO?

events.
'V

• 4 totally different events
offering a wide spectrum of
challenges from pistols todouble
barrel shotguns.
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DIVING

SWIMING

• Over 40 dives to pick from on 1,3 and

Test your skills in the 100m

5 metre boards, together with a medley

Breaststroke, 200m Freestyle, 400m
Butterfly or4x100m Medley.

option. • More than 140frames of
animation gives this
event unsurpassed
realism and

gameplay.

i
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SCUII. SHOTSKKIH f BOM
AMIGA VERSION

IMPIKfSOFTWARE, 4 THt STANNETTS, LAINDON NORTH TRADE CENTRE, BASILDON, ESSEX SSI5 6DJ. TEL: 0268 341212

GREAT

GAMES

create your own

Super, smashing
OH, I'M SORRY I DON'T SPEAK GIBBERISH
hough yourchoice of programming language must, of
..urse, be restricted by your programming knowledge,
that isn't the only limiting factor. You should also take
into account the style of your game.

1
,.

•H

Arcade games need fast screen updates, smooth
and rapid sprites, and often require precise timing rou

10.

OK

OK

S£ % /'
OK

OK

-

over the ST - and It's fast. But for the same reasons as

to get to gripswith. Everything, but everything, has to be
done "by hand." You can't write something like CLS and
expect the screen to clear - you need to write your own
screen-clearing routine. It's also very difficultto debug.

• Mega to Mania is, according to Jon Hare, a good
example of how to present a good deal of informa
tion quite simply. The more time the programmer

spends designing the control system, the less time
the user has to spend fighting with it.

But perhaps its major disadvantage if you're think
ing of converting yourgame to another micro is its porta
bility - or lack of it. Unless the micro to which you're
converting uses the 68000 processor as the ST does,

you're forced to virtually rewrite the entire game for the
new chip. Fortunately, the majority of popular machines
use the 68000 or a variation of it.

«*»• m

For anything other than arcade games, you could
consider using a higher-level language like C or BASIC.

They're called "high level" because the programmer in

&

*

gives the programmer absolute processor-level control

}'i.

it's fast and flexible, machine code is notoriously difficult

'_lt-t
_-

Hc*J_fl

tines for controlling things such as palette changes and
—und effects. That's why the overwhelming majority of
cade games are written in machine code. There are
_wo main things in its favour: it's the only language that

if mi_k
^g^^
BK_^»f^^H
Hb^/i

• Kick Off 2, the game that inspired Sensible
Software's forthcoming Sensible Soccer. There's
no need for game ideas to be entirely original. If

you think Sim City could be done better (and let's
face it, it certainly could), why don't you write a
newer, faster, better version?

graphics and moving sprites as easy as they get. About
the only commercial example of game written in STOS is
Titus' Prehistorik the Caveman, a competent but unin

spiring platform game. As for compatibility with other
machines, forget it. Unless the target micro has the
same version of BASIC, you may as well rewrite the

entire thing. Jon Hare is all in favour of rewriting rather
than porting. "We always use machine code. We don't
forsake the game design forthe sake of portability."

effect works at a higher level - not needing to concen
trate on how the ST works, but on how the game should

• The very much

work. C gives you almost the same low-level control as

un-sensible Jon

machine code but takes away much of the drudgery.

Hare of Sensible

There are only around 30 commands in the entire lan-

Software - they
may well write
great games, but

!uage set, yet those commands are extremelyversatile,
ny gamewritteninC should be veryeasy to convert- C
; a standard language and any version of it should, in
leory, conform to that standard. However, C isn't nearly

they're not all
that hot at meet

ing deadlines -

as fast as machine code and it's sometimes fiddly to

compile. Populous was written in C.
BASIC suits slower games like strategy games and
adventures. A game such as Dreadnoughts (see the
review in issue 35 - if you don't have a copy turn to page

• Wizkid-a game that "sort of evolved." When
you have a few games under your belt, you can
afford the luxury of changing a game design every
five minutes, but software companies aren't
impressed by that sort of thing - unless it's their

40) could easily be written in BASIC - it doesn't need
fast graphics or precisetiming. BASIC, and STOS partic
ularly, makes complicated procedures such as drawing

changes you're making, of course.

Wizkid was due

K

to be completed
a year ago and
it's only just man

aged to make it
onto the shelves.

HOW TO BECOME RICH AND FAMOUS.
...in six easy steps. Although we can't really

guarantee instant wealth, you could do worse

may just about make it to the Shareware or Public Domain
libraries, but commercial software houses aren't going to

about. Learn about the game asthoroughly asthe programmer. If you don't know how the game is going to work, no

looktwice at them.

one else is going to have a clue.

than keep these points in mind
\

BE COMMITTED

©FIND AN ARTIST/PROGRAMMER

®PI_AN THE GAME

do need to be serious about developing your game. "Real"

sary. Think through each level; plan the routes the aliens

games often take at least a year to complete, so it's not
something you can do on and off. That's not to say you need

are to take; decide on backgrounds; decide on a language.

Take a tip from the professionals: if you can't do a
specific job, find someone who can. If you're a programmer
but can't draw, get someone to do the graphics. If you'rean

If you're the programmer, make rough drawings of the

artist with some brilliant designs but nothing to do with

\Jy (You will be if you become a programmer.) You really

10 give up me uay loo - jural uv rauie jruu re inn &ui"6 fc« £.<-*

bored with the idea halfway through. Half-hearted attempts
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\*/ Know
Know exactly
going on. Storyboard it ifneces
exactly what's
wha

e»"-i

—

-

—*-- - - - - « «

-

them. If you're agraphic artist, know what the game's all

x-_

Software houses much prefer to see the elements of agame

create your

EAT

GAMES

great
What is it about those sleep-rob

• Just some of the things you

bing games like Dungeon Master

fledged madman er, excellent games

need to become a fully-

programmer.

and Lemmings that makes them so

darn good? Who writes them? Why
can't you? You can. Ed Ricketts

spills the beans (and then gets

embarrassed about the stain)
Programming is not an instant gateway to
riches - any programmer will tell you that.
Most of the time it's a lot of work for not

much reward. But occasionally a game

of doing the
game. The other player

appears which sells like the proverbial hot
things and makes a pile for its creator. Games like

disappeared, and Wizkid

Populous, Sim City and Falcon. So, how did these
games get written? Why were they so successful?
Can anyone do it? Heck, yes - within reason.

Anyone who's played one or two games has
ideas of their own on what the perfect game should
be like. You might not think it, but there's really noth
ing to stop you going just a bit further than that and
putting your ideas into practice. You don't need to be

a code-headed 68000 freak, either. Perhaps you're a
genius with a Deluxe Paint brush, or can make the ST

sound like nothing on earth - there are plenty of pro
gramming teams out there who are crying out for
these things.

Sensible Software didn't even start with an origi
nal idea. They were immense fans of Kick Off 2, but
thought they could do it better - thus was born Sensi

ble Soccer. Jon Hare, graphic artist with Sensible,
explains: "We wanted to widen the perspective and
use the same one we had in Mega lo Mania. We also
wanted to make the control system as realistic as
possible. Some ideas were nicked from Speedball 2

became the game it is."

For Martin Kenwright of Digital
Image Design, authors of the exceptional 3D
games Robocop 3 and Epic (reviewed on page 70), it

two

or three

good ideas."
Jon spent about a week

planning the control system for Sensible Soccer - in

was a case of being ignored. "I had all these ideas
floating around in my head, but none of the software

the end about 60% of it wasn't used. "The control
system for Mega lo Mania was the 10th or 11th we

weren't feasible. At the time I was with Rowan Soft

came up with. It was continually changing as we
made refinements to it - one person would use it and
hate it, so it would have to be changed. Consensus is
stone. Wizkid, another Sensible game (reviewed on

Many software companies are
full of promise, but most of them

spraying paint. We decided to use solid blocks
instead of dots because it looked cleaner. The dots
turned into tiles, and then we had the idea of the

combined together rather than as isolated segments - it

J

IMARTIN KENWRIGHT

you should realistically be offered - don't be so over the

ever released - was rejected two or three times before

moon that a company seems interested that you take the
first offerthey make. Conversely, don't demand a limoand a
four year contract if Ocean say they may be interested in

Psygnosis took it on (though, of course, the programmers

If .Mi..

-.»„ «__«_«_! _.

_l

I

DON'T GIVE UP

)

DMA Design deny this).
If you have faith in your game, so will someone else -

_._._!

specifically what it involves.

KNOW THE MARKET

just want you off their backs.

les ("Guitar groups are on the way out," Indeed). Rumour
has it that Lemmings - one of the most successful games

/-na _ f VMH . n r i l n .

game really does work. Walking in with some scribbles on
the back of an envelope isn't recommended.

fail to deliver. Sometimes they

If you can, talk to people who have had experience
of the games industry. Find out what sort of money

convinces them that the programmer or artist can work

the game, for instance - or even more. That way, the soft
ware house is more likely to be convinced that (a) you
really are committed to what you're doing, and (b) yourout
landish idea for an underwater3D shoot-'em-up-cum-football

Design came about."

page 76), started life as a completely different game.
"It sort of evolved. Originally it was a game for two
players, involving a race to colour in a picture by

Having come up with an idea, it's not graven in

player removing tiles from the screen instead of
adding them. It was the quickest and fastest method

HAVE A REASONABLE MOCK-UP READY

ware, authors of Falcon, and I wasn't really being

given the freedom Iwanted. That's how Digital Image
From that sort of beginning big things can
evolve: there are now 12 people working at DID.
"With that many people, we find we're planning more

important."

- you usually find the best games are those that mix

within the limitations imposed bythe artist or programmer.

houses wanted to do them. They thought they

Obvious, this one. The chances are that the first soft

can think of, and never become discouraged. Remember,
it's them who are wrong, not your game. Unless, of course,
It really is dire. By the 60th rejection you should probably
think about rewriting the game, or giving up, or both.
Remember, some of the greatest successes in his

ware house who sees yourgame is goingto send you
away with a "We'll keep you on our files." Don't worry,

tory were crap once too. Look at Einstein. Apparently, he
was awful at Art. Or Mathematics. Or something like that,

you're in good company - look what happened to The Beat

anyway.
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GREAT

GAME, .

create your own

MYTH ONE: EASY LIFE
The most established and popular misconcep

tion about game programmers is that they're all
incredibly rich. This is partlythanks to the sto
ries the press have published.
Inthe early '80s, home micros were new and
exciting and no one really knew what the hell
this "video" game business was all about. Thus
it was common to read stories in the more sen

sational papersabout the computer"whizzkids"
- a common press term used to describe anyone
who's ever touched a computer - who earned
millions every year by writing one or two games.
It wasn't true then and it's even less true

nal Elite- did get very rich. But, on the whole,

programmers were like anyone else - they did
well enough and that's all.
Nowadays, in a market saturated with soft
ware companies, sophisticated selling and

plenty of savvy, you're even less likely to make a
fortune. Just as in any other industry (except

perhaps the music business), it takes real talent
- whether in graphics, game design, sound
effects or otherwise - to make it big.

Nevertheless, the potential is always there.

Original ideas are like a needle in the haystack of
platform games, shoot-'em-ups and film

now. Certainly, when the Spectrum ruled the
waves, a market in its infancy offered many

licences. While an original game idea doesn't
always guarantee commercial success -

opportunities for unscrupulous software compa
nies to make a quick buck by offering little more
than tat. One or two programmers - notably

original game, but it didn't sell as well as it

David Braben and Ian Bell, authors of the origi-

Cybercon 3, for instance, was an excellent and
should have done considering its quality - it's
usually a bonus.

and more like the movie industry. At the moment

dimensional objects look more realistic] shading for

we're working on Epic 2, and we've done 20 square
feet of storyboarding. It's been in planning for five
months, unlike the original Epic. As a new technique,
we're prototyping each routine we write. For exam

around six months."

ple, half the team have been working on a fractal
mountain routine using Phong [sophisticated shading
techniques that have the effect of making three
•

Martin

Kenwright, one of
the founders of

Digital Image
Design, the team
behind F-29

Rotaliator,

Robocop 3, Epic
and Epic 2 (In
development), on
aspiring graphic
artists: "Give us a

call and we'll give
them a job!''
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Because Sensible and DID have a proven reputa

tion, they had no trouble getting Ocean interested in
their respective games. For someone with a game or
idea who has had no experience with software
houses, it's a little harder. Jon Hare: "Getting a deal
is easy, getting the right deal is bloody hard. The
best thing is not to start with too ambitious a game you don't want to put people off before they have a
chance to get into it. Most of all, the game should be

MYTH TWO:
COME THIS

WAY, MY SON...
There's a common story among software
folk. It's the one about the inexperienced

programmer who writes a fabulous game
and takes it to a big company, who then
steal the game ideas, fob the programmer
off with a ridiculously low fee and make a
pile from the resulting hit game.
This may have happened - and it may

have happened more than once. But it
doesn't happen all the time. Think of the
situation that's likely to arise if it did: the
software houses' reputation would pre
clude them from taking on new talent.

If you have a good idea to offer - or a
completed game - get in touch with
someone who's had experience of the
software industry and who knows what
sort of deal a new programmer would get.
This may be easier said than done, but
it's worth the trouble - you wouldn't want

your name popping up in apocryphal sto
ries of injustice in the future, would you?

and not have copied too many ideas. It's no good if
an aspiring graphic artist does pages and pages of
sprites that all look like existing designs. Software
companies like to see authenticity. Another trick the
companies use is to tell graphic artists to go away,

get together with a programmer and do something

polished, well presented, clean, bug-free and flow

solid. You have to be wary of this because some

well. The most important thing about any game is the

times it's just a way of getting people offtheir back.
"The software companies' acceptance of new

control system. The user interface should be friendly,
and the whole thing has to fit together properly. Infor
That's partly why Mega Lo Mania's control system
went through so many revisions. There's a heck of a

game ideas depends on their funding and how com
plete the game is. They're far more likely to take on a
game that's half completed than one about which the
programmers say, 'Well, it's going to be great in two

lot of information in there."

years time.'

Martin Kenwright agrees up to a point. "Many
software companies are full of promise, but most of
them fail to deliver. Anyone with a game to offer
should make sure they have a comprehensive design

"It's strange - we're constantly trawling the col
leges looking for talented amateurs, yet there are still

mation should be displayed as simply as possible.

hundreds of hopefuls out there who can't get a job.
There's an irony there somewhere." stf

competition

PSYGNOSIS

Three questions
of sport
• "We're all going on a sum
mer holiday, we're all going to
see Carl Lewis..." Well, you
could be if you win this
fabulous compo from
Psygnosis and STF.

Psygnosis and ST FORMAT have got together to bring
you this fabulous compo to celebrate the release of
The Carl Lewis Challenge. We're too good to you.
H o w does a one week holiday in
Spain sound, eh? (Usually like

this: "We're all off to sunny
Spain... hey, let's visit that
quaint bodega... ocho cervezas

endeavours, endorsed by none other

than Carl himself. As the Psygs are
rather chuffed with their new game,
they've decided to run a really rather

por favor... what d'ya mean, you

attractive compo to celebrate. Hence
they, in association with those wonder

thought I brought the sun tan lotion?...
God, I really shouldn't have had that last

ful entities at Mizuno Sports and those

tortilla... is it over already?" Or some
thing like that.) Well, it could be you laz
ing about in the scorching sun trying to

are offering you the chance to win this
mucho fabulouso prizo:

remember what the Spanish for "toilet"
is. Listen carefully...
You may or may not know that
Psygnosis have just released The Carl
Lewis Challenge, a simulation of the

• A one week holiday for two in Spain,
including flights, hotel accommodation,

world famous athlete's own sporting

horrible persons at Future Publishing,

and two days' worth of tickets to the
Olympic Games in Barcelona to see

Carl Lewis (the real one) doing his stuff
- and all them other athletic types too,

obviously. And you're also going to earn
the right to go up to Carl just after the
race when he's all tired and hot and

badge; a year's subscription to ST FOR

MAT (that's the thing you're reading
now); and a chance to write about your

sweaty and say, "'Ere, Carl, can you

hols for STF.

sign this game for me?"

Six runners-up will each get:

You can also visit the city of
Barcelona, take a trip to Andorra, gasp
for air in the Pyrenees, get wet at the
Agualandia water park, or just get skin

• A Mizuno goody bag, with the train
ers and all that,
• A Psygnosis baseball cap, T-shirt and
badge...

cancer on the beach 200 metres from

• And that year's free subscription to

your hotel. Oh, and there's £250 spend
ing money thrown in, too (repayable in
easy instalments. No, just kidding.)
But that's not all! You're also going
to get a Mizuno goodie bag, including
trainers, a T-shirt and shorts; a Psygno
sis baseball cap, T-shirt, poster and

STF.

20 third prizes:
• A year's free subscription to What
Rabbit? - er, no, STF.
And...

• the first 50 correct entries will get a
free surprise gift from Mizuno Sports.

All that's incredibly generous, we trust you agree. Here's the boring bit with all the questions.
Answer these three inconceivably easy questions correctly:
1.
wh
L. In
In what

short

ridiculously

time

did

Carl

2. What's the name of

3.

the

sports

options are there in

wear company whose

the game? (Hint: look

famous

How many control

A snip, eh? Stick your answers on a
postcard or sealed envelope with your
name, address, daytime telephone

Lewis smash the 100
metre world record in

shoes are worn

Tokyo last year?

Carl Lewis?

box.)

(a) 10.00 seconds

(a) Reebok

(a) 3

(b) 9.86 seconds

(b) Nike

(b)2

The first prize winner will be the first

(c)5

correct entry drawn from the bag
after this time. Hasta la vista, and

(c) 9.80 seconds

by

(c) Mizuno

on

the

back of the

number,_ age and parent's signature (if
you're under 16) and wang it off to:

The Carl Lewis Competition, Psygno
sis Ltd, South Harrington Building,
182 Sefton Street, Liverpool L3 4BQ.
The closing date is 10 am (UK time,
remember) on Friday 17 July 1992.

other such phrases, stf

SERIOUSLY HEAVY RULES BOX
The competition is open to residents of

awarded in order by a serious man in a

the UK, France and Germany only, except

The winners will be contacted on 17 July

accepted as proof of delivery. Entries lost,

suit to the first 27 correct entries drawn

1992 and

employees of Psygnosis Ltd, Future Pub
instructions form part of the rules.
The prizes are as stated; there are no

after the closing date. The first prize must
be taken on the given dates, from 1 to 8
August 1992 (departing 13.50 on 1
August 1992 and returning at 19.15 on 8

Entry implies acceptance of rules, Includ
ing instructions, as legally binding.

cash alternatives available. Competition

delayed, illegible or insufficiently stamped
will be disqualified, so watch out. No pur
chase necessary to participate, except of
course this excellent copy of STF, which
you've bought anyway, and If you haven't,

August 1992 - sunspots and British Rail

forms must be received by 10 am (UK
time) on 17 July 1992. The prizes will be

sealed envelope, or in the case of interna

permitting). The judge's decision is final;

tional entries, can be faxed to Psygnosis
on +44 51 709 6466. Proofof posting not

lishing or Mizuno Sports. The entry

no correspondence can be entered into.

announced in ST FORMAT.

(Blimey.)

Entries must be on a postcard or

you should go over there to the counter
right now and pay for it. You know it
makes sense.
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Captain Sensible

INTERVIEW

J*]

The Sensible

approach
After the Bomb the Bass and Xenon 2 coupling, people expected pop per

sonalities by the thousand to be flocking to the ST screen. It didn't
happen - at least until a certain Sensible reappeared...
Throughout the annals of pop history, there is

ing it, or did it go backwards and forwards

one name which pops up all over the place
time and time again. There is one man who

between the two of you?

has struggled to present his own particular

Sensible: They said what sort of thing they wanted. I
played something I had to Richard and he liked it, so

brand of music, his own unique attitude - and
his own beret. That man is Captain Sensible.

then he did all the hard work. I didn't realise what sort

Some people cal him great and others

of format he needed it on - it was all over the place

call

The

at first, but he somehow made sense of it. You don't

Damned." But most people just tend to

just knock it up on a sequencer and give it to the
games people, do you?

him

"that

bloke

out

of

call him Captain.

You may or may not know that the Captain is a

Richard: It's not that difficult to do. The Captain did

big fan of the ST, and of games in particular. In fact,

it in a form that could be easy to translate - the
medium of ST samples is so easy to work with.
You've got drums, bassline, frontline and all that sort

he reviewed the now budget-burgeoning Monty

Python's Flying Circus for SIF back in issue 14. So
• The

when Sensible Software's Sensible Soccer was first

of thing - you can easily put it onto your available

Captain

previewed, the Captain couldn't help but add his

three or four channels. In the case of the ST, it's

redoubtable Sensible moniker to the game by offer
ing to do the music.

easy to do.

and Richard

,/

Joseph-»
grooviest duo

Abetting the Captain in this task was a veteran of
the games music scene, Richard Joseph. Richard

since Renee and
Renata...

created the music to (among others) Mega Lo Mania,
Internationa/ 3D Tennis, Gods, Speedball 2, Magic
Pockets, James Pond, Robocod and the reviewed-onpage-76 Wizkid.
Ed Ricketts caught, if you will, up with the Cap
tain and Richard, to find out more about this Sensible-

Sensible-Joseph triumvirate. He said, "Captain," he
said, "Wot?"...

being done on a four-channel simulator. It was very

What sort of equipment did you use to write the
original tune?
Sensible: Just the D-70 and Cubase.

And it was fairly easy to translate, Richard?
Richard: Yeah. I've got Cubase. I haven't got a D-70
but I've got a Roland module that has fairly similar
sounds, and they seemed to work.

How did you get involved with doing the
music for Sensible Soccer?

Would both of you do it all again? Captain,

Sensible: I was browsing through ST FORMAT

would you be willing to do more game music,
and Richard, would you want to work with more

and I saw a news bit on the demise of Captain

"famous" people?

• "Engl

Bob, Mirrorsoft and all that stuff. But it was the
name that grabbed me - Sensible Software. I
thought: "Blimey! That's a good name!" So I
phoned them up. I really like using telephones - I

Sweden '

have a lot of fun with them. Anyway, I said: "I've

nstructed my lawyers to sue. We're going to
take you for every penny you've got," and they
thoughtit was one of their mates from down the
pub winding them up. But Iconvinced them Iwas
the genuine Captain Sensible and they invited
me up to see them and we did this. They're a
good bunch of people. I just wondered who
would be behind a name like that - it's generally

people who aren't that sensible - like me. I
mean, I built my entire career around drunkeness.

4
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What sort of arrangement did you have? Did

you write the whole lot, with Richard then cod

l_MLnlr l i d ALL

OVER...
THEY WILL BE
Oncethe Captain and the Richard get started
there's no stopping them.We hada heck of a
tint® wrenching them away hum the Cap
tain's hardwareto do the chatting staff.
Rock 'i' roll animals!

Captain Sensible

Richard: Yeah, I like working with famous people!
Sensible: Yeah! We did some promo pictures at
Wembley for the game - and I haven't been since I
was a schoolkid. I met the Sensibles up there and

one of them ["Ubik" - David Korn] was carrying a bot
tle of whisky around with him! They're a genuine
bunch of good slobs.
The thing is, when I write songs I can't foretell
what's going to come out. Sometimes I sit down and
try to write something really loud and nasty, and this

effects go on - but they don't make a bad game

INTERVIEW

music business, it used to cost hundreds of thou
sands of pounds for Fairlights, Synclaviers and all

good. I know that, because I've had plenty of positive
comments about my sound effects or sound, and the
game's just died.

that - now anyone can get hold of it. That really is the
way it should be, because nowadays there's no

Sensible: I know it's not the same sort of thing, but I
was involved with a voice-over for a TV programme. I
heard one episode with the music and all the sound
effects and stuff, then they said "We
haven't actually put the sound on this next
episode," and it was totally flat! I thought
"Blimey! We're not going to get away

excuse for making a bad record. A lot of the records
in the charts now have been done by people at home,

and I think that's great. It gives the fat cats a kick up
the jacksie, and deservedly so.
It's the same with the revolution
in DTP. It enables alternative ideas

little theme tune sort of comes out. So it really would
be good to be able to use some of these things.

with this!" It makes a total difference.

I'm a real games fan and some of the music - I
think - is really sub-standard.

that was fantastic, it was just totally

that puts the little silver band in ban

wild.

knotes?

Llamatron, tor instance - the sound on

Which leads conveniently into the next question.

Richard: Jeff Minter does his own

What do you both think of the current state of
music and sound effects in games?

sound effects. That's what makes

Sensible: I've heard some t'riffic stuff, but then
there's some other stuff - I mean, in some of the
games I've got, if only they'd put in an option to turn
the music off, it would've been great. You have to
ditch the joystick and lunge across to the monitor to
turn the music down - you know, because it's just so

Moving swiftly on... what advice
would you give a talented sound
effects person who wanted to break
into computer games?

them good. If you've got somebody
who does all the designing and all
the programming, they're right in
there doing it all - that's the answer
for me. I can think of one or two other

bad. And it's louder than the actual sound of the

people who can do that and I'm always
very impressed by them. When I hear
of these things being done by just one
person, I just think "That's it. I'll give

engine in this particular racing game I'm talking

up."

about.

Sensible: It's good to be able to really blast the vol

Richard: I've always had this battle against the tradi
tional type of games tune, especially now there's all
this Japanese stuff going on. It all sounds so Jap to
me, music does. The trouble is, people expect their
next game to have that sort of tune on it to keep up
with the consoles or whatever, and I don't like that at

Af's good to be able to really
blast the volume up. If the
sound's so good that you can do

to be spread, which is great. I'm
going to get into that sort of thing
when I get my printer! Do they do one

•

Richard strums

the opening chords of Derek
Smalls' Jazz Odyssey.

ume up, or bung it through the hi-fi. Ifthe sound is so

good that you can do that to it, well... that's really
exciting.

To what extent has the music industry been
influenced by the rising popularity of machines
like the ST? Has there been any influence in the
opposite direction?

Richard: I can think of one or two companies who
have been influenced very much by the music indus

Sensible [to Richard]: Wouldn't it be a
good idea to send some sample stuff to
the companies?
Richard: No, because no one ever lis
tens to it.

Sensible: Oh, it's like the music business, then!
Richard: What they do is send it to people like me
and say, "Have a listen to this." That's quite helpful
really, because something might come up and I'll
think, "Ah, that particular person could do that."

The thing is, the major companies have got very
low budgets for their sound people. What they want
to do is hire people and train them over a year or
two. It's early days and I don't know how this could

work, but at the moment, there are very very low
budgets for people at ground level - but good oppor
tunities. No one must hear this, by the way!
I started by looking through Melody Maker, look
ing for a band or something for my spare time, and

that to it, that's really exciting

try. As for the music being influenced by the ST, yes,

UM^^^CAPT A\ N SENSIBLE

very much so. The ST is in everybody's studio.
Sensible: It's been in every studio I've been to.
Richard: Everybody uses Cubase or Notator. A lot of

Palace had an ad in there. That's how I started. I
really wanted to join The Damned!

people who do the rave music type of stuff are very
much into the Notator style of things, because you

auditions once for The Damned, and they had to
stand there with their trousers around their ankles,
playing the guitar, while we poured lager over their
genitals. If they flinched and stopped playing, they
were out. There was a line of people sitting outside
the room, and they could hear the shrieking and

all. I think music is huge - there's so much of it that
you ought to be able to exploit it all. The trouble with
music is that people have such defined ideas of what

things should be, and there's just not enough scope.
Having said that, I think there's a lot of good music
on games.

can do patterns and link them all together.
The ST really has influenced the music business
in a huge way. It's put a lot of people out of business.

Sensible: Ha! But you could play music! We did some

How much influence do you think sound effects
have on games? Can they make a mediocre

Really?

laughter. Then the poor bloke would come out with
his trousers down, drenched, and the next one would

game better?

Richard: Yes. Musicians like brass players, violinists
and stuff - you just don't need them any more. You

go in - terrified!

Richard: They have a huge effect. They can make a

that. I think games are dead before they have sound

can just sample the music you need.
Sensible: I think it's absolutely fabulous that such
powerful stuff is in the hands of people who want it

effects. I think they come alive when the sound

On that ignoble note we must leave Captain Sensible
to finish off his new album, due soon - a concept
album about a man called Geoffrey Brown who hears

now, not just in the hands of rich producers. In the

messages from space. Sensible? We think not. stf

great game really good - there's no question about
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Send Cheques & P.O.s to:

9am-7pm Mon-Fri. Sat 9am-3pm

PO Box 801, Bishops Stortford, p

Credit Card Orders/General Enquiries.

Hertfordshire CM23 3TP UK.

Send a stamped S.A.E. for a FREE printed catalogue. All
orders dispatched same day by 1ST class post. Estab
lished 1986 we have over 28,000 customers world wide!

CHEQUE PAVMENTS Please note if paying (or an order by chegue, II
the total is LESS lhan £10.00 please odd 65p to total. Thissurcharge does
NOT apply lo Credit/Debit cdrds payments or lo chegues over £10,00,

\MP9
\MPI8

\MP26
\CFPC

32 CALAMUS fonts,

£8.50.

Printed catalogue of all fonts in

_MP9. 10, 15, 18 & 26. £3.00.

I Special Offer! Save 10% MP9.
110,15,18 & 26 foionly £38.25
OTHERS

I MPS - GDOS Font Pack 1 contains 1 71

I fonts and some ulililies. 3 disks £8 50,
I A23S - PAGESTREAM OullmeFont
I Editor.
I A2S/A60 - FONT MASTER excellenl

I document processor with fonts,£6,

I A45 - STAR NL/LC Font Designer v1,1
I includes 21 fonts.

H^lDaLAlrDSC]
I MPI6 - UNDER 10's EDSOFT PACK I -

I manyexcellenl programs full ofcolour and
I music forunder 10's covering fhe

I followmgsubjects: Shapes, Puzzles, Songs,
I CreateStories, Drawing, ABC, Mr Potato
I face.KidDTP, Graphs, Grids, Music,
I Nofes.Spelling and Piano. £8.50!
I MP2S - UNDERIffs EDSOFT PACK 2
I - Robot Attack V1.0 a brilliant maths

I space game. Moon Letters V1.0 a good
I game like enviroment tor spelling. PICTURE

|MiX 6+V1.0 Robot Words V1.0 Hangman

I brought uptodate, spelling playedover 3
I levels. Alphabet Mix isa computerversion

I of one of the old alphabet jigsaws. All
I Blocked Upage 5+ a maths game. £18.
I MPt7 - OVER fffs EDSOFT PACK

I manyexcellent programs, forage 10
I plus, covering the following subjects;
I Understanding Algebra, Understanding
I Geometry, Understanding Ratio,
I Understanding Trigonometry, Ship Wreck

lanadventure scenerio forteaching maths

I-T^ A2I4 - PUNCHER V2.0 printout

and highquality output to 9 and 24 pin

UVK - ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER

NOTE: ALL B code games disks are Budgie

recognises 50 Boot Sector and Linkviruses
can search, destroy and immunise disks.
The most comprehensive virus killeron the

Licenseware, these disks cost £3.00 each

and lasers.Full control over text flow, full

graphics tools.fully illustrated manual. A
quality product from ZZsoft. £20

ST! £10.00.

of it. Add text and frames and other

virus detector and destroyer.
A195-VKILLER V3 84 anti virus util.

graphics. Output B/W or colour 9 &, 24
pmprinters Complete with full manual.
ZZsoft. £16 colour. £11 black 8-. white.

ISG- INVOICE STATEMENT GENERATOR

by Bay Computers. Raise invoices,
produce monthly reports, set up accounts,
raise credit notes, print statements, keep a
check on debitors etc. very powerful for
small business. £30.

PERP- POOLS PREDICTOR v3 02 by
Bay Computers. Excellent pools predictor
with a new look and many new features
when you recieve your copy it will be
totally upto date with years of football
PD+ - PERSONAL DATABASE * by
Bay Computers, an excellent address
database system, fully configurable,
features label printing. TextProcessor, mail
merge, attach notes to each file and
much more, lightning fas! £20.00.

I SS8 - WORDRACE a good spelling

I program that is kind ofbasedonhang
I man £3.00

I BP26 - EARLY LEARNING MATHS f

I For primary aged children. Amega

Icolletcionof simplemaths games. £4.00.
I Induesa printed manual.
I BP27 - EARLY LEARNING MATHS 2
14 games one step on from ELM 1. £4.

A220 - CHAMELEON VI .19 un/load.

video scrolling text for titling with effect
setcincludesa printed manual! £8 00.
A239 - MASTER DUPLICATION all the
disk copiers in our catalogue.
A27I - ARCHIVER DISK I LHARC v2.0.
MINILHARC, STZIPV1.VUNZIP 4.1, UNLZK
A278- ARCHIVER DISK 2 ARC
V5.21d, ARCSHELLV3.0 by LGF Software,
ARCGSHv4.1. ZOOV2.1. ZOOSHELL v0.6.
A276 - SUPERBOOT V7 4 is an "all-in-

I colouring book on screen!

one" type program that does just about
everything you could ever want to do
each time you boot our computer.

I to 10 yearolds £4.00.
IBPIS - FUN TIME 1/2 age 3-6.£4.

STW 41 - FSELECT v3 /1989 the
excellent alternative file selector.

IQR32 - PAINT BOOK a children

I BPI7 - SPLASH isan art package for 3
BPIO - CLASSROOM MATHS I age 7

I to 12 4 cenariosto teach maths. £4.
I BP21 - CLASSROOM MATHS2 a new
Idisk for use withBP10. £4.00.
\A234- CHEMISTRY'i Age 16 Plus.
I A193- WIZ TEKDK ComputerSchool -

I Maths, Spellmgand Memory

I spreadsheets, STWnter Elite theword
I processor and Double Sentry (NOTSTE)

V2.0,Aurora plot, Morse and more. £5.00.
A44- STAR NET Bulletin Board System
thebest PD BBS system.
448 - UNITERM V2.0c 014 THEterminal

B40 - DIZZY LIZZY Across between
Pacman and Boulderdash.

B41 - EXODUS Awesome shoot 'em up
with fantastic graphics!
B50- SPACE INVADERS.
B54- AUTORAMA Drive an automoPile

games: Parabulum, Gold Rush, Dr Boris,
Zerphod, Puzzler, BirtSquirt.£12.
GPS5 - BOARD £ CARD GAMES A
mega compilation of of classic board
andcard games includes Othello.Safe As
Houses, Fire Game, September/Triple
Yahtzee, Draw Poker, Cribbage,Monopoly
and Patience. 4 disk pock only £12.00
GPS6 - ADVENTURE GAMES Four
excellent new adventures to take you into
different worlds. Includes Don'tBank on

it.Awe Chasm. Mystic Well, Ditch Day
Drifter.Hack, Larn, Star Trek, Colossal and
Darkness Forever. 4 disks only £12.00.
GPS8- MONOCHROME GAMES I for
owners of an Atari monochrome monitor

an excellent variety of games which
include 17 games A special 4 disk pack
for only £12.00.
GPSIO- MONOCHROME GAMES 2

I the accounts package. £8.50!
I MP24 - HOME BUSINESSPLUS/ A

monitor.

I that are that bit more professional. The 4

BPS- CASSETTE LABEL PRINTER

]includes: STWriter Elite the brilliant word

(processor, Firstbase and Datahandler the
2 databases plus the loads ot utils a

special 3 disk pack only £8.50'

W

Custom Formattor create disk ot almost any
format. DiskCat database system for your
disk collection. Revenge Document

D23I -

1MB. BOINGSTE.

version.

B72- AVENA BLUE A horizontal scroller.

B77- DENIS AND DENISE platform
B79- SHARKS a hangman style

gamew here you get eaten by sharks!
B80- TRAVEL GAME travel the world.

B83 - CYBERSTORM a megablast them
to pieces like the classic Defender.

D232 -

1MB NOTSTE1 62

D233 -

1MB

D234 -

1MB, Psychedelik House It

Fantasia,

3D Scroller.

D2SI - The Black Cat.
D252 - The 2na French'
D254 - Tomorrows World 3D stereo!

[H]B^H=ti!£3EE
The codes B. BP, BD and SS used in this
advert are Licensewarethere is no more to |
pay. Public Dominator pays the author
direct for you No discount for multiple
buys can be given, the disks are sold at
the price indicated.

B90- MATCH IT a superb 'shanghai'
variant extremely well presented.
B9I- FLIPPED a really top-class puzzle.
B93-BUG SPRAY.
B97 - TWOT TOT your hero is trapped in

A concise printed catalogue is supplied
with each order or is FREE if you send us
astamped S.A.E. A disk based catalogue

showingfull detailsof all our products costs I

only £1.00 orisFREE if requested with any I
purchase of £10.00 or over!

(3MI?/JMr

the 64 rooms of the Mansion of Madness.

old 8-bit classic colled Bounty Hunter

G92 - 68000 Fruit Machine a brilliant
Fruit Machine game.
G60- INFILTRATION by Robin Ball. A
brilliant 3D full graphic game.
G67 - PENGUIN a Lemmings type

GR4S- ROYAL PAINT VI .2 a good low

game.

GI34 - PUZZLE CREATORS - Create
crosswords, spiral and Mulitple Choice
word puzzles.
G26 - LLAMATRON a mega blast 'em

word to see all the anagrams.

DisplayerV2.0 the best. SCAN4PIC
ip out pictures from programs

2ND MANUAL TO THE ATARI ST

B64 - CASTLE FRANKENSTEIN create
a Monster platform game
B6S - DOUGLAS II Boulder Dash.
B66 - MISSILE ALERT*
B67 - PACO A Boulder Dash type.
B70- PACMAN ST The definitive

mpreparation for the big fight. Then it's you
against thecomputer for the big punch up

lots of printer drivers and utilities. £5.00.
A207 - GRABBER this program allows
you to store any 4 programs in RAM and

I MPI' NEW STers PACK The pack

MovieSTE,

G88 - BOXING CHAMP train

l inventory and stock control package.

I of HD utilities 4 disks £10.

1MB AN COOL

D229 - 1MB The Jungle demo!
D230 -

These 7 Cliplt! packs are all 5 disk black

documents.

1including 8 HD to floppy backup and lots

D228 -

"missile command" variant.

8. white spot illustrations mostlyscanned at I

I the spell checker, Cliplt the desktop
I publishing package, STSheet thespread

execute them from within other programs.
A2II - Boot Drive Select. BSSS stores
bootsector in the event of o virus infection;

D2I4 - Sound OFF,

B62- COLONY An excellent scrolling

B99- BOMB DISPOSAL place 20

you to retreive files deleted.

I special disk packfull ofhard disk utilities

D28S - YoSTE, Center Desktop (1MB),
Weird Sines dnd Automation Bonantisk,

diodes in the correct sequence.

Idisk pack includes FaslBase the brilliant

I MPI9- HARD DISKUSERS PACK A

B61- A WINTERS TALE 40 levels

Galaxians.

Jeff Minter another blast 'em to peices.

up.

| £10.00!

demos for only £2 71 Order code for all 15 I
STE demos is STE15

B87 - WHOOPSY guide a baby around

G28- MYSTIC WELL graphics adventure.
G50- SPECTRAL SORCERY on
excellent game featuring wizards etc.
G63- MONOPOLY V2.0.
G86 - TENNISexce\\er\\ full graphics.
G97 - 1MB. The STAR TREK game. An
excellent full graphics game with
awesome sampled sounds.
GI03- POP EYED a 60's music trivia
strip quiz, tastefully done.
GI07 - PATIENCE by Eric Chapman an
excellent card playing game.
G108- FIRST SERVE a tennis game.
GH7 - FLIGHT SIMULATOR.
GI3I - 1MB. ANAGRAMS, you enter a

AI91- MAXI RAM disk upto 4MB RAM.
A204/205 - HP DESKJET utility disks

lEHOSQ

These demo disks will only work on an STE
Ih a colour screen Special Offer!
Save 10% Buy all 15 of the following STE

D298 - Winter In July3D Stereo.

B86 - QUARTIS a tetns variant.

A17I - RECOVERABLE Trashcan allows

I sheet and Inventory Prothe complete

MID140- WADDINQTON 32 track
MIDIsequencer.

D303 - 1MB Astro stereo sound
DI44 - The Otficial Atari France STE!

a platform game.
B88- ANNIHILATOR very good

produce music cassette labels £4.00.
AI8I - INTERPRINT2 the printer
controller. PRINTPLUS v1.1 prints 1st Word

versionol Noise Tracker

BS8 - BERT THE SQUIRT An 80-level

game designed to help Bert get fatter.
B59- G~ORB explore galactic cells.

monitor an excellent variety of games
which include 12 more new games A 4
disk pack for only £12.00.
G73- REVENGE MUTANT Camel by

Ifurther packof programs for homeuse
I new database and reporting package,
IsTWnler Elite the word processor, SpellST

and Bitmaster of ISTARI. An extended

around a maze.

for owners of an Atari monochrome

sectors lo a named file.

most colour only programs on mono

M28 - NOTSTE MUSIC MANUSCRIPT
V1 0 MONO ONLYdesktop publishing for
Musical Notation and Musical Scores.

M29- DIG! COMPOSER by II Profesore

PacMan.Galaxians, Boulder Dash and

line before the fluid is released.

AI67 - BIG COLOUR EMULATOR run

M2I - NOIZTRACKER VI .2 the full

program and modules.
M22/23- QUARTET Samples £5.00

GPSI - ARCADE CLASSICS I. An
amazing pack full of nostalgic arcade
games including. Space Invaders.

copy where you have to construct a pipe

A23I- GOGOST V3.2 is a replacement
for the file selection windows on desktop.
A4I - MONOCHROME EMULATOR v5
run most mono only progs in colour.

sequencer by Henry Cosh.

B3I- INFERNO platform set in hell.
B32 - RUNAWAY GUIDE a drone ship
through the tunnels ot the moon
B34 - SAFE AS HOUSES - monopoly.
B36- DOGFIGHT aerial manoeuvres.
B37 - MR DIG classic arcade.
B39 - ONYX an excellent shoot 'em up.

AI28- RECOVER copies specified
AI63 - GEMINI desktop replacement

B22- BANDIT Electronic slot machine.

B24 - SLIPPERY SID has to munch his

Galaxians.

4 disks £12.00.

CLTJS©

MIS ~ THE ACCOMPANIST \I2 A a 16

waythrough large quantities of pills.

comms program for Preslel.

©Gens

£5.

£5.00

Voice MIDI Sequencer. Afully working MIDI |

B26 - CARRIER ATTACK the drama
and excitement of Battleships.
B27- PSICOTIC A space shoot' em up.
B30 - A QUEST for Galaxia -

AI66 - VANTERM V3.71 excellent all

V2

2 Adventure writers

BI7- MAKE A BREAK trivia quizz with
very strong snooker connotations!
B2I - IMPULSE a totally original concept!

features communications program.
AII9 - FLYING START v1.04 1200 / 71

program from your AUTO folder.

A236 - KAOSDESK V2.00 desktop

I contains Dalahandler and FirstBase 2
I databases, STSheet and Sheet 2 excellent

L3/17 -

All/ - HEADSTART v1 1 auto-boot any

replacement similar to NEODesk.

I MP7 - HOME BUSINESS PACK

LISA/LI5B•- SOZOBON C

GI42REG - 1MB INTERNATIONAL
CRICKET II play cricket with full graphics
of the batman etc. Excellenl Only £10.00.
GI5S - PLUMB CRAZY a pipe mania

similar to NEODesk.

LI - 6SK ASSEMBLER. ST LOGO.
LI3/LI4- MODULA-2 DEVELOPMENT

BI6 - WORD Puzzle Generator.

Detonator

ACCs as you need Ihem.
BP20/23 - VIDEO MASTER design

L22 - STANDARD LISP V2 07

BIO- MONEY SPINNER The slot

BIS - PERILS of Penfold an adventure

GPS9 - ARCADE CLASSICS 2 Mr
Dig, Helicopter, Bounty Hunterand Missile
Command. Four disk pack £12.00.
GPS4- ARCADE PACK 3
Explore
different worlds in these brilliant platform

typesetting system. £18.
A232- CAL V4.5 calendar alerts you of
given dotes.

B8- SPECULATOR simulation based on
real futures markets.

complete electronics CAD package.
A237/238 - AMATEUR RADIO Packet
EtTerm V3.3a, WOrli MailBox, YARP

A2IS'- FASTBASE'VI .1 the latest and

MP2I- TeX the document processor,

Q^D3I0a___B

LIB/20- CHOSTSCRIPT V2 11

postscript language interpreter £9.00.
L2I- XLISPM2A by Dave Betz.

SYSTEM v1 0 ttom ANA-syslems, £5 00.

best ever shareware database and

true PD word processor for the ST/STe.

rarr5Y?S^7rTTTffi

BI4 - GOLDRUSH A platform pursuit.

Note: Unless stated all games require a

personal finance. £4.00.
A96 - SHEET v2 0. large and powerful

used to be a ccommercial product.

machine'

colour screen (TV or monitor).

brilliant touch type tutor.
BPl - EBS can handle all aspects of your

Inmost comprehensive fractal program.
GR2I- ANI ST animation package. Than|

V1.9 15,000 words known.
A260 - ELECTRO V2.2 a mono

A245 - SALES CONTROLLER VIA1 a

reporting system for the ST/STe.
A49 - STSHEET - a very good
spreadsheet small but powerful.
Wl ~ TYPE ITf by Charles Edwards, the

there can be no discountfor multiple buys.
Bl - DAMONOID 20 planets, no less.
have to be protected.
B4- OTHELLO Reversi type board.
B5 - PRO DARTS 501 down,

B7 - BALL ZONE an Arkanoid type

A275 - FLOW CHART COMPILER
V1 0 a programming language for
producing flow charts.
A273- ENGLISH to GERMAN translator

complete system for handling Stocks,
nvoicing and Suppliers.
A222/223- SPELL/ST Ml2 the Spell
Checker 60,000 dictionary. 1MB.E5.
A224-CLIPITM\2 the page designer.

I Elements PeriodicTable. Maths lest,
I Numerical GoRound. £8.50!
I B98- STATES AND COUNTIES an

I excellent spelling game for children upto 6
I yearsof age. £3.00

A2I8- SAGROTAN V4.1 7 a very reliable

comms program for the ST.

scores! £15.00.

all features spreadsheet.
W2- STWRITER ELITE V4.2 the only

I Wales, Scotland, statesinAmerica. £3.
I SS7 - DROP DOWN WORDS an

lifting machine punch cards from picture!

/MP- IMPRINT allows you to take a
screen or picture file and print part or all

lot alllevels, World aquizabout most
I countries and their capitalsalloverthe
I world. ChemicalStructure interpreter,

I ideal wayoflearning counties in England,

YI:lU|.rHN(^yTf^

rETP- EASY TEXT PLUS DIP VI 4a^

full page makeup with fonts, graphics 1

40 CALAMUS fonts £8,50.
32 CALAMUS fonts £8.50
34 CALAMUS fonts £8.50
35 CALAMUS fonts £8 50,

\MPI0
\MPI5

EACH 11 PLUS1

0279 757 692

Public Dominator STU

KSCJuQ
CALAMUS

I %PW * ^ ^ '

PD £ Shoreu/ore Prices

BIOO- CLOD HOPPER a copy of the

(?IiM?C!I]30

200 D.P.I EXCLUSIVE to Public Dominator!

CIS/ - Sports, flags, animals, Borders,
Halloween, hands, zodiac etc. £12.50.
CIS2 - Men, women, A to Z, arrows,

explosion, cartoon, pointing hand.£12.50

res paint package that has the dozens of

CIS3 - Fruit, herbs, meat, arrows, special |

features.

occassions, vegetables, kitchen utensils,

GR45REG ~ ART WIZARD an excellent
art package which is very sophisticated. It

cups and glasses, art deco and breakfasts I

features include animate, fonts, printer
and all the normal tools. £8.00.

GR47 ~ HendySoft VERY FAST

£12.50.

CIS4 - More Art Deco. Babies, Boysand I

Girls, humorous. AtoZ, scrolls, calligraphic [
ornaments. £12.50.

Mandelbrot and Julia set Generator.

CIS5 - Christmas from both the 19th

Excellent features a great zoooom option.
GR42 - 1MB HPM DRAW V0.93 mono
only object oriented drawing.
GR43
1MB BUTTERFLY ARTIST
V1.0 mono only supports Degas 8c IMG
GR36 - COLOUR SPACE by Jeff Minters.
GR6 -DEGAS Support disk - 155 fills,

and 20th century from father Christmas to

10 brushes, 7 fonts and printer drivers.

disks £8.50.

GRII ~ PICTURE CONVERTORS I-. Tiny,
Degas and NEO.
GRI7 - PICTURE CONVERTORS 2.
PrinlMa5ter, Degas. NEO, Tiny, IFF,
SPEC512, AIM, IMG.

GR20 - PICTURE CONVERTORS 3-.

Degas, Tiny, NEO.

MACPaintto IMG

GR34- PICTURE CONVERTORS 4-.
NEO.DEGAS, Spec512, AIM, GIF.
GRI9 - FRACTAL ZOOM V3 1 the a

borbals and Xmas trees. £12.50.

CIS6 - Mythological Creatures and
Monsters; an excellent pack of creatures
from all over the world. £12.50

CIS7 - FlowerPower pictures of the most I

popular flowers, arrangements, borders. 3 [
SPECIAL OFFER! on Cliplt Volumes
Vols 1-4:

£45. Vols 5-7:

Volumes 1 to 7

-

£30.

£70.00

CIP - A printed catalogue of all the
images in volumes 1 to 7 - £10 or
£3 50 if purchased with any 1 Vol

MP27- GEM Clip Art Pack covers many|

many suPjects all in the object picture
format of GEM. 3 disks £8.50.

Computer Supplies - Blank Disks etc.

Y2M - Having got your ST and read the manual you are
probably still in the dark aboul the insand out of using it.

Disk codes without a cost are priced equally

depending on how many you buy

Blank disks with labels:

The book YourSecond Manual goes indepth in an easy to

1 disk is £3.00
2 or 3 disks are £2.50 each

10-E6.00, 25-E13.75, 50-E25.00, 100-£45.00, 200-E88.00.
Disk boxes:10 cap, £1,00, 40/50 cap, £6 50, 80/100 cap. £9.00.

understand way about every aspect of using your ST. If you
are a new STuser then this is the book for you. £10.00.
Y2M6D - 6 double sided disks containing PD software
mentioned & recommended in the book Y2M. £12.

Special Offer*

Y2MI-Y2M6D = £20"

4 to 10 disks are C2.25 each
11 or more are £2.00 each.
All prices are fully inclusive
All oveiseas orders MUST add £2 75 lo total

Disks and box: 10-E6.50, 50- £29 50 and 100-E53.

Disk labels: 100-E3.00. Cleaning kit: £3 00 Mouse mat: £3.00.
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HAREWARE

Caring, sharing
Strap me, this program is some

software
TURNING UP
TRUMPS
Super Card 2 is a whizzo-featured card-based
database that rivals the best commercial offer

ings, and it was featured on ST FORMAT Cover

Disk 35. (If you missed that issue, see page 40.)
It hails from an outfit called B Ware, who have

made a number of Shareware releases. Super
Card 2 is by far the most successful, raking in

£1,500 in the first two weeks - not bad going in
anyone's book. It is the result of many hours'
slaving over a hot monitor by Mark Butler, who is
"extremely pleased" with the response. Mark
feels the only way to make any kind of impact is
through the Cover Disk, and he says it's thanks
to ST FORMAT that Super Card 2 is their most
successful Shareware title by a long way. "We
are grateful for every registration," he says. "Pro
grammers are only human, and money and posi
tive feedback coming through the letterbox does
wonders." Mark explains that since the most pre
cious resource, time, is limited, titles that don't
generate many registrations may be shelved. He
believes a good Shareware title is every bit as

thing called Shareware and the author wants me to register.
What's all this then? Chris Lloyd finds out what it's all about

I f somebody runs up to you in the street and asks
you to explain what Shareware is, you're going to
look pretty silly ifyou can't answer, aren't you? To
save any embarrassment here's the low-down.

Shareware is not a type of software but a method
of distribution. The idea is that the programs are free
to be distributed, copied and generally passed about.
If you find you like the program and make use of it
you're asked to make a contribution to the author and

register your copy. The cost varies from a couple of
quid up, and you often receive extras such as printed
manuals, updated versions and other goodies as well
as a warm feeling inside.

Shareware started out many years ago in the

States and is a simple and effective way of spreading
good software and giving a good deal all round. You
get to try out the software fully before committing
yourself and the authors get wide distribution without
all the hassles and pitfalls of dealing with the com
mercial scene. And it's cheap. Shareware has none

of the demands of the commercial world - program
mers are free to produce the stuff theywould like to,
and if people register then they get the full whack.

100% of a fiver is a lot better than 10% royalty on a
20 quid commercial release. The sneaky types will

have noticed a small flaw - the whole thing relies on
something called honesty. It's down to the individuals
using the software to keep the ball rolling. You get
decent software at reasonable prices and the pro
grammers get some reward for long bleary-eyed
nights in front of the keyboard.

Shareware makes use of the existing channels of
distribution for Public Domain, the libraries and bul
letin boards. Piracy gets one in the eye too. The
whole pointis to spread copies to as many people as
possible - nothing is copy-protected and you are pos
itively encouraged to spread it about.

How do you get your masterpiece distributed as
Shareware then? Easy! Call it Shareware and it is.
Simple, eh? Ofcourse it has to be your own work, not
a bunch of ripped-off code or graphics from else

where. Put a text file on the disk explaining how to
register and release the finished thingto the libraries.
Now all you do is sit back and wait for the wads to

roll in, or not as the case may be. Let's face it, peo
ple aren't always as honest as we'd like. So to get
things going it's an idea to offer some incentive to

those good people that do register. Applications and
utilities need manuals and possible updates and tech

nical support. Perhaps you could offer another pro-

good as a commercial one; it's just not packaged
and hyped and relies on registrations to survive.

GETTING THE GOAT
Probably the most famous Shareware author Is one Jeff
Minter, from the depths of the Welsh hinterland. It all

started with a game called Llamatron (STF Cover Disk24),
which featured a llama and lots of little aliens tryingto kill
it. Oozing gameplay, the addictive and manic blaster was

• Super Card 2, a Shareware success story
and a powerful utility to boot. Registration
brings you a printed manual, updates and
technical support, as well as a disk or two
of other goodies.

an Instant hit. Shareware registrations began to form a
small pilebehind Mr Minter's door - a five-figure pileeven
tually. Follow-ups - er, followed: Colourspace, a light
synth, and Revenge of the MutantCamels (STF Cover Disk
31), another blast featuring more of our furry friends.
There's no fancy packaging,
adverts or other gubblns to pay
for, just a damm good joystickthrashing game.
Jeff

reckons

he's

made

more by releasing Llamatron as
Shareware than If he had put it
out on a budget label. He's cer
tainly received more feedback.
One of the advantages of Share
ware is

a much more direct

• Revenge of the

author-user relationship. As the

Mutant Camels fea

man says, "no-one feels ripped-

off, you get a chance to usethe j_

H_f_9

software first and only pay if you're hooked. It's demo
cratic, honest and cheap." Can't say fairer than that, can
you? The success of earlier releases means more from Jeff

- a new game, Hardcore, is in the pipeline. Place yourbets
now on which furry animals it will feature!

tures camels, goats
and killer telephone

boxes. A brilliant slice of weirdness. Registration Is a
fiver, and in return you can choose from a range of

other titles or an improved version of Revenge,
including a lovely 1MByte STE version with even
more wacky samples, rasters and smoother scrolling.
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gram not available through the libraries in return,

excellentway of giving a fair deal all round. Its contin

some sort of carrot to stir the punters into action.
Goodmans Public Domain library reckon on a

registering. Putting out Shareware is like getting

ued success depends on support from the people
who find themselves using a piece of Shareware soft
ware. In the end though it's all up to you. If you want
more games like Llamatron and applications like
Super Card then all you have to do is register your
copies and bring a smile to a programmer's face.

involved in a huge user-group." Shareware is an

You know it makes sense, stf

take-up of 5% being pretty good going. "A lot
depends on the way it's presented," Mike Goodman
told STF. "You need to reward people's honesty in

PREDICTING
SUCCESS
Brian Campbell started work on his Pools Prediction
gram in 1989 and has worked constantly to update it
provide support for the over 1,000 people who have regis
tered their copies. The proceeds have helped lauch him
into business for

himself.

Brian

is

LICENSED DISKS >
Licenceware is slightly different - you pay up
front for the program when you buy It from
approved vendors, and part of the cost is passed
straight on to the author. There's no registration
- the writer's already got his cut. By far the
largest purveyor of Licenceware are Budgie, with
over 100 titles available through authorised PD
libraries (see STF's directory, page 48), ranging __*M_H
from games to applications. Budgie are run by
Camy Maertens - he brings together the efforts
of 40-plus programmers. Another Licenseware
range Is the excellent Shoestring educational
range and there are many other efforts. There are
some damn good slices of software, and for under
three quid you can't complain much, can you?
""

"amazed by the

response, which has grown from strength to strength every
year." A lot of quality Share
Pld

ware is American, and he
reckons

that

one

of

reluctance to send money
abroad. It helps to have a
address.

Results

•••'••
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stumbling blocks is people's
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Shareware vary and the bot- 'Soutti)npton
torn line is the quality of the
initial offering - if it's a qual-

Brian Campbell, author of

1

Totttohn H

the Poofs Prediction Program.

I1! If

1 12 1)

• Alien-bashing blaster Annihtlator from
Budgie. It's smooth, blue and green and
involves shooting - just what we like to see.
Budgie has over 100 games titles - platform
games, puzzles, adventures and all sorts.

1 11 .21

i

• Registration of the Poofs
Prediction Program brings the

ity bit of code and you offer

people some incentive to register, then, Brian reckons,
your efforts are more likely to be rewarded.

m

very latest version winging your way with bangup to date league tables.

ATARI REPAIRS
JUST £49.95 inc.

* Atari registered

* Over 10 years experience with Atari computers

* 20 qualified technician engineers at your disposal
* We will undertake to repair your Atari 520 ST (FM) computer for just £49.95 including
parts, labour, VAT and post & packing
* Some computers can be repaired within 24 hours of booking in.
+ Prices include full service check, overhaul, soak-test and replacement of power
supply unit if necessary

* Repairs to keyboard and disk drive also included (£25 extra if these units are
unrepairable and require complete replacements)
* All repairs covered by a 90 day warranty

Upgrade the operating system of your Atari 520 ST (FM) to that of the more advanced Mega ST computers.

We can supply and fit the TOS 1.4 operating system to your computer increasing its overall performanceby
approximately20%and disk accessing speed by 30%. Also gives MSDOS data compatibility
SPECIAL EXCLUSIVE OFFER:
Ml this can be yours if you submit your computer to ourselves for repair,enclosing this advert alon
just an additional £25.00 we will supply and fitTOS 1.4operating system^
at no extra cost!

How to take advantage of this exceptional offer: simply send or hand
deliver your machine to theworkshop address detailed right, enclosing
payment and this advert, and we will do the rest. (Important, please
includea daytime telephone numberand fault description).

* If you require 24 hourcourier toyour door, please add £5 elseyour
computer will be sent back by contract parcelpost.
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WTS ELECTRONICS LTD
STUDIO MASTER HOUSE
CHAUL END LANE

LUTON, BEDS, LU4 8EZ

Telephone (0582) 491949 - (4 lines)
WTS reserve the right to refuse machines that in our opinion are tampered
with, to an extent beyond reasonable repair.

ARE YOU CRAZY?
IF YOU DON'T BUY SOFTWARE AT THIS PRICE
YOU MUST BE!

a disk

PDSSC has a MASSIVE range of PD &Shareware, we have SEVEN years
experience in selling software at great value for money. Why pay more?
Characters between asterixes show special requirements;
*M* = Mono Res, *C* =Colour Res, *D* = Double Sided disk, *X* 1 Meg Ram. *S* : NotSTE/Rainbow TOS
GAMES DISKS (colour unless stated)

DESK ACCESSORIES & UTILITIES
U001 Dir printer, RAMdisks, Snapshot screensave.Desk Ace. loader.
U003 Desk. ACCs formatter, calendar, Disk Manager, calculator

U008 68000 Assembler, Address/Mailing List, Autodial Utility
U009 PICSWITCH 7 changes picsgraphics res.Mono/colour emulators.
SWITCHER, 2 progs inmemory. FSEL 5.5
U010 STEBOOTUP, boot mediumres
U014ARC filecompiler. BlCLOCK set time/date. MONOEMUIator v5.0.
U016 IBM compatible diskformatter. ARC SHELL vl.91, MEGA formattter
U019 DRFLOPPY, disk editor,SCODE makeASCII for data transfer
U023 Packed with various progsforprinting allkinds oflabels. *M*
U024 CHK 2.3,All you'd needto know abouta disk. IBM MODIFIER, allerDSAtari
disks for use on IBMs.

U027 ANTIDOTE, detect & killmost hoolseclorviruses.

U028 DISKMECH diskanalyser/archiver/editor, edit/format sectorsetc,full docs.
CPANEL
U030 AMC GDOS

U032 MOUSE TRICKS, extensive controlovermouse,movement etc.

U033
U034
U035
U040
U041

MX-2 v2.3 a multi-tasking environment, upto7 concurrent tasks. *D*
DOUBLE CLICK format v3.03 9/10sectors, 80/82tracks,
DEC editclone, Disk engineer v3.01 doalsoitstoa diskviaGEM.
AUTOGEM autoboots Gem programs. VC Spreadsheet non-GEM.
ADDRESS LOG, Address book &label printer, disk cataloguer.

U046 SUPERVKILLER detects5 viruses,7 anli-viruses.
U050 GEMINI Desktop replacement. English version *DXS*
U052 GEM PLUS, Neodeskvariant.
U057 GEMDOS USER GUIDE, fullof infoabout GEM-DOS

U058 ATARI TOS 1.4bug lixes (STFMs with Rainbow TOS)
U059 XCONTROL: ATARI'S latest TT control panel accessory for allSTs.
U063 MEMFILE 2.0:Memory anddiskeditor with powerful features.
U065 STDCATv4.0, diskcatalogue.
U067ARCSHELLv3.0,ArcV6.0
U068 HITCHHIKERS PD shareware disk 2.0

U069 STZine shell, Disk mag development tool.
U070 SUPERB Intra creator, sprite, pics,text&music
U073SUPERBOOTV7.0

U075STTOOLS, manyfeatures

U077 GOODIES, multiple featured desk accessory
U080 JAMES, thedesktop butler.

G001
G014
G016
G017

G018
G020
G021
G022
G025
G027
G028
G033
G037
G038
G039
G041
G045
G046
G047
G056
G063
G064
G068
G069
G084
G085
G086
G090
G092
G093
G094
G095
G097
G098
G100
G102
G106
G108
G109
G111

GRAPHIC, FONT AND ART/DRAWING DISKS
A005
A009

PALART, excellent art program with lulldocfiles.*C*

COLUMBIA, Drawing prog, some 3D elements. Studio (*X*), Drawing
package. Both German

A012
A013

DOODLE, mono &colour versions. Also some Mandelzoom pics.
STGRAPH: Comprehensive graph prog, handles bar, horizontal/stacked
bar, line & dot charts.

A015
A018

A020
A024
A025
A027
A029
A030
A034

FONTS2,7 screen/desktop fonts, inc.Columbia, Derail. Hudson
CANVAS, great artpackage
PALETTE MASTER, artpackage, uplo512colours. *C*
FRACKTAL drawing program from Germany. Mono/Col.
FONTKIT3.31*D*

ANI-ST, ex-commercial package, quality animation system
MASTERPAINT drawing package, excellent. Mono &Col.
PICW0RKS, enlarge/reformat picsupto3 limes normal size."M*
PUBLIC PAINTER.*M*

A036

SNOOPY cartoon pics.*C*

A042

ST CAD v2.1, a med/high resCAD package. Full docs. CALC-PLOT,

A043
A048
A053

JIL CAD, Shareware. *XD*
MOVIE CONSTRUCTOR, FACE ANIMATOR. *M*

A054
A059

SIMPLE DRAW v3.4, artpackage. Docs foreign. Med/Hi-res
MASTER DOODLE, shareware artpackage for theyounger user.

C002
C003
C010

Human figures, cartoons, titles.
Sports figures, July4thlogos.
Occasional Clips, Characters

scientific calculator

THE ARTIST, Great drawing package with many options. 'M*

CUP ART
C013
C015
C016

etc.

C011
C012

Loads more fruit, vegetables.
Herbs &Kitchen parts.

C017
C018

Humprous clips, Letters A-Z.
Babies, boysand girls
Girls,Scrolls and Occasional
Clips
Artdeco, Baby boy&girl
Varied Humorous Clips.

WORDPROCESSING & DESKTOP PUBLISHING
W001-006 TEX, 6 Disk Pack, document processor. *M*
W008
1stWORD wordprocessor. Prolessional fully GEM based
W009
Easy Text v1.2fully working DTP demo (w010 for DS users)
W015
HYPERTEXT: Shareware prog. Produce prolessional docs.*MD*
W013
STPAGE, superfasteditor
W018
WORD 400, Desk Accessory WPR. Fully featured
W017
STWriter Elite V4.1 topquality wordprocessor

PROGRAMMING/LANGUAGE DISKS
P001

68000 Assembler

P002

STOS SOUNDFXcreator.

P008-P10, C LANGUAGE DISKS 1,2 &3 ofElementary C,a setof3 disks.
P012

CPM EMULATOR, CPM-8v2.0.

P013

CPMUTILITESforP012.

P017

PROGRAMMING EDITORS; CONTEXT v2, PRO-ED &P-EDIT lull

P019
P020
P022

Nigel Smith's ST6800 pop-up ref. guide.
SOZOBONC, Great Ccompiler *D*.
SPRITE EDITOR. Create andsavesprites.

P023

C TUTORIAL, disk manual.

P026
P027
P029

MKRSC a simple GEM resource conlstruction utility.
MODPAS, Pascal Compiler.'D".
GFA EXPERT, allyou need to know about GFA v3basic.

docs.

G112
G113
G114
G115
G116
G118
G119
G122
G123
G128
G129
G130
G131
G132
G136
G137
G138
G141
G144
G145
G149
G150
G151
G152
G153
G154
G155
G156
G158
G159
G160
G162
G164
G165
G167
G169
G172
G176
G177
G178
G181
G182
G183

Warzone, Daleks,elc.

SUPERBREAKOUT, 40+ brick types with special features. *M*
NAPOLEON, wargame Sim. *M"
EMPIRE BUILDER properly developer. LOST TREASURE &JUMPSTER
RUSH, move bricks tocreate a way outlortheball.
YAHTZEE, populargame.

PACK-ET-TERM v3.3a, radio package with docs.
UNITERM v2.0a with auto-dialler &phone book.

CD006
CD009

VANTERM 3.71&3.8great communications package.
HAGTERM ELITE v3.3 powerful shareware comms package.

UPSTART shoot cherries. *S*

COMPANION shoot 'emup inouter space
ENGLAND Team Manager
DIE ALIEN BLOB, a great shoot 'emup,excellenl graphics.

M001

M008

KEYBOARD program, various songs&samples.

TREASURE SEARCH, findthe hiddentreasure. *SD*

M012

SINGING CALIFORNIAN RAISONS. "X*

ADVENTURE WRITING SYSTEM

M013

MUSIC WRITER, create music.

TUNNEL VISION, maze game

M016
M020

CASIOCZ SOUNDS& EDITOR
XBIOSMusic Const. Kit.

M021
M022

PERCUSSAMAN, 4 track, 16 instrument, synthesised sequencer.
SOUNDTRACKER PLAYER &MODULES. D_DREAD1, D_DREAD 2,

BERMUDA RACE2

INVASION, adventure
Hack! is a D&D adv.

AYAT0LLA, terroristsattack.*S*

ROBOTZ, 40 levels, great
FRUITMACHINE simulator

SLIDE, 3 levs, puzzle. *S"
SOLITAIR 3D graphics. Macpan. Galaxy &Sprengmeister. *M*

ATOMS mentally challenging, KILLERChESS fast &furious. AMMO-

TRACK'S a superbrace&blast'em.
SKIDPAN, motor racing. *S*
STOCKMARKET, Wheel &Deal. Galactice Warriors, shoot 'em-up.
FLOYD THE DROYD, ultra fastshoot'em-up. Sampled sound.
AIR WARRIOR. Flight Sim
COMPUTER PINBALL. DEVASTATOR, 3Dstrategy game.
TALESPIN,Wolfand7kids

FUZZBALL platform game
SHIPWRECK, educational maths with graphics. *S*
ZOG a greatblasting game.SUPER SENSORI.
A DUDLEY DILEMMA, adv.
WIZZARD'SLAIRadv.

UNDER BERKWOOD Massive graphic adventure
NAVAL BATTLE, Battleships
CENTAURI. shoot 'em up.
VIRUS, greatgraphics&sound. *S"
FLYOVER, bombing raid
GLOB, youcollect cherry cakeswhile avoiding pursuers.

TRACKER, you drive your tracker through enemy territory.
OVERLANDER, shoot'emup.
CHANCE, battlethe Archons.
ESCAPE FROM THETOMB OF RA.
MUTANT reactorout of control,workersmutate.

KEY TO ATLANTIS, underwater scrolling shoot 'emup.
MARS MAZE, platform game.
STEEL, blasteverything.
HEDGEHOG, Frogger clone. *S*

COMPOSER, music creation.

PAT_MIX, RVB_DEMO, SPREAD.

M025
MFP Music design package. *DXM*
M026
CHORDEX tool forlearning major/minor chord shapes.
M029 • MIDI v2.0monitor. Med/High res.Shareware EX800 v2.0.
M031
DBRK4802, daybreak step timesequencerv.3.
M035
ACCOMPANIST 2.4,16 voice shareware sequencer.
M040
EDSYNTH1.2 music synthesiser.

EDUCATIONAL
E002

WORLD MAPGAME,

E004
E005
E006

Spelling Made easy
REBUS WRITER, design &print rebuses. Samples included.
BARNYARD, pair Ihe animals Irom memory. *C*

E0O7

WELCOME TOCHEMISTRY V2. *S*

E008

CHUNNEL, AFrench toEnglish &vice-versa tutorial game. *C*

E010
E011

PERFECT MATCH, PENTOMINOES
TYPING TUTOR (2)with full documenlation.

E013

MATHS MADEEASY

E014
E015
E016

KIDGRAPH, KIDMUSIC, KIDPIANO, KIDPOTATO *C*
KIDPUBUSHER, KIDSONG
DOT 2 DOT, includescreator,

E019
E020

SOLAR SYSTEM GEOGRAPHY
GEOGRAPHY TUTOR

E021

ZOO MAKER, you're asked questions, the computer tries toguess the
animal.

E022

MEFIRST, BUTTERFLY INTHE PARK.

E023

COLOURING BOOK.

F003
F005

SKY MAP, display over1500stars.
CONSTELLATIONS. Acomprehensive astronomers disk*M*

GENERAL

THENAMEGAME.+edi!or.

TARK, greattext adventure
BATTLE FORTHETHRONE.

LLAMATRON, a great Shareware game byGeoff Minter. *D*.
VIDEO POKER: Las Vegas poker playing machine.
DERRICK THE DROID: platform, shoot'emup &puzzle gamein one.
PORK II: ZORK send up.
MORIA: Fanlasy RPG. *D*
SHOOT 'EM UP BUILDER KIT*D*

DUNGEON!: Mulli choice fantasy adventure with somehumour.

F006

PLANETARIUM, getstats onalmost any planet ormoon.

F009

THEPLANETS. "D*

F012
F013
F016

AUTOROUTE, working demo covering Ihe south olEngland.
POOLWISE V3.5, pools predictor. MED RES.
STTOUR, guided tour.

F017

YOUR SECONDATARI MANUAL.

HACKMAN, 50 levels,Pacmanclone. *S*

F018

NEWGEN V4, shareware, 10 record limit.

ELVEN CRYSTALS II:Adv

F020

ST TECHNICAL MANUALS.

F021
F022
F023
F026-28

BUSINESS LETTERS, 100business style letters inASCII code,
ASSISTANT CHEF, 142recipes +add your own,
ASTRO 22,Astrology
AROMAN MYSTERY, graphic artimages, Roman magazine, Graphic
database with a murder investigation, plusmore *3disks*
COMPACT OFFICE MANAGEMENT, excellent accounting program for

STARMAZE: Various levels, blast alien craft onyour way.
A NIGHT ON THETOWNadv.

TILE GAME, rearrange theletters. *S*
SOKO, 50 levsmaze/puzzle
MEGAROIDS, RIPCORD, SPACEWAR, BUGS
BATTLE SCAPE 2 player fantasy war-gaming.
FRUSTRATION, CRISSCROSS.
BACKGAMMON, POKER SQ'D
FLY ROBIN, SANTAS WORKSHOP
PENGUIN, excellent, shareware

F029

small business' andsoletraders. Comprehensive. *D*.

DEMO'S

CROCODILES PASTIMES.

REVENGE OF THE MUTANT CAMELS 1 or2 players.
SPACE INVADERS, a classic
BLOCKADE, Qixclone

TENNIS great graphics/gameplay.
ROCKFALL, bbulderdash type.
ENTOMBED, platform 5 levels.

ARMOURLYTE, horizontal scrolling shool 'em-up.
GRAV, rotate & thrust.

MAZE, splitscreen, 2 players + editor, great.

OZONE, platform/puzzle, many enemies, shareware game.
PDBOLO, excellent Arkanoid clone,colour&mono*DX*
INFILTRATION, defeatthe aliens, shareware.

APPLICATIONS - Spreadsheets Databases etc.
5001

DATABASE 1, GEM drivendatabase.

5002

STSHEET, quality spreadsheet *C*.

S005
S007

B/STAT v2.01, sophisticated graphing &stalanalysis. *DX*
OPUS v2.2, GEM based spreadsheel &charting program *DX*

S009

WGDATA, highquality DTB. Full docs.

5011

COMMUNICATIONS DISKS
CD001
CD005

D005
D006
D007
D008
D009
D010
D011

THE DEFINITIVE DEMO.*D"

SLATATANIC CULT, MusicDemoI & II.*D*
ASTERIX DEMO.
BOMBTHEBASS.
TRANSYLVANIA DEMO.*D*.
SOUND CONNEXIONS."D*.
THE NEW YEARDEMO. *D*.
STINGRAY DEMO.
COUNTERPOINT DEMO.
CUDDLY DEMOS"S*.
MASTERSOUNDSDEMO.
ROBOMIX DEMO.
STARWARS DEMO.

D012

D017
D018
D019
D020
D021

PRICING

1-10 £1.25 each, 11 & over 99p each
All orders plus 50p p&p
International orders plus 10%
Alr Mail 50p per disk
Cheques etc payable to PDSSC.Send orders to:-

DOUBLE SENTRY, fully working accounts package (no VAT)

5012

PERSONNEL DTB, Names&addresses DTB.

5013

INVENTORY PRO V2.0 slock control system.

5014

TCOS, treestructured DTB,

5015
5016
5017
S019

ZAPCARD easytousecard type DTB.
SHEET V2, spreadsheet. Similar to Lotus 123.docs.
DATAPLOT, sophisticated data plotting package,
FASTBASE, absolutely brilliant, sophisticated shareware database.
Excellent features.

GULF TORNADO £ 1.99 (Not PD)
Great scrollingshoot 'em up. Blastthose Migsand Missile launchers
with your fighter/bomber. 1 or 2 players.

El

PDSSC, 5 WALNUT CLOSE,
BARKINGSIDE, ESSEX 1G61 HE

_____

•>"::/•

RING US NOW! (0354) 8448
9am - 7pm 7 days a week
or our friendly answerphone at other times
THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMS TO CHOOSE FROM

JUST SEND 60p INSTAMPS FOR OUR DISK CATALOGUE

ISSUE 36

ISSUE 3

ISSUE 34

ISSUE 33

ISSUE 32

ISSUE 31

July 1992
Two Disks: K-Spread-'spread-

June 1992

May1992

March 1992

Two Disks: GFABasic v3.5,

Two Disks: GFA DraftPlus 3

April 1992
Two Disks: Write On complete
package; Leanderpreview; two
raytracing programs; complete

February1992
Disk: StereoMaster preview;

Penguin game; fractals andmore!
Inside: Over20 pagesoftips;
complete guideto raytracing; get

Inside: Findout howyou can

the best fromSequencerOne

Timeworks 2; over 40 ST tips!

demo, SuperBoot 74. money

manager, andmuch more
Inside: 50 waysto soup up your
ST;whathappenedto the games
heroesofyesterday?

complete; Pacific Islands demo,
complete database andastrology
programs, andmuch more
Inside: upgradesstep-by-step;

STastrology; program fractals

complete2Dvectordrawing
package; Campaign demo; Intro

Designer; sixmore lull programs
Inside:21 pages ofartguides;
ST Bookportabletested;weird
games; 120tips; Buyer's Guide

BACK ISSUES

Disk:Knightmare demo; Kozmic
pattern generator - exclusive;
STOS extension and more!

make money wilh your ST;
reviews of STOS 3D and

Revenge oftheMutant Camels complete; tenutilities
Inside: All youneedto know to
get startedwith the ST;roundups
oftopsoftware, games and add
ons; insideyourSTE

Stiff in stock: STF3 (violent games), 9 (scanners), 11 (piracy, comms), 12 (music), 13 (tips),
14 (the cost of games), 15 (DPaint), 16 (get active), 17 (50 games reviewed, hard drives,
printers), 18 (Interphase), 19 (getting started), 20 (31 programs on Disk, plug-ins guide),
21 (animation), 22 (DTP, WP, recover lost data), 23 (3D, comms), 24 (Llamatron, ST video)

One of
these

superb
gifts can
be yours
when you
subscribe
Bring your data to life with this flexible package. It's
ideal for creating graphs, charts and presentations,
makes full use of the GEM graphic environment and
comes with a host of invaluable Desk Accessories.

Just look at all the

benefits you gain
when you subscribe
i
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This unique animation package could radically change the
graphics you create. You create individual frames containing the
moving elements of the film, then place them on suitable
backgrounds. Movement is achieved by shifting each element in
each frame, giving the impression of smooth movement when
the completed film is shown at normal speed. When you've
created your animation you can show it either on your ST or
record it to tape using a video recorder. This package isn't
available anywhere else, so make the most of it while you can!

You guarantee your copy

You receive one of these

each and every month
You get it delivered to
your front door
You get first crack at all
special ST FORMAToffers

incredible software

packages - as a gift!
You can save yourself
money on the price of
the issues

Complete the coupon on the
right and return it to us
straight away. Can't wait?
Then phone our credit card
hotline for fast and friendly
service:

•s- 0 4 5 8 74011

\^_T^.-v.

ISSUE 30
January1992
Two Disks:complete Sound&
Vision packages,plus"Get
Started"supplement; Populous 2
&Baby Jodemos;&muchmore
Inside:Being creative on yourST
- DTP, programming, graphics
and music; high res games

ISSUE 29

ISSUE 28

ISSUE 27

ISSUE 26

ISSUE 25

December 1991

November 1991

October 1991

Disk: Autoplay intra sequence

Disk: Three fractal programs;

Disk: Rolling Ronny demo, ST

September 1991
Disk:Ultimate Virus Killer, Magic

Accounts 2 demo

generator, six utilities
Inside: Professionals' graphics
techniques; harddriveroundup

August 1991
Disk: Megalomania demo,
Flexidump printing program, a
diaryutility and more
Inside: 20 printersscrutinised;
memory upgradesguide;
emulators roundup; Soul II Soul

creator;Daylight Robbery and
StereoReplay demos
Inside: Making yourownintros;
score-writing packages;STrelatedbookroundup; Bandina
Box reviewed and rated

Pockets demo, TOS 1.4 fixes and

Inside: All youneed to know
about fractals on yourST; 25
"serious"packages reviewed;
floppy drive roundup

a swag of utilities
Inside: Protecting yourSTfrom
viruses;howSTs are beingused
to produceTVads and business
cards; Calligrapher reviewed

Plus 250best buysinour24
page buyers'guide supplement

interview;PD libraryinterview

ORDERING BACK ISSUES Please use the coupon below. Prices per issue include Cover Disk, packing
and postage. Note that issues 18, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36 are a little more because you get two disks!
Per copy, except nos. noted: UK £4.00, Europe £5.45, Elsewhere £7.50. Add an extra £1 each for # 18, 30, 33, 34, 35, 36
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same bits time and

again, only to find
something new. It's
better than any
other platform game
you've seen before!"
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"If all the year were

playing holidays, to
sport would be as
tedious as to work/1
^1 ill. I AM s

A«esptn**

"Put your car on

cruise and lay back
'cos it's t h e summer
Find out exactly

time. Summer,

what both these

summer, summer

time, it's the
summertime."

15 utterly

t**SH P*/iy

0» ,A2** ,
AND

bards meant in
the next issue
of ST FORMAT,
when we detail
brilliant reasons

for you and
your ST to
neglect the
garden, the
kids, the test
match, your

visiting relatives
and Champion
the Wonder

Horse repea

THE NEXT ISSUE OF ST FORMAT, COMPLETE WITH
ANOTHER £50 WORTH OF SUPERB SOFTWARE,
IS ON SALE ON THURSDAY 13 AUGUST

STF special offers

Upgrade!

BARGAINS

STF MAIL ORDER -STOS
Name.
Address.

Postcode _

Telephone.

Here's your chance to supercharge your exclusive Cover Disk programs with
Please send me:

these unmissable upgrades and extras - all at unmissable prices
STOS

MANUAL

and distort the sound, and even add special effects
with the Phaser and Disco programs. Sounds can be

easily replayed in STOS using the extra commands
supplied.

stosman STOS manual

£11.99 L

maest STOS sampling cartridge

£19.99 I

TOTAL

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

The STOS Maestro Plus cartridge normally sells
for £45.00. For the bargain price of just £19.99 you
can have the cartridge and software, a comprehensive
User Guide and a glossy wipe-clean Reference Card to
all 350 STOS commands, with syntax and a brief

explanation of each. But hurry - there are only 150
cartridges left. Order now!

Access

ORDER CODE: MAEST

ANIMASTER

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies L_

Please make cheques and postal orders payable in pounds
sterling to: Future Publishing Ltd
SEND THIS FORM TO:
Trevor Witt, ST FORMAT,

v 3 . 4

isn't it? But the latest update, version 3.4, is even bet
ter. It offers all the goodies of the Cover Disk version,
plus:

Cover Disk you'll have discovered what a powerful pro
gram it is. Our guide on page 17 should get you
going, but to fully exploit all the features of this excel
lent language you need a manual. The official STOS
manual includes detailed descriptions of every com

mand, together with example code and sample pro
grams, and a walkthrough to get you used to the
language. For just £11.99 you can be completely in

• A full set of disk utilities: format disks, rename
and delete files all from within the program. No need
to go back to the Desktop.
•

Name
Address

•

Animaster v3.4 is available exclusively through
this ST FORMAT offer for the extra special price of
MAESTRO

PLUS

CARTRIDGE

STOS enables you to produce very realistic sound
effects, but nothing can beat sampled sound in a

just £4.99. You can't afford to miss it!

Telephone.

Please send me:
.£4.99

Animaster v3.4...

PRICE: £4.99

[

Method of payment - please tick appropriate bo>

C Access

cartridge comes in. It's a precision-made device which

enables you to sample and replay crystal clear sounds

Visa

Cheque

D PO

i Credit card No [

in your STOS programs.
The Maestro Plus includes a high specification

__

Expiry date

analog to digital converter. Using a suitable lead, you
can connect the cartridge to your hi-fi, personal
stereo, CD player, video recorder or keyboard,
enabling you to sample sounds from any source you

HOW TO ORDER
When you've decided which of these special
offers you want, take a photocopy of this page if you cut the coupon out, you'll destroy the PD
pages - fill the relevant coupon in and post it to
the correct address. Remember: if you want the

Postcode _

DESCRIPTION: ANIMASTER v3.4

game. That's where the STOS Maestro Plus sampling

can think of. Then you can use the powerful editing
facilities of the STOS Maestro software to splice, loop

STF MAIL ORDER - ANIMASTER

Full manual on the disk.

use these extras.

STOS

• All prices include package and posting

ation.

DESCRIPTION: STOS MANUAL

SAMPLING

TA11 6TB
• For overseas prices callTrevorWitt on +44 458 74011

Full colour control - all 16 colours can now be

PRICE: £11.99

ORDER CODE: STOS MAN

Future Publishing, Somerton, Somerset

altered or copied, and gradual blends may be created
between colours for subtle shading effects.
• Loads of special effects to make sprite creation
easier, including rotational tweening for automatic cre

• Improved copy and delete functions.
NOTE: your machine must have 1MByte (or more) to

control.

• PO

Expiry date

Played with An/master on the Cover Disk yet? Good,

If you've been playing around with STOS from the

I Cheque

Credit card No

DESCRIPTION: STOS MAESTRO + CARTRIDGE
PRICE: £19.99

Z Visa

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mall from other companies U
rar^nnr-r~noiz:cr3r"rii(ii^

a

__] I

I

0

D

is

rfrsffHl

STOS manual or the sampling cartridge, post the
top coupon to Trevor Witt, ST FORMAT, Future
Publishing, Somerton, Somerset TA11 6TB.
If you want the Animaster upgrade, send the
lower coupon to: Barrie Capel, GFA User Group,
186 Holland Street, Crewe, Cheshire CW1 3SJ.

Please make cheques andpostal orders payable in pounds
sterling to: Home Grown Software
SEND THIS FORM TO:
Barrie Capel

GFA Users Group, 186 Holland Street
Crewe, Cheshire CW1 3SJ
• Foroverseasprices, call Barrie Capel on +44270 589228
• Theprice includes package and posting
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PUBLIC

DOMAIN

re vie ws

Public Sector
GAMES
HAMMER

TO

FALL

3D

Goodmans PDL - Disk GD 1554

SOCCER

LAPD - Disk G 194

•

Hammer to

Ki u :-:::-:::-:"-:::-:::-:::.:::.:::-:"::^x:^::::::::::;::z. u

Fall is a text

u

• It's a funny
old game, isn't

adventure with

it? No, really it
is - the sight

our old friends

of 22 funny

ores, magic
and frequent

shorts trying to

death. It's a

haircuts in

il

beat a leather

multiple choice

ball into sub

affair rather

mission had us

like those

all in stitches.

adventure

3D Soccer in

books with

action - notice

squillions of

the arrows

numbered

pointing out
the players
with perms.

paragraphs.

It's a familiar story - mother dies in childbirth, father abandons child to be brought

Away the sprites, it's your old favourite - a footy game. This one has a new angle,

up by evil ores, child grows into a nasty piece of work and discovers magic pow
ers, then sets out on quest to steal five sacred items to open the gates of Hell.

being three dimensional - well, it looks it, anyway. Two players frantically waggle
joysticks trying to make the ball meet the opponent's net. It looks good, but the
gameplay's a bit on the iffy side. Your players move slowly and it's a flip screen
pitch rather than a scroller, making the whole event a tad pedestrian. Large arrows
hover above the player you're controlling: he runs, he dribbles, he does sliding
tackles, he makes a truly awful record and gets transferred to Italy and is never

Hammer to Fall is a text adventure in the classic mould. The adventure has none of

that typing in commands stuff - you're presented with a selection of choices and
you just enter the particular piece of lunacy you want to try. This limits the feeling
of freedom, but makes playing the game a breeze. It does tend to be a bit hit and
miss though, as you test which options don't involve a sudden death. Interesting
diversion for adventure fans with typing phobias.

heard of again, A brave programming effort which isn't that bad for the odd kickabout on a Sunday afternoon.

STF Rating: 73%

STF Rating: 72%

ART AND MUSIC
FINAL

SCORE

MUSIC

Goodmans PDL - Disk GD 1555

TUTOR

Goodmans PDL - Disk GD 1557
•

These

strange and
ancient sym
bols represent
music. From
these a

person called a
"musician" can

transpose

SONATA

them into

( In Dmajor )

music. (Taken
from Music:
The Drummer's

Ebenenezer Prout Op. 26

Allegro Maestoso

Guide by J R
Heartless.

Thanks go to
Final Score for

•

Music Tutor

strutting its
stuff - come

along now,
children, play
along. Wonder
how many
people were
put through
torturous

piano lessons
as children,
mentally
scarring them
for life?

the example
manuscript.)

Just what you need - a fully "what-you-see-is-what-you-get" score writing program.
That was what you wanted, wasn't it? This sort of thing can easily set you back
many small bundles of thin oblong paper containing metal strips. Final Score pro
duces Degas high resolution screens ready to import into DTP packages or you
can print out the work onto an Epson compatible printer. There are five fonts with
all the musical symbols you'd expect as well as plenty of block functions. You can
also define your own symbols and do a spot of detailed work in zoom. It can't do

anythingfancy with MIDI files, but is an impressive piece of kit. Before parting with
the aforesaid oblong notes, try it - it might be just what you need.
STF Rating: 85%

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

The technical side of music has got really jazzy in the last few years - MIDI
sequencing, sampling and zillions of effects. One thing all this techieness doesn't

do, however - as is patently obvious from the abundance of one-fingered synth
efforts about - is give you the ability to actually learn to play something. Music
Tutor is just that, a sight reading tutor. You can adjust the tempo, how many bars
you have to practise and whether or not to use a metronome. Music Tutorcan also

check your performance and report on all your efforts. If you've got a MIDI key
board and fancy doing a bit of sight reading, this could have you coming on in
leaps and bounds - or have the neighbours coming round in leaps and bounds.
STF Rating: 75%

PUBLIC

reviews

DOMAIN

It's all relative, isn't it? Imean, take a look atyour family. See? It all depends where the observer is in relation to
the object. Public Domain disks, for example - from a long way away they look really small, but close up toey're
about three and a half inches across. Weird, eh? Chris Lloyd has no idea what time it is relative to where he is

HORSE

SPACE

RACING SIMULATOR
Budgie - Disk BU 89

THRUST

LAPD - Disk L 9

• Checking out
a horse's form
in Horse

• Space Thrust
- great title,
lousy game. A
few years ago

Racing
Simulator.

RACE NO, 1 PRIZE: f 2190 DIST: 7f
GOING: GOOD TO FIRM
RUNNERS: 8 U/TIME^TNT
TYPE: Grp 3 race

Just as we

suspected - a

on a lesser

short stretch

PAPER FLV
PLAYSCHOOL
JUMPING BEAN
SON OF A GUN
SOON ENOUGH
HILLBILLY
GEPARETE
OAKEN

8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

7L
2 1/2L
hd
1/4L
3/4L
1/4L
1/4L

9/2
4/1
4/1
4/1
b/1
9/2
9/2

machine it

for kiting and

might have

another for

been a blast.

passing Jekyll

Not likely to
light anyone's

Rolexes - a

right south

fire now.

London villain.

9/2

Luckily he can
run fast, too.

Esc:Q_it list spoo' in.

jsis -i* 1

>•

-:<
space
THRUST

We now head over to Ascot for an involved racing management sim that casts you

as a horse owner, just like our under-paid, over-worked royals. There are techie
details about each of the 200 horses in the stable - important things like stamina,

speed and miles-per-gallon. You can buy and sell the nags, enter them in races and
stand around racecourses making strange mystical symbols as well as transfer
money in a race known as "bookies." If you're into management games and are
bored with humans, then having a bash with our four-legged friends might keep you
quiet for a while. To be frank, it's not really very exciting - action certainly isn't its
middle name. Stats freaks only.

With an exotic title like this, you might expect something a little bit on the zappy
side, but Space Thrust isn't - it looks and plays like a bad Spectrum game circa
1906. You control a jetpack-riding spacer as he tries to prevent satellites dropping
out of orbit and smashing into the ground. Position him over the offending article
and you can direct it towards the satellite rescue area. If either of you should hit
the ground, it's all over. It all sounds terribly fun especially when you consider that
this is all that NASA's glorious astronauts have been up to for the last couple of
years. However, it's actually simple and frustratingly unplayable - the graphics are
pukey and sound is reminiscent of a dying blender. Yeuch.
STF Rating: 38%

STF Rating: 64%

ART

WIZARD

ROYAL

LAPD - Disk A 53

PAINT

Riverdene PDL- Disk 987

Royal Paint u
•

Art Wizard -

but magic it's

jp
______•

^^^H •

•

♦

not. Art Wizard

is Shareware,
so you need to
register to get
a version that
can save any

♦37•i

•

•

1

Change Col,Cs rve

Draw

Point

Rays

Hark

File s«

Box

Pbox

Undo

Text

of your
precious

Rbox

doodles.

Circle Pcirde K-line Plot

Line

Ellipse Pellipse
Spray
It's an art package, it's written in STOS Basic and it's not complete load of dingo's
kidneys - now, there is a surprise. It runs in all three ST screen resolutions and
needs 1MByte to live in. All the familiar arty functions are on a strip of icons along
the bottom of the screen - everything's easy and reasonably quick and there are
even a few block distortion tools. There is plenty of stuff to define - fills, lines,

spray-cans, block mode and all that jazz. It has its own fonts and can even output

Fill

Cycle
• 0

¥

Royal

Paint's main

Erase

Prbox

1
1

—

\y

ClslAngle

menu, with the
usual merry
band of

graphic
functions,
including our

B -

the GEM poly-

$

marks - gasp!
Nothing to
quicken the
heart danger
ously, though.

old favourites

4

Yet another in a long, long line of Public Domain art programs and yet another in a
long line of Degas E/ite-a-likes. Royal Paint has all the basic functions, but no lacy

frilly bits at all. The block function is limited to a straight cut and paste affair. Flip
ping between the menu and the drawing screen is slow, although the drawing func
tions themselves are fairly nippy. Perhaps the single most glaring omission is the

to printer. There are hordes of art numbers in the Public Domain and <4rt Wizard is
an above average effort, but has nothing special to give it a real edge. Does any
one use STOSto write games with these days?

lack of a zoom function. This severely limits the program's usefulness and makes it
pretty useless for serious graphics work. If you can't examine what you're doing
up-close, then a whole array of graphic effects are out of the question. If this is
royalty, then it's an extremely distant cousin.

STF Rating: 67%

STF Rating: 55%
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r^T^x The best ST/TT PD/Shareware Software in the world!
\

* Fast Shipping * Tech support * Over 1300 disks!

<v 220 pagedisk catalogue"
140+updated/new disks; free
with anyorder or send£1.

* Direct from America * No minimum order * 100% Virus Free

Or call/write to receive our

free mini-catalogue

Special: disks below just $3.49! (about 21.99 uk)

Pot*

^V /£GRAPHICS

DESKTOP PUBLISHING
870/871 Pagestream fonts: Advertise, Atari, Avant
Garde, BabyTeeth, Barnum, Binner, Bookman,
Burlington Oblique,Calligraphy, Casual, Chancery,
Futura, Hal, Harloe, Lubalin, Lucida Sans, Oakville,
Olympic, Script, Palatino, Revued,Souvenir,
Medium, Western.

Calamus fonts 1197: BroadwayEngraved,Mini6,
HorstCaps,FancyChancery, Micron (Demi, Demi
italic,BoldExtended Italic,BoldExtended),Shalom
Old Style, Shalom Script, Shalom Stick, Windzor.
1198/1199: Glip(BoldS Oblique- 3 variations,
Roman), LeeCaps, Maths Symbols, Moskva,
ZaleskiCaps, Architect,A-Logo, Diane,Krazy
Headline, Tiempov2.1 (4 variations of Bold,Italic
and Light), Premiere Light, Showboat
NEWI
496 Calamus 1.09 demo (1DM)

1207 Calamus SLdemo(1D)

NEW!

1206

Calamus fonts/tutorials/utilities

NEW!

966
521
827
872
970
867

IMG Banners-till in your own text (D)
PagestreamDTP demo (D)
Pagestream font editor + fonts
Pagestream utilities
Easy Textv 1.2 desktop publisher
TimeWorks Desktop Publisher

EDUCATIONAL/KIDS
820

Algebra 1 & Verbal-LinearProblems

819

Basic Math Skills

64
HumanAnatomyTutor(C)
1100 Math Circus:colourful math teacher (C)
890 Solar System (C)/World Geography(M)

1116 25th Anniversary Star Trek Show (c)
903
Simpsons digitizedsound/animation

GAMES
1201
1067
1203
989
131
987
138
1069
884
1219
895
985
876
124
132
885
1063
1208
878
135

843

Free Disk Catalogue
Free DiskCoupon
$4 coupon on used stuff

All this just
$29.90!!
(about £17.60 UK)

2 M.U.L.E . clones-strategy(C) NEW!
3DTronlightcycles:great! (C)
Backgammon/Bingo/Chess/Bjack NEW!
Berzerk clonewithdigitized sound (CJ)
Defenderclone - great! (C)
Dungeon Adventure - awesome DM! (C)
Grand Prix2.1 car racing (C)
HacMan llv.1.15 (1CD)
NEW!
Hollywood Squares TVshow (C)
Klatrix: Tetris/Klax combo (C)
NEW!
Mini-Golf &Shanghaiclone(M)
Namethis Tune+ 100 tunes (CJ)
Q*BERT arcade game clone(CJ)
Risk (war board game)/Tetrisclones (M)
Rookie: shoot the robbers (1C) NEW!
Seawar:2 to 4 playersea battle(C)
TaiPan2: Explore & conquer world (C)
TVToons-Awesome! (1DM)
NEW!
Welltris(Tetrissequel) + Tetris clones (C)
NEW!
Wheel of Fortune 3.0 (C)

SOUND AND MIDI
904

BEST DEAL! $44.40 value
Choose 10 disks!

Cosh MIDI Sequencer 2.4
NEW!
MIDI Music Maker 2.0 - sng player NEW!

(add $3.49 each foradditional disks)/

"UTILITIES
1193/1194 100's more NeoDesk icons

NEW!

We'll buy/trade anything computer related, Just
senda listofwhat you have to offer. We also
have over 500 items for sale.

Blitz copier2.5, makeyour own
Cheatsfor 100's (really) games! NEW!
Cheetah:12 meg per minute file copier!

626
1205
803
874
1077
638

Atari STE (1Mb) $339

(about £199 UK)

Atari STE (2 Mb)
Atari STE (4 Mb)
SC 1224colourmonitor

Colour & Mono monitor emulators NEW!

47 Double ClickUtilities- priceless!

$399
$499
$219

Gemini 1.2:NeoDesk clone(DT)

1076
797

5 Hotwire clones W/G0G0 4.2

801
1192
804
673

Mouse Accelerator 3: must have!

Books, joysticks, software, hardware,
magazines, and more...much more!

NEW!

IMG picture viewer/utils + screen savers

Multideskclone: Atari's own CPX utility!
Pinhead 2.1/LG file selector 1.8B

669/670
902

1061
793

Call/Write/FAX for free catalogue. Supplies are
limited andselloutquickly, so hurry andcall

NEW!

ST WriterElite4.6/Spell Checker NEW!
Sheet 3.2p spreadsheet w/docs
Textfile speaker/RAMplus (RAMdisk)
TT Utilities - must have for TT

today! Donotsend unsolicited items, send us a
list first!

NEW!

Turtle3.2 Hard Disk Backup(1)
NEW!
Van Term 4.0 - great Flash clone NEW!
Virus Killer3.84: protect your ST

805

794

Legend:1 = 1 megabyte, C = Colour or M = Monochrome monitor, D =• DoubleSided disk drive, J »Joystick, T = TOS 1.4, H = Hard Drive

c

BUY/SELL/TRADE

906 to 912 Bible Search &Bible (DH)
$24.43!
774
CorJehead's CJ's ARCShell 3.1
NEW!
842
Atari Portfolio Utilities
625
B/STAT 2.421: stats + graphs (1) NEW!
795
Background disk formatter

Adult PD/Sharware available (for over 21's)
Call/Write/Faxfor details.

D

PDC, Dept. STF 4320 - 196th SW Suite B-140, Lynnwood, WA 98036-6721 USA/(206) 745-5980/FAX: (206) 347-8766
Nocredit cardsurcharge; cardscharged when ordersship.Shipping $3.50perorder(Foreign $.80perdisk- minimum $3.50- sentAirmail); 2nd Day Air $8 (Domeslic USonly); NO COD'S. Add $8 shipping for Best Deal
(+$.80per each additional disk). WA residents add8.2%ontotal (including shipping). Sendinternational money order inUS tunds to PDC: money orders processed immediately. No refunds.
Prices, contentsand availability subjectto changewithout notice. Disks listedas 870/B71 are separatedisks.

LA.P.D

Quality P.D. for the Atari ST/STE
80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys, DE7 7HN
Tel: 0773 761944/605010
PD Disks: 1 to 5 £2.00 each, 6 to 10 £1.75 each, over 10 £1.50 each

* Budgie and Shoestring Licenceware disks £2.95 and £3.95 *
* Commercial Games Software from only£2.99 * * Same day service, quality virusfree disks*

New Age PDL

Telephone: (0702) 232826

Only £1.50 each (UK)
All PD disks are FULL

All PD disks are DOUBLE SIDED

To order our extensive, easy to use disk catalogue featuring over 600 jam-packed disks, and filled with 2
games, 4 soundtracker modules, a text editor and a brilliant demo, just send us either a £1 coin or a blank
disk and a stamped SAE. Alternatively add 30p to any order.

* P&P FREE on all orders *

Here are just a few of the disks from our comprehensive catalogue: (£2.00 each)
(see above re multi-purchasediscounts)
ACCOUNT-ABILITY: Fully featured accounts program. 10 accounts, 2,000 transactions!
MYSTIC WELL: Dungeon master adventure. Now complete with all functions including
save game enabled!!(Updates £1.00 - return your old disk)
ARENA: 2 player Arcadeduel game by John Connors. 2 joysticksreq (NotSTE)

M.106
G.115

G.196

G.197

ANARCHY: DEADLINES: Graphics 3D advertising previouslyreleased commerciallynow

D.324
D.325

NTM DEMO:Mega Demo from Zuul with arcade shoot'em up. { 2 disks - £4.00)
CROSSBONES: STE demo (also known as RED SECTOR DEMO)

D.322

MENTAL HANGOVER: Conversion of Amiga demo. (STE 1Mb) (Licenceware £2.96)

All disks are £1.50 each unless other prices are stated. All disks will only run on a COLOURsystem except: K'
= high resolution monitor only. 'A' = any monitor suitable.

ART AND GRAPHICS
HOTBASES: - A 9 disk set of pictures In spectrum 512 Exteneded (SPX) format. They are full colour, span several
screens and feature some great looking girls. Absolutely the best quality pictures on your STI• Only £12.00!
FANTASY: - A new 5 disk set of SPXpictures, this time featuring more women but In fantasy images - Only £6.501
GLAMOUR GIRLS:-The latest 11 disk pack of SPX pictures, the best pack ever done with some of the best
looking women around - Only £15.001
ART35-37 - In bed with Madonna - 3 disks with over 100 great shots. Enhanced on the STE Only £4.001
ART51 - Crack Art - Great art package that can rip graphics from programs. 1 meg needed £150.

G.159

VIOLENCE!: Classy vertical scrolling Xenon style shoot'em up (Shareware)

G.171

HACMAN II: 1 megabyte version of Pacman, 100 new levels! D/S

G.195

ULTIMATE WARLORD: Tetris, Deflektor and Snowball on one disk (not STE)

GAME 1- Andurll, Eliminator, Galaxy,Mini Golf,Bubble,Runner, Space War. Tetris Gllgalad,Once A King 'H'
GAME 6 - TunnelVision, AirWarrior (flightsim),Darts, MisterPacky, (Pacman), Bridge-It, Scanner (draughts)

A. 47
U. 42

PICTURE CONCEPT: Produce weird and wonderful effects on your own pictures.
PICTURE HUNTER: Rips piclure screens from olher programs.

GAME 16 - Empire Builder, MAD (boulderdash). Monopoly, Ship Combat, Football Manager, Motorism, Pulse

G.193
U. 44
S. 84

FRUIT PURSUIT: Fruit machine action in a strategy game! (Shareware)
THE DUPLICATOR: High speed copier program.
IMAGE FACTORY MODS: Amiga Musics files with player (or the ST/STE. D/S

G.147
M. 95

THE MANAGER: Football management Sim. D/S
ABOUT THE HOUSE: Excellent collection of programs for young children. D/S

DEMO 3- UTMMega Demo

G.167

JIGGER: Mind boggling strategy game of coloured squares. (Shareware).

DEMO 51 - Hoby One Mega Demo
DEMO 74 -Staytonlc Cult - STEOnly

M. 81
G.148
M. 70
P. 24

U. 35
P. 33

NEWSDISK: Construct your own newsletters and magazine disks.
OZONE: Superb platform-arcade game.
MAD MAX CHIP MUSIC: 35 pieces of sound chip music from Mad Max. D/S
MENU-MAKER: A French program that allows you to make your own menus with music,
sprite and scrolling message. Excellent. D/S.
PICTURE CONVERTERS: CONVERT any format to just about any other format.
ZX SPECTRUM EMULATOR: Emulate the old Speccy on your ST/STE. (1Mb)

P. 17
D.302

68000 PROGRAMMING COURSE: 10 'How to do it' document files. S/S.
STUPENDOUS: Multi-screen demo from the Pixel Twins D/S

M.102

RIP IT UP!: Working demo of Highway Code tutor program for new drivers.

W. 12

FONT DISK: byJaille. Over110fonts rippedfrom demos, etc D/S

G.150
D.312

COLUMNS I &II: 2 good games similarto Tetrisby David Tierney. D/S
LIGHT SPEED: Superb demo from the Untouchables and friends. D/S

* * •

BUDGIE UK & OTHER LICENCEWARE * * *

GAMES
GAME 15 - Ball Blazer, Breakanold, Concentration, Extensor, Lost Treasure.
Rider

CI 01 CI 02 -

Genocide - A 1 or 2 player strategy game with hints of Populous and Sim City. Brilliantgraphics! £3.95
Dark Carpathian - A tale of terror set In the 1500's written with the 3D Construction Kit£2.95

SPACE INVADERS: Classic arcade action by Robert Leong (£2.95)

L.

MATHS FUN 1: Latest Shoeslring title for children 4 to 7 years. (£2.95)

12

MATCH IT: Possibly the most addictive game ever devised (you've been warned!) (£2.95)

L. 10

DROP DOWN WORDS:Shoestring. Spelling/memorygame for youngsters. (£2.95)

BU.89

HORSE RACING SIM: Quality sim from the sale ring to the track. (£2.95)

L. 11
BU.101

PI SQUARED: Challenging puzzle game by Tony Martin. (2.95)
PHANTOM ZONE: Fantasy text adventure with graphics (£2.95)

BU. 71
L. 09

DARK WARS: Role play adventure with 3D view. (£2.95)
SPACE THRUST: Space walk to recover a stray satellite. Arcade. (£2.50)

PRO.20

VIDEO MASTER: Excellent video titling program. (£3.95)

For a FREE copy of our latest, user friendly, catalogue disk just send a blankdisk and S.S.A.E.to the address
above and we'll send you one by return complete with a selection of quality PD including Super 'MATCH IT' game
and FONECOST utility. Alternativelysend us £1.00 and we'll send you the same catalogue and free programs on

DEMO 78-79 - Punish Your Machine Demo (£3.00)

DEMO 81 + 82 - Transbeauce 2 Demos (£3.00)

DEMO92 -Shamen Music Demo (1 meg)

DEMO 93 -Songs of the Unexpected - STEOnly

DEMO 95 - Corporation Mega Demo - STEOnly

APPLICATIONS & UTILITIES
German to English, Dbackup, DC Utlls'A'
UTIL 19 - Your second Manual, Jokes 'A'

UTIL 13 UTIL 14 -

Full of printer drivers inc. Bubblejet 'A'

BUSI 2 -

Sheet 2, Home Accounts. Dbase One TV

BUPRO 20 - Video Master - superb video Titler £3.95

UTIL 20-

Fontklt3.31 'A'

UTIL 30-

Superboot v 700 'A'

BUPRO 23 - Video Master Extra Fonts disk £3.95

BUSI 1- invoice & Statement generator demo, Namenet (1 Meg), Sales Controller 'IT
UTIL 15 - Tons of mlsc utlls including copiers, formatters, virus killers,directory listers, diary etc. 'A'
UTIL 16 - Ice Packer, Sticker 3, Definitive File Selector, Hard Up, Bench Mark, Chamelon (allows 32 desk aces) 'A'

We have a full range of BUDGIEand SHOESTRING software available, Including...
BU. 50

BU. 90

DEMONSTRATIONS
DEMO 16 -Things Not To Do (very funny)
DEMO 45 -Decade Demo (some bad language)
DEMO 69 - Electra Reset Demo (1 meg)

DEMO 42- Total Chaos Double Doozer Demo

SOUNDTRACKER MODULES
These disks contain brilliant quality tunes at great value (or money. All disks come with the ESION stracker which
Is a complete module editor and player. There are versions of both the STand the STE.
Those disks marked with 'E' are STEonly.

TRAC 1 TRAC 2 TRAC 11 TRAC20 TRAC 49 -

Sleepwalk, Acllld, Human Invasion, Nice Beat, Ohno, Stone, Stress, X-Ray
Acid Batman 2, Creation 2, Crockets, Tied Up, Enola, Last Nlnja 2, The Last Sun, Intro 1
Clothes, Complicate, Endtheme, Hi-energy, Hunters, Jackdance, Scratch. Magic, SI 19
Alfalr, Sluemon, Clutch, Disco, Einstein, Megamix 88, Shortpsh, Symphaze, Song, Flash 4.
Berry, Close, Depress, Doc II,Eagles. Eg. Enemies, Esion, Going, Goodlife, H-dance, L-around '£"

As well as these disks listed we also stock hundreds of demos including the complete range of POV. We are
official distributors of Budgie UK, Shoestring Software (education). Organised Chaos (adventure/strategy) and
we are the ONLYdistributor of Creative Influence (see Genocide and Dark Carpathian above)

one of our disks, (please quote STF18)

(STF6) 30 Anderson Estate, Lower Road, Hockley, Essex SS5 5NG

Modem users call New Age BBS on (0702) 715025 - 24 Hrs

reviews

PUBLIC

DOMAIN

-> DEMOS
PANDEMONIUM
DEMO
Prophecy PDL - Disk DEM 149

•

a selection of
demos is a wild 'n'

woolly sampled
affair with some

lovely hypnotic and
psychedelic flashing
graphics. Quick!
Pass the ginger beer
- I'm starting to turn
nto an orange!

STF Rating: 82%

M

DEMO

3

Prophecy PDL - Disk DEM 146

• One very happy

A serious selection of sampled music. Starts with a real piece of
grunge metal with some throaty chap shouting about something
or other - probably involves death, cars, satanism and his mother
- it goes on for ages, too. Hit the Spacebar and the tempo
changes completely to a dancey number. Plenty of crunchy sam
ples and throbbing rhythms with the odd graphic thrown in. Bit
ropey in places, but worth turning up the volume for a couple of

and vaguely
psychotic-looking
gentleman enjoying
a relaxing and
therapeutic dance
session at Mrs
Turner's dance

emporium. The
M Demo 3 sampled
mayhem strikes
again.

times.

STF Rating: 76%

N TM

Pandemonium

reigns - the best of

Megademo-city. Guide the sprite effort around a scrolling world to
enter the sub-demos - yet again. Half a dozen or so beautiful-look
ing efforts, including a full screen wobbly raster "colourshock"
thing and the obligatory scroller with such clever effects it's
incredibly hard to read. Everything is colourful and delightfully
hand-crafted in the finest mahogany. In a world of mediocre
megademos, this can stand proud as not being as mediocre as
the rest by a longish shot.

DEMO

Riverdene PDL - Disk 995 and 996

Two disks worth of demoiness. The menu is a complete shooter
not a million miles away from Goldrunner. Guide the shrimp-mobile
through waves of aliens to the sub demos. Great fun at first, but
you need to persevere to see all the demos. The reward is
another scrolling demo, or a sine waver with manic chip sounds.

•

The NTM Dome's

shoot-'em-up menu:
very smooth, very
scrolly, very frus
trating. My kingdom
for a simple menu,
clearly labelled one,
two, three.

Some good real-time scaling and flash dot stuff raises things a bit.
Was it worth it?

STF Rating: 74%

OX YG E N E
•

Floppyshop ST - Disk DEM 3077

It's those balls

Megademo-city! Guide the sprite effort around a scrolling world to

again, whizzing

enter the sub-demos - but hold on a second, we've been here

around the screen

without ever running

before, haven't we? Interesting enough way of getting at demos
the first few times, but now a definite drag. The sub-demos are

into each other -

amazing, eh?
Oxygene is a classic

the usual bag of scrollers, sprite-snakes, vector balls and that con
stant and maddening chip "music." It's all been done so many
times before - and however good it looks, there's a limit to inter
est. A bit dull really - attractive loading screen, though.

megademo with
little to distinguish
it from the four

squillion other

STF Rating: 61%

classic megademos.

WAVEFORMS
LAPD - Disk S 83

A most smart loading screen leads to a menu of ten bits of sam
pled tracker business. Some groovy samples abound. So does
some distinctly dodgy playing at times. It's sort of interesting as
you work your way through the samples watching the VU bars
bounce up and down - well, once perhaps. Unless you're a real
fan of average techno-electro-house-garden shed music, the
chances are you're only going to get a few minutes of fun out of
this. Ifyou are a real fan - well, has anyone ever told you you're a
bit - er, not quite normal?
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department while
the speakers get a
workout in
Waveforms. Ten

pieces of bleepy
synthiness bleep at
you, giving you the
weird feeling you've

STF Rating -60%
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heard it all before.
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PUBLIC

DOMAIN

re vie ws

, UTILITIES
MINI

DRAFT

Platinum Disks - Disk ATA 111
•

Auntie Doris's

budgie cage exten
sion in all its glory.
Mini" Draft is power

ful, slick, fairly
comprehensive and

carries a slightly
cheeky grin.

The FORMAT

PD directory
• Where to go for Public Domain software demos, games and utilities for around £3 a
disk! If you write to any of these libraries for a
catalogue, enclose an 5AE. • Budgie games
are available from all PD libraries indicated by
a (B). Simply mention the disk number (above
the review) when you order the disk.

Quality gear, this one - a complete drafting package with an impressive range of
functions. There are block numbers, cut and paste, load and save and all that, as

well as libraries of symbols and primitives. You can zoom in and out of drawings at
a fair pace - everything is, written in assembly language. The maximum working
area is 32,767 pixels square, so you can position elements with pixel accuracy.
Functions are accessed through menus and icons as well as copious numbers of
keyboard shortcuts. Many hours of devotion have been lavished on it and it shows
- it's a rather smooth program all round.

SOUTH OF ENGLAND
16/32 PDL, 35 Northcore Road, Strood, Kent
ME2 2DH « 0634 710788

Arrow PD, 6 Kents Orchard, Perry Street,
South Chard, Somerset TA202QB

Atari Advantage, 56 Bath Road, Cheltenham
GL53 7HJ tr 0242 224340

Awosomedemos 3 Mason Road, Seaford,
East Sussex BN25 3EE

STF Rating: 90%

B-Soft, 2 Oliver Drive, Calcot, Reading, Berks.
RG3 5XN. = 0734 419981

ACCOUNTABILITY

Drake PD, 12C HowStreet, The Barbican, Plymouth

PDST-DiskGL437
Desk File

Select

Date

Credit

01/03/98
05/03/92
05/03/92

1624.15
50.00

Accounts transactions Reports Control
Hatbarland Zero Option Account
Debit

Balance

•

Description

Code

J64.25 Brought Foruard
1328.46 Salary ML)
1178,46 Ann Vouuitta

05/03/92

45,23

1333,17

Gas bill

05/03/92
06/03/92
06/03/92
10/03/92

177,77
4,58
77,88
21,99

1155,46
1158,98
1873,98
1851,91

Eltctricit. bill
Haircut
TV licence
He. paisle. sbirt

Date
Anount

Devon, PL4 ODA

SftLV
L0AH
DGAS
DELE
PHAI

DHL
PCL0

04 / 06 / 1992
16.66

One of those

transactions from

Accountability - it's
got the date and
description and every

EVPD, 15 Cleeve Road, Golherington, Cheltenham,
Glos. GL52 4EW

Freaks PDL, 29 Leap Valley Crescent, Downend,
BristolBS16 6TQ (B)
Gemini Shareware, 10 Warwick Avenue,Slough,
Berks. SL2 1DX" 0753 28183

thing. Quick! Duck

Imageart, 19 Brenda Road, Tooting Bee, London

round the corner and

SW17 70D = 081 767 4761

pretend you never saw
it - perhaps it'll go
away again. Can you

MT Software, Greensward House, The Broadway,
Totland, Isle of WightP039 OBX n 0983 756056 (B)

lend us a tenner until

London SW19 3DX

Tuesday?

New Age PDL, 30 Anderson Estate, LowerRoad,
Hockley, Essex SS5 5NGtr 0702 232826(B)

Description Fiver for bloke in publ

The clue to this one is in the title - yes, it's another accounts program designed to

Merton PD, 10 Grasmere Avenue. Merton Park,

Paradise Computers, 11 Wintield Avenue, Patcham,
Brighton,East Sussex BN1 8QH

Surrey CR41LS

functions are all accessed from menus. Transactions can be sorted, repeated

IG6 1HE n 03548 448

well-presented and easy to use. It doesn't pretend to be a small business package
- just does a grand job of keeping your home accounts. If you want to change
from the back-of-an-envelope school of accounting to a digital one, check this out.
STF Rating: 84%
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Metropolis PD, 38 Howick Park Drive,
Penwortham, Preston PR1 OLU tr 0772 748422

Nightshirt PD, 50 Averill Road, Highfields,
Stafford Staffs ST 17 9XX

Page 6 Publishing, PO Box 54, Stafford
ST16 1DRtr 0785 213928(B)
PD ST Kier Bailey, 95 Elton Road, Sandbach,
Cheshire CW119NFtr 0270 762520 (B)

Platinum Disks, 181 AnsonClose, Padgate,
Warrington, Cheshire WA2 OHJtr 0925 820693
ST Club, 2 Broadway, Nottingham
NG11 IPS. tr 0602 410241(B)
STing Public Domain, 23 Manor Grove, Westvale,
Kirkby, Liverpool L32 OUZ tr 051 546 4640
The Source PD, 7 Shearwater Lane, Norton,
Stockton-On-Tees, ClevelandTS20 1SH
tr 0642 550896

Tower PD, PO Box 40, Thorton-Ck
FY5 3PH

TRuST PD, 18 The Park, Southowram, Halifax,
HX3 9QYtr 0422 341606 (B)

SCOTLAND
Caledonia PDL, 250 Oldtown Road, Hilton,

Inverness, IV2 4PT tr 0463 225736 (
The Circular PD Library, 14 Morrison Drive,
Lennoxtown, Glasgow G65 7BA
Floppyshop ST, PO Box 273, Aberdeen
AB9 8SJtr 0224 312756(1

PDSSC, 5 Walnut Close, Barkingside, Essex

ProBUS, BirchyHill, Sway, Lymington, Hampshire
S041 6BJ

Prophecy PD, 390 Coulsdon Road, Old Coulsdon,
Surrey CR5 1EFtr 0737 554536
Public nominator PD Atari, PO Box801,Bishops
Stortford, Herts. CM23 3TZ. n 0279 757692 (B)

State 808 PDL, 3A Old Lanark Road. Carluke,
Scotland ML8 4HW

WoolleySoft, Humblesknowe Cottage, Ramolye,
Dunblane, Perthshire, Scotland FK15 0BA

WALES
Shoestring Software PDL, 78 Carmarthen Road,

IRELAND

Public Sector PDL, 50 RiponRoad, Stevenage,
Herts. SGI 4NA tr 0438 364722 / 361324

OVERSEAS

• The healthy-looking
range of tools from

Senlac, 14 Oaklea Close, Old Roar Road,
St Leonards On Sea, E.Sussex TN37 7HB

Algemene ComputerClub Nederland (ACN),
Postbus 5011, 200 CAHaarlem
tr Holland 023 351100 (_,

Electronic Art. Just

Seven Disk, DigswellWater Lodge, DigswellLane,

join the negative flux
logic output to the
rotary fusion unit and

Welwyn GardenCity, Herts AI.7 1SNtr 0438 840456

Atari ST User Group Norway, c/o SAJensen,
N-3630Rodenberg, Norway

softviiie PD, Unit 5, Stratfield Park, Elettra Avenue,
Waterlooville,Hants P07 7XN. tr 0705 266509 (B)

Moirans, France

solder the little red

Solent Software, 53 Rulus Gardens, Totton,

wire to - er, the
unused pin. Then call

Hants. S04 3TA tr 0703 868882

ELECTRONIC RRT 1 an electrician - best
PftOCRt-E KTx
(c) mm ri.u baile* 1 not to take any risks,
111. F • 1

eh?

it 0424 753070

South West Software Library PO Box 562,
Wimborne, Dorset BH21 2YD(B)
ST Adventurers PDL.32 Merrivale Road,
Risng Brook, Stafford, Staffs ST17 9EB

Warpzone POL, 53 Ropewalk, RiverStreet, St Judes,

A disk packed with goodies for those who brave the world of the soldering iron.

Bristol BS2 9EG

Best of the bunch is Electronic Art- works just like an art program but specialises
in circuit boards. Along with the arty draw and zoom stuff is a range of symbols
which can be selected from the keyboard and snapped into place on the design.
Once the warp drive oscillator design is complete, you can save or print it out
ready for phase two. Also on the disk is a circuit routing program that joins up little

Wizard PD, 178 Waverley Road, Reading,
Berks, RG3 2PZ. tr 0734 574685 (B)

pin things and another that deciphers those little bands of colour on resistors. All
jollyuseful stuff if- er, you're the type to find this sort of stuff jolly useful.
STF Rating: 75%
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LAPD, 80 Lee Lane, Langley, Heanor, Derbys.
DE7 7HN" 0773 761944(B)

Riverdene PDL, 30a School Road, Tiiehurst,
Reading, Berks RG3 5ANtt 0734 452416 (B)

Goodmans PDL - Disk GD 1561

flHWHHHB

Goodman PDL, 16 Conrad Close, MeirHay Estate,
Longton, Stoke on Trent, Staffs ST3 1SW.
tr 0782 335650 (B)

PD Essentials, 22 Fern Avenue, Mitcham,

keep track of the embarrassing state of your financial affairs. You can have up to
ten accounts, each holding 2,000 transactions. Everything is simple to use - the

every period, grouped by type, printed out and analysed. There are even pie charts
to bring the full terror home - just look at the size of that slice. Accountability is

D W Stables, Unit1, Johnson's Shopping Centre,
2931 Bond Street, BlackpoolFY4 1BQ
tr 0253 404550

Dom' Pubs, 10 Rue du Vergeron 38430

Public Domain Corporation, 4320 - 196th SW,
Suite B-140, Lynnwood, WA 98036 6721, USA
ST-PLUG, 1670 Heron Road, Box 22026, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada K1V 0C2 v BBS 0101 613 731

2779. (B)
BUYER BEWARE: Inclusion in this directory
does not imply that STFORMATendorses or
recommends any PD Library in any way.

NORTH OF ENGLAND
Alpha Computing, 32 Meadow Drive, Halifax,
WYorksHX3 5JZ

Akore Shareware, 7 Fishergate Point, Lower
Parliament Street, NottinghamNG1 1GD
tr 0800 252221

• If you run a PD library not listed here and wish
to be included, or if you want to amend any
details, send full details and a copy of your latest

catalogue to: PD Directory, ST FORMAT. 30
Monmouth Street. Bath, Avon BA1 2BW

The ST Club
2 Broadway - Nottingham - NG1 IPS - (0602) 410241
ST Applications

250 Oldtown Road, HiBBrT, Inverness IV2 4PT
(0463) 225736
IThousands of titles including Licenceware ranges &125 Demo Compilation Disks bv •Rjrroed-Off
IPD titles • £2.50 each - £1.90 each for 10+
TAC Librarian - User group librarian
VDOS Proqueue - Replacement D/Top
Utilities Galore! Inc DC Utils.

Utilities including TT Timers, Abbrev
Datascape - Superb Mono Database
Probe ST - The best software ripper!
HP Chrome - HP colour printer utilit.
Pagestream Utilities Collection
Calamus Utilities Collection

Calamus SL Demo version (1Mb)
Pandemonium Demos by Chaos
NTM demo by Zuul - 2 disks (£4.00)
The Overdose Demo by Agression
Waverforms music Demo by TWB

NEW LOW PRICES ON PROGATE HARD
"" DISKS
"

Over two years ago New Computer Express described our newsletter: "To call it a newsletter
shows a terrific amount of modesty on their part...It really is packed with information, with
more concentration on the serious side of the ST." ST Applications is a complete re-design of
The ST Club Newsletter that has grown to 3,500 subscribers since we started it four years
ago. Each monthly issue runs to at least 60 A-4 pages. If you would like to subscribe or
receive an evaluation copy please complete the form below.

from Scotland's only authorised Protar Stockist

Progate 11 20Mb

Progate 11 30Mb
Progate 11 40Mb

(tl&fri

£275.00

."<?*•/_.„
£310.00
"P.rir.....£324.00

Progate 11 100Mb(DC)
£540.00
All Progate drives nowhave SCSIthroughport as
standard, come with 1 yr replacement warranty (2 yrs

on DC Models) and drivemanagement software.Call
for details of drives not listed here.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT & CARRIAGE COSTS.

After 2yrs in the making - it's here at last!
THE PHALEON MEGADEMO! by NEXT
YOU DARE NOT MISS IT - 4 disks! Just £8.00

:___&

Fontkit Plus 3.
The essential font utility for the ST. Edit or create GEM fonts, Signum fonts, screen fonts
and downloadable printer fonts. Incorporates a suite of drawing tools, plus block
manipulation tools, and it will importCalamus, Degasand Macintosh fonts. Price£19.95

UIS III
Powerful replacement for the Atari Item Selector. Universal Item Selector III incorporates a
host of utility functions: format disks, copy, move and rename files and folders, create
folders, find files, set file paths etc. "You'll wonder how you ever lived without it", ST
Format, December 1990. Price £19.95.

The Catalogue
Our collection of PD and Shareware disks runs to over 2,000 disks and we guarantee same

SOFTWARE JE2K£T* 0983 • 756056
MTS<

IT! I

TheBroadway,
Totland, I.O.W

PUBLIC DOMAIN,
LICENCEWARE, SHAREWARE

po39obx

EOR ATARI ST/STE

FAX: 0983 - 755800 (24hr)
[________
rpn

wm

JSL

day dispatch on all orders. Our Free Catalogue - (46 pages A4) details these disks and all of
our products and services: Books, Budgie disks and laser printing. We also publish:
Astronomy Lab (£19.95), Key Master (£6.95), Oxford Chess (£9.95), Molgraph (£12.95),
Guides to Timeworks DTP (£9.95), and 1st Word (£6.95). Details of these are in our current

catalogue. Write or telephone for your copy today.
From:

FOR EVERY 3 DISKS YOU BUY, VOU MAY CHOOSE ANOTHER DISK ABSOLUTELY FREE
Please send me:

RING, WRITE OR FAX FOR OUR
FREE 64 PAGE PRINTED CATALOGUE
WE HAVE SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE..
Electronics
Films

Accounts

Art & Graphics
Astrology

Font Disks - Calamus

Programming -Adventure Writing]
Programming - Assembler
Programming - C

Astronomy

Font Disks- Signum

Budgie UK Games
Budgie UK Compilation Range
Budgie UK ProductivityRange
Budgie UK Magazine Disks
BudgieUK Demonstration Disks
BulletinBoard Systems
Chemistry
Clip Art

Font Disks - Various
Football
Games - Adventure
Games - Adventure - Zenobi

Programming - Gem
Programming - GFABasic
Programming - Pascal
Programming - Stos Basic
Programming - Various

Range

Satellites

Games - Colour
Games - Mono
Games - Solution Disks

Communications

Genealogy

Cookery

Music & Midi - Kawai
Music & Midi - Quartet
Music & Midi - Roland

Speech Synthesis
Spreadsheets
STEOnly
Typing Tutors
Various other subjects

Databases
Data Protection

Demo Disks -General
Demo Disks - Product
Desk Accessories

Music & Midi - Sequencers
Music & Midi - Sound Trackers
Music & Midi - Various
Music & Midi - Yamaha

Disk and Virus Utilities
Education

Operating Systems&Emulators

Education - Shoestring Range

Picture Disks

EASY TEXT PLUS

A fully featured
desktop publishing

package that produce:.]
stunning results
on 9 pin, 24 pin
and

Word Processing

Clip Art Pack
Education Packs

C Programming Pack
GFA BasicProgramming Pack
STOSBasicProgramming Pack

ai:tj,M.HHi;^M,<m,-,F^iii;nCTr>
A complete assemblylanguage programming environment for
the beginner and intermediate STprogrammer. Learn
assembler the easy way, step-by-step!
BOOK COMPUTE WITH DISK! (Over 400 pages) only £19.99
Triecomprehensive book introduces the reader via many
assembly language examples how to program the ST. No

knowledge of assemblerisassumed,allexamplesinthe book

are held ondisk and can beassembled using the supplied text J

laser printers

editor and assembler. The disk also contains a complete
resource construction kitfor producing dialog boxes, drop

ONLY £19.99

down menus, etc. Learn to program like the professionals.
Registers, GEMDOS, XBIOS, GRAPHICS, DROP DOWN MENUS,
DIALOG BOXES, WINDOWS and much, much more

RING FOR DETAILS

*2__2fc

ATARI ST

SHAREWARE
& PD

38

WARRINGTON

avenue,
SLOUGH
SL1 3BQ

UNM

TEL: 0753 823349

Save a tree by phoning or writing to us for our totally unique,
environment friendly, paperless, disk based catalogue which
not only contains details of over 1,300 of only the BEST
shareware & PD titles for the ST& STEbut also a free game &
utility!! Order our FREEcatalogue now & do your bit to save

I ( ) 12 issues of ST Applications (£15)
• ( ) Sample copy of ST Applications (£2)
( ) A free copy of the ST Club catalogue

| Cheque/PO made payable to the ST
| Club for £
enclosed

I Your guarantee: If at any time you want to
I cancel your subscription you may do so
| simply by writing to us. The balance of your
| subscription will be refunded in full.

SOD PD SEE CATALOGUE FOR DETAILS
PRICES - While there are exceptions we FAST SERVICE - All PD orders dispatched
believe that in general we offer the best value within 24 hrs (most within 4 hrs).

for money with prices from 50p (see
catalogue disk details).

CUSTOMER

HELPLINE -

Stuck with a

TOP QUALITY- Only the best of PD gets into program? Then please ring as we run/test all
our catalogue. Out of nearly 3000 PD disks software before listing and can help get you
reviewed we have only been able to compile going.
900 disks and we delete old and superceded
software.
RELIABLE - We have been trading as a full
FULL - All disks are well filled with up to 40 time PD Library since May '89 and part time
programs on a double sided disk, unlike before that. We are not one of those "Pop up
some PDL's one program per disk.

& disappear" libraries.

ART 07. Superb art package ideal for simple DART 05 ANI ST Great animation package
DTP. 23 built in fonts. A4 size paper works in formerly sold at £80.00 now PD, VAN GOGH
mono chrome for best quality of print. Ideal Paint package with animated sprites. 4
for leaflets etc. DS Disk.

LANDSCAPE Generators including GENESIS

ADV 01. DDST, DUNGEONS & DRAGONS, and a CAD package.
Role playing adventures. PARANOIA,
ENCHANTED REALM and ELBOZO CITY 3

more good adventure also on this disk.

MUS 31. The ACCOMPANIST SEQUENCES

from H. COSH, plus 470K of midi files
covering all musical tastes.

DUTL 23. ZX81, BBC BASIC CPM emulators
plus other goodies like the ZX81 comes with DWPR 06. ST WRITERV4.2 and FIRSTWORD.
The 2 best word processors for the ST(E)plus
35 listings to load and run, and more.
a spell checker, print spooler and a selection
AST 01. PLANETARIUM simply the best PD of ready to use letters.
Astronomy program. SKY/MAP another great
Astronomy program plus aSTronomer.
ODD 07. THE WORLD OF STARTREK Over

DARC 13. FUZZBALL TENNIS,.PICK POCKET, 300K of text interviews and biographies from
and NEXT
ROLL n NUDGE, KILLER CHESS. A superb the original STARTREK
GENERATION plus loads of pictures from

collection of ARCADE GAMES.

BRD 01. MONOPOLY, LAZERCHESS,
OTHELLO, CHECKERS, WHEEL OF FORTUNE,
SUPERSIMON, MASTERMIND, and more. A
superb oollection of BOARD GAMES

ALL DISKS
ARE DOUBLE SIDED

est 1989

both series. A must for all TREKKIESi!

NEW CATALOGUE

OUT NOW!

WIZARD P.D. E3 HI

178 Waverley Rd, Reading, Berks, RG3 2PZ Tel: 0734 574685

the environment.

PHONE US NOW ON (0753) 823349 FOR YOUR
FREE CATALOGUE

Fordisk catalosue send blank + S.A.E. OR 70p
Paper or disk catalogue free with order on request
P.D. Disks 1,2,3

£2.25

4+

£2.00

We also stock Budgie, POV and KME disks.
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3D

PICTURE

Setting started

Asusual, starting with simple scenesis a good place for getting the feel of the program - inthis case, for

UilH •

ce, you could start off by modelling a "ground" with a couple of pillars positioned on it

I

____Te3-I!__5

Click on Extruder. You're taken to

•i' 11—;

the object adjustment screen. Click
ane and use the cursor keys to
a the object - as you can see it's a

k_

U _>(.'__'<•;
IEXTF

[PII prl
1 PIF

quarish shape.

Click on OK and then on Rename

from the main menu. Change the

l-Ml-ni
)

First we need to create the

ground. This is just a flat square
shape, made with the Extrude function.
So load up the program and click on
Create. Draw a single vertical line - it
doesn't matter where, and it doesn't
matter how long it is. If the line isn't
vertical, drag the end points until it is.

t's name from "1" to something like
ind," then click on OK.

Now click on Buffer. The line dis

appears and is stored in the

the pillars. Click on Create again,

buffer. Draw a horizontal line now -

TS_^___i

_______|bj(. «••

an Clear to get rid of the line that's
reen. Draw an outline something

again, size and position don't matt'--

hat In the screenshot - it doesn't

to be the same, any pillarish shape
will do. Just make sure the o

t extend into the left-hand area. Next

click on Seg and enter 20, then

. Finally click on Spin.

3D for free ifl
You can never get too much of a good thing, and 3D modelling programs are good things. Thus it is that we pre
sent another fabulous object creation package. Ed Ricketts guides you through the dimensions
Those Northern chaps are clever coves, aren't

INTRODUCTION

they? In issue 34 we gave away Volume, a 3D
modelling program from Sweden. (Of course,

you'll want to turn immediately to page 40 if
you didn't get that issue.) Now we've got the

Click on this to remove objects

stunningly-named 3D Picture from the Netherlands an equallygood, nay, even better 3D modeller. Ifs on
the Cover Disk right now, ready and waiting for you

from memory. Select the object's
name, then click on OK.

to gawp at.

So what on earth is this 3D modelling supposed
to be? Well, imagine being able to take a 2D shape -

The Set Palette control acts like

any other palette setting control.

lEi-J

any shape - and then distort, alter and twist it into

EL

Choose a colour, then drag the-

~^^Z. coloured sliders to set the shade.

marvellous 3D objects; then colour those objects,
place them in a scene and shade them. "Good grief,"
I can sense you saying, "that's what I can do with 3D

SETSHflDE
5ETPRLET-5ETDEPTH

Set Depth alters the perspective in

Like Volume, 3DP enables you to create objects
in two or three basic ways. You begin to create the

SETC LOC K.

*ne "' v ara' z P'anes- Setting a high

object by drawing an outline composed of points and
connecting straight lines. You can then either spin it,

IftTililiir-

Picture?' Yes, indeed - that and more.

"

extrude it, or - er, "pipe" it - that's the only descrip
tion that fits. Then you can arrange these objects into
some sort of scene, rotating, resizing or altering as

DEL

Load, Save and Del File do just
that.

•VIEW-5

and shadows in 64 colours (using dithering). This can
be saved in Degas or IMG format.

RENAME

Cover Disk. They've all been created with 3D Picture.
The object files are also on the Disk, so you can
adjust, distort and reposition these to your heart's
content.

So, you know what it can do, you can see how to
do it and there's nothing now to stop you rendering
away far into the night, stf

angle lens.

FILE

you go, and finally see the entire tableau with shading

The entire program is menu driven and creating
objects is as simple as clicking and dragging a few
points. If you want to be convinced of the program's
power, have a look at the example screens on the

perspective distorts the scene, as
if you were looking through a wide-

View takes you to a full-screen
view of all your objects, coloured
aded according to your previidlings. Initially they're
ayed in wireframe. Press <F2>

it's best to leave this for the

to see them filled, <F3> for filled and shaded (64 colours), and <F4> for
filled-shaded (32 colours). The cursor, <lnsert> and <Clr Homo keys
rotate the object around the centre of the universe, as before.
On the numeric keypad, you can use keys 8 and 2 to zoom in and
out, 4 and 6 to move left or right, and 7 and 9 to move up and down.
Use <+> and <-> to change the step size for movement, <(> and <)> to
change the rotation angle, and <Help> to show all these settings.

final rendering just before you
save a picture.

To save a picture in Degas format, press 1 (on the main keyboard),
or 2 for IMG format. 5 and 6 swap between a 50 and 60Hz display (great

ew, but it
object's

shadow. Obviously, with one
object you don't see any shad
ows. Be warned: this process can
take upwards of ten minutes, so

if you've got a monitor), and <Esc> takes you back to the main menu.
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Setting started]

3D PICTURE
\ Click on OK to get back to the main
/ menu. Now you need to save the
liar to disk and then load it back in as

•OilKS

•other object - that's the only way that
an duplicate objects in 3D Picture.
put a blank disk in drive A. Click

E_aa?iSri«

e Hie and choose Pillar from the

st. Click on OK and a fileselector box

then appears. Make sure drive A is

lected and type in a file name in the Save: box. Don't call it Pillar - make it
mething else such as Pillar2.Then click on OK.The file's then saved to disk.
In the object adjustment screen,
click on Plane to see the object
better and look at it from all sides. If

®

Before you position the
you might want to recol
Click on Coloring, then on Select a

you don't like the shape, click on

choose Pillar. The Pillar should ap|

Cancel and alter the outline in the

How you colour it is up to you.
simplest way is to colour the wholi

Create screen, then click on Spin again.
When you're happy, click on OK.
Rename the object from "2" to "Pillar."

Now reload the picture - just click
on Load File, choose Pillar2 (or
rer) and then click on OK.

lar with the same shade. Choose a

colour from the palette - if you do
fancy any of the colours, change th
from the SetPalette menu - then cl

on Skipfill. Enter 1, press <Return>
and click on Forward.

COLORATION
Colouring is the place where you can brighten
up your objects. Although every object is
assigned colours when it's first created, you
may want to change these

OFor any polygon, you can choose a colour from
the palette above and click on Fill to fill it with
that colour. If you want to fill more than one polygon
with that colour, click on Skipfill. Enter a number in
the "Fill A Polygon Every:" box, then choose
Backward or Forward. To fill every other polygon,

enter 2. To fill one, then skip two, enter 3. This way

you can create chequered objects, or quickly fill the
entire object (with a setting of 1).

O T o get something visible on-screen, click on
Select and choose what you want to colour.
O N e x t use the left and right cursor keys to move
between each polygon on the object. The cur
rent polygon is highlighted and its number appears
just under the View button.

OView gives you the chance to have a look at the
object you've been creating. All you have to do
is click on View, then press <F1> if you want to see
the object in wire-frame, <F2> if you want to see it
shaded, and <F3> or <F4> for various filled and

OThe Normalswap, Normal-On/Off and 2-Polys but
tons aren't fully working yet. At least, we don't

shaded views.

think they are.

AnP ATIAN

°DJects startnere at the Create screen. To the left iswhere you

V l l l i A l IVI

nlace
place noints
points to make
make outlines, and to the right are the controls

Click anywhere here to place a point. If you've pre
viously placed other points, the point is joined up
to the one you last placed using a straight line.
Points can be moved by clicking and dragging on
them, and removed altogether by clicking on them
: button.

All points obey the Snap command (lower right
of the screen). Each point snaps to the nearest
point within the value entered here, which makes
joining up corners and suchlike easy. If you want to
spin objects, draw on one side of the vertical line,
because the object spins around this as the axis.

SELECTION
Click on Select to choose which objects in
memory you want to view. Each object has
three boxes you can select
If this box is selected, the object is visible in the
scene.

rrows move the template
ways, and + and - signs
and reduce its size.

are the major movers,
ou've got a suitable outck on one of these. See

e Creation box below for

stails on how they work.

n this to get rid of every-

you back to the main

Select this box if the object

t—. Select this if
you want the
objects. This is useful for certain object to be
shaded (pro
scenes where, for example, an
should be drawn before other

object needs to appear in front of

vided there

a floor. Set the floor to be drawn

are lights and
a shading

first and everything else appears
on top of it.

view is on.)

MAnP ODC ATIOM Some exPerimentat'°n is necessary if you want to use the creation tools properly. Even if you know what

"I"HE vHCHI I\9l\ they're supposed to do, they tend not to behave exactly as they should
/ i \ Spin takes the outline and spins it around the central

points and add others to form a shape. Then click on OK.

V,_*_/ axis by the number of degrees specified in the Deg
box, and with the number of segments specified in the Seg
box. Change these numbers by clicking on the boxes and
typing in new ones.

®Spin and Top is like Spin - it also spins around the

as the second, you end up with a cylinder. Give it a go and
you'll get the hang of it - with any luck.

\ Extruder is the most complicated option. It takes one
\ZS cross section and extrudes it along the length of
another. First, define one shape. When it's ready, click on
Buffer. The shape is stored in memory and disappears. (You
can get it back at any time by clicking on Buffer again.)

central axis, but enables you to add a user-defined

Now define another shape. Finally, click on Extruder. The

"top" to the object, so it's not open. When you click on the
button, you're presented with another screen - move the

second shape is now extruded along the outline of the first.
So if you define a rectangle as the first shape and a circle

A Pipel and Pipe2 work In wonderful but hard-to-explam

v_^/ways. Define an outline and enter a number in the Seg
box. Click on Pipel and the program makes a - well, a pipe,
using your shape as a cross-section. The more segments
you have, the smoother the shape turns out to be. Pipe2
does the same, but makes an almost flat shape. Try it, and
it'll probably make sense.
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ON SALE THURSDAY

A BRAIN, YOU

JUNE 25

MUST HAVE A PC D0N'™'ssm
So get the next issue of PC FORMAT, the
ultimate guide to the PC leisure world.

enough, the other comes with two

Next month's issue comes with two

playable game previews - UBISoft's
Perfect General and Empire's Cool Croc

packed coverdisks: one features

TWins - and more!

Wolfensiein 3D, a stunning World War

Inside the issue we've got:
• Soundcards Discover how you can make your

II graphical adventure. As if that's not

PC produce unbelievably realsound effects

ootball games Which

_|i,_k_ with
tM»»py

JulvlW*""""

ball games top the PC
mier league? We reveal all

-olio

callable "**
Mr. 360k

•L
COIM*^

S.M-inch «*»

CGA and XT games

£3.95

u don't need the latest PC to

'.y top games - we reveal 20

„,. «..-.«-"• T*,,•r•0"a,

IA games

GAME

««*
vki the latest

Mega lo Mani

: ,;ofAl,„U'sSt tag-World W»rll

Tl,.
firs! W*dciZr,
?'<«>""
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3D PICTURE

fn\ Click on D-R-R-L to
DRAG
RESIZE

FRONT

TOP'
LINES
FILL

\ i / arrange the

pillars so

objects. At first you can
only see one pillar and
the ground - this is
because the pillars are i
exactly the same place.

they're -'
ing on the
ground. Then

Finally, click on View, then hit
r <F3> to see the objects shaded in
64 colours. Use the cursor keys,
<lnsert>/<Clr Homo, and the keys on
the keypad to arrange the view. If you
want, you can use View-S to see the
scene complete with shadows, but
remember, this takes aeons to calcu

Switch to Left view and

drag one pillar away froi
ALL SIDE
Uj_C:..ri:i

zoom out

Now arrange the
ground so that it's hori

ZOOM

zontal. First resize it

IN

RtjJET

i

the other.

—

UK

with the Resize com-

CLEAR SHOOING 1

1 mand: drag the slid
2, click on OK, clicl

PDCCCKITATIOM DRRL:Drag-Rotate'Resizeand
•ICwCI*

IMI Iwl I1 MiJhtc.
ftirk on
nn it
o-et here
here
Lights. Click
it tn
to get

To move an object, click on Drag and
then drag the object by the box each
object has on it.
Objects can be rotated in all
axes with the Rota button. Click

To resize an object, choose Resize. In
the dialog box which appears, choose
which dimensions (X, Y and Z) you
want to resize in and drag the slider
to set the ratio of scaling, from 1 to
2 (twice/half original size). Then

on it and enter the number of

click the left mouse button on an

degrees you want to rotate the

object to increase its size and on the
right button to decrease it.

object by on each step. Then, to
actually rotate, click on an
object and use the cursor keys
and <lnsert>/<Clr Homo keys.

Click on Lights to get
the lights menu (obvi
ous, really). Choose
which lights to activate
by clicking on the Lamp

,;,\ 0HI«g]

11OftO Ir-HOPE

1-

e ground and press the left button twice. Then in the Front view, click the
box, enter 10, and press <Return>. Use the cursor keys and <lnsert>/<Clr Home>
to manoeuvre the ground so that it's perfectly flat. You may need to adjust the
Rota: step to 1 for the final positioning.

'.•..;.

|5*VE SHADE

late. There are some far more

" .1

impressive pictures and files on the
Cover Disk. They may look complicated,
but they've all been put together in the
same way as this example.

the colour of your objects.

ftlCTADTI Akl You can move» stretch, resize, rotate
•rlV

II \J• » I l \ / l I and mangle
m__nf<lf> all vnur
nhip.r.Rfrom
here
your objects
from here

The arrows move the object as in the

outline screen.

___.^___
Click on + Plane and a crosshair

appears. Using this, select four
points (they're numbered 1 to 4) and
a new plane is created between
them. The same applies to - Plane,
pt that this deletes a plane.

Clicking on these reduces or
increases the object's size.
Deselect the X or Y box and

you can change the dimen
sion in one plane only,
enabling you to shear and
tort the

buttons, then click on
OK. You can then move

the lights by dragging
I their squares. You can't
change their intensity.
Line to see the

_. as a wire-frame,

These buttons enable

RLL SIDE;
LEF-RIGHj

I rA'l-JMf-'.l
, miw:_»<j«

Lines shows the objects as

All Side enables you to freely
move objects and lights in every
axis. Left-Right restricts move

low wire-frames. Fill shows

them as filled objects. Shade
fills them and also shades

them, taking into account the
position of the lights.
Self-explanatory.

you to see the scene
from the front, left side
or top. Changing views
is useful if you want to
position objects and
lamps.

Plane to see it filled.

amount of rotation

ment to the left-right plane, and
Top-Down restricts movement up

Select points on the obj
ing on them - again, they'
numbered as you select them. Then

and down.

click on Move and the crosshair

Resets all parameters to the way
they were when you entered the

jf%P% M ••_ _E¥l_f\___,l

lj|R p\___//•% 1 l\_rl*l

If you want to take advantage of any of the lighting
effects, you need to have your objects shaded. And
in order to have your objects shaded, you really
need to specify which colours to shade them with.
That's what the Set Shading menu is for. The settings you make here are universal - all the objects
use these colours.
Setting a range for shading is very straightforward. Click on Set Shading, then on a start colour

each step. Click on ft and enter a
number to change the step size.

appears. Click where you want the
points to move - and they do, dis
torting the shape as they go.

and on an end co'our- The dashed line that is posi-

tioned below the colour range should disappear. You
are able to select multiple ranges if your objects are
different colours by simply repeating the process. If
you click on Clear Shading, all the shading ranges
are removed.
If you want to specify the colours that should be
used for shadows, click on Set Shadowing. Then you
should click on one of the colours that are on the
bar - a line then appears above it. All the colours
which are at the left of the line are then used for
shadowing.

H||l^-_a__?iy'^Vt^£-- m gap •:':' \*%.&$yM'W1ftrllM^nnR
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hints and tips

FRUSTRATED

GAMER

jp-__=r*| When Iuse my joystick in the right-hand

ffll 'Tjl socket the <Fire> button and the direc-

\~7^fe> tion movement don't work. It works fine
timinmh

jn the mouse socket for two-player

games.

Anthony Perry, London SE22

"Winchester flange clip vibrating badly? Unsightly body hair? Ah yes,
you'll be needing ourmen in white coats. Step this way. Madam, sir."

SO, WHAT DOES IT ALL MEAN THEN?
BEGINNERS: If you're not sure where
to put the three-pronged plug, you're

HARD DRIVES: If you've already man
aged to fill your 150MByte drive you

probably a beginner. Look for this
rather fetching icon.

thing. Hard drive probs answered here.

probably left it in reverse. Or some

COMMS: Y-Modem when you can
Kermit? No, oh well. All your
communications problems answered

PRINTERS: I could never get the paper
to sit properly on the side sprockets,
but then my vicar said I'd come to no
good. Hardcopy hassles sorted here.

where you see this.

PROGRAMMING: If the sight of an
embedded loop has you running for a
nice Barbara Cookson, seek out this

icon and retire your library card.

Can't find the Imperial Resson

probs solved where you see this icon.

stick port may have broken because of the con

stant plugging-in and unplugging of the joystick.
Call our ST FORMAT Soup Up and repair service
on s- 0480 890787 and give them the details of
your problem. They'll quote you a price for the
repair.

FILE

PROBLEMS

How on earth do I get a file out of a
folder?

Daryl Lay, Suffolk

stf: We assume that you are using a one floppy
drive system. Double-click on the Drive A icon

DISKS: Then, just when you think your
backup disk will save the day, you find
that it's corrupted. If you've lost your
thesis, look for this icon.

Command Centre in Epic! Turn left at
rj the Maharaja Curry House. Similar

stf: The internal solder connections to the joy

SOUND: Here at STF we're velocity
sensitive and completely quantized.

so that a window opens showing the contents of
the disk in the drive. Now double-click on the

Drive A icon again to open another window

showing the same disk. It is best if you display
the files as Text by selecting the Show as Text
option from the View menu. Re-size the windows

iJWI Frazzled wannabe Vince Clarkes look

into two columns and in one of them open the

'

for this icon.

folder you wish to move the file from. Click on

ST PROBLEMS: Maybe it wasn't such a
good idea to spray that WD-40 into the

button held down. Drag the file across into the

•

If your Turner's gone all
Mondrian you've probably forgotten to
turn off the back grid. Similar bizarre
arty questions answered at this icon.

the file you wish to move and keep the mouse

disk drive. Owners of dead STs search

out this icon and squeak no more.

MEET STF's PANEL OF EXPERTS

Some quick tips
Last month STF broughtthe world GFA Raytrace on the now legendary Cover Disk 36.
Chris Lloyd has been up in the west tower at
midnight during a thunderstorm doing a spot
of experimenting.

DIFFERENT

PERSPECTIVE
" The classic

ytraced world
play with the
positions of
the lamps and
ASA BURROWS

BARRIE CAPEL

CHRIS LLOYD

Our resident STOS expert has
promised to buy a new tie with

Our Bazza knows more about GFA
Basic than anyone, including

Lover, fighter and Timotei model.
Chris likes Sushi, and her sister

the proceeds from his latest
book, Eating out for under £90.

Gorden Ferny Arbuthnot, the chap
who invented the language.

Darlene. He hopes to bring about
world peace before next Tuesday.

the observer to
add interest.
Notice the

', , ground is set
at an angle.

One of the golden rules of outdoor photography is
to keep the sun at your back, but if you want more
interesting raytraced pictures try experimenting
with other positions. Put the main light off to one
side of centre and offset the observer in the other.

Lower the lamp to exaggerate shadows. A slight
shift to the side with the horizontal view angle also
adds interest to the checkered ground - the lines
don't run in a straight line towards the observer.

The closer the observer to the checkered ground,
the more severe the perspective, at the loss of

He lives, he breathes and he even
gasps occasionally. He also
knows all about the insides of
STs. So mock him not!

T

EDWARD RICKETTS

TONY WAGSTAFF

The son of an immigrant stoat
farmer, Ed eats only once a day
(on Ryvita) and knows lots and
lots about games.

Leading light of the Bootle and
Northern Area Assembly Coding
Harmony Group. Makes a mean
cup of Bovril. Allegedly.
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some detail. There are millions of factors to play
with - the best way to learn is to start with simple
shapes and fiddle with the relationships between

hints and tips

other window, ensuring that you don't place it

drag the file to the Drive A icon, which has the
same result. If you have an STE or an older

machine with TOS 1.4 you can move the file
rather than copy it by pressing the <Control>
key while you drag the file within a window. See

ST Answers in STF 35 for details of copying files
to a separate disk on a one-drive system.

BADGED

MACHINE

I have upgraded my STE to 2MByt.es of

|Tvjl memory. Where can Iget a"2080 STE"
- badge to replace my 1040 STE badge?
I called Atari but they could not help.

ANSWERS

Printer problems practically paraded

over a folder, and then the release the mouse
button. The file is now copied to the root direc
tory of the disk.

Instead of opening two windows, you could

ST

DOESN'T

TALLY

UP

I have been given a second hand Mannesman Tally printer.
I have no Instruction manual. Could you tell me which
printer it Is compatible with? I am using the word proces
sor WriteOnwhich you gave away on Cover Disk 33.
Paul Allison, Berkshire

the other 9-pin printer drivers. Trialand error Is your best
bet-at least until you get a manual.

PRINTER

NOVICE

I have been given an Epson LX-800 with no manual and I
have no Idea how to use it. What are all the buttons on

Try Silica Systems (* 081 309 1111) tor a manual for
your printer - they are official Mannesman Tally distribu

the front for, and what do I do with all the switches on the
back? Where can I get some Instructions and a tractor

tors. Alternatively contact Mannesman Tally on t 0734

feed from?

788711. Be sure to let them know the model number of

Paul Hamblin, Birmingham

your printer. If you are setting up your printer for use with
Write On, try Installing the program using the Epson FX
drivers. In 99% of cases the Epson drivers do the trick. If
the Epson driver doesn't work, then try installing some of

You need to contact Epson on & 0442 61144. They can
provide the Instructions and the Information on the tractor
feed that you need.

Terry Holt, Hants

stf: Unfortunately Atari never produced any
STEs with more than 1MByte of RAM, so the
badges for a 2080 STE and a 4160 STE were

the SIMMs boards you used, the better. In fact all ST
and STE memory runs at a speed of 150ns on
machines with under 2MBytes of RAM and at 120ns
on machines with over 2MBytes of RAM installed.

never produced. Silica Systems f> 081 309
1111) can provide replacement badges for old
machines - call them for details of availability.

MEMORY

you use them on a regular basis (well, they
would, etc etc), but we were unable to find any

one who has actually used the things. If you
have no problems with your drives then there is
no need to introduce any foreign materials into
the drives.

CLEANING

WOMAN!

Is it necessary to clean the heads of my
floppy drives regularly by using a head
cleaning disk?

SPEED

EXTERNAL

STM

DRIVE

A

FOR

REQUIRED

Martin Walsh of Marpet Develop
ments has written in to clarify a point in

W Hart, Mid-Glamorgan

I have an old 520 STM which uses two

our memory upgrade feature in STF 35.
We stated that the faster the speed of

stf: Opinion varies on this subject. The manu
facturers of the cleaning disks recommend that

external drives. Where can I get a new
external drive with a through-port to act
as Drive A? My old Atari drive is dead

for better Raytracing
lights, the object and the viewing position. To speed
things up you can opt to raytrace images at smaller
size to get an idea of what's going on before you go
for the full screen and long teabreak.
ADDING' TEXTURE
• The woodgrain
pattern was first

small or medium

into Spectrum without hassle, since it doesn't use

to produce a continuous surface you need to make

colour register 15. You can now edit to your heart's
content. Remove any of those annoying glitches and
add anything you like - mix raytraced and digitised
images, whatever. One of the first things to try is the

sure everything lines up on the screen edges. Try
cutting out the edge as a block and moving it across
to the opposite side to check how it all matches up.
The better the picture used for textures, the better
the final raytracing.

drawn in an art

•

mm

package,then
apped on
he rectangl
used as the

ground. A m
ercentage r

polished I

a version that enables you load your picture straight

ground size. Since ground maps are laid side by side

THE

t7

FULL' SPECTRUM

r

a

DA*YT.PACF

Raytrace
s off again.
This picture was

then exported

anti-alias and blur functions. These smoothe out tran

sitions between colours by adding intermediate ones.
Try working on small areas and keeping the anti-alias

ing breadth setting small so as to avoid blurring out
the detail. A little bit of retouching can greatly im
prove on the original "raw" raytraced image.
START

512 and the

played when you first load up GFA Raytrace. If you
fancy something different just rename one of your

j smoothed out
and the text re-

own creations and it gets loaded up instead.
COLOUR

ctures created
ith an art
e and
:ed into
•

Raytrace.

nu iuuks guud, but after you've
seen a rew aozen it starts to look hackneyed. GFA
Raytrace can load in Degas or Neochrome low reso

lution pictures and use them as the ground or sky
and even apply them to objects. It's best to use sim
ple, well-defined pictures with a minimum of colours

to avoid glitches when rendering. Maps that are a

UP

The file STARTSCR.SYS is a picture which is dis

colours

separate

ME

into Spectrum

The main disadvantage when you're trying to pro
duce really polished images is the inability to pixel
edit them, as you can in a standard art package. GFA
Raytrace uses a complex file format that can use all

512 colours of the standard STFM's palette. This
makes for brilliant, vibrant pictures but makes editing
the piccies tricky. The solution is to use Spectrum
512, which also uses the full whack. It's £35.19 from

Silica Systems w 081 309 1111.
On last month's Cover Disk we brought you the
program SUL2SPU.PRG, which can convert your raytraced masterpieces into Spectrum 512 pictures. It's
Shareware and if you register your copy you receive

ME

UP

The bands of colour you often see on raytraced balls
are known as the "Mach band effect" - a common

problem with raytraced programs, most noticeable
on dull items. If you avoid primary colours there are
more colour transitions - try adding a touch of other
colours to an object. The placement of lamps is also
important: if the lamp is too far away or too close
then you don't see all the transitions. Bright objects
are a different matter - the bands are tightly packed
around the edge of the sphere and less noticeable.
The "Spot" function adds the bright spot highlighting
objects. The "Smear" function can ease the bands of

colour a little- it smudges everything. Try it.
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ANSWERS

SPADERS' TIPS

and all the adverts for external drives all seem to
function as Drive B, without a through-port.

SPECTRE TIP

Jon-Scott A Allen, Caithness
I have a 520 ST with external drives A and B. The

problem is that my old Atari drive no longer works
and I cannot get a replacement mechanism for it.
While your magazine is very good with regard to
upgrading internal drives, you have never mentioned
the problem I am having. Do you have any sugges

J w7 has sent in details ofconMLa„.etta from tondon_N7
has s^ ^ ^ ^ m

is plugged into a standard telephone socket.
Some services such as CIX and CompuServe,
however, charge you for time on-line to the ser
vice, and payment is usually made quarterly for
actual time on-line plus a standing charge.

SCROLL

ex nackage
from anST
package udo not work on ™» «—

Desktop in either medium or low reso

but there Is away a'°u"a.™\rmat °"to aPC **•

tions?

Barry Aldous, Suffolk

stf: Ladbroke Computing Ltd can supply the
Golden Image 3.5 inch Floppy Disk Drive for
£69.99. The drive includes a throughport and
digital track counter. Phone Ladbroke on

stf: This problem occurs on the STE or on
machines with TOS 1.4 if the screen is scrolled

YOUR

HORN

Is it still possible to obtain the Casio

_t,\\ Digital Horn and can it be connected to
_-__rrnX--__i

by pressing the left mouse button. This scrolls
the screen up by 27 lines instead of 25 lines. If
you press <Space> to scroll the screen it per
forms the scroll correctly.

now has the correct ico

BLOW

the STE?
A Harland, N Humberside

lem. Is the Disk faulty or are we missing something?
L Black, Edmonton, London
and R Hammond, Walsall, West Midlands

stf: I assume that you are talking about the
playback quality of the .IFF samples which you
load into the palette. The result is rather noisy the answer is to upgrade to Sequencer One
Plus (Gajits -a 061 236 2515) on which this par
ticular feature has been greatly improved.

phone music shops to see if they have any left
in stock. It connects to the MIDI In port of any of
the ST range and can be used to input MIDI
information to any ST sequencer in the same
way as a keyboard is normally used.

COST

OF

COMMS

How much does it cost to run a
modem? Is it the same rates as a nor-

I mal telephone call? Is it cheaper after
6pm and at weekends?
HEAR

FOR

THE

WEIRD

TRIP

I have been told about a program called

' Trip-a-Tron by a friend, who said it was

stf: The Casio Digital Horn is a MIDI controller
operated by lip pressure - it resembles a minia
ture sax, but is made of silver-coloured plastic.
This is no longer manufactured, so your best
bet is to look in music magazines or to tele

CAN'T

lution I seem to lose lines of text when I
scroll the screen. I have a 520 STE.
Kevin Garrad, Avon

%C or aPC emulator to co

• 0772 203166.

COME

ON

When I "show" a document from the

NOISE

Daryl Lay, Suffolk

a light synthesizer. What does this
mean and where can I get it from?
C Gasper, Ewhurst

stf: Trip-a-Tron is another masterpiece from
Jeff Minter, he of Llamatron fame (STF Cover
Disk 24), not to mention Revenge of the Mutant
Camels (Cover Disk 31). The program is de
signed to produce a "light show" on-screen, the
visual equivalent of a piece of music. It consists
of a suite of subprograms enabling you to set
up sequences of events, program different
parameters to produce effects of your own de
signs, trigger events from a MIDI keyboard and
a video sequencer, giving you control over the
screen and enabling you to perform all sorts of

When using Sequencer One given away
on STF Cover Disk 30, I get so much

stf: Once you have paid for the modem and

distortion that I am unable to hear the

your comms software, all further charges are

TV style special effects. The more advanced

made at BTs normal rates because the modem

features need 1MByte of RAM, although the

£&Xai_?
•-tllTTj-lft
music. My friend has the same prob-

find I have made a mistake with some lines.

couldn't tell me and even though I seem to have got
trap #6 working - not crashing -1 don't understand
the result I am getting because it seems to be in
some special format,

Darren Vine, Devon

Simon Alexander, Brixton

stf: If you wish to delete a command from within
a line all you have to do is LIST the line in ques

stf: The manual is not relevant to STOS 1.62 -

tion, like this:

#e and trap #4 routines were removed before

LIST 20 <ENTER>

STOS was released because they slowed STOS

STOS is yours, complete, with this issue of STF,
and this is the place to write with your queries.
Here's another batch answered by Asa Burrows
SAMPLE

PLEASE

DELETE

ME

How can I delete a command or an entire line within

STOS? When I have finished writing a game I always

THIS

Please could you tell me if there is any way I can play
samples in STOS Basic programs? The sampler I use
saves samples with the .SAM file extension.
Andrew Lear, Cheshire

stf: If you have a sampler and you wish to play
samples back within a STOS program you
should check the sampler's manual thoroughly
or check rf there is a document file on the disk

with the word STOS as part of the filename.
Most samplers are provided with playback rou
tines for all the popular programming lan
guages, including STOS. You do not indicate
which sampler you have, although both the
Mastersound and the STOS Maestro samplers
save files with the .SAM extension. On Cover

Disk 29 we included the Sconvert program,
which can convert sound samples between dif
ferent formats.

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

Now by using the cursor keys move the flashing
cursor over the command and press the
<Delete> key to delete each character of the
word. Then press <Enter> to register the line.
If you wish to remove a line from a program
then simply type in the number of the line you
wish to delete and then press the <Enter> key:
20

<__NTER>

TRAPPED

I've tried using the trap #6 floating point extension
library to create moving images of fractals, but I don't
know whether the descriptions in the manual are rele
vant to this latest version of STOS 1.62. Mandarin

nor to any version of STOS because the trap

down.

MEMORY

Is there any way I can reserve more memory for the
sprite bank (1)? I am writing a game with a great deal
of animation and cannot define enough animation
frames with the standard bank size. The program
only allows me 66 frames of 32x32 pixels or 17
frames of 64x64 pixels. All frames must be available
at once without loading and saving memory banks.
Lee Davison, Essex

stf: You are probably going to be unable to
have that many animation frames, although you

hints and tips

ST

ANSWERS

basic program runs on a bog-standard 520 ST.
Trip-a-Tron

costs

£34.95

from

Delve into disk data

Uamasoft

b 0734 814478.

IS

MOVIE

MOGUL

IN

WAITING

I am interested in producing amateur
video films and I need a decent video

titling program and a text scroll pro
gram. Do you know where I could get
them from?

IT

SAFE?

I have an STE with an external floppy drive. Both my
drives can format to 84 tracks and 11 sectors, not just

aged. You must use the right kind of floppy disk or con
nect your hard disk correctly." What is going wrong? I
don't have a hard drive with my ST.

the normal 80 tracks and 9 sectors. How far is it safe to

Simon Mower, Norfolk

format a disk?

W Hart, Mid-Glamorgan

Fred Olen Grey, Hammersmith

Usually a disk should not be formatted beyond 80 tracks
and 10 sectors because a normal double density disk is
only designed to accommodate these parameters. How

stf: In STF 35 we reviewed Video Titler ST v2

ever most good branded disks can happily format to 82

(£34.95) from Laser Distribution and awarded it
a rating of 79%. Contact Laser on a- 0579

tracks and 10 sectors. To format a disk beyond these lev
els is risking data loss or corruption.

82426 for details. Alternatively you could try
the Video Master disk from Budgie Productivity
Software. It is available on disk GPR020 from

Goodmans International and will set you back
£3.95. Call Goodmans on a- 0782 335650.

MONITOR

MAYHEM

I have an opportunity to purchase a

DATA

DILEMMA

When I try to copy files or make backup disks I am often
presented with the message "Data on disk A may be dam

WHICH

IS

BETTER?

Do you have problems loading your games? If you don't
then this message usually means that the floppy disk you
are trying to copy has become corrupted in some way, but
there is a chance that there may be a problem with your
disk drive itself. Try formatting a new branded blank disk
(in other words, not a cheap one - cheapies often prove to
be a false economy for this very reason). Ifit formats with
out any problem then your drive is probablyokay. Ifyou do
get the message while formatting then your drive may be
at fault. Call the ST FORMAT Soup Up and repair service
on v 0480 890787 and they will quote you a price for the
repair. Remember though that you cannot copy commer
cial games disks - they give this errorif you try.

icons appear down the middle of the screen and the
picture runs off the right-hand side of the screen and

with my STE? If so where can I pur

Which is the better printer, Canon's BJlOex or the new Star SJ-48? The prices
are similar but what about the output?

cannot use this monitor?

chase a cable?

Niall Moran, Argyll

Frank Cullen, Sussex

Fujitsu M3 503B monitor. Can I use it

reappears on the left-hand side. Does this mean I

Jim Rodger, Stowmarket
stf: Without more details of the monitor we can

stf: Both the Star and the Canon printers use
the same mechanism, so the output is virtually

stf: It sounds as though the horizontal sync
needs adjusting - that is if it is connected at all!

not give precise details on connection. If the

identical. Both printers can be obtained from

monitor is an RGB type then it may work with

We Serve (•& 0705 325354) by mail order, the

Lug the monitor and your ST to a TV repair
shop and they should be able to sort it out for

your machine. Generally PC monitors cannot be

Star SJ-48 for £229.00 and the Canon BJ-lOex

you.

used with an ST or STE without internal modifi
cations to the monitor. There are hundreds of

for £235.00. Both printers are supplied with
cable and paper included.

different brands of PC monitor available, and
each one is likely to require different modifica

tions. That said, any competent TV service engi
neer should be able to connect the two. Contact

Meedmore i> 051 5212202) and give them full
details of your monitor - they are lead special
ists and should be able to offer you a solution.

could try this: load your sprites and then save

them using the BSAVE command. Clearmemory
and then reserve a bank with the amount of

memory you require for the sprite file. Then try
loading the sprite bank into it using the BLOAD
command.

TOS
SPLIT

PERSONALITY

I have bought a lead to connect my
Hewlett Packard colour monitor to my
STFM. All the colours are okay in both
medium

and low resolution but the

about tiie .EC file. Simply copy the .EX file into
the STOS folder on your language disk.
Sometimes there may only be an .EX file
supplied with a STOS extension. In this case you
need only copy it into the STOS folder. In these

UPGRADE

WANTED

I have a 1040 STE. Is there any chance
of obtaining the new Mega STE TOS for
my machine?
Carl Brown, Suffolk

sff: A switchable TOS 2.06 upgrade is available

programs from early versions of STOS to ver
sion 2.6.

ANOTHER

OLD

VERSION

cases, you will be unable to compile any pro

STOS loads fine on my 520STFM upgraded to

grams which use the new extension. STOS

Cover Disk and the instructions in the magazine said

NON-COMPATIBILITY

1MByte of RAM but not on my friend's STE 520 - it
bombs out on loading. I am using STOS version 1.03.
I also have the STOS Game Maker's Manual, and on
page 21 there is a Sprite Experimenter program. I
have typed in the listing only to find that when I run it

that you have to put the files into the compiler folder,

I have STOS v2.5 which I use with a Mega ST. The

there is a movement declaration error in line 70.

but I have only got STOS, ORBIT and ZOLTAR folders.

programs I create with it do not seem to be STE com

Could you please help? I have written to the author of

What do Ido and whatdoes STOS stand for anyhow?

patible. What can I do to rectify this?

the book and received no reply.

John Dunsmore, Ayrshire

Tim Putnam, Dorset

J Goodman, Plymouth

stf: When you are installing a STOS extension
the files you need to copy onto your disks are

stf: Yourproblem is simply that STOS 2.5 is not
compatible with the STE version of the ST oper
ating system, TOS 1.62. There is a conversion
International Shareware (=• 0782 335650) on
disk GD489 - but the complete latest version,

stf: You are unable to use your version of STOS
on your friend's machine because you have an
old version of the program. You can solve the
problem by using version 2.6, the version that's
yours with this issue of STF. The sprite program
does work, but you need to type in the parame

v2.6, is yours with this issue of STF anyway!
Also included on our Disk is a handy little pro
gram called CONVERT.BAS, for converting your

exactly the same way as you would for using the
MOVE command in a program.

stands for ST Operating System.
STOS

NOVICE

In STF 32 you gave a STOS extension free on the

either FILENAME.EX? or

FILENAME.EC? The

questionmarks can be any legal character.
Where you have an .EX file this has to be put
into the STOS folder on the language disk, while
.EC files have to be put into the COMPILER
folder on the compiler disk. If you don't have

the STOS Compiler then you don'thave to worry

program available for £2.75 from Goodman

ters for horizontal and vertical movement in
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} from our "Soup Up your SV offer for £65
including installation, when you have your ST
serviced by us. The TOS upgrade we supply is
the only one using official UK ROM chips sup
plied by Atari, and the switchable STE upgrade
is the only one available anywhere. All other
STE upgrades are straight ROM chip replace

COLOURLESS

DISPLAY

have a Mega STE which gives a
"Vf strange display when connected to my
^
Ferguson TX TV/Monitor using the RGB

nflim

jnput Only about five different colours

are displayed on screen. The lead I am using was

ments. See last issue or phone a- 0480 891171

originally supplied for the Philips CM8833 Mk 1 moni
tor. Have you any idea what could be wrong?

for details.

David Wagner, Lanarkshire

ductors is disconnected. Check the lead at both
ends and make sure that all conductors are

securely soldered in place. If they are, then
either get the lead checked at a TV repair shop
or contact lead specialists Meedmore (=• 051
521 2202), give them full details of your moni
tor and they'll sort it out for you.

DRUMS

EXCLUSIVE

SO

CAN'T

THAT

USE

YOU

IT

I have recently purchased a second

OUT

stf: It sounds like you are only getting two of

I am using a Yamaha RX21 drum

the three colour signals on-screen. The SCART

machine with Sequencer One on a
1040 STE. I can produce drum sounds
i'"f"lrriitfL
______n__Hi
using the Step Entry screen and the
mouse, but I can't use the drum machine to write pat

connections for both monitors should be the

same, so it is likely that one of the colour con-

hand Casio HT-3000 MIDI keyboard.
Are there any PD patch programs, or
______Il_i ____••
can I adapt existing programs such as
DXor CZpatch?

TIPS

eaders'

terns by pressing the pads - nothing registers on the
STE's screen.

Garry Hewitt, Bedfordshire

Paul Hodgskin, Herts

NEMIES

stf: MIDI synths use a method called System
Exclusive (SysEx) to transfer the parameters for
their sounds to another synth of the same type

or to a computer librarian. Unfortunately, the
HT-3000 neither transmits nor receives SysEx,
so librarian and editing type facilities are not
possible.

_._..! that PN Smith needed to

lnuseSTFaPC34 emulate,
you ^mw«tildes
on the Archim for 1H. «•"*«.
^

Z*~
- transfe-:»**
S6T 5S ifrom
the
enable direct
«
^the STanytog0od

stf; The RX21 only receives MIDI note informa
tion - pressing the pads does not transmit MIDI
notes, so you cannot use it as a sound module.
You are either going to have to put up with
inputting notes on the Step Entry screen, or buy
a cheap MIDI keyboard and input the drum
information from there.

ArcWe. You should be able toe
Archimedes PD library.

OLD

THINGY

I have an old Amstrad DMP1 printer
which I use with an Amstrad 464 to

''•'2""\ print graphics. Can I use it to print
graphics with my ST?

LOW

My 520 STE always boots up in low res
even though I have saved the Desktop
in medium res. What's going on?

-•rJtt^»r*J!~Z

David Shepherd, West Glamorgan

Kevin Russell, Alloa

stf: If the printer is a 9-pin then there is a good
chance that it will work if you select Epson
printer drivers from any art packages you use.
Contact the Amstrad hotline on a- 0891 808181

for further details of your machine - but
remember that calls are an unconsionable 48p

DOWN

Kevin Graham, Cumbria
. oNSmltKs problem of transferring
. . •__.- _ _,„i,rttonto P N Smiro » v
the

-"^^•^rerrnTtt'contentsofthe
Are-s drive, click on the icon an
srs disk are displayed. You <*

^ gT
^ pD afld

r-;££_£r--Malcolm Begg. »tom"

stf: The problem is a bug in the early STE oper
ating system. You need the STE medium res fix
program we featured on Cover Disk 10. This is
a small program you place in the AUTO folder
of your boot disk which fixes the bug. Unfortu
nately STF 10 is no longer available from our
back issues service, but you can get the pro
gram along with a surfeit of other software on
disk

a minute on 0891 numbers.

1191

from

the

South

West

Software

!T*T7!
TonyWagstaff answers your queries about
assembly language programming

bchg

BIG

SCREEN

Paul Rose from Surrey would like to know how
some PD demos manage to fill the entire screen, and
if we could devote some space to features specific to
the STE.

Introducing Atari ST Machine Code by R Pearson and
S Hodgson, ISBN: 1-873423-01-2, available from

#0,-(sp)

zzSoft .b 0245 762965) for £20.00. Follow the arti

move.w

#$20,-(sp)

trap

#1

cles that appear regularly in ST FORMAT, along with
the hints and tips found in ST Answers.

addq.1

#6,sp

done move.l

THE

#l,$ff820a

If anyone else would like to see more on the STE's
enhanced features then drop us a line - the more
interest we receive, the more we'll take notice.

The ST normally runs at 50Hz but can be
switched to 60Hz, resulting in a larger screen. This is

the nearly famous 50-60Hz toggle, and can be seen

CONTROL

CODES

How do you print the control characters 0 to 31 on
screen via the GEM BIOS or BD0S calls?
Don Felton, Cambridgeshire

STARTING

OUT

in Jeff Minter's yummy shoot-'em-up Llamatron, which

What is the best assembler/compiler for the ST?

You cannot print these characters using BIOS calls.

was yours on Cover Disk 24 (turn to page 40 if you

Sean Lavelle, Manchester

You need to use the VDI routine v__gtext. The BIOS
line and other such tricks. The difference can be seen

in the following GFA Basic routine, which uses BIOS

missed it). Just press.<P> to pause the game, then
<H> to see the toggle. This is how it's done:

uses these characters to send the cursor to the next

move.l

#0,-(sp)

How can I start learning to program in assembly lan
guage?

move.w

#$20,-(sp)

Robin Stewart, Devon

for its PRINTcommands and VDI for TEXT.

turn yet - the line of listing just wouldn't fit in one of

trap

#1

addq.1

#6, sp

Note that the symbol J means do not type a line re

trap

#14

Look no further than ST FORMAT Cover Disk 35,
where we featured GFA's assembler. Another popular
assembler is Devpac 2 (£39.95 from HiSoft •» 0525
718181). Version 1 of Devpac was yours on Cover

addq.l

#2,sp

Disk 22. (Turn to page 40 if you missed either of

#37,-(sp)

these issues.) You might like to invest in the book
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our narrow columns.
FOR x%=0 TO 32

PRINT AT(l,l);"this "'CHR$(x%) ;"is J
control code no.";x%

hints

ST

ANSWERS

HKSB Yamaha PSS-790i the inside story
I have a Yamaha PSS-790 keyboard. What are all of
the advantages of upgrading the ROM? Also, if the
two highest notes are pressed on the keyboard, a
sine wave sound is produced and all song data is
lost. Why?
J White, Herts

What is the difference between the Yamaha PSS-790
and PSS-795? I use Cubase and a Yamaha PSS-790

and want to know why, when I record something on
the PSS then send it to the sequencer, the sound
number gets changed.
R Marsden, West Yorkshire

J

Because

the

accompani

plays at full volume, there
boost feature which equalises the level of the
melody to the backing track.

©Reception of a MIDI Start or Stop com
mand from an external sequencer now
sets the rhythm section into play - previously it
only operated the internal sequencer. However,
this means that if your sequencer outputs a
MIDI Start command when you hit "play," the
rhythm section is always started. The way
around this is to select track one of the PSS-

commands are sent at the start of the record

receives a MIDI Start message, it thinks that

Library, PO Box 562, Wimbourne, Dorset BH21
2YD. The disk will cost you just £3.00.

MIND

THE

GAPS

I have an old Schneider NLQ-401 prin
ter. Straight text works okay, but if I try

'Z~\ to print anything in graphics mode Iget

ing it, resulting in absolute silence!
The PSS-795 is identical to the PSS-790

except that it has all the above features as

standard, and also responds to MIDI Sustain
commands received from another keyboard or
external sequencer.
As for the two highest notes giving a sine

application has its own customised printer
drivers supplied with it.
First, check your printer manual to see if it
can be set to Epson or IBM emulation by setting
DIP switches. If so, you can use those drivers.

If you are using 1st Word Plus you can edit
one of the printer hex files found in the printers
folder with the aid of your printer manual. Load

white lines about every 4mm. Can you
recommend a printer driver to solve the problem?

up 1st Word Plus and load in a hex file - the

Kelvin Bird, South Glamorgan

ment with. The problem you wish to solve is the
line feed length. You simply enter the codes rel
evant for your printer on the correct line - each
entry is clearly labelled. Save the edited hex file

stf: Unfortunately you do not indicate which
programs you are having problems with. Every

channels 10 to 16. If you are recording on an
external sequencer, MIDI Program Change
ing. On playback, these are sent back to the
PSS-790, which then selects the correct instru
ments. If you look at the recorded data on

the internal sequencer is active and starts play

790 now accepts note information over
MIDI from another keyboard or sequencer.

sets up the "voices" or sounds for each of the
orchestration instruments - these are on MIDI

790's sequencer, press "Record" then "Stop"

stf: The changes to the PSS-790 are as fol

sequencer on an ST.
® T h e accompaniment section of the PSS-

notes, it sounds as if your PSS-790 is faulty.
The PSS-790 has 50 styles, each of which

and leave this track active. When the PSS-790
lows:

®MIDI In is no longer routed to MIDI Out this used to cause a MIDI loop and many
problems when recording with an external

To.^avjiTI.JVi.lB.'li/iH'g'.iB^T

power to the PSS-790, you have put it into
"self-test mode," which also initialises the inter
nal memory, leading to the loss of all data. If
this occurs when you simply hit the top two

Cubase using the Grid Edit, you should see
these program changes. From here, you can
alter these as you wish, but be careful - the
voice numbers shown on the front panel of the
PSS-790 do not match up with the MIDI Pro
gram Changes. Have a look at page 38 in the
PSS-790 manual for a list of these.

as ASCII with a suitable name (SCHNIDE.HEX)
and use the INSTALL.PRG to create a printer
driver.

If you are using different programs then you
have to experiment with various drivers or con
tact the producers of the software concerned.
Many companies can supply extra drivers.

Epson one is probably the best one to experi

~INP(2)

$073f,$080f,$00DE,$0101,$073e,$ff11

MEMORY

PROBLEMS

I have an STE upgraded to 1MByte. A
short while after I've switched on, verti
cal white lines appear on the screen,

evenly spaced across the display. This

end your data list with SFFO0 in hexadecimal, or deci
mal 255,0.

dew
FOR x?_=0 TO 32

$80de,$8100,$01ff,$ff11,$0800, $ff00

PRINT AT(l,l),-"this on the other

hand is Character no.";x%

WRITE

The difficulty lies in what to put in the data_iist.

TEXT 40,14,CHR$(3_%)

This is best explained by looking at how the ST pro

~INP(2)

cesses this command. Each time the screen is
redrawn - which is known as a vertical blank - it

reads a byte from the data list. If it comes across a

ON

TOP

I have written a program to reduce the size of some

files for easier storage, but when the program over
writes the old file its size remains the same. Why isn't
the file size updated?
Andrew Benn, Lines

number in the range 0 to 15 it places the next byte
into the PSG chip of that number, and then moves on

then it seems to carry on playing the contents of
memory. How does this routine really work?

to the next byte. Ifit comes across the number 128,
it temporarily stores the next number, until it comes
across the number 129, when it places the stored
number into a specified register where values can be

Robin Grant, Dunstable

added to it. This is used to create siren-like effects -

How do I program the sound chip using the XBIOS
Dosound command? It plays the sound I want but

the listinggives a simple example.

Tricky little command, this. Calling it is easy enough:
move.l
move.w

#data_list,-(sp)
#$20,-(sp)

Use the BIOS routine Fcreate instead of Fopen
when you come to overwrite the file:
clr.w -(sp)
filename,-(sp)
#$3C,-(sp)
trap

#1

When numbers 130 to 255 are encountered,
your ST reads the next number and pauses for that

addq.1

number of vertical blanks (each blank is one fiftieth of

filenamedc.b

a second long) before proceeding to the next byte. If
that number is zero - and this is probably what Robin
is omitting - then the command stops. So, unlessyou
want to know whatyour internal memory sounds like,

This reduces the existing file's size to zero and opens
it, so don't try to open it again. Be careful with this,
though - you may lose data ifyou crash your ST.
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often happens after changing resolutions. What can
be causing this?

guarantee by opening your machine if it is less
than one year old.

low and medium resolutions and re-boot instead

of changing resolution.

A Derbyshire, Cheshire

stf: Take the lid off your machine and check
that the SIMMs memory boards are firmly in
place. Sometimes the new SIMMs are not com
pletely pushed into their sockets. Quite a bit of
pressure is needed to seat them so that they

BIT

•—c=^m

OF

A

MEMORY

BOMBER

Occasionally when

I switch

from

ffly Tjfl medium to low resolution my machine

\r-^^^> bombs out. What could be causing this?
Bmma

Keith walker, West Lothian

PROBLEMS

j^=rw Since I've had my STFM upgraded to

jTrVJl 1MByte of RAM using a solder-in mod\--4sg5 ule, several of my programs now crash
BUrnga

after a time with nine bombs shown on

screen. What could be causing this?

click in.

WARNING: Always make sure that your machine
is unplugged before opening it and always
observe static electricity precautions before

handling computer chips. Wear an anti-static
wrist band or earth yourself by touching a water
pipe or a metal window frame to dissipate any
static charge which may have built up in your
body. Be aware also that you might void your

stf: You may have memory-resident programs
which object to the change in resolution from
medium to low, or the Desk Accessories may
not have enough RAM available to reload cor
rectly. (Desk Accessories re-initialise upon a
resolution change.) The memory clean-up rou
tines often cause this problem when changing
resolutions. Format separate disks to boot in

M Holden, Nottinghamshire
stf: There are several errors which cause the

ST to crash and the number of bombs on

screen indicates the particular error code. After
extensive research we have found that nine

bombs

indicate

an

invalid

memory

block

address, so it would seem that the upgrade is ^

GFA Programmers' Surgery
Barrie Capel solves more of your GFA Basic
programming problems
WHICH

INPUT?

A number of readers, including John Sables in Barn
staple, want a bit of help with text formatting when
using INPOT.
input a tells GFA Basic to stop and wait for

you to type in a numeric value, input a$ is the
same, only with strings (a letter, word or sentence).
However, the position on screen at which the prompt
"?'" appears varies depending on what has been
printed on the screen previously. If cls has been
used, the "?" prompt appears in the top left corner. If
you have printed on the first 5 lines, then the "?"
appears on line6 (the next available line).
You can, however, with GFA Basic, add an input
text and alter the prompt position as follows:
•

(The symbol J means do not type a Return yet - the
line of listing simply wouldn't fit in our narrow
columns.) You enter each variable separately, press
ing the <Return> key after each, or all on the same
line, each separated from the next by a comma. This
is allowed because the comma is treated as an input
"separator," separating more than one entry. How
ever, if you had:
INPUT "Enter a line from a nursery rhyme ";J

INPUT "Enter Your Name >",a$

Gives you the same input with the text "Enter Your
Name," but the comma in place of the semi-colon
disables the "?" prompt. You can then, should you
wish, use another character in the text to simulate a
prompt - for example, the ">" above.
To position the input on screen, use print at,
as follows:
PRINT AT(12,12);

INPUT "Enter your name ";a$
or

INPUT "Enter your name ", a$

The print at(12,12) positions the cursor 12 char
acters across the screen and 12 characters down,
and the semi-colon on the end prevents the cursor
from dropping down onto the next line, so the input
is entered on the same line.

There are two other input options which may be
of use: form input and line input, form input

enables you to specify the maximum number of char
acters to accept. For example: form input 10, a$
does not let you type in more than ten characters.
It is possible to input more than one variable at
once with:
Colour", A$,B$,C$,D$
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Size,

MOUSE X%,Y%, z%

PRINT AT(1,1);"X= ";__%;" Y= ".YS.,-" "
SHOWM

OLD*%=Y%
OLDZ%=Z%

©Stopflaah
LOOP

treated as a separator.

The other input command is line input, which

gets around this problem by accepting the whole line

REPEAT

MOUSE X%,Y%,Z%

as the input, including commas:
LINE INPUT "Enter a

PROCEDURE Stopflash

line from J

1$=INKEY$
' This loop does nothing but wait

a nursery rhyme "; A$

'' for the mouse to be used

Gives you standard input with the text "Enter Your
Name" just before the ? prompt.

INPUT "Please Enter Make, Model,

DO

OLDX%=X%

A$

and typed in "Mary had a little lamb, its fleece was
white as snow,"then everything after the word "lamb"
would be ignored - the comma would have been

INPUT "Enter Your Name ";a$

•

problem is when you want the X and Y coordinates
printed on screen when you move the mouse. In this
case, you can stop the flashing by trapping the pro
gram in a loop as follows.

J

' or a key to be pressed on the keyboard.
UNTIL X%oOLDX% OR Y%oOLDY% OR J

FLASHING

MOUSE

POINTERS

Julian Toler of Nottingham and one or two other
readers have asked about the "flashing" mouse
pointer effect in GFA Basic, and how to stop it.
The effect is caused by the mouse pointer being
turned off every time something is output to the
screen. Without this feature, you would be forever fill
ing in "holes" in the screen if the mouse pointer hap
pened to be at the same position as your output. (The
pointer is actually a rectangular block, so the effect is
like putting a postage stamp on a piece of paper,
spraying paint onto the paper to produce a picture,
then moving the stamp to a new position, leaving a

ZSsoOLDZS. OR !$<>""
RETURN

With this example, the mouse is read and the coordi
nates are printed to the screen. The variables
oldx%, oldy% and OLDZ5. are set to equal the cur
rent X, Y and Z values of the mouse, and the proce
dure stopflash is called. There, the program sits in
the repeat. . .until loop reading the current
mouse position into X and Y and the button status
into Z.

If the mouse isn't moved, and no buttons are
pressed, X, Y and Z are the same as oldx, oldy

hole where it was.)

and oldz, so nothing happens - not even a flash of

Julian says he eventually cured the problem with
showm and a small pause directly after it, and Mar
tin Boika in Gwent suggests defining a mouse poin

the mouse pointer!
If the mouse moves, either X does not equal
oldx or Y does not equal oldy or both, and if a but
ton is pressed Z does not equal oldz. Either way, the
until condition is met, and the procedure is exitted

ter as a sprite and using sprite mouse$,x%,Y%.
My own personal cure for the problem is to trap the

program in a loop...
If the mouse pointer flashes every time you put
graphics or print text to the screen, doing so in a
loop can sometimes cause the pointer to disappear,
so one answer is to output to the screen only when
you have to. If you've put graphics or PRiwred infor
mation, don't do it again unless the graphics move or
the information has changed.
One of the more common occurrences of this

from and program control returns to the main loop,
where the mouse position is re-read and printed to

the screen before the process is repeated. Since it is
the print line which causes the pointer to flash, the
problem is cured.
You may have noticed that I've also taken the key
board into account with inkey$ in stopflash, so
pressing a key also exits from the procedure,
enabling you to act on it. .
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Prices subject to change without notice. Goods subject to availabililv. Specification subiect to
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TIME
11MS
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hints and tips
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t the source of the problem. Contact the ST FOR

COLOUR*^WWT_ « Ml ||C
WflRD PLU3

machine.

IfVni' •—.••»

CAR

BOOT

m„diry the printer driver^

_^-__.j

MAT Soup Up and repair service number
[o 0480 890787) and they will give you an
quote for a check-up and repair of your

DQINTER
rlW"' " •"

BARGAIN

•NfllAf CD
DlflVC*

I have bought an Epson HI-80 plotter

1 Make yoursen « ~r,

driver
file2Edithex
thisfile.
file using 1st woro p(us ln non-WP mode - that
2Editthis
We
«
lted characters in the character
is, as ASCII. .(the accente
not wishto use.

3se,ect
one ol
translationtabl
4 Replace the
code instruct'"

Z» Bowen of ChesteMe- colour of print.
print

from a car boot sale without a manual.

''•'*Z~\ Where can I get one from? Can I use it
:= with GFA Draft Plus 3 from Cover Disk
34? If so, which plotter driver do I use to run it?

tiH •»•—
pr0ducepwe-winning
co.oured output
from aprin

Ken Halllday, Cheshire

,,_. .^ of tne colours supported

«saVe the edite.-

Save^ ^

^

stf: The plotter drivers for GFA Draft Plus 3, in
cluding one for the Hi-80, are on this month's

vthe character represent

Cover Disk - see the Cover Disk pages, begin

,ed to control just

the blockmust

ning page 6, for details of setting up the correct
driver for your plotter. As for the manual, con
tact Epson on •* 0442 61144. They should be
able to help out.

SIMMPLE

Z somewhat limiting, th.s «s
, the facility to

PROBLEM

/gz=zm I want to upgrade my 520 STE to

jJTjMjl 1MByte but Ihave been told by acom^rf§fe> puter shop that there are many differWmtumh ent kinds of ST circuit board and Imay

backup programs take the entire hard drive

have to have a special upgrade fitted. Is this true?

contents and convert them into one huge file

Davi Spratt, Tyne and Wear

which is then split into floppy disk sized chunks.

stf: The computer shop were referring to the

drive in the same order in which they were

older STFM machines, which do have many

saved off it.

work on the other. The exception is if you use a
hardware emulator - but games running under
emulation are no substitute for the real thing.

These chunks are then restored to the hard

configurations. In your case you should be able
to simply purchase two 256K SIMMs and simply
plug them in. See our memory upgrade feature
in STF 35. Ifyou missed that, turn to page 40.

ST

TO

APPLE

Can I get my 1st Word Plus and Write
On files onto my secretary's Apple Mac

MORE

PC

WIBBLE

If a PC can read an STE disk then you
must be able play PC games on an

taiwm

at work? She uses a word processor
ca||ec| MacWhte.

Keith Lambourne, Kent

STE. I was told that the STE and PC

stf: Yes, you can. Save your ST documents as
ASCII text files on to an MS-DOS (PC) format

I have been given a disk which appears

code are the same, so why won't the
games I've bought load?

to be archived from a hard drive. Is

Jason Tang, Manchester

using the Apple File Exchange program sup
plied with the Mac, which enables the Mac to
read PC disks. It is a good idea to select the
Text Transfer option from the MS-DOS to Mac
menu, rather than using the Default Translation
protocol, to help make sure that any stray com

,
ARCHIVE

QUERY

there any way of getting the files offthe
stf: STs can read data off PC disks, but that's

disk?

Gavin McDonnell, West Midlands

stf: It is extremely unlikely that you can access

anything from the floppy disk. Most hard drive

not the same as running PC programs. The ST
and PC are entirely different machines with
non-compatibie operating systems, so no
games software designed for one machine can

We want to hear your problems. If you're having any
trouble using your ST, let us know and we'll try to help.
We guarantee toanswer every ST query we receive

(once, at any rate). Just write your problem on this form and mail it to us at the address below - free!
Name.
Address

My query/tip has to do with: (Please tick the box that applies)

Beginners
Hard drives

Comms
Printers•

Disks
Graphics Lj
Sound/MIDI
ST problems •

Programming (assembly language) D

(GFA) L!

(STOS) D

My query/tip is:

disk. You can then load the fifes into the Mac

mand characters are stripped out.

SWAP PROBLEMS FOR
SOLUTIONS OR SWAP
SOLUTIONS FOR CASH!
We want your problems.What's making your ST life a misery? Let us
know and we'll pass it on to our panel of experts, who'll do their level
best to solve it. Or perhaps you've found the solution to a problem your
self. Send it in and you could win yourself up to £50, simply for sharing
it! But please do check this issue's answers before you write in - the
solution you need could be waiting there for you now! We guarantee to
answer queries written on this coupon and addressed directly
to ST Answers. Although we make every effort to answer

J

all problems we receive, we obviouslycan't guarantee to #J

answer detailed queries which span several pages.
Games tips should be addressed to Gamebusters.

Queries about games are answered in Gamebusters as
Write your tip or query here, then mall this to ST Answers, STFORMAT, FREEPOST, Future
Publishing, Bath, Avon BA1 2XF. No stamp needed If posted In the UKI
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soon as we receive the relevant solution.

If
lw

l3

I

FREE 8 PAGE COLOUR BROCHURE] III ATA PI CT

FREE!

COMPLETE AND RETURN THE COUPON FOR YOUR COPYJ XI V #mlaf«IVI £P I

WITH EVERY ST

FROM SILICA
When you buy your new Atari 520, 1040 or
Mega ST-E computer from Silica Systems,
we will give you an additional £324,75 worth

HARDWARE:

520ST-E Computer

£299.99

QMHz16-Bit68000 CPU, 512K RAM,Mouse, TV Modulator.
Internal PSU, 1MbFloppy Disk Drive

of software FREE OF CHARGE, including
some great entertainment and productivity

SOFTWARE - ARCADE CLASSICS:

programs. These free gifts will introduce you to
theworld ofSTcomputing andhelp you toget
off toa Hying startwith your new ST. Plus, with
every STand every TT computer, we will give
you up to 16 nights FREE holiday hotel
accommodation for you and your family to
enjoy a break at home orabroad.

Missile Command -Shoot Em Up
Crystal Castles - Platform Capers

£9.99
£9.99

Super Break Out - Wall Demolition
Battle Zone - 3D Tank Battle

£9.99
£9.99

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:
First Word - Word Processor

£59.99

Neochrome - Art Package
ANI ST - Animation Package

£29.99
£29.95

PLUS! FREE FROM SILICA:

Silica Productivity Pack
TenStar Games Pack

£104.97
£219.78
Total Value: £784.63

Less PackSaving: £525.63
SILICA PRICE: £259.00

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

TENSTAR

PACK:

10 Superb entertainment titles:
ASTERIX
CHESS PLAYER 2150
DRIVW FORCE
LIVE AND LET DIE
ONSLAUGHT
PIPE MANIA
RICK DANGEROUS
ROCK WROLL
SKWEEK
TRIVIAL PURSUIT

£24.99
£24.95
£19.95
£19.99
£24.99
£19.99
£24.99
£19.99
£19.99
£19.95

INC VATS, DELIVERY

DISCOVERY XTRA

FAMILY CURRICULUM

HARDWARE:

520ST-E COMPUTER

Ref: STC 6052

HARDWARE:

C299.99

1040ST-E COMPUTER
£399.99
BMHz 16-Sit63000CPU. 1MbRAM, Mouse,

8MH216-Bfl68000 CPU, S12KHAM,Mousa.
TVModiralcr. InternalPSU. 1MbDnve

T V Modulator, frttemal PSU. 1Mb Disk Drive

SOFTWARE - ENTERTAINMENT:
ESCAPE FROM ROBOT MONSTERS.. £19.99
Fighl to destroy tho robot army

PRODUCTIVITY PACK:
1st WORD
Word processing package from GST
SPELL IT

£59.99

FINAL FLIGHT

£25.99

£19.99

Fast action beat-em-up game
NINE LIVES

£24.99

£24.99

Take control ot your own city

ST BASIC

SIM CITY

Basicprogramminglanguage withtutorial

FREE

STTOUR

16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY

£4.99

GEM tutorial lor the ST

HOTEL ACCOMMODATION

The Discovery Xtra Pack II is a top quality

Evety Atari ST from Silica comes supplied

entertainment

with a free 72 page colour brochure with

pack

based

around

the

512K

520ST-E with 1Mb disk drive. It includes four great

accommodation vouchers. These entitle 2

people to stay up to a total of 16 nights in any

games titles plus some productivity software.

FIRST BASIC
Basic programming language

£49.99

NEOCHROME

£49.99

Powerful drawing package
PIUS! FREE

of 250 hotels with accommodation FREE. All

Silica Productivity Pack

£104.97

TenSrar Games Pack

£219.78

Rel: STC 6252

MEGA ST-E

•••^BaT

ATARI TT

NEW

32MHz

FASTER

32*Bit

MODELS!
WITH MORE

STEREO

COLOURS &

40*96

GREATER

COLOURS

EXPANSION
16MHz 16-Bit 68000 Processor

• 32MHz 32-Bit 68030 Processor
• 3J4" 1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive

• 354"1.44Mb Double Sided Disk Drive
• 1/2/4Mb RAM Versions
• 47Mb Hard Drive Versions Available

•

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output
• FREE Silica Productivity Pack

• FREE16 NightsHolidayAccommodation

r1Mb RAM 2Mb RAM 4Mb RAM''

"f 1Mb HD

£586
STC 8431

-

4096 Colour Palette

•

Built-in 68882 Maths Co-Processor

• Hard Drive Expansion Options

• FREE16 NightsHolidayAccommodatioi
2Mb RAM

-

STC 8S22

4Mb RAM

8Mb RAM

-

£985 £1097
STCB54-i J

SILICA PRICE: £279.00

M

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMM

ST BOOK

format, with a module to suit every age group.
The package is based around the powerful and
and a double sided 1Mb disk drive.

&J£349
^B^

W~WW I

•»

£1169 £1462 £1874
STC 3939

STC 8977

£134.97

Hyper Paint II, Music Maker
and First Basic

PLUS! FREE

FROM SILICA

Silica Productivity Pack

NORMAL RRP ") A H JB A
Fief: STC 1250

£159.85
Calc

CREATIVE

• M.

TenStar Games Pack

£104.97
£219.78

Total Value: £1210.23

Less Pack Saving:

£861.23

SILICA PRICE:

£349.00

PLUS! 16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMM

rlWwIV^

vlf^w I Lin

The Music Master Pack features one

of the most popular computers used
bv

musicians

combined

with

the

renowned MIDI package PRO 24 IIIto
provide a perfect environment (or
novice and professional alike. The
acclaimedMIDI Recording and Editing
System from Steinberg, PRO24 III is
used by many top musicians including
DireStraitsand PWL. Usingany MIDI
keyboard, PRO 24 offers the ability lo
write and compose music to a very

COMPUTER

high standard. You can record up to
24 tracks simultaneously, and then
apply real time editing to remove

SCREEN

mistakes.

• 8MHz 16-81168000 Processor

HARDWARE:

• 1Mb RAMMemory - 20Mb Hard Drive
• Supertwist 640 x 400 mono display-

8MHz 16-Bit68000 CPU, 1Mb RAM,

1040ST-E COMPUTER ....£399.99
Mouse, TV Modulator, Internal PSU.
1Mb Disk Drive

• 3 Programmable Sound Channels
• Up lo 10 hours battery life

SOFTWARE:

• RS232, Parallel, MIDI,DMAand 120 Pin
Expansion Ports
• Includes Organiser Software, File Transfer

Silica Productivity Pack .... £104.97

Software & Cable
• 3^" 1Mb External

STC 8925

youngest to the oldest! It comes in a module

ST
COMPATIBLE
NOTEBOOK

••mo

E55.54

Micro Maths, French, History

compatible with standard ST mono monitors

•

• Upto 1280x960 Resolution
• VME + SCSI Expansion Ports
• Expandable to 36Mb RAM

FREE Tenstar Games Pack

(b

2/4/8Mb RAM Versions

• Stereo 8-Bit PCM Sound Output

4096 Colour Palette

Less Pack Saving: £551.63

POWER
SYSTEM

OPTIONS

•

Total Value: £830.63

sis* Z79

WORTH
NEARLY

GCSE
and Geography Quiz
The Atari FamilyCurriculumPack is designed as
a fun to use computer pack for the whole family. BUSINESS
It has something to offer all age groups from the
ST Word, ST Base & ST

easy-to-use 1040ST-E computer with 1Mb RAM

FROM SILICA:

you have to pay for are your meats (prices
are listed in ihe brochure).

NORMAL RRP") 4%f-fcLH4fe

£58.54

Answer Back/General

Knowledge Quiz, Spelling
and Primary Maths

V52 EMULATORPROCESSOR...

•

JUNIOR SCHOOL LEAVER

£29.95

SOFTWARE - PRODUCTIVITY:
CONTROL/ACCESSORIES.... FREE

TOTAL VALUE: £324.75

£76.59

Prof Plays a New Game with
Words and Sentences

Save Claudelte from the mad scientist

Spelling checker io complement 1st Word

•

SOFTWARE MODULES:

PLAY AND LEARN

Drive Available Soon

• FREE 16 Nights
Holiday Accomm

PRO 24 III
PLUS! FREE

TenStar Games Pack

NORMAL RRP

£219.78

Total Value: £874.74

(£1295
l

£150.00
FROM SILICA:

Less Pack Saving: £525.74

SILICA PRICE: "£349X0

Rot: STC 9320

PLUS.'16 NIGHTS HOLIDAY ACCOMM

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT - DELIVERY IS FREE OF CHARGE IN THE UK MAINLAND

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU )
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in prolessional computer sales.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-3080888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.

• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new Atari STcomputer, wesuggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what itwill be like a few months after buying your ST, when you may

require additional peripherals and software, or help and advice with your newpurchase. And, will the
company you buy from contact you with details ofnew products? At Silica Systems, weensure thatyou
will havenothing to worry about. Wehave been established forover12 yearsand, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't justtake ourword for it. Complete and return the
coupon now forourlatestFreeliterature and begin toexperience the"Silica Systems Service".

^7~~~\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

/:J^081-309 1111

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

MAIL ORDER:

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9.Q0am-6.0Opi

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

I7nTo:

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Silica Systems, STFOR-0892-79, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX
,?>

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE ST RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: .

Initials:

Surname:

Tel (Home):

mucA
SYSTEMS

Fax No: 081-308 0608

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

No Late
Nigh! Opening
lie "*

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm
No Lale Night Opening
Fax No: 071-323 4737
Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1A8 Tel: 071-629 1234
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pro
Late Night: Thursday until 8pm
Extension: 3914

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?..
iwn?
E&OE- Advertisedprices and specifications may change • Please return the coupon for the latest information.
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MONITORS
wmmanm

Now screening
Your ST isn't a great deal ofuse without a visual display unit, but you can do much
better than your family TV. For this special ST FORMAT roundup, Peter Crush and
Clive Parker were given a watching brief, and have been giving themselves square

eyes looking into the range of monitors available for yourST

y you need

COLOUR

a monitor...
v Televisions were never designed to

' display your ST's output. They just hap

pened to be the nearest thing around when
micros first came out, and were consequently
pressed into use.

® B y contrast, a monitor provides clearer
text and graphics. It is specifically made
to perform this process, and provides a much
sharper, cleaner image. And some monitors
even have stereo sound!

• The test picture of three ray
traced balls. You can see that

®The fuzzy picture you get from your TV
may give you strained eyes and possible

the balls are ball-shaped, the
colours are bold and the overall

headaches if you are exposed to it for any

image Is clear. Suggests that
this Is a pretty good monitor
really, doesn't It?

length of time, especially if you are trying to
read text in word processing or desktop pub
lishing software.

...and which one
to choose
Mono monitors display the ST's high resolu

• The Atari SC143S without

pedestal or tilt and turn stand.
See how beautifully it matches
the shade Authentic Atari Grey?

• Just look at the backside on that! Perhaps It looks a bit basic, but

you're likely to actually use all the controls - nothing's superfluous.

tion screen mode of 640 x 400 pixels in black

and white only for maximum clarity, and are
the best for WP, DTP and music sequencing

programs. Atariare famous for their own mono
monitors, designed especially for the ST.
Colour monitors are best for games, educa
tional software, demos, and art and painting
programs. Even the latest DTP programs use

even dream of using anything other than your ST now,
would you?
In other respects, there is little difference

Atari SC1435
MACHINE: ALL STs

between this and the Philips CM8833 and the Protar
Visto. With its stand off, it is about the same size; the
same kind of IEC power lead and monitor lead are
used, and the On/Off switch is in the usual position at
the rear. The screen is the same reflective 13 inch job
as the others, but appears to be much flatter. The
,. control knobs for volume, contrast and bright-

PRICE: E249.99

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING
CONTACT: 0772 203166

colour now. As well as Atari's own colour

monitors, there are a couple of other makes
too.

Multisync monitors display both colour and
mono output, but are rather expensive and too
specialised for the average ST owner. They are
convenient if you need to switch between high
res and others, but it is still cheaper to buy
both a mono and a colour monitor than a

multisync.

Large screen monitors are really spe
cialised. They tend to be employed by

professionals for DTP and Computer Aided
Design work. A4 screens display a whole page
at once, and there are even huge A3 monitors

- expensive, but the ultimate in visual display.

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

The Atari SC1435 is really a Philips •

you don't seem to be able to get
awayfrom them! - but it's a total restyle of the CM8833 chassis and
includes a tilt and turn stand. It is
made in Taiwan, and can be used
with or without its pedestal base.
There is no control for colour

A
f

W^ ness are situated unobtrusively on the front
panel and are all easy to use so you can
quickly and easily set up a quality picture.
Previous Atari colour monitors were often
criticised for their rather dull and dark picture,

but the SC1435 is outstanding, with a really

strong image and good bold colours. Sound quality
is also superior, and the attractive styling and tilt and

intensity or saturation, but on the
Philips CM8833 this has little effect anyway.
On the rear panel, superfluous input options have

turn base all combined to make it a winner - it was

been removed - the monitor accepts only analog Red
Green and Blue video signals like those you get from
the ST. This means that you can't attain the same high

certainly the best of all three colour monitors on test.
Considering the fact that this monitor is available for
roughly the same price as its competitors, it really is

quality picture if you're using other brands of com
puter. What other brands of computer? You wouldn't

a good buy.
STF RATING: 90%

roundup

T h e ST is a great machine capable of excellent graphical out
put, and you have probably seen just how good programs
look when running on a professional monitor. But sadly
many owners spoil their ST's visual virtuosity by using an
inadequate device, typically an old television or a cheap
portable TV. Our latest reader survey revealed that only about a
third of STF readers own a monitor, which means that the majority
are missing out in the vision stakes and failing to do justice to their
STs. The onlyway to both look after your eyesight and see clearly
what your ST is doing is to get yourself a proper monitor.
Monitors are not as expensive as you might imagine, and they
have got cheaper in real terms lately, with a better range available
than ever before. There are hundreds of monitors on the market,

but most of them are not suitable for the ST. Luckily, the select

range of monitors that do work perfectly with STs are very good,
and to help you find the right one we have gathered them all
together for testing in this STF roundup, stf

MONITORS

DO NOT ADJUST YOUR SET
Most of the controls on a monitor are pretty obvi
ous and straightforward - colour, volume, bright
ness and contrast work just like the controls on
your television. On the back panel of the monitor
there are often some extra little knobs for you to
fiddle with, and as long as they are detailed in the
manual you cannot do any harm.
For example, there are usually two controls to
adjust the size of the picture, labelled Horizontal
and Vertical Size. Turning these knobs stretches or
contracts the size of the picture on-screen. The
largest size of picture does not always give the
best results, especially with text, and often the
optimum image is framed by a blank border around

the outer edge of the screen. For games, however,
you may be able to adjust the picture to virtually
the full size of the screen without loss of quality.
There are usually two further controls for adjusting
the position of the picture on screen. The image
can be slid left and right or up and down if need be.
Although there are often other controls for
things like focus, these are invariably inside the
monitor, and should not be touched. Leave these to
experienced technicians. Not only does opening up
the monitor void your warranty, but there are also
potentially lethal currents of many thousand volts
circulating inside the chassis. If you are not happy
with the picture, get the supplier to deal with it!

• Pretty much like
all the rest, Isn't
it? Course, the
best bits are all in
the shadows

behind, but we
can't show you
those for fear of

litigation.

1Sr V*> Q/

F

o

-*-«

• The back bits of the Philips CM8833 mark 2. A lot of these bits
are pretty much redundant with the ST, so, um, Ignore them. The
other bits are quite good though.

Philips CM8833
mark 2

so you do not want any bright lights or
windows behind you - the reflection
may be distracting or even uncomfort

MACHINE: ALL STs

able. The monitor is made in Taiwan

PRICE: £229.99
FROM: PHILIPS

and BEAB approved.
The colour control's range is not
large and seems to make very little dif
ference to the colour intensity of the
picture, which is most acceptable any
way. Sound output is good, and there
is a mini stereo jack socket you can
plug your earphones into, cutting out
the main speakers, so you can listen in
private. The CM8833 is an excellent
colour monitor for your ST - its bright,
solid image and strong colours make
games look great. The only minus is

CONTACT: 081 689 4444

The original Philips CM8833 colour
monitor was better than Atari's own

colour monitor and a bit cheaper, so it
became almost the default choice if

you wanted a good colour monitor for
your ST. The Mark 2 version that
appeared last year is even better, with
neater styling, improved electronics
and stereo sound. The On/Off switch is
at the back, and a flip-down cover on

the front panel hides all the adjustment
knobs for volume, contrast and so on a mixed blessing, because this means

that making alterations to the settings
can be fiddly. The screen is reflective,

Protar Visto A14CM
MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £219
FROM: PROTAR
CONTACT: 0923 254133

convenient to adjust at the same time

as being unobtrusive. There is really
nothing to choose between the Visto's
picture and that of the benchmark
Philips monitor, and you get the same
advantages of stereo speakers, "green
screen" switch and earphone socket as
well.

From the German company Protar, sup
pliers of an excellent range of hard
drives for the ST, comes this monitor

There is no tilt and swivel base, but
it is possible to vary the tilt between
three different angles with a flap device

based on a chassis and electronics

built into the underside of the monitor.

made by Philips in Taiwan. Protar claim
the electronics are an improved version
of those in the Philips CM8833, and
offer a 12 month replacement war

This works well enough, but if you want

ranty.
The screen size is the same as the

Since the CM8833 is compatible with
many different micros, make sure the
correct monitor lead is supplied with it
- you should not be charged any extra

Philips monitor's, with the same reflec
tive surface, and the back panel of the
unit is also identical. An IEC mains lead

is supplied.
The recessed front controls are

STF RATING: 80%

©©

• Hmm. Looks just a little bit like the Philips, doesn't It? That's
because the Protar Is Just the same tube in a different box.

the lack of an inbuilt tilt and turn stand.

for this.

o

easily accessible as well as

being

the fullest adjustability you have to buy
a suitable tilt and turn base as an extra

from your supplier - Protar themselves
do not offer one. Unfortunately, Philips
have now stopped supplying Protar
with components for these monitors,
but there are stocks in the hands'of

Protar dealers and Protar may well
develop other sources and continue
producing a monitor.
STF RATING: 80%
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MONITOR

MONO

HIGH-PITCHED SCREENS
This is how your ST displays its images on
screen. A DIN socket on the rear of the

machine takes the video output from the

• It's sleekly

stylish and - hey!
- a '90s monitor.

It's also two

inches bigger

ST as an analog Red-Green-Blue (RGB) sig
nal, a high resolution monochrome signal
and a composite video signal, via its 13
pins. It also carries the audio output, and,

depending on what type of monitor is con
nected, the appropriate signals are used to
produce the picture.
When you plug it into an Atari
monochrome monitor, your ST automati

cally switches to high resolution mode,
producing a mono image with a resolution

than the older
monitor. And it's

got a flatter
screen. And the

SPECIAL

name's gone up

by 20.
• Let's be honest,
it's a pretty crap
picture, isn't
It? But then

It's only a
TV. Try

watching
Red Dwarf
on your

• •••

CM8833.

• There are hardly
any bits worth looking

•

The blue

thing there

at at all on the back of here. It's all very minimalist and avant garde.

is a SCART
socket.

panel, more convenient than the rear-

Atari SM144
mono monitor

What does SCART stand for?

mounted switches on most of the other

MACHINE: ALL STs

monitors tested. Mains power is via an
IEC lead (kettle cable!) and the monitor

PRICE: £119.95

lead is fixed to the monitor.

The picture is very good indeed,

FROM: EVESHAM MICROS

and the non-reflective screen is ideal

CONTACT: 0386 765500

for word processing or DTP work there is no annoying flicker and the

ST, or some versions of the Mega ST,
your machine has a TV output you can

Philips Cube TV
MACHINE: ALL STs

connect to the Cube's aerial socket.

PRICE: £279.99

This produces a reasonable picture,

though not great because the ST's
video output has to be converted from

FROM: PHILIPS

CONTACT: 081 689 4444

RGB into a modulated signal to go
down the aerial lead, and then back

1^ image is rock-steady. There is

The Korean-made SM144
monitor is the third in a A
series of excellent

however only a single speaker

The Philips Cube TV, available with

4-lk for audio output. Controls on

either a 15 inch or a 17 inch screen, is
a television receiver and monitor in one

the rear enable you to adjust
the picture to fill the screen
completely if you want, with
out distortion. The only criti

monochrome monitors

made by Atari, super
seding the SM124 and

f

the earlier SM125.
This one has a larger,

cism

is

that

the

SM144's

cube-shaped box - hence the name. It
has a remote control, where you can

again inside the TV. You can get better
results with a SCART lead, available

from many lead specialists or electron
ics shops for around £13.00: at the TV
end is the distinctively shaped SCART

adjust colour intensity and the like, but

plug, and at the other end a normal ST

there are switches on the front panel

monitor plug. This setup offers image
quality almost equal to a dedicated
monitor's - certainly just as good for

picture is not quite as bright as
the old SM125's, but this would only
be a problem if you were trying to use
the monitor with direct sunlight falling

for simple matters like switching
On/Off, changing channels and adjust
ing the volume. The Cube is available
with or without Teletext - the difference

tle on text, but certainly far better than

neatly fits exactly over the top of a
Mega STE. This makes it the perfect

on the screen.

is about £30.

any normal TV's. If you can't justify the

All in all though, the SMI44 is the

The Cube's TV picture is very

expense of a monitor for its own sake,

mate for this machine, but it is equally
suited to all the other versions of the
ST. The On/Off switch is on the front

best value mono monitor now available

good, and reception is acceptable even
using its loopaerial in a weak reception
area. Unless you have a really ancient

The Cube could offer a good all-round

flatter screen than its prede

cessors - though the size of it is
nearer 13 inches than the claimed 14 and a removable tilt and turn base that

for the ST.

STF RATING: 90%

game-playing, maybe falling down a lit

solution.

STF RATING: 76%

WORTH LOOKING INTO: ST-COMPATIBLE MONITORS
Sizes quoted are the overall space taken up by the monitors, including protruding plugs and the like. Screen sizes are measured diagonally corner to corner. All sizes are in inches
Price

STF
Size (inches) Screen size Image size
rating WxHxD
Maximum

Image size Stand
Optimum (a)

Speakers

Headphone Pic quality Sound quality Controls
Socket
(b)

Atari CM1435

£249.99

90%

14x16x17

13 inches

9.5x8

9.5x5.5

t/t

stereo

stereo

very good

very good

hs,vs,hp,vp,v,b,cn,g

Philips CM8833 Mk 2

£229.99

80%

14x14x18

13 inches

9.5x8

9x6.5

tilt

stereo

stereo

good

good

hs,vs,hp,vp,v,b,cn,cl,g

Protar Visto

£219.00

80%

14x14x17

13 inches

9.5x8

9x6.5

tilt

stereo

stereo

good

good

hs,vs,hp,vp,v,b,cn,cl,g

Atari Sml44

£129.00

90%

13x14x14

13 inches

10x7

any to max

t/t

mono

none

good

good

hs,vs,hp,vp,v,b,cn

COLOUR

5
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of 640 by 400 pixels. A pixel (picture ele

play just four different colours. Low res uses

ment) is the smallest dot on the screen the more of them, the better the resolution

320 by 200 pixels, but can display 16

and the more detailed the picture. Most
"serious" software runs in high resolution,
in black and white.

MONITORS

have the correct monitor - it's no good get
ting a colour-only game if you only have a

Box to save pulling out the monitor leads to
swap between them. This is a box which

colours at a time. Most games run in low

mono screen! Although there are software

res because they need plenty of colours.
Medium resolution is less popular, but used

"emulators" that can simulate a high res
picture on a colour screen, or a dithered

by some business and serious software. Not
many programs can run in all resolutions,

"colour" picture on a mono screen, these

tor, you can select either medium or low
resolution from the Desktop. Medium reso

notable exceptions being the art package

lution uses 640 by 200 pixels, and can dis

Ensure that when you buy software you

substitute for the genuine article. If you end
up with both a mono and a colour monitor,
it may be worth getting a Monitor Switch

plugs via its own flying lead into the ST's
monitor port and provides two monitor out
put sockets so both screens can be left
connected. A two-position switch on the
box enables you to easily swap between
them. Evesham Micros (n 0386 765500)
supply a good Monitor Switch Box for just

If the ST is connected to a colour moni

Degas Elite and word processor Protext.

are not 100% effective and there is no real

£13.95.

• Yes, it's a monitor.
Yes, it looks like all the
other monitors. No, it's
not very exciting.

• A model, to scale,
and fully working, of
the bloody massive
Proscreeen thingy.

*

• Oh look, this Is
pathetic. There are
no techy bits on here

• They could have
burnished up that

at all. Looks like a

bloody statue or
something. Pah.

metal a bit. I know a

good burnishers'.

Eizo Flexscan 9060S

multisync monitor
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £586.33

switch to change between black and
white, amber and colour modes, as
well as controls to centre and stretch

FROM: THE ATARI WORKSHOP
CONTACT: 0753 832212

the display horizontally and vertically.
The high res display is very crisp
and clear, with excellent contrast, and
the colour display is as good as the
Atari colour monitor's. The amber dis

What's the point of buying a multisync
monitor? In a word, convenience. You
can switch between high res and low

without having to switch off and change
leads - though it's inherent in the
design of the ST that the machine still

play makes little practical difference,
but some might prefer it. A special
switched monitor lead is supplied to
enable simple changing from colour to
mono modes. As usual with multisync
and VGA monitors, there is no provision

hard drive's boot partition - it's best to
make the large screen driver the first

Proscreen TT
MACHINE: MEGA ST, MEGA STE
PRICE: £732.00 FOR TT; £979.00
WITH CARD FOR MEGA

ST OR MEGA STE
FROM: PROTAR
CONTACT: 0923 254133

This is a big 19 inch high resolution
monitor designed for use with DTP or
CAD programs, enabling you to display

for audio built in - so unless you have
an STE, Mega STE or a TT with phono
outputs for an external audio system

To use it, you need a Mega ST or Mega

you are stuck with a silent machine.

STE (both with graphics cards installed)
or a TT.

trols are at the front below the screen

This is an excellent replacement
for both your colour and mono moni
tors, though the rather high price and
lack of sound output make it more
suited to professional use.

- power, contrast, brightness and a

STF RATING: 84%

reboots when changing to and from
high resolution.
The

Eizo 9060S has a

14inch

screen but is deeper than most moni
tors. A tilt and swivel base is included

which sits neatly on top of both the old
and the new style Mega STs. All con

TV

item in the AUTO folder. You simply
connect the monitor to a lead from the

AND TT ONLY

a large area of a drawing or document.

Even with the older Mega ST
range, it takes longer to disassemble
the machine than to actually install the
card itself. Then you need to install the
large screen driver software onto your

graphics card.

The monitor produces a very clear
display, although it is rather unnerving
to have a window displaying 97 pro
gram and file icons in only a third of the
full screen area. The only external con
trol on the monitor is a brightness con
trol mounted on the front; the power
switch is way round the back. The dot
pitch of the screen is smaller than the

Atari SM124's or SM144's, so a much
sharper image is generated over the
same physical screen area, giving
increased resolution. All the GEM-based
programs and Desk Accessories we

tried ran perfectly.
This is an enormous monitor well
suited to the serious ST or TT owner

who needs an expanded working area.
STF RATING: 87%

Price

STF
Size (inches) Screen size Image size
rating WxHxD
Maximum

Image size Stand
Optimum
(a)

Speakers

Headphone Pic quality Sound quality
Socket
(b)

£279.99

76%

15x15x15

n/a

none

three (c)

mono

acceptable veygood

v,cn

£586.33

84%

13.5x14x17 14inch

adjustable

n/a

t/t

none

none

very good n/a

hs,vs,hp,vp,b,cn, (d)

£732.00/ 87%

18x18.5x16 19 inch

14x11

n/a

t/t

none

none

very good

b

14.5inches 9.25x6.25

Eizo Flexscan 9060S

Multisync
Proscreen TT

large screen

n/a

£979.00

NOTE: (a) Stands: t/t = tilt-and-turn.

(b) Controls: hs=horizotnai size; vs=vertical size; hp =horizontal position; vp =vertical position; v =volume; b=brightness; en=contrast; cl=colour; g =green screen
(c) Philips CubeTV has three speakers: woofer,tweeter and ordinary mono.
(d) Eizo multisync has colour/mono control and amber screen control.
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Fire and Ice

17.45

20.95
6.96

First Letters (under 5's)
Fists of Fury (Comp)

6.96
17.45

3D Construction Kit

26.96

Flight Simulator 2

23.95

4 Wheel Drive (Comp)
4D Sports Driving

20.95
20.95

Flood

GAME

PRICE

2 - Hot 2-Handle (Comp)
2000 Leagues Under the Sea

A.P.B
A320 Airbus

6.96
50Hz 25.99

Action Masters (Comp)
Addams Family
Advanced Destroyer Sim

20.95
17.45

Advanced Fruit Machine

5.95

After Burner

6.96

7.95

Agony
Air Sea Supremacy (Comp)

17.45
20.95

Alcatraz

17.45

Altered Beast
Ancient Rome
Another World

ArkanoidH- Revenge of Doh

6.96
17.45

6.96
17.45
17.45

Award Winners (Comp)
Baby Jo

17.45
17.45

Ball Game

6.96

Barbarian n (Budget)
Barbarian n (Psygnosis)

6.96
17.45

Bat

23.95

Batman - Caped Crusader

Football Crazy (Comp)

17.45

Football Director 2

17.45

Forgotten Worlds
Formula 1 Grand Prix (Budget)
Formula 1 Grand Prix (MP)
Fun School 3 (5-7)
Fun School 4 (5-7)
Fun School 4 (7-11)
Fun School 4 (under 5's)

6.96
4.49
23.95
17.45
17.45
17.45
17.45

Microprose Golf
Midnight Resistance

G-Loc

17.45

Mystical
Myth

Galactic Empire

6.96

Armour Geddon
Atomino

8.95

6.96

6.96

Gauntlet H
Gauntlet m

6.96
17.45

Ghostbusters 2
Godfather
Gods
Golden Axe

6.96
20.96
17.45
7.95

Graham Soilness
Soccer Manager
Graham Taylor's Soccer
Great Napoleonic Battles

6.96
17.45
20.95

Hard Drivin' E

17.46.

Harlequin

17.45

Head Over Heels

6.96

6.96

Heimdall

Battle Chess

8.95

Beach Volley

6.96

Beastbusters

17.45

Henriettas Book of Spells (7-14) ...17.45
Heroquest
17.45
Heroquest - Data Disk
11.95
Heroquest - Twin Pack
20.95

Batman - The Movie

Better Maths (12-16)
Better Spelling (8-adult)

17.95
17.95

23.95

Billiards 2 Simulator

17.45

Hitchhikers Guide to the Galaxy....7.95
Home Accounts 2
39.95

Bitmap Brothers - volume 1
Bitmap Brothers - volume 2

17.45
17.45

Hook
Hot Rubber

Blue Max

20.95

Hoversprint

Blues Brothers

17.45

Hudson Hawk
Hunt for Red October
Hunter
Ian Botham's Cricket

Board Genius

17.45

Bonanza Brothers

17.45

Brides of Dracula

17.45

Bubble Bobble
Builderland
Cabal

13.95
6.96

Cadaver - The Payoff
Captain Planet
Captive

11.95
17.45
17.45

Carrier Command
Cartoon Collection

7.95
17.45

Champions (Comp)
Championship Manager
Chart Attack - vol 1 (Comp)

13.95
20.95
20.95

Chase HQ 1

17.46
8.95

Cisco Heat
Cohort
Colossus Chess X
Combo Racer

17.45
20.96
17.45
6.96

Continental Circus

Crazy Cars
Cruise for a Corpse
Cyberconm

Daley Thompson's Olym. Chal

James Pond

Jim Power
Jimmy White's Whirlwind
Snooker
John Barnes Euro. Football

17.45
11.95
6.96

Kick Off + Extra Time

6.96

Kick Off II (1/2 Meg)
Killing Game Show
Knightmare
Knights of the Sky
1 meg only

7.95

6.96
19.95
17.45

20.95

1 meg only
Junior Typist (5-10)
Jupiter's Masterdrive

6.96 Kult
Last Ninja II

13.95
17.45
20.95
23.96
6.96

6.96
17.45

Defenders of the Crown
Deuteros

7.95
20.95

Last Ninja m

Devpac ST V2.25

31.95

Leander

Die Hard 2

17.45

Leather Goddess of Phobos

Dizzy Collection
Dizzy's Excellent Adventures
Double Dragon 1
Double Dragon II
Double Dragon m
Dragon Ninja
Dragons Lair-Singes Castle

17.45
17.45
7.95
7.95
17.45
6.96
23.95

Legend

20.95

Leisure Suit Larry 3
Lemmings
Lemmings Levels (data disk)

23.95
17.45
13.95

Driller
Duck Tales
Edd The Duck
Elf
Elvira H

6.96
17.45
6.96
17.45
23.95

Epic

20.96

Ml Tank Platoon

20.95

Euro Football Champ

17.45

20.95
17.45
20.95
6.96
20.95
6.96
17.45

17.45

Lemmings Levels (stand alone) ...17.45
Leonardo
Life and Death
Lineker Collection

6.96
17.45
13.95

Lombard RAC Rally

6.96

Lost Patrol

17.45

Lotus Esprit Turbo Challenge
Lotus Turbo Challenge n

7.95
17.45

F-16 Combat Pilot

17.45

F-19 Stealth Fighter

20.95

Maddog Williams
Magic Pockets
Magic Storybook
Magicland Dizzy
Magnetic Scrolls Collection

F-29 Retaliator

17.45

Manchester United

Exile

17.45

F-15 Strike Eagle n

23.95

7.95

6.96

20.95

Soccer Match

Midwinter H

23.95

Mig 29M Super Fulcrum
Monty Python

26.95
7.95

Soccer Stars (comp)
Sooty & Sweep
Space 1889
Space Ace n
Space Crusade
Space Gun
Special Forces
Spellbound
Spirit of Excahbur
Sporting Gold
Sports Best

Moonwalker

6.96

7.95
17.45

Narc

6.96

Navy Moves
Neighbours
New Zealand Story
Nightbreed- action game

6.96
17.45
6.96
6.96

Nine Lives

17.45

Ninia Collection

13.95

Nitro

7.95

North & South

6.96

Soccer Manager - Multi Player

Spot
ST Dragon
Starglider II
Steel Empire

17.45

13.95
6.96
7.95
1 meg only 20.95

6.96
6.96
17.45

Pacific Islands

20.95

Pang
Paperboy 2

6.96
17.45

STOS Compiler

13.95

STOS The Creator

20.95

Parasol Stars

17.45

Strider

6.96

Pirates

17.45

Striker

17.45

Pit Fighter
Plan 9 from Outer Space
Platinum (Comp)

17.45
23.95
17.45

Subbeteo

Platoon

6.96

Powerdrift

6.96

Predator 1
Predator 2

6.96
17.45

Prince of Persia

17.45

Pro Tennis Tour 2

17.45

Proflight
Projectyle
Psyborg
PuffysSage

29.45
8.95
17.45
6.96

Push-Over

17,46

Puzznic

17.45

Quest and Glory (Comp)
Quest for Adventure (Comp}
R-Typel
R-TypeB

20.95
23.95
6.96
17.45

R.B.I. Baseball 2
Race Drivin'

20.95
20.95

Railroad Tycoon

1 meg only 23.95

Rainbow Collection

13.95

Rainbow Islands

6.96

Rambom
Realms
Red Heat

6.96
20.95
6.96

Renegade
Rick Dangerous I
Rick Dangerous II

6.96
6.96
17.45

Risk
Roadblasters
Robin Hood

13.95
6.96
17.45

Robin Smith's Int. Cricket

17.45

Robocod

17.45

RobocopI
Robocop II
Robocop III
Rocket Ranger

6.96
17.45
17.45
7.95

Rodland

17.45

Rolling Ronny

17.45

Rotox
Run The Gauntlet

7.95
6.96

Samurai - Way of the Warrior
Sea, Soft & Sun (Comp)
Secret of Monkey Island
1 meg only

20.95
17.45
17.45

Sensible Soccer
Shadow of the Beast II

17.45
17.45

Shadow Sorceror

19.95

Shadow Warriors

Fantasy World Dizzy

6.96

Fast Food

5.95

Maniac Mansion

17.45

Final Command

6.96

Maths Mania (8-12)
Maupiti Island

17.95
20.95

Shoe People
Silent Service II

6.96
20.95
6.96

17.45
1 meg only 20.95

3^2
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Double Sided

6.96

17.45
6.96
20.95
23.95
17.45
17.45
23.95
13.95
20.95
20.95
17.45

Operation Thunderbolt
Operation Wolf
Outrun Europa

Shadowlands
Sherman M4

17.45

17.45

Sir Fred

Midwinter 1

Manchester United Europe

Final Fight

20.95

Simpsons

7.95

Powermonger
20.95
Powermonger Data Disk (WW1)...11.95

6.96
17.46

Sim Earth

17.45

7.95
20.95
20.95

1 meg only 17.45

18.95
20.95

Smash TV

17.45

6.96

Jaguar XJ220

7.95

Sim City (game)
Sim City/Populous

23.95
6.96

Power Pack (Comp)

7.95

Silkworm

Sky Chase

17.45

6.96

Ivanhoe

17.45
17.45

20.95
20.95

6.96

Italia '90

Mercs
Metal Mutant

Populous II (1 meg)
Populous n (1/2 meg)

Imperium
8.95
Impossible Mission 2
6.96
Indiana Jones & L Crusade (ACT) .6.96
IndyHeat
;..17.45
International Ice Hockey
6.96

6.96

Chips Challenge
ChuckYeager2

20.95
17.45

IK+

6.96

Mavis Beacon Teaches Typing
20.95
Max (Comp)
20.95
Mega Twins
17.45
Mega-Lo-Mania/First Samurai
20.95
Megatraveller 1
1 meg only 20.95

Steve Davis Snooker

6.96

Storm Master

20.95

STOS 3D

23.95

6.96

Super Monaco G.P.
Super Off Road
Super Sega (Comp)
Super Space Invaders
Superbase Personal n

17.45
7.95
20.95
17.45
64.95

Supecars
supercars n
Supernova - fruit machine
Supremacy
Suspicisous Cargo
Swap

6.96
17.45
6.96
20.95
17.45
17.45

Switchblade 1

6.96

Switchblade H

17.45

T-Pack(Comp)
T.N.T. 2 (Comp)

6.96
20.95

Table Tennis

6.96

Team Suzuki

17.45

Terminator n

17.45

The Manager

20.95

Thunderhawk

20.95

Tip Off

17.45

Titus The Fox

17.45

Told

17.46

Top Banana
Top League (Comp)
Toyota Celica
Treasure Island Dizzy

17.45
20.95
6.96
4.49

Turricanll

6.96

Double Density
QUANTITY

£4.75
£9.25
£11.30
£13.25

35
40

£15.10
£16.90

45
50
80

£18.80
£20.50
£32.45

100
120
150
200
300
400
500

£36.90
£43.70
£53.85
£68.95
£103.45
£135.95
£167.50

WITH LABELS & WARRANTY

BOXES
(with keys & dividers)
10
40
50
80
100
120

Slimpack
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity
capacity

150 Deluxe stackable

Python 1 (QS130F)
Maverick 1 (QS128F)
125+

9.25
13.75
9.00

The Bug

13.50

Star Probe

13.50

Untouchables

Competion Pro 5000 - blackl3.75
Speedking A/F
11.00
Navigator A/F
13.75
Topstar (SV127)
21.50
Supercharger (SV123)
9.00

6.96

Utopia
Venus The Flytrap

20.95
6.96

Video Kid
Vidi -ST & Vidi-Chrome

17.45
96.35

Virtual Reality 1 (Comp)
Virtual Reality 2 (Comp)

20.95
17.45

Viz

7.95

Votfied

Voyager

17.46

6.96

Vroom

17.45

Warriors of Releyne

20.95

Warzone

13.95

West European Tour
Scenery disk

12.95

Wild Wheels

17.45

Winter Supersports '92

17.45

Wizzball
Wizkid

6.96
17.46

Wolfchild

17.45

Wonderland

20.95

Wold Class Leaderboard

6.96

Wold Class Rugby

17.45

Wrestlemania

17.45

Xybots

6.96

Z-Out

6.96

Sting Ray A/F
Megastar A/F (SV133)

Philips CM8833 II monitor .246.75
Zydec disk drive
57.95
Mouse

14.75

Mouse Mat

2.95

Mouse House

2.95

Dustcover

3.65

Disk Cleaner

3.75

to

071- 608 - 0624

Cheques/Postal Orders to

DataGem Ltd, Dept STF, 23 Pitfield Street, London, Nl 6HB
Showroom open Monday - Friday 10am - 6pm Exit 2, Old Street Tube
All orders taken subject to our standard terms & conditions

12.50
22.00

MISCELLANEOUS

Overseas orders - Postage charged at cost,

E&OE

21.95

Turtles 2 - The Coin Op
17.45
U.M.S. n
1 meg only 20.95
Underpressure
6.96

es will be sent as they are released and are su'

(10.00am - 10.00pm, 7 days not an answer phone)

0.94
4.95
5.60
6.30
6.80
8.75

JOYSTICKS

vnces lnciuoe ua postage emu vs\i aiia die cruci/uvu ^"^^

Credit Card orders:

PRICE

10
20
25
30

SCREENPLA

f*!!f
ED RICKETTS

PAULA RICHARDS

JON PILLAR

Do not touch. Do not

Treat Paula nicely and
she'll reward you with
her stirring story of how
she escaped from a trav
elling circus at the age of
seven. It was travelling
at the time, which is why

You know when you get
that uneasy feeling that
someone's watching

Lloyd by na
by nature. Yes, indeed,
Chris is actually a small

habits. On the phone, he
speaks just loud enough

you? That's Jon. You
know that person who

branch bank somewhere

so you can almost hear

in Cheshire. He offers

reporter on the TV with a

very competitive rates on
mortgages and a wide

him but not quite. He
stands in queues and
leaves just before he's

she's now terrified of

blank face? That's Jon.

range of white goods,

served. Most of all he en

happened." He's lived his

clowns, particularly

You know Jon Pillar?

which he sells round the

life by that credo, and, by

those on motor-bikes.

That's Jon.

back of a Sunday.

joys upsetting small chil
dren by talking to them.

approach. If sighted, call
the police, the fire
brigade and a reliable
psychiatrist. Then run
away and hide, and

watch the firemen argue
with the policeman.
Ignore the psychiatrist that was a red herring.

.S LEACH

stands behind the news

James has some *-

"Whenever two milk

floats shall meet, they
shall stop and exchange
much milk, whereupon
they shall restart and
carry on as if nothing had

God, it shows.

COMPLETE SOLUTIONS TO DIZZY. PRINCE
OF THE YOLKFOLKMiD ELF* CHEATS FOR

SCREENPLAY

>

PRINCE OF PERSIA, POPULOUS 2 AND TEN
OF YOUR FAVOURITE ST GAMES - PAGE 88

Welcome to the new improved cut-out-'n'-keep
Screenplay Intro. Simply cut out this page and keep
it. Month by month, you can build up a collection of
Screenplay Intros, until eventually you have a com
plete set. And a worthless pile of mutilated STFs...

BEATEN TO A
PULP THIS
MONTH
and then spread on toast

(lightly buttered and gently browned
under a moderate grill)

,JtsV i-^'i 'f&\ /i®\ /$&t

- >-.vv: .-"••^rv...*-.v«iV.
THE

ADDAMS

FAMILY

They're creepy and they're kooky.
But they're not, are they? They're
rather sad and predictable and out
dated. (Note: the views of the writer
are not necessarily those of the

management, but that's only

because the management is wrong.)

EPIC

ISHAR

-

LEGEND

The scene: a programming team's
office sometime in 1983. "Listen,
I've had this great idea for a game.

OF THE FORTRESS
Realising that the captions were
going to get rather silly, the charac

It's called Epic..." Some time has

ters in Ishar decided to form a

passed - it's now 1992. "Listen, I've
had this great idea. Let's finish the
game." And lo, it was done.

collective and do their own caption.
Unfortunately it got replaced by one

PAGE 70

PAGE SO

saying that Ishar is the new RPG

from Silmarils and a follow-up to
Crystals of Arborea.
PAGE 78

THE ADDAMS FAMILY

8

CARTOON COLLECTION

8

EPIC

7

ISHAR - LEGEND OF
THE FORTRESS

7

PARASOL STARS

7

SPACE CRUSADE

7

WARRIORS OF

RELEYNE

WINTER SPORTS '92
WIZKID

THE ST FORMAT
REVIEW POLICY
PARASOL

STARS

"So," said Bub, "if nothing is abso
lute, then everything is relative."
Bob nodded. "So that means," con
tinued Bub in a scary lights-on-butno-one-home way, "that we're in the
new game from Ocean." "Good

grief," said Bub, "you're right."
PAGE 72

SPACE CRUSADE
The scene: the same programming
team's office, just after the last bit.

WIZKID

"So," Bub went on in an appearingin-the-wrong-caption sort of way,

"Have you seen Gremlin's new

"that means we can't be in Ocean's

game? It's the follow-up to Hero

other newie, Sensible Software's
zany follow-up to Wizball, Wizkid?"

Quest and is based on the board

game, apparently." "Be quiet. I'm
trying to finish Epic."
PAGE 74

"Good grief," said Bob again, "do
shut up."

• It is ST FORMAT policy to review only finished
games - that is, the games you could actually buy in
the shops - never incomplete or demo versions.

• We review all games released, but only when they
are finished. We won't be rushed into reviewing
unfinished games to beat our "competitors."

PAGE 76
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SCREENPLAY

game review

EPIC
Oh say can you see, by the dawn's
early light, the smoke from that
Rexxon craft, going down as we

laughed mani-cally? Da da-da da da
daaa, da da-da da da daaaa, etc and
so on. The game: Epic. The reviewer:
Ed Ricketts. The theme: American.

• Aren't Rexxon a make of staples? It's not very frightening having a fleet of sta

ples comingafter you, is it? I mean, what are they goingto do, prickyou slightly?

The punchline: missing
There are several things in life you
really don't want. You don't want

come up with a little number known as
the Epic craft. This is, plainly speaking,

to

the dog's testicles - apart from a few
niggling faults, like the fact that it runs
out of fuel every five minutes. With this

appear in an advert for The Sun. And
you don't want to get the massed

- your job is to wipe out the entire

hordes of the Rexxon empire annoyed.

Rexxon fleet and protect your own

Ah, now there's the problem, you
see. You sort of already have. Ifs like
this: your sun is about to go supernova,
so the boffins on your world decide to
hoik the entire population off to another

peeps from complete and utter destruc

to become involved in a clandes

tine

Mafia

instance.

drugs

You

don't

ring,
want

for

planet on huge ships. Problem is, this
means passing through the Rexxon's
territory. Relations between your planet
and the Rexxons' haven't been at their

best ever since they called your planet

a poof when they were down the pub
one night. So the presence of several
sodding great battle cruisers drifting
through the Rexxon Neutral Zone gets
their backs up just a little.

little beastie - or rather, three of them

tion. Hey, ifs a snip.
SEX

DEATH

HORROR

Epic is a game of monumental destruc
tion, eight missions of it, all depicted in

gut-wrenching 3D. The missions usually
have two objectives each, involving as
much sabotage of the Rexxon Empire

as possible. For example, the second
objective of the first mission has you
destroying a deep space tracking sta
tion on the planet Amragan Nine to
enable your fleet to go past. Inter
spersed with these sneaky missions are

But never fear. Your scientists,

the more direct confrontations in space

busy chaps that they are, have also

- that is, the bits where you and the

Rexxons shoot seven shades of saffron

bitmapped backdrops and 3D objects -

out of each other. There's a password

very effective.

given for each sucessfully completed
BUT

mission.

Whether you happen to be in space
or on the planet, the speed of the

graphics is neverless than zippy. There
are some scorching effects, too - if
you blow a car off the monorail, it
doesn't just explode, it flies offthe road
and lies on the side, smouldering. In
between the missions are animated

interludes featuring a mix of detailed

WITHOUT

THE

SEX

Your craft is fitted with the sort of

weapons that would make the Iraqis
jealous, but on certain missions only
some of them are available. The most

basic is yer laser rifle which is pretty
pathetic; then you've got yer proton

pulse cannon, yer ion beam, photon tor
pedoes, the neutron Epical laser -

EPIC, OR BLOODY MINDED?
So why the hell did Epic take such a terrif
ically long time to be released then, eh?
Well, It's all the fault of that Amoeba

wrong. There were tons of snags and pit
falls which put back the release date
again and again, because both formats

games machine. Thegame was developed

had to be released simultaneously. Even

on the ST and most of It was finished last

tually, though, the Amoeba version was

December, hence our preview In the Jan
uary issue. But then the conversion to the
Amoeba began, and things went horribly

sorted out and the game's now available.

Mind you, the game's been In develop
ment for a year and half anyway.

LONG LONG AGO, IN A GALAXY JUST OVER THERE...
As the violence unfolds, there are animated sequences between the

see them the very first time around, but the chances are you're going to

\ Whack up the volume, and
/

_ / music: "You will not defeat
for I am the light side of the force, and anyway

"Yes! Got ya, you heinous slime-eating scumbag .

you're not my dad." At this point you might be feel

an alien sonofabitch!"

ing a little foolish. Go and read a book or something
sensible like that.

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

you

your ship o

you're out of fuel. Instead of drifting in space like
an intergalactic vegetable-like growth, press
<Enter> to cheat, then return to step one.

3d me review

• On the planet of - hang on a second,
I'll just have a look In the manual -

• The Mother of Wars, the objective of
which Is to - what was ft again? - ah

Grand Uzar? No, that's something
else... um... Potead, that's it. Yes, on
the planet of Potead, there's this sod
ding great cannon, you see, but it's

destruction." I dunno, is it worth it,
really? I mean, It's only going to go on
sinking ever more slowly into the pit of

nowhere near as hard as It looks. Blast

yes, "save the human race from total

decadence, with Its episodes of
Baywatch and its 26-part magazines on

It a few times and It's pink champagne
with little umbrellas, cherries and

how Vietnam really was quite fun, actu

cucumbers all round.

ally, now, Isn't It?

which can destroy a city in one blast -

compatible with Mega 4 machines." Er,
yes it is, actually.

and, of course, the Cobalt Salted Anti
matter Doomsday Device, which is

used for wiping out troublesome plan
ets - not the sort of thing you take on
every mission. The Rexxons don't have

all this nightmare technological machin
ery, but they do outnumber you by four
to one. Gulp, in a very real sense.
As mentioned, the Epic has a ten
dency to run out of fuel very quickly partly because its defence shields con

sume such a lot of the stuff. Luckily
there are fuel pods and ships hanging
around the planets and in space, which
can be located and picked up using a
standard fuelscoop. The pods are
extremely small, though, and you need
to spend quite a bit of time just search
ing for the damn things. You can always

cheat and press <Enter>, which gives
you all the weapons and refuels you.

• [Note: you need a working knowledge

bus. Lovely old England. Cream teas!
Father's hands on the steering wheel!
Honestly, nanny, I never touched It!"

• We really must apologise for the
depressing nature of that caption over
there, the one about Baywatch. It's just
that, y'know, sometimes it all gets too
much... It all seems so pointless...
sometimes you just wonder, Is life what
you make It? Or is life an abstract term
applied to organisms that have
metabolism, growth, the ability to
reproduce and that respond to stimuli?

and get that blood stirring. Ifs the

isn't perhaps the awesome megagame

music that Star Wars nicked and mixed

it was shaping up to be, but it does
come pretty close. For speed and detail

of Fry and Laurie sketches to under

stand this caption.] "Good afternoon,
ladies and gentlemen, and welcome to
Lords on this marvellous afternoon. Oh

look, there's a bus going down GarboldIsham Road. A marvellous number 29

up a bit, and it suits the game perfectly.
VERDICT: Epic is the best blaster the

of graphics,

ST has seen for a long time. Ifs been
so long since anyone has bothered to

spend the time and effort to put
together a shoot-'em-up with quality
graphics and sound - and not just
some piddling, horizontally-scrolling
thing. The satisfaction of wasting wave
after wave of scum-sucking alien trash
comes flooding back as soon as you
see the Rexxon horde. If you don't feel
your bloodlust rising when you're con

fronted with the 1000-odd enemy ships
of the Mother of Wars, see a doctor.
The samples could have been a lit
tle better - particularly some of the fir
ing noises - but the music is absolutely
superb. Almost the entire Mars move

Oddly enough this cheat is listed in the

ment from The Planet Suite, sampled
and spliced together pretty well,

manual. And while we're on the odd-

accompanies the intra and between

ness, the box boasts that "Epic is not

mission screens - whack up the volume

SCREENPLAY

OR

EVEN

THE

HORROR

But it ain't hard. Once you're used to
the game, you can play through the
entire set of eight missions in a little

only Thunderhawk can

touch it at the moment. Master it now

and you'll be ready for the Falcon ver
sion. Now there's something worth get
ting excited about.
ED RICKETTS

over three hours. For once, though, this
doesn't matter all that much. Unlike

Another World, whichyou'd only want to

EPIC

complete more than once if someone

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

had a gun to your head, the sheer satis
faction of blowing aliens out of the sky
and off the planet is reason enough to
load up the game once again. Besides,
you can always set yourself extra chal
lenges, like only using one weapon to

OCEAN £29.9

.

• Epic's onlycompetitor is TJiunderha
of style,speedand3Dgraphics...

• ...Although DID's own Robocop 3 co
but it's notquiteso frenetic as this.

'=

complete a particular scenario.

• Samplesaren'tas goodas Robo3's
sampledmusicis exceptional.

The between-mission sequences,
lavish and well-done as they are, quickly
become annoying, and, though you can
skip them, it would be good to have an
option to turn them off altogether. Epic

OT RATING 91 %

KNOW YOUR ENEMY. KNOW YOUR RIGHTS. NO FUTURE
Er, yo! Now listen up, you guys. Kowalski, stop fiddling with that. Now,
these guys are outthere to toast your ass, so Iwant to see blood. I

want to see violence, I want to see Fire Walk With Me, but it's notout
vet so Ican't, Iwant to see Sheryl Lee naked, I... I'll shut up now

ariM~

•

See

•

they are.

; away

useless. Y

about it, almost. Sheesh

rpedo at

them. Big bunch of girls' blouses.

woaah! Now that's more like it. One of the

Rexxon big bastard motherships. As Mark "Look,
just because the only film anyone knows me from

is Star Wars doesn't mean I'm a has-been, okay?"
Hamill would say, "Look at the size of that thing."
(Fnarr fnarr.)
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SCREENPLAY

game

review

PARASOL
STARS
Julia Somerville once said in a can

did interview, "Hey, that Rainbow
Islands is pretty good, isn't it?"
And, of course, she was right.
Rainbow islands was good. So

good in fact, that before Parasol Stars
appeared in the ST FORMAT office, the
team was chewing its nails, fretting its
nerves, fraying its tempers and making

cups of coffee with two spoonfuls of
granules and no milk or sugar.
Then it came. And it came com

plete with a manual explaining the plot.
What seems to have happened is that

• Casually, with a flick of his frighteningly-coloured umbrella, Bub destroys
the grand piano that's been plaguing
him for several minutes. If Freud was

• The twins Bub and Bob travel their crazy solar system in Parasol Stars. They
have to mend each of the planets in turn by poking the baddies with their umbrel

alive today, he'd be turning in his grave.

las - this gives you an opportunity to go for a wee in between the worlds.

Chaostikahn a violent habitual
offender- has unleashed some baddies

the baddies. Water droplets, fire drops,

ber of ways of playing the game. You

lightning bolts and stars fall from the

can work out various strategies and

over the seven planets that Bub and
Bob call home. Our heroes must fight
once more, but this time armed with
colourful parasols. But enough of this
insulting plot nonsense.

top of many of the screens. These can

make use of different effects to beat

be collected on the umbrellas, and can
be fired across the screen at the nas

each level. Sometimes ifs possible to

The seven worlds are divided into

levels, each being one or two screens

in width, and one in height. A mildly
amusing theme has been attached to
each world, and this is echoed in the
levels, for example World One is the
music kingdom, World Two the wood

ties, which kills them.
These two methods of wiping out
the baddies and clearing the screens
doesn't sound very inspiring, but sur
prisingly it provides an enormous num-

umbrella your way through, though at
other times you've got to fire the
objects. A combination of both works
best, of course.

As you might hope, there are loads
of collectables with varying effects, and
tons of bonuses for doing weird and
clever things. Every level has got some

thing new to work out, and you tend to

land domain and so on.

Bub - and Bob, if two-player mode

tic traumatised - urn, well, I'm not sure
what it is actually, since you asked.

be Edward de Bono.

with - er, things and it looks and feels
absolutely great.
So the graphics are excellent, the
sound effects are good and the pro

VERDICT: Oh dear. This description

baddies with their umbrellas (not para

sols, pleasel This cripples the enemy.
Another poke and they disappear, inex

plicably leaving

some edible item

behind for the players to collect. But
there are better ways of dealing with

doesn't really seem to do the game jus
• Don't they make a lovely couple? (Of
what I'd rather not say. Even cute ST
animations can initiate litigation
against people who call them spine
less, sickening little mother's boys).

AINDROPS KEEP FALLING
ON MY PARASOL

you're subjected to a strenuous fight
against some weird programmer's
vision of a nightmarish post-apocalyp

stumble across most of the features by
accident - unless you just happen to

has been selected - wanders around

the platforms on each level, poking the

• At the completion of each world,

tice. You see, Parasoi Stars is brilliant.
Ifs reminiscent of Bubble Bobble, but

fortunately has much more going on.
The graphics are well up to Rainbow
Islands' standard and there are plenty

of catchy Bubble Bobble-ish tunes, too.
The beautifully-drawn and animated
nasties follow you around smoothly,

gramming is very high quality. Ifs also
immensely addictive. The difficulty level
is set just right, and, once you start
playing, you can't stop.
Any gripes? No, except that codes
for the different worlds would

have

sion detection or sub-standard move

been helpful. Overall, though, ifs a mar
vellous arcade game, so go and get
Parasolled, then wave bye-bye to those
going-to-bed-at-night blues.

ment routines. Each screen is packed

JAMES LEACH

and there's never a hint of poor colli

PARASOL STARS
OCEAN £25.99
Like an updated, uprated Bubble Bobble, with
tonsmoredetail, depth, andsomething that means
payability beginning with d.

• Certainly as good as Rainbow Islands, with simi
largraphics andstyle. And very, dareit k°•
• If Bub waits for five droplets (of
anything) to collect on his canopy,
one massive droplet Is created, which

• On this level, a tidal wave of water
- presumably - is released, which cas
cades along the platforms and wipes

stays on top until he - well, you actu
ally - decides to Are it at something.

touch and shows that there are loads

out all the baddies it hits. It's a good

of hidden tricks you can find If you
experiment.

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

cutesy.
i see Julia's face when

• Not raining cats and dogs, but hailing
taxis. Okay, so it's not completely true
- it is raining cats and dogs, after all.
What does it matter anyway? All you
have to do Is parasol 'em.

m RATING 91

BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOT

with the new ST input/output port £26.95
Now you can use your ST to switch electric motors,
respond to sensors and control roboticdevices.

8 outputs formotors etc. Upto 13 inputs forsensors.
Easy to program in GFA, Hisoft, STOS & ST Basic:
listings given in 21 page User Manual.

Revolutionary design allows the Port to be plugged into the
STParallelPort&Joystick Porthence low price.
"A MORE VERSATILE DEVICE ENABLING A MUCH GREATER
DIVERSITY OF PROJECTS TO BE TACKLED
JUST WHAT
YOU NEED TO GET STARTEDWITH HARDWARE PROJECTS"
ST FORMAT JULY 92.

CURRENT PROJECTS by Switchsoft IO Port Owners: Amoving mannequin, Burglar alarm,

Control ofModel Tanks, Control of a Telescope, Time-Lapse Cine Camera, Robotic Arm. Your own
imaginationand creativity are the only bounds.

AMAZING SENSOR & CONTROL EXPERIMENTERS KITS
Plug into the I/O Port above (Nosoldering required). Can be usedinyour own projects.
KIT ONE £27.95 (new design) £1 OFF if purchased with I/O Portabove.

6 Electronic projects including 1 Relay Module, Electric Motor, Light Bulb, Tilt Sensor, 4 LEDs. Reed

Switch, Push Switch,. Software
—,,„«.*. and
«,,« ,,*,_,_
FREE "Guide
wu,^^ to
,^ ST
^ Interfacing1'
Dnubiiiy (21
'" pages]. Additional' relay
modules £11.95 each (plug into thePort and provide a "Software Controlled Switch").

KIT 2 Photo Sensor Circuit. Adjustable threshold. Ideal as optical sensor for robots. £19.95
KIT 3 Mains Controller Module. Mains appliances just plug in. UK only. Handles 15 amps. £25.95
KIT 4 BUGGY KIT Amazing new product. Requires kit 1+2 double pole relay modules (£14.70 each)

No soldering required. Assembled in 20 mins. Powered by 2 slow speed reversible gearbox motors. 5
metres of umbilical cable £39.90,

ROBOTICS CONSTRUCTION SUPPLIES:
Buggy Kit, Gears, Gearboxes, Wheels, Axles, Electric Ram, etc. Phone for details.
ST fo HIFI CONNECTOR

(High quality]. Plugs into the monitor socket.
You can still usea monitor. 4 metres long
with 2 phono plugs to connect with hifi.
£10.95 (ST) £7.95 (STE)

ST fo HEADPHONE CONNECTOR

Price £10.95 (ST) £7.95 (STE)
UNCONDITIONAL
GUARANTEE

If not completely
satisfied, you may
return any product
within 14 days for a full
refund.

PAINTPOT

The Alternative Graphics Package
Trial price £9.95
Computerart made easy
Create GIANT POSTERS withyour printer. Use
the graphics in your WP or DTP. Hundredsof
users swear by it because it is so nice to use yet
has all the powerful features. Paintpotruns in
mono &colour. Including manual.

Please send cheque payable io SWITCHSOFT
or ring Switchsoft on (0325) 464423.
Prices include P&P. Overseas add £4.

SWITCHSOFT, Dept. STF892,
26 Ridgeway, Darlington,
SWITCHSOFT

Co. Durham DL3 0SF

PC/IBM/ATARI ST/AMIGA
Public Domain and Shareware

The best price you will come across, we will
match any price. We have 4,000 disks to
choose from STARTING AT 80P.

Please write for a free disk containing full
information on software available.

Please state which computer you own and
the disk size you require.
DATA STORE

291 Kirkdal, Sydenham, London SE26 4QE
Name:

Computer:
Street:
Town:

II never I

my firs

.ded me gently throug,

fraught, nervous days. Proud, haughty
and oblivious to all danger."

asSB-17. It's a flying experien
you'll never forget.

City:
Postcode:

eased first on IBt

rmpatibles, followe
Commodore Amiga
and Atari ST.
MicroProse Ltd. Unit I

Hampton Road Industrial
Estate, Tetbury, Glos. GL8
8LD. UK. Tel 0666 504 326

SOFTWARE

SCREENPLAY

game

review

SPACE CRUSADE
This is a region beyond the ken of
mankind, where Chaos holds dominion
and travellers are at the mercy of time
whirlpools and eddies, presumably War

ing and Ricketts. The one good thing

larger parts in between, so cheap inter
stellar travel for the common joe
became a reality. The doddery old sci
entist was slapped on the back, given a

large pension, courted by the world's
chat-show hosts and finally assassi

nated by the military who had already
discovered warp space and didn't take

too kindly to people shimmering
through on day-trips to the planet
Oomian when they were trying to use it
to conquer the universe on the quiet.
It's not too difficult to guess what

you're using this twilight zone for in
Space Crusade but, just as a hint,
you're not shimmering through on a
day-trip to the planet Oomian.
You are, in fact, the commander of
a chapter of marines so tough that they
can defeat the dreaded needle-toothed

nightmare beast of Cronius V using only
•a stick and crack walnuts with their
cleft chins as an encore. Your aim in life

is to ascend the anti-gravity chute of
success, from humble beginnings as

EAT PLASMA
Not everyone's cup of tea, wargames - all
that strategic thinking and tactical stuff.
Then there's the fortunes of war to deal

with - those unexpected wildcards that
thwart the best laid plans. Space Crusade
is classic small scale wargame with

plenty of sexy hardware and dribbling

./

• Choosing your chapter. We've
decided to plump for the Ultra Marines,

for although the Blood Angels are
acknowledged as the masters of handto-hand combat, the Ultra Marines are
the only chapter to be named after a

missions to choose from,

ranging from those where
you plod around and shoot
some tremendously sad
opponents, right up to the
full-scale assault scenario

shade of blue.

Sergeant to the heady heights and
large salary of Captain Supremus. To

where you have to snatch
a top-secret weapon from

• Stocking up on weapons is an important part of
pre-game preparations. Be sure to balance heavy
weaponry against the lighter, but more efficient,
hand guns. Now, would sir like that disgustingly
lethal plasma rifle with the fearsomely unstable
nuclear power pack in green or autumn lilac?

under the noses of creatures that would

through a spaceship and shooting
things. However, before you can get to
business, you have to kit out your crew.
First, you choose which of the three

more than slightly distress the alien
from Alien. Moving, firing, hand-to-hand
combat and so on are all controlled by
clicking on the appropriate icon, then
on the equally appropriate marine. The
game is played on a crisp 'n' clear 2D
plan map, with the combat sequences
shown in impressively big but poorly-

battle-hardened chapters you want to

animated isometric 3D. You can switch

accomplish this, you have to take on a
variety of unpleasant and shockingly
dangerous tasks, all of which revolve
around the central theme of clumping

command. If you've got a couple of
friends lying around, rope them in to
take over the others. Alternatively, just
pretend and give yourself another chap

ter for good luck. The possibilities are,
quite literally, extremely small. Once
you've done this, it's time for a quick
shufti around the weapon shop and a
short stop at the special equipment
emporium to see the hi-tech equivalents
of "Get Out of Jail Free" cards, before
your jumps or frantic button pressing just brains and a spot of luck. Taking your
team of battle-scarred marines into the

warp zone for a spot of forces-of-chaos
bashing is jolly good fun, if not slightly
dangerous in a sort of imminent death
way. It's an almost direct copy of the orig
inal boardgame and a rather good game it
is, too.
Alternate STF Rating - 78%

CHRIS LLOYD

aliens. No joystick skills need, no timing

permanently to this mode, but it makes
for one hell of a cluttered screen. In this

kind of game sound hardly matters
which, luckily, is exactly the excuse that
the programmers were looking for.

misses, is not my idea of fun. In addi
tion, if you survive such encounters,
you can thrill to the equally random
chance of one of your men being
caught in a booby trap, or being
seduced by the forces of Chaos, or
walking into a door or something.
Addictive qualities? Lasting appeal? Pah!
Terminal boredom is staved off by
the fact you can play with or against
your friends - the best scenario has
you pitted directly against each other but then there's little point in not buying
the board game instead. Plus, with that,

you can play the aliens. On the whole, a
tepid and unsatisfying little number.

VERDICT: Space Crusade looks like it
might be fun right up until the point at
which you start playing. The main prob
lem is, everything in the game is totally
random. It's all very well to strategically
deploy your marines in a manner guar
anteed to draw admiring gasps from
Uncle George Who Was In The War You
Know, but when it actually comes down
to taking on the bad guys, everything's
decided on the roll of a die.

Why on earth didn't Gremlin take
the opportunityto add a proper combat
sequence to the game? Watching some
numbers spin round, then a short 3D
sequence where your marine fires a

JON PILLAR

SPACE CRUSADE
GREMLIN £25.99
• Looks goodand hasthe appearanceofgreat
depth andcunning, butthe gameplay issadly lack
ing.
• You can only saveyourcommander's statusin
between missions - notthe state ofplayitself.
• Abad run of luckcouldmean the whole game's
over in minutes.

t Does thejobofa plastic dieslightly less effi-

50 %

spectacularly horrible weapon at an
alien from point-blank range and

H • IP•
~^L

• It's the start of the game and already

• When one of your chaps gets

you're in trouble. Corporal Stanley
Plmlico, In his haste to blow up an
alien, has accidentally targetted three
walls and Private Smoot. Meanwhile,

blasted, all that remains are his smok
ing boots. I suppose it's the ST game
equivalent of the vicar coming round
unexpectedly when the au pair's iron

Commander Pudding just hides his face

ing your trousers.

and sobs.

4
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entering into the fray.
This involves making
your way around a suspi
ciously maze-like ship, zap
ping any aliens you come
across, achieving your
mission objective then leg
ging it back to your dock
ing claw. There are 12

I t was on a day such as this, in a
time long ago, that some doddery
old scientist in a faraway dimension
called Blurbland accidentally stum
bled on the concept of warp space.

about warp space is that it enables you
to leap from one part of the universe to
another while neatly bypassing the

/

• In Space Crusade, danger lurks
around every corner. Come to think of
it, the corners are pretty dangerous
themselves.

»"

)§• E^_' HJ
^•31

• The element of surprise is vital in
any encounter. Here, Corporal Pimlico

has got the drop on his foe by imper
sonating WC Fields and singing / Tawt I
Taw a Puddy Tat in an obscure
Cantonese dialect.

It's a flying experience
you'll never forget
In the Spring of 1942 the United States 8th Air
Force landed in Britain. Its task to mount the

aerial offensive in German occupied Europe.
Striking in the daylight, from high altitude, at
precise, strategic targets. The heavy bomber

chosen to perform this task was the
B-17. The Flying Fortress.
Now MicroProse brings you the simulation of
the legendary aircraft. Bristling with defensive
armaments and a crew of ten, your B-17 will
penetrate deep into Europe, flying in Group
formation escorted by P-47 Thunderbolt
single-seater fighters. Ploughing through lethal
flak, taking on tie might of the Luftwaffe,
staying in bomb run formation to deliver ten

5001b bombs oh target.

Fly 25 combat missions to historically accurate
locations. Perform take offs and landings using

highly detailed, fully functioning cockpit
controls. As commander you musttake
responsibility for your crew. Assess their

strengths and skills, and be ready to take over
as bombardier, navigator, radio operator,

/ engineer, co-pilot or\gunner.
MicroProse B-17 Flying Fortress. It's a flying

J experience you'll neverforget.
/ nan^E^tZ^
3E3 j g l m
SIMULATION

SOFTWARE

B-17 Flying Fortress.
Released first on IBM PC Compatibles, follovy.ed by
Commodore Amiga and Atari ST.
MicroProse Ltd. Unit I Hampton Road Industrial Estate,
Tetbury, Glos. GL8 8LD. UK. Tel: 0666 504 326.
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WIZKID
"Expect the unexpected," they said.
"Be prepared for all manner of motley
monsters, itinerant chamois leather
cloths, small-minded fungi, belliger
ent turtle crofters and bloody minded

sky writers." But this, this, fills was
what they gave me? Andy Hutchinson
passes out artistically from the strain
uch longness ago there was
a super game called Wizball.
It came out shortly after

M

Sam Tramiel had shooed the

ST out of the lab and onto

the shelves of Comet. It was a stonking

game which was fast, fun, addictive and
ten quid. Wizkid is the long (long)
awaited sequel and it features Mr Ball's
son, Wizkid.
Mr and Mrs Wizball have been cap
tured and taken off to an island. Wizkid

- being a caring '90s kind of chap would obviously like to rescue his folks,

GREAT CATS
DOWN THE
CENTURIES

• To accrue money you've got to bounce any of the moveable objects on-screen
(in this case, the Yin Yang symbols) off the creatures' (in this case, bees') heads.

so he decides to get to the island.
Unfortunately, however, he's going to

you need to bash creatures over the
head with the objects that litter the

need the services of some cats who
can row him over the sea. All of which

screen. For example, on Level Two you
find yourself lobbing TVs at penguins.
Occasionally, after you've boshed a

goes to prove that programmers are
mad, sad and largely strange chaps
who should seek medical help as soon
as possible.
Wizkid is

a

platform-cum-puzzle

game set over nine levels or worlds.
Each world has a different set of puzzle

objectives based on a frenzied collect'em-up where the sole purpose is to get
as much dosh as you can. To get dosh

creature, a collectable item appears,

such as a power-up or a colour pot.
Each colour pot you collect goes
towards filling in a bar of music at the
top of the screen. If you complete the
tune, you finish the level. Finish the level
and you can move on to the puzzle sec
tion where you can spend your money
buying objects to release a cat.

WEIRD,

MAN!

Not really, the shop/puzzle screens are
when the game gets really weird. Here
the idea is to spend the money you
accrued on the collect-'em-up screens
on fancy goods. Don't expect a huge
choice of potential purchases - there
are usually six options, one of which is
invariably a hidden screen.
Nope, what you can buy are
objects like carrots on sticks, can open
ers, newspapers and red-tint specs,
although there's usually a humble token

WIZKID'S ADVENTURES IN TO!

Felix.

•tt.

X.

never been surpassed.
)

UTTERLY

VI

^

Whose intellectual close

friends get to call him TC. (Ernim,
dig-ni-ty?)
maligned friend/fiend

1 Once upon a time, Wizkid chanced
upon a lovely wooded glade with a big
spooky cobweb, a well and a horizon
of pretty orange mountains.

ndangered

2 "Hmmmm..." Wizkid thought to him
self. "I wonder what would happen if I

3 He hopped into the bucket and,
unsurprisingly, plummeted straight to

jumped up and down on the handle of
this well." So he did, and, as if by
magic, a bucket appeared.

the bottom of the well with a look of

e emblem for a

extreme panic on his green face.
Fortunately, there were some toilets
down the well, so he decided to
relieve himself.

that consumes

masses of non-renewable resources?

Arthur the Kattomeat Cat.

Puss

In

Boot*.

VI
y cool cat
(Running out of
Cat Stevens.

f#*

•M.

dude who

ettable album

(Scrape that bar-

7 Out in the open air he noticed a
bell. Being an inquisitive kind of guy,
he rang the bell and stood back with a
nonchalant air about him, waiting for
something to happen.

v

8 As if by magic, a door dropped down
from the heavens. Plucking up his
courage, he opened the door and leapt

back as a huge Doberman started yap
ping in his face. He quickly slammed
the door shut and sat down to think.

Cat Weasel.

S

ible (Snip! Ed)
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v

9 He had to get past the dog, but
how? Then it came to him in a flash -

he pulled the red balloon to summon
the shopkeeper and bought a news
paper. He pushed this through the
door, waited for a few seconds and
then gingerly opened the door again.

game review

SCREENPLAY

• Wizkid has some teeth now. This enables him to hold objects in his mouth and

• This girl's a real howler, but we refuse to be drawn on whether her bark is worse

throw them around the screen at the wee timorous beasties.

than her bite. Probably is, though, since she seems to be missing half her teeth.

or star on display as well. These lovely
goods can then be used to try and

goes to the Circus, Wizkid meets Dog
Girl and Jailhouse Wizkid. Noteasy.

reveal the cat who is hidden some
where on the screen.

As you wander around the puzzle
screen, an icon labelled "clue" blinks on

and off in the top right corner on the
screen. The odds are that you're near a
clue and should stop jumping around
and press <Fire>. An inventory of the
goods you're carrying around appears
and, if you've got the right one, a new
section of the puzzle screen opens up.
If you haven't got the right item, it's

back to exploring the screen. If, how
ever, you don't have enough dosh,
you've got to get back to the collect'em-up section for some more penguin
bashing.
Solve all the puzzles and your
reward is a lovely tabby cat. Grab it
quick and you can depart for the next
island. To complete the entire game
you've got to better the game worlds
Sunset Wizovard, Ahoy Wiz Maties,
Mount Wizimanjaro, Elementree My
Dear Wizkid, Ghost of Wizkid Past, Wiz
kid and the Wizball Mystery, Wizkid

VERDICT: Courgettes. Or to put it
another way, strange, strange, strange,
compulsive, strange. Yes, indeedy, Jeff
Minter's games look positively sane
compared to this. In fact, it's so odd a
brand new genre needs to be invented

just to pigeon-hole it properly. So,
henceforth let the world know Wizkid as

the first ever cat-'em-up. Hurrah!

Gameplay is what counts in any
game and Wizkid, it must be said, has

The first level of Wizkid requires a considerable amount of lateral thinking. The idea is to catch a cat. Most of
the action revolves around toilets and contraception machines, oh and the occasional donkey...

1if
1
r

oodles of it. It's difficult to get bored one minute you're lobbing packets of
peanuts at penguins and the next you're
bouncing boulders off duck's heads.
More to the point, there's a lot of skill

involved in controlling little Wizkid.
Learning how to bounce objects off
walls and onto the creatures is fairly
instinctive and helped by the power-ups
which appear. These completely alter
the gameplay - so getting the right kind
of colour or power-up comes down to
skill rather than luck.

Because of the weirdness of Wiz

kid, the scene changes every couple of
minutes and there are plenty of subgames thrown in for good measure.
Wizkid lends himself to some truly pecu
liar uses. One minute he's bashing his
head on the rocks, the next he's a
spaceship violently shooting at waves

of aliens, then he's riding around on the

1

back of a donkey.

-'•.'

I

6 Quick as a flash, Wizkid legged it
out of the Gents' and hopped back

The game is fast moving and
(shock, horror) actually requires a modi
cum of intelligence from the player. The
graphics are bright, wacky and mas
sively intrusive while sprite movement is
slick and fast. All this adds up to a
good-looking, fun game which you can

into his bucket. It floated gently up
the well towards daylight.

play all the way to the end and then still
load up on the occasional whim for a

_

4 Daringly, he wandered into the
Ladies' first and found a near new can

of Pepsi. Ignoring one of the prime
rules his mother had taught him (don't
take half finished cans of Pepsi from
toilets), he decided to take the can.

5 He left the Ladies' and entered the

Gents'. Ignoring the chewing gum
machine on the wall, he chose a urinal
and had a wee-wee. Unfortunately, it
was broken and water gushed from
the pointy front bit.

quick blast. In closing, thanks go to
Lionel Lump for supplying the mastic

He thought it might come in useful.

asphalt spreader.
ANDY HUTCHINSON

WIZKID
CEAN £25.9
andextremely original

ictive, well executed gameplay with stonking
in Mr Doberman was happily sitting
on the bog having a good read of the
newspaper. In fact, he was so happy

that Wizkid slipped past him through
a temporal time/space distorting cis
tern into a new dimension.

11 He found a weight lying on the
floor and picked it up. Moving up the
screen, he discovered a secret hatch

activated by weights. He placed the
weights on the ground and found a
button which summoned a donkey.

12 "Hurrah," thought Wizkid as he
bashed his way through the roof of
the loo. He leapt onto the donkey's

back and tried to get it going. It stub
bornly refused to move, so slapping
his thigh at the fore-sightedness of it
all, he lured the donkey with a carrot
on a stick. The donkey galloped off
and he and Wizkid went on to have all

• Bags of lasting interest - addictive until comple
tion and addictive thereafter.

• A truly'90s kindof game, crammedfull of child

ishbottom humour andschoolboy japes.
• Definitely one forthe collection.

m RATING 92 %

sorts of brilliant adventures.
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ISHAR - LEGEND OF

THE FORTRESS <
"Once upon a time the inhabitants of this
land lived in peace and harmony under the wise
government of the elves. Then there came a dark warrior
whose name was whispered in dread. That name was Kevin, and he did steal
all the chocolate biscuits and insist that every day be called Tuesday."
Chris Lloyd sets out on a quest to rid the land of the remaining Hobnobs

Another piece of middle earth

loonies, traitors and invisible things, dis
guise yourself, fall in and out of love
generally having a thoroughly groovy

Tolkienesque adventuring wib-

time of it all.

Y o u have to admit that the plot
is complete amd utter drivel.

ble about ridding the land of a

nasty piece of work who's gone around
ruining everybody else's day. As usual,
there's no great army of warriors in
delightful shiny armour to help. It's
down to you, one lone hero armed with
a length of steel, a small bag of gold
and nothing else - not even a smart
shirt for best, apparently.
Ishar is another bash at the classic

IN

THE

NAME

OF

FREEDOM

Ishar can be played entirely with the
mouse or a combination of keyboard
and mouse. Once you get used to the
keyboard shortcuts, using them is
much faster. There are the full comple
ment of role playing game bits - magic
spells, potions, strange runes and
weird monsters.

Dungeons and Dragons™ formula:
plenty of mighty warriors, mythical wiz
ards and ravening princesses. The ini
tial plot may be uninspiring, but who
cares about a minor thing like that? It's
just an excuse for a good jaunt around
the land clobbering things and collect
ing the goodies. Along the way you can
recruit up to four other homicidal
loonies to join you. You all then get to

find friendly shops, training centres and
wise old men handing out advice on the

tackle a different selection of homicidal

standard way - you kill them and steal

Each character has a full set of

statistics and skills which improve as

you gain experience. Dotted around the
gaff are villages and cities where you

take a hell of beating as well as dish one out.

three quests all of which involve great

state of the world. Standing in the way
of the final confrontation with Krogh is

all their money - and all in the cause of
freedom, of course. There are a few
puzzles to figure out and quests that
you've got to complete before the final

the inevitable array of baddies. As any

assault.

good adventurer would, you react in the

God pops in early on, - well, one of
his messengers anyway - to hand out

down to the shops for a spot of gro
cery shopping or doing the washing-up
or anything simple like that. No, you've

• Some of Ishar's less pleasant inhabitants accost

you in a small birch glade and insist that you examine
the quality of their brldgework.

• One of the many slight problems you come across - mimical monsters doing
their damnedest to inflict great physical pain on you. This mad cow's bonce can

• No self respecting adventure is complete without
the ubiquitous tavernful of real men drinking real
beer and having real man-to-man relationships. Better
throw In a woman dressed - for no particular reason -

In a bikini. Otherwise it might look a bit suspect.

3
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personal danger. Funny, isn't it - they
never let you do anything easy in the
middle earth, do they? Like just popping

• The Inventory screen for managing all your stuff.
Bottles of rat brains, salamander oil and a collection
of sharp objects.

game review

SCREENPLAY

MAGIC BROTHERS AND MYSTIC SISTERS
Ishar - land of opportunity for all budding heroes. Allthat is required is
bravery bordering on the suicicidal, ruggedness bordering on the unnat-

ural and a dress sense bordering on the ridiculous. Have a look around
this screen and you can see all the things you can play about with

Main window - first person view of the land
of Kendoria in all its glory. Here we are in a
small village where some friendly war-dogs
are acting out a quaint local custom by ruth
lessly slashing you with their claws while
whistling Greensleeves.

Area - the part of the world you are cur

rently wandering around in causing havoc.

Compass - toasts bread beautifully, too.
Save and Load games - every Save you
sts a 1,000 sobs, so easy does it.

Action and Attack - not the title of a new '

cop partnership at all. Clicking on Action

brings up a menu of goodies including giv
ing first aid and casting spells. Attack
does pretty much what you might expect
with a grunt and swishing noise. Anything
standing in front of you gets the benefit
of a good bashing with whatever weapon
you're carrying in your hand.

I disposition - click on this and a little 25
grid pops up where you can adjust the
relative positions of your party. Hunky barbar
ians to the front, now.

immwrmcf, '^cvn-,-rA-m-zn nersmsintna (tetmnaiTmcnfHcrnm

ent - these send your party trampund the shop collecting treasure
eracting with the locals in an - er,

Jf" %$• \ '

sfiffiif? • • sqbtiInh

mi

iastic manner.

Your adventurers - you start off with the

usual lone hero stuff, but along the way
you can recruit all sorts of suspect char
acters. Below the mug shot is your
vitality bar - if you let this hit zero, your
character cashes in their chips. Click on
the Bods moniker and you zap to their
inventory screen.

Extra bits - click on a bod's visage
and up pops a little box showing you
what he's got in his hands and
whether any spells are casting their

wiraicavrai suits - tmn again on a character's box and you can
bring up a few of his vital role playing stats: physical, mental
and financial condition as well as experience earned. You get
the experience for the usual reasons - inflicting violent acts
on things and nicking stuff.

influence on him.

always got to tackle some great hairy
brute or other.
* •;.''•

IT'S

Hr"

SOOO

GORGEOUS

The gameplay is well thought out and
well implemented. The only drawback is
the speed - switching screens and trav

elling about is slow, so there's a slight
delay when you do anything. It takes a
while to get used to the slightly slug
gish feel of things, but this is made up
for by the brilliant graphics - everything

TirffSmcti pJorn'ripmSm [SiNpraiS [iErjNfimiS |

looks gorgeous. There are 32 colours
on-screen and they've been well used.
It sounds good, too. There's a con
stant soundtrack of sampled effects -

whistling wings and chirping birds in the

sea and eerie moans and wails under

VERDICT: When you see the lush intro
duction, you know you're in for a treat.
If you are an aficionado of the ore 'n'
elves genre, this is for you. It's not the
most complex of plots or the most
interactive of games - everything is
hackneyed and a little simplistic - but it
adds up to a belter of an adventure. If

ISHAR-LEGEND
OF THE FORTRESS
HE £29.
>und andgraphics thananyRPG youcare
n.

• Slower thanDungeon Master, which can get a bit
frustrating.

you've avoided this genre of game

• Once you're hooked, you're going to be infor a

• A pleasant surprise is Ishar's ability
to run In super-crisp high resolution.
Not a lot of people knew that.

before, you've missed out on lots of
classic games. While there's nothing
radically new in Ishar, it's a highly pol

• Adds nothingnewto the

forest, lapping water and frogs by the

favourite. Highly recommended.

II M,."1"1'"", ml- ""' . v

ished state-of-the-art version of an old

• "Ah, now - er, when we said, "Go to hell,'' we
weren't really referring to you. Actually, we were
talking about that little bloke behind you, who - er,
seems to have disappeared now. You're alright,
mate, honest."

ground. Each monster has its own
brand of screech and yelp, too. Ishar
looks and sounds stunning.

good few late nights.
better

iff RATING 90 %

CHRIS LLOYD

• The mighty city of - er, something or other. Looks
rather deserted. Wonder if the locals in that pub are
grumbling about the state of the country since the
evil one took control? Yep, they are.

• The graphics in Ishar are some of the best you can
see on any ST game - mighty oaks, lush green grass
and dainty flowers. Don't let the barbarians catch you
musing on nature though, 'cos they'll only laugh.
Does the one on the right look like Jim Morrison or
what? And what's that girlie doing In the party?
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THE ADDAMS FAMILY
P o o r old Charles Addams. First
•••

•••-••

•••

••

-

•-••

•

••-•

he's gratuitously abused by
that noticeably chuckle-free
'60s series which makes BBC2

think they're hideously trendy

i^mSi
• Gomez, he of the cigar and the

unnecessarily prolific eyebrows, con
templates entering the spooky old tree
that grows in his garden, but decides
instead to go inside and make a few
more amusing jokes about the other
members of The Addams Family.

by repeating it, and then his creations
appear in a hyped-up-to-the-gills '90s
film with about as much style as Bat
man. Finally, just to make him rotate in
his grave, his name is forced to appear
on this Ocean licence.

Anyway, we can ignore the TV

series and the film, because they bear
no relation to the game at all. The
Addams Family is a purebred platform
game which bears not a little resem
blance to that of a certain blue hedge
hog. Say no more.
The plot is something vaguely like
this: Gomez, who's the nominal head of
the family, has to rescue the other nohopers from various locations around
the Addams' house. Each of them then

• Never trust a fishbowl with legs. Not
only do they need changing once every

week, they get drunk at parties, fall
over and make a mess on the carpet.

nips back to the music room and con
tributes a bit of a tune, which Lurch
then plays on the piano. What a good
laugh, eh?
The game's split into sections
according to the division of the rooms.
Each "room" - games room, portrait
gallery, kitchen, and so on - actually
comprises around 40 or 50 screens
with a particular theme. There are
some outside bits and pieces too, like a
hollow tree and the conservatory. What

be a good idea to make a press of the
<Fire> button perform a jump. This can
be very confusing when you're working
on instinct and you push up rather than

cult, and the graphics are excellent.
The daft control system is a bit off-

hit <Fire>.

learn to live with.

work your way through the labyrinth of

Anyway, along the way you can col
lect extra lives and energy and groovy
little bonuses like the flying fez - which
enables you fly, believe it or not - invin
cibility gizmos and magic trainers. Cash
is also on offer - get enough and you
get an extra life.

Viewed as anything remotely to do
with The Addams Family, it's not much
cop. The setting really doesn't matter
at all - this could be any platform
game, and the characters in it don't rely
on any special Addams characteristics
at all, except for looking (vaguely) like

screens to find the particular hidden
family member.
This would be all very well, except
that some bright spark decided it would

VERDICT: Viewed as a straightforward
platform game, The Addams Family is
quite a decent effort. It's slick, bland,

you have to do is to bound around
these screens, stomping on nasties'
heads - the only way to kill them - and
• With the flying fez on his head and a
trail of starry things coming from his
bottom, Gomez hovers impressively
above the rotating skull and taunts the
crap rabbit mercilessly.

• This here is the Music Room. Isn't that Meryl Streep on the right? Such an abso
lutely marvellous actress. Don't you think she was just so convincing as Angelica
Huston in the film? Lurchy plays some suitable tune on the piano while Thing
makes incredibly offensive gestures using just his thumb and forefinger.

well-programmed, large, not too diffi

putting at first, but it's easy enough to

them.

So it's pleasant enough game, but

why have Ocean bothered with the
Addams licence? Why not do this as a
standalone

THROUGH THE KEYHOLE
"Now who do you think would live in a house with huge menacing knights sporting big whirly things you have
to avoid? Could it be Dennis Taylor? Perhaps Paul Squires, impressionist of yesteryear?"

platformer

and

use the

Addams name properly? It's the same
old syndrome of a wasted licence. Buy
it if you appreciate platform games, but
not for any other reason.
ED RICKETTS

THE ADDAMS
FAMILY
AN £25
like The Blues Brothers and T

onlyIfs notaboutfoxesor curtfilm
heroes,so perhaps Ifs notlikethose games at
all.
-

• Come to think of it, it's not much like The

•

• They might look menacing, but...
alright then, they are menacing, but
you can get past them by nipping
under the mace just as it swings by.
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• Then - er, do it again. You can try to

• And so on and so forth. Secreted

collect that cash on the table, but it's
not really worth the risk.

somewhere in each level is a big
wicked guy - kill him and you can have
yourself another heart.

AddamsFamily either, butthenthat's film licences
foryou.

Jff RATING 74 %

KLKMPCL5 LASER PRINTER
Ricoh UK Ltd is part of the worldwide Ricoh Group of companies, originally

established in Japan, in 1936. With a turnover of over $5 billion and 37,000
employees, Ricoh has been producing computers and peripheralssince 1971 and
are the worlds second largest manufacturer of Laser Printer engines. Ricoh have
employed their expertise to produce a 'first' in laser printersfor the world market,
the LP1200 with FLASH ROM.

Fully HP LaserJetIII™ compatible, the new LP1200 employs industry provenlaser
technology. Unlike LED page printers, which use lightemittingdiodes, the LP1200's
laser lightsource, focussed by high quality lenses, is able to produce the most
accurate and intense printed images. It has 2Mb of RAM built-in and requires no
additionalRAM to printa fullA4 page of graphics at 300dpi. Its fast, efficient
processor and engine, together with a straight paper path design, allows
printingat a full 6 pages per minute. Unlikeits competitors, this advanced
laser engine enables the LP1200to address a range of printresolutions up
to 400dpi. A new driver will soon enable the Ricoh LP1200 to print at
400dpi from Windows 3 (2Mb RAM upgraderequired).
Again, unlike the competition, the LP1200 includes a powerful
document description language as standard. This language,
'LAYOUT', offers unique opportunities to develop custom-made
printing systems. Formsand document templates can be designed
and stored electronically in the LP1200's FLASH ROM,
alleviating the need forpre-printed forms!

FULLY HP LASERJET III™ COMPATIBLE

2Mb

400 dpi

A

RAM QPPM

[ FLASH ROM UPGRADABLE!)
•

6 PAGES PER MINUTE
Using a straight paper path design

•

PCL5 - SCALABLE FONTS
Latest PCL version, includes HP-GL/2

•

SHARP EDGED PRINTING
Ricoh FIAL (Fine Image ALgorithm) enhances resolution

400dpi RESOLUTION (Requires 4Mb RAM)
Default resolution - 300dpi. Willaddress 200,240 and 400dpi.

2Mb RAM AS STANDARD
For a full A4 page of graphics at 300dpi.

•

UNIQUE FLASH ROM

•

IC CARD SLOT (pcmcia/jbdacompatible)

For controller upgrade and storage

For programmable FLASH ROM cards

•

EXPANSION BOARD SLOT
For improved connectivity to additional
systems eg. PC-LAN, FAX etc

•

LAYOUT
Document Description Language

SERIAL + PARALLEL PORTS

t

The Ricoh LP1200 is a genuine laser printer and not an
LED printer. Make sure you check out the competition!

For connection to PC compatibles and
other computers

•

1 YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY
Next working day response

Seehow the Ricoh LP1200 compares toitsLaser Printer Competitors
f EPSON

(FEATURES

EPL4100

Average Street Price
Official

HP L/JET

(-expected)

RRP

Maximum resolution in dots per inch

Windows3 Driver9 400 dpi (July)
Print Speed
Straight Paper Path
PCL5 Printer Command Language
HP-GL/2Vector Graphics included

MANNESMAN

RICOH ^

TALLY 904+

LP1200

£569

£699

£699-

£699

£945

£1,179

£1.099

£1.195

300x300

300x300

300x300

400x400

6ppm

4ppm

4ppm

6ppm

YES
YES

Resolution Improvement/Enhancement
FullA4/300 dpi graphics with standard RAM

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

<45 sees

<60 sees

60 sees

45 sees

<20 sees

<40 sees

34 sees

<15 sees

YES

YES

Warm UpTime
First Page of Text Output
Document Description Language included

YES

Flash ROM

YES

Upgradable Firmware

YES

IC Card Slot

YES

Scalable Resident Fonts - in HP LJ III Emulation

Resident Bit-Mapped Fonts

11

AGFA IntellifontScalable FontTechnology

YES
8

8

8

14

14

14

YES

HP LaserJet III Emulation Included

YES

EPSON FX Emulation Included

YES

IBM ProPrinter Emulation Included

Standard Tray Capacity
Protective cover on standard tray
Cost per copy*
Min-MaxPaper Weight in gsm
Ableto print on OHP Film
Ableto print on card {157gsm - Manual Feed)
Auto Sensing on Parallel and Serial ports
Standby -Noise Level

^Printing -Noise Level
'Cost per copy as quoted by manufacturers - 2/4/92

100

70

-

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

100

Silica Systems are pleased to introduce the revolutionary, new
Ricoh LP1200. It has all of the specifications that you would expect to
see in today's most technically advanced laser printers, plus a unique additional
feature which places it far ahead of the competition - FLASH ROM. This 'Future

Proof technology protects the investment you make when you buy a Ricoh
LP1200, as it enables you to keep up to date with new laser firmware
developments. FLASH ROM is an area of memory inside the LP1200 which

holds the printer's controller instruction firmware. If new firmware is developed,
updated printer command languages etc, can be downloaded into this memory.
Other manufacturers would require you to buy a new printer! Fonts, macros,
graphics
emulations

and

additional ,

can

also

on

removable,

industry

LP1200 is the only laser
printer to offer this FLASH
ROM facility.

YES

MONEY SAVING OPTIONS

1.71p

1.65p

60-157

60-105

60-120

60-157

Savemoney nowbypurchasing the LP1200
withthedua!binand/or2MbRAM upgrade.

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

YES

31.7dB

<35dB

<50dB

43.3dB

<46dB

E &OE

+VAT= £821.33

Ref: LAS 5200

100

YES

2.00p

<40dB

SILICA PRICE:

£699

standard FLASH ROM IC
cards. The new Ricoh

1.65p

YES

v
LP1200WITH SINGLE BIN & 2Mb RAM

stored in FLASH ROM, or

<38dB

<48dB )

Normal price of 2nd feeder bin £135.vat
Price if purchased with LP1200 £100.vAr

Normal price of extra 2Mb RAM £230.w

Price if purchased with LP1200 £15(hw
SAVE £80,w

SINGLE BIN

[OMb

^Lram

X» ^# 5# U :-.• /;• .V.

[tRAM

X» ^J^H# £997.58

DUAL BIN
X* •

Re!: LAS 5200

Ref: LAS 5200 + LAA 5262

5#5# £938.83

Ret: LAS 5200 * LAA 5238

X* 5# ^W5# Eimoa

Ref: LAS 5200 + LAA5238 +• LAA5262,

All Trademarks areacknowledged I

MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU )
•
•

be

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

Order Lines Open:

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Mon-Sat 9.dOam-6.d0pm

No Lale Night Opening
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P
No Late Night Opening
Selfridges (isi Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A

LONDON SHOP:

9.3Qam-6.0Qpm

Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Houfs:

Fax No: 081-308 0608
OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
Fax No: 071-323 4737
1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.
Before you decide when to buy your new laser printer, we suggest you think very carefully about
WHERE you buy it. Consider what it will be likea few months after you have made your purchase, when
you may require additional peripherals or consumables, or help and advice with your new purchase.
And, will the company you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we
ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with
our unrivalled experience and expertise, we can now claimto meet our customers' requirements withan
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the
coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to experience the "SilicaSystems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

rr0 : Silica Systems,

^
STFOR-0892-75, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DM 4 4DX

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON THE RICOH LP1200
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Surname:

Postcode....

Tel (Home):

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?..
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon tor Ihe latest informalion.

5C
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SCREENPLAY

game

review

WINTER SUPER SPORTS '92
and there's a 3D view of the run as you
desperately haul on your joystick, trying
to stop the bob tipping over and caus
ing you to slide on your face for a third

People in cold countries hate the
Olympics because it is dark
nearly all the year round, and
no one can go out except with

of a mile.

tennis rackets on their feet and

specially-shaped noseguards.
So, with a stroke of genius, the
Winter Olympics were invented. This
required no heat, little light and the par
ticipants could wrap up cosily and place
warm potatoes in their trousers without
causing drugs scandals.
Winter Super Sports '92 enables
you and five other cold-blooded chums
to play up to eight ice and snow orien
tated events against each other and the
clock. These events range from the
quite-useful-if-you're-caught-in-a-snowstorm to the very-silly-unless-you-work-

After a quick trip to the facerebuilding clinic tucked away in the
mountains, it's time for the Giant
Slalom. Only people over seven feet tall
are allowed to enter (no, no, don't

• Herbie heard an ancient Swiss battle-cry as he sped past. "Why do they always
shout that?" he wondered. Then he crashed and died from multiple injuries. Only
one of the many dubious pleasures in Winter Super Sports "from Flair.

same time as trying to keep your speed
up. The screen is split to show how

the

your opponent is doing - unless you're

events, if you're still interested:
Downhill Skiing. Here you - er, ski
down a hill. It sounds easy, but the hill

in direct competition when you race on
the same piste.

boasts several obstacles en route, like

that ridiculous Finnish farm reference.

glaciers, rocks, trees and people who
cheer your perilous descent. You steer
left and right to avoid this lot at the

You must swing your arms and skate
around an oval track, jumping over rea
sonably pointless bales. The arm-swing

on-a-farm-in-Finland.

Here

are

Bale Jumping is next. This explains

ing is carried out by carefully timing
your joystick lunges - too fast and you
lose the rhythm then grind to a halt,
and too slow and you skate, urn, too
slowly. You hit <Fire> to jump the bales
- and dead easy it is, too.
Now comes the Bobsleigh. Here
you pilot a carbon-fibre bath tub down
an icy tube, gibbering in fear. You've
got limited steering as well as a brake,

worry, that's just a little joke). This is
like the Downhill, except that the flags
are positioned in jolly unkind places and sometimes they go between your
legs, too.
The Luge comes next. A luge is
basically one of those Abdomenizer
things with a waxed bottom. You lie on
it on your back, looking forwards so

you can watch your feet zing along the
icy track at 70mph. It's a thrill second
only to travelling down the Pennines on
a rollerskate. It's also very similar to the
Bobsleigh.
Once you've stuck together your
compound fractures and placed your
dislocated limbs into the holes they

world's cinemas. You have to start this process

CARTOON COLLECTION

off by finding the scripts, along the way solving
puzzles using objects you have found in the

This compilation of five cartoons - is - er, a few
games bunged onto a couple of disks. This is
what you get when you stick them in the drive.

CJ'S ELEPHANT ANTICS

and the humour are the best bits about this -

Let's start here since this is the best game - if
only because it's different to the others. You
leap between platforms shooting assorted

the skeletons of Seymour you get when you try

wildlife which turn into cakes and bananas. You

when you hesitate for too long, for example.
Sadly, you die incrediblyeasily.

One at a time, don't forget...

should ensure that CJ eats these since they

incredible labyrinthe of studios. The graphics

to cross the road outside the studio and his

attention-seeking antics with his sunglasses

keep him healthy - you know, a shiny coat,

brighteyes and a wet trunk. Umbrellas, though,
are what make this game really special... your
elephant has an endless supply of these which,
when you carelessly drop him off the edge of a
platform, he opens to break his fall.
• CJ the elephant bounces lightly from

SEYMOUR GOES TO HOLLYWOOD

platform to platform, stomping on the
frogs and snails who thoughtlessly get

Superstar - apparently - Seymour gets lost in

under his feet. Back to the circus!

the maze of studios in Hollywood which hinders
his efforts to get his latest blockbuster into the

SLIGHTLY MAGIC

You have to rescue some princess-type who's

ended up with a sunburnt dragon. This involves
the usual challenge of finding objects and using
them to. solve puzzles. Spikes and ghosts are
the order of the day here, as are the faintly
more unusual starving rock monsters who you
can't fool into believingwater is actually nourish
ment. Your magic powers are fortunately greater
than your powers of persuasion, and these can

• If you don't get very far with Slightly
Magic, don't get too upset, after all,
every time you lose a life, a rather
tacky message with a helpline number
pops up, complete with the price.
be increased by collecting stars, helping you
along your way.
SPIKE IN TRANSYLVANIA

Hagar the Horrible - oops, Spike the Viking has to rescue his shipmates from a transylva-

ASEQUEL-THEMED COMPETITION

Video frenzy! Game frenzy! Those ultra nice people at Empire have got together with the not nice people at STF

to> bringyoua remarkable compojjyerT700j^rth of^/ens Special Edition and MegaTraveller 2gear on offer
There's something missing in your
life, isn't there? Something you can't

quite put your finger on. Well, we know
exactly what it is. What you need in
your life right now is a video - but not

£12.99'. No? Fancy a copy of MegaTraveller 2 instead, the bigger-bettermore sequel to the
seminal

her - until it, and its family, start to

son/daughter.

appear... coo. Even if you've got the
original video, you'll want the Special

Just in case you don't know, Aliens

Special Edition, the recently-released

tells the story of Ripley, the only sur
vivor from the first film, who returns to

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1 992

them about the alien no one believes

MegaTraveller? Course you do, my

just any video. Avideo of Aliens - The
"director's cut" of the classic sequel,
with 17 extra minutes of the film
restored, which normally retails at

57 years, and now the planet is com
pletely colonised. When Ripley tells

the planet where she first encountered
the alien. She's been in hypersleep for

able and incredible, ifs like nothing

you've seen before, it'll blow your
mind! (Well, it's quite good, anyway.)
As for MegaTraveller 2, well...
what can we say? It's an RPG par
excellence, with 100 named and

Edition. The extra 17 minutes includes

detailed

some new plot twists and incredible
mind-blowing
revelations,
some
effects, stupendous acting, unbeliev

square miles of terrain to explore (like
starports, ancient sites, casinos, tav
erns and cities), 35 careers to choose

worlds

to

visit,

500,000

game

SCREENPLAY

review
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.^F^Th* llri.
• Ha! This is so easy I'm doing it with
one hand tied behind my back!
(Publisher's note: speed skaters always
do it like this, actually. James was sim
ply attempting a pretty terrible gag
which didn't quite come off.)

• With no regard to his already-frac
tured legs, Toby Sponge set off
confidently down the black run. But
seconds later, ominous splintering
sounds from a region below his waist
brought him to a slithering halt.

came out of, you can try the Speed
Skating. This is simply Bale Jumping
without the bales. And as you spin
around the featureless track you start
to miss those cheeky stacks of hay...
No time to lose now - it's nearly
lunch and the light is fading. So quickly
get the old skis on - or the new ones if
you've brought them - and waddle
across to the Ski Challenge (as if things
haven't been challenging enough for
you or your doctor already). Here you
and another competitor race on the
same piste. This inevitably leads to
vying, jostling, screaming and dampen
ing the lycra as you hurtle cliffwards
and your opponent slides over the line,
radiating thick smug.
Now it's time to drag your maimed
and bleeding carcass to the final event,
the Skidoo. At least you get to sit

down, anyway. It's yet another split
screener, with a tiny portion of a
course shown on your side of the
screen - and the same for your oppo
nent. Pressing <Fire> moves the
machine forwards, and wobbling the
joystick left or right makes a notional
attempt to steer the skidoo round the
tyre-edged corners. You soon learn that
riding a skidoo is not for those who
wish to change direction (ever).
VERDICT: There are four types of
event here: skiing, sledging, skating
and skidoo. Each game is a variation of
one of these. They're all fun but none
are special. The whole program,
though, is rather slick, and, as long as
you don't expect earth-shattering graph
ics, astonishing speed and unlimited
gameplay, you should have a good

•

"It was kind of Bob to lend us his

sleigh, wasn't It Martin?'' "Mmm.
Otherwise we'd have run the risk of

skinning our elbows and knees on the
hard-packed Ice, Julian. And that's
despite the protective clothing!''

time. It's at its best with five other peo
ple to play against, especially if they're
swarthy Mediterranean types.
JAMES LEACH

WINTER SUPER

SPORTS '92

;.~'

FLAIR £25.99

•
•
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• "No, mate. This is the Kwikfit ware
house. We got Pirellis, Mlchellns,
Firestones and dodgy East German
retreads. But if you want the skidoo
track next door, it's next door."

TREASURE ISLAND DIZZY

Don't worry about the history behind this particu
lar omelette, by now it must be obvious that you
have to get this bouncing egg off the island
you've got yourself stuck on. You do this simply
by escaping or by collecting gold coins which
drags the game out a bit longer. The way in
which you do this is already obvious if three out
of the other four games are anything to go by.
There's an interesting little diversion in there
though, where your joystick works in the oppo
site direction to that which it should. Well, it all
adds to the entertainment value, doesn't it?

a&$&&

nian castle - another find-the-objects-then-usethem-to-solve-the-puzzles effort. If you're doing a

ghosts therein, the least you could do is look
this one up - it must rate a mention as the

study of ST games and the appearances of

game in which ghosts can kill you the fastest.

from, 125 skills, and ooh, loads of

(a) Broken?
(b) War?

RPGs (we sincerely hope. Oh, what

(c) Slightly Longer?

have we said).

cial Edition videos and 20 MegaTraveller 2s to give away. And you! - yes,
you! with an exclamation mark - can
win one (or the other) simply by

2. MegaTraveller 2 Is the sequel
to which game?
(a) MegaTraveller
(b) Cover Girl Strip Poker
(c) That one with the little dog
and the mutant vegetables

answering these three questions cor
rectly. (Actually, it's a bit more compli
cated than that - you do have to send
your answers in. I mean, you can't just
say the answers and expect the prizes

3. The title of one of Captain Sensible's songs is "Glad It's..."
(a) Not Too Chilly Today?
(b) All Over?
(c) A Non-Staining Jumper?

We've got 15 copies of Aliens Spe

to appear. Er, anyway.)
Those questions, then:

• Eight sports,butonlyfourdifferent gar

• It's presented betterthanInternational Sports
Challenge.
• Butdoesn'thavethe abundant varietyi

• Six players cantake part- certainly m
youcould fitina Mini Clubman.

OT RATING 71 ,
a feeling of real satisfaction when you've com
pleted it, don't even bother glancing at the box
on the shop's shelves.

PAULA RICHARDS

CARTOON
COLLECTION
WASTERS £24.99
• Unpretentious packing - andwith goodreason.

• Has anyone told Dizzy about the potential dangers of ultra violet light? I don't
know, standing around In the heat of the midday sun, It's not really very healthy.

other stuff. It's the RPG to end all

• Bale jumping was invented In
America where prisoners were allowed
to flee across the country, pursued by
Lee Majors In a brown truck with knob
bly tyres. But It's not on anymore.

1. The slogan to Aliens Special

Right, bung the answers on a postcard
or one of them sealed envelope things,

Edition is "This Time It's..."

and send it to Those Aliens Videos and

VERDICT: Buy this only if you're under ten years
of age, if your attention span is no longer than
ten minutes, if you're hopeless at memory
games where you have to remember the
attributes of objects, or if you just enjoy gawping
at cartoons. But whatever you do, if you're after
something to test your intelligence and give you

MegaTraveller 2 Games Look Rather
Good, I'd Like To Win One Please (or
TAVAM2GLRGILTW0P for short), ST

• Toomuchof the same lumpedtogether.
• Nothing of the
specialaboutthi

FORMAT, Future Publishing, 30 Mon
mouth Street, Bath, Avon, BA1 2DL by
Monday 7 September.

THE RULES BOX
1. The closing date is Monday 7 September, so no arguing because "the dog ate your
entry" or "you left it on the bus."

2. No employees of Future Publishing, Empire Software or 20th Century Fox can enter. If
they do, we'll repeatedly send anonymous mail of a silly nature to them until they're
sorry and apologise. Hah.
3. Although that Paula Richards character hasn't been active, as it were, on the multi
ple-entry-sorting-front recently, she hasn't lost her touch, so don't try to wing in several
entries or she'll scream and scream and scream until she's sick.

4. You don't like the prizes, you don't enter. They're all we've got, and by God we're
proud of them.
5. No arguing with the Judge. He didn't get where he is today by people arguing with
him, for God's sake.

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

Platoon

ST & AMIGA BUDGET TITLES UNDER £10
1 MegCrickel{Amiga only) ..
3 Stooges

Eagle

30 Pool
Aflerbumer
Allered Beast

Software
118a Palmers Road

M

New Southgate

FREE
DV
r MYSTERY
•

LONDON N111SL
^

GAME
A. OVER £50

ST

TOP TITLES

ST

Haff MegUpgrade+ Clock N/A £25.99

CrazyCars 111

£21.99 £21.99

World Series Cricket

Crime Wave

£16.99 £10.99

3D Constructor! Kit

Addams Family
AdvantageTennis
Agony
AirSupport
AlphaWaves
Altered Destiny
AMNIOS

N/A
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£15.99

BARBARIAN II(Psyg)...

£12.99 £12.99

I. Bothams Cricket

£19.99 £19.99

Operation Thunderbolt .... £6.99 £6.99

StarTrekV

£16.99 £16.99

£15.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
N/A £21.99

£16.99 £16.99
N/A £10.99

Ork
£15.99 £15.99
Pacific IslandsfT.Yankee II)£20.99£20.99

Startighter II
Steel Empire

N/A £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

Devious Designs

£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99

Paperbovll

£15.99 £12.99

D/Generatiort

£16.99 £16.99

Disciples of Steel
Double Dragon III
DrDoomsRevenge

£17.99 £17.99
£16.99 £16.99
£9.99 N/A

IndyHeat
Jack Unlimited Clipart
Jaguar XJ220
Jahangir Khan's Squash ..
JimmyWhite'sWhirlwind
John Barnes (1Meg)

£17.99 £17.99

N/A
N/A
N/A

£23.99
£23.99
£19.99

N/A

£36.99

Dune

£18.99
£16.99
£15.99
£15.99

£18.99
£16.99
£15.99
£15.99

Dungeon Master/Chaos.. £15.99 £15.99
DynaBlasI
£20.99 £20.99

£10.99 £10.99
£23.99 £23.99

£9.99

£9.99

£9.99

£9.99

£23.99 £23.99
£10.99 £10.99
£12.99 £15.99

£8.99
£22.99
£16.99
£15.99
N/A
£18.99
£11.99
£8.99

Stereo Masler
Storm Masler

£16.99 £16.99

£16.99 £16.99

Striderll

£15.99 £15.99

£16.99 £16.99

Perfect General
PGA Golf Tour +
PGA Courses Disk
Pinball Dreams

£19.99
N/A
N/A
N/A

Strike Reel
Striker

£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99

Pitfighler
Ran 9 fromOuterSpace..
Plotting
Populous II

£9.99 £9.99
£20.99 £20.99
£15.99 £15.99
£20.99 £20.99

Supaplex
SuperCarsll
Super OffRoad
Super Space Invaders
Supremacy
Suspicious Cargo

£6.99 £6.99
£15.99 £15.99
£8.99 £8.99
£16.99 £16.99
£20.99 £1899
£16.99 £16.99

£8.99

KickOff II (.5 Meg)

£15.99 £15.99
N/A £14.99

Epic
Eye ofthe Beholder
Eye of the BeholderII

£18.99 £18.99
N/A £19.99
N/A £23.99

Kick OffWinning Tactics.. £9.99 £9.99
Kid Gloves II
£16.99 £16.99
Killing Cloud
£11.99 £11.99
KILLING GAME SHOW .. £15.99 £9.99
Kings Quest IV
£12.99 £22.99
Kings Quest V
£26.99 £26.99
Knight Mare
£16.99 £16.99
Knight of the Sky
£23.99 £23.99
£16.99 £16.99
Last NinjaIII

F14TomCat

£18.99 £18.99

Leander

ELF
£15.99 £15.99
Elvira Mistress of Dark .... £21.99 £21.99
Elvira II Jaws of Cerberus £23.99 £23.99
Elvira tie Arcade
£16.99 £16.99

Legend
LeisureSuit Larry II
LeisureSuit LarryIII
Leisure Suit LarryV
Lemmings

F15Slnke EagleII
£23.99 £23.99
F117A Stealth Fighter.... £21.99 £21.99
F19StealthFighter
£19.99 £19.99
F29 Retaliate

£15.99 £15.99

Face Off-Ice Hockey .... £15.99 £15.99
Falcon 3.0

£23.99 £23.99

Fanlastc Voyage

£16.99 £16.99

Fale of Atlantis (Adv'ture)
N/A
Fate of Atlantis (Arcade)
N/A
Federation of Free Traders £6.99
Final Blow
£16.99

.;

Ufe and Death II

Lordof tie Rings

£24.99 £24.99
£6.99
£15.99
£20.99
£23.99
£15.99

£20.99 £20.99

N/A £20.99

£9.99

Gauntlet III
Global Effect
Godfather
Gods
Golden Shol
GrahamGoochCricket....

£16.99
£16.99
£18.99
£16.99
£16.99
£21.99

Combo Racer

Cover Girt Poker
Covert Action

GrahamTaylor

Grand Prix (Formula 1) .. £23.99 £23.99

£16.99
£11.99
£20.99
N/A
£6.99
£16.99
£23.99

Gunship20O0
Hagar Ihe Hornble

£21.99 £21.99
N/A £15.99

Hard Drivin II

£15.99 £12.99

Harlequin
Harpoon (1 Meg)

£16.99 £16.99
£19.99£19.99

Heart of China
Heimdal

£24.99 £24.99
£23,99 £23.99

£6.99
£15.99
£20.99
£23.99
£15.99

N/A £24.99

Robin Hood
Robocod

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

Their Finest Hour
Their Finest Mission

£19.99 £19.99
£12.99 £12.99

The Manager

£20.99 £20.99

ThundeihawkAH-73M
Thunder Jaws

£21.99 £21.99
£16.99 £16.99

TipOff

£16.99 £16.99

Toki
Total Recall
Turricanll

£14.99 £14.99
£15.99 £15.99
£7.99 £9.99

Twilight 2000

£23.99 £23.99

£16.99 £16.99

Rookies

£17.99 317.99

UMSII

£16.99 £16.99
£15.99 £15.99

UMSII Planet Editor

£16.99 £16.99
£20.99 £20.99

R.V.F. Honda
Secret of Ihe Silver Blues

£6.99 N/A
£21.99 £21.99

Utopia

£20.99 £20.99

SecretWeapon Luftwaffe £19.99 £19.99

Vendetta

£20.99 £20.99
£23.99 £23.99
£6.99 £6.99
£23.99 £23.99

Sensible Soccer
£16.99
Shadowlands
£20.99
SHADOW OF BEAST II £12.99
Shuffle the Sim
£29.99

Vengeance ofExcalibur.... N/A £19.99

£15.99 £15.99
£15.99 £15.99

N/A £27.99

Monkey Island
MonkeyIsland II

£15.99 £15.99
N/A £25.99
Mouse (Switchable)
£16.99 £16.99
Mystical
£15.99 £15.99
£18.99 £18.99
Myth
NINJA COLLECTION only £13.99

BITMAP BROTHERS VOL 1 only£16.S

MAXEXTRA only £17.99

The Games '92 Espana .... £20.99 £20.99

R-TypeII
RugbyWorld Cup

£19.99 £19.99
£16.99 £16.99

£19.99 £19.99

Moonstone

RiseoftheDrago

Switch Blade II

Ultima Martian Dreams ....£20.99 £20.99
£20.99 £20.99
Ultima Underworld
£19.99 £19.99
Ultima V
£20.99 £20.99
Ultima VI
£20.99 £20.99
ULTIMA VII
£8.99 £8.99
ULTIMATE RIDE

Mig 29 Fulcrum
£16.99 £16.99
Mig 29MSuper Fulcrum .. £19.99 £19.99
N/A £19.99
Might of Magic III
Moonfall
£15.99 £15.99

£16.99 £16.99

£14.99 £14.99

£16.99
£11.99
£20.99
£16.99
£6.99
£16.99
£23.99

Midwinter II

£15.99 £15.99

Rainbow Islands
R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Realms
Red Baron
Red Zone

N/A

£16.99
£16.99
£18.99
£16.99
£16.99
£21.99

£15.99 £15.99

Railroad Tycoon

N/A £26.99
£15.99 £15.99

MegamixMasler
Mega Fortress
MegalravellerII
Mercenary III
Merchant Colony
MicroproseGotf
Midnight Resistance

£9.99 £15.99
£16.99 £16.99
£16.99 £16.99
£9.99 £9.99
£6.99 £6.99

Terminator II

Test Drive III

£20.99 £20.99
£11.99 £11.99

N/A £13.99
£16.99 £16.99

Ml Tank Platoon

£16.99 £16.99

QUEST AND GLORY
Race Drivin'

Fuzzball
G-LOCR360

£16.99 £16.99

£15.99 £15.99
N/A £68.99

TennisCup 2

£14.99 £25.99
£25.99 £25.99

M. Ditka Ultimate Football £18.99 £18.99

£16.99 £16.99

Fire and Ice

Take 2

£15.99 £15.99

£15.99 £15.99
£6.99 £6.99

£19.99 £19.99

Final Fight

£16.99 £16.99

£30.99 £30.99
£16.99 £16.99

Lotus TurboChallenge II.. £16.99 £16.99
Lureof iheTemptress
£16.99 £16.99

FirstSamurai/MgaLoMania £20.99 £20.99
Rightoftie Intruder
£16.99 £22.99

£9.99

Remiere

Pro Flight
ProjectX

£15.99 £12.99

LoslPalrd

£9.99

N/A £26.99

Prince of Persia

Push Over
Puzznic

£15.99 £15.99
Lemmings II
Lemmings - Dala Disk .... £13.99 £13.99
Lemmings - StandAlone.. £15.99 £15.99

£17.99
£17.99
£6.99
£16.99

Predatorll

£19.99
£20.99
£10.99
£15.99

£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99

£16.99 £16.99

CARTHAGE

£16.99
£16.99
£23.99
£16.99
£19.99
£16.99

£15.99 £15.99

Pegasus

£8.99

John Maden's Football .... £16.99 £16.99

Kick Off11(1 Meg)

£16.99 £16.99

Parasol Stars

£19.99 £19.99

Floor 13

C.Y's Air Combat

AMIGA

£15.99 £15.99
£19.99 £19.99
£19.99 £19.99

Football Crazy

Codename Assassin

£17.99 N/A
£23.99 £23.99
£15.99 £7.99
£20.99 £20.99
£6.99 £6.99

Deliverance
Demoniak
Deuteros

£16.99
£10.99
£15.99
£15.99

Chase HQ
Chase HQII
Chuck Rock
Cisco Heal

ST

Space Quest I, II,III
Special Forces
Speedball II
Spiritof Excalibur
Stargliderll

£15.99 £15.99

£16.99
£10.99
£15.99
£15.99

Castles

TOP TITLES

£10.99 £16.99

£19.99 £19.99

Chaos Engine
Champion ofIhe Raj

£15.99 £15.99

Nighlshifl

Boston Bomb Club

Carve Up

AMIGA

£15.99 £15.99

Navy Seals
Nebulusll

BuckRogers

Cadaver- the payoff
Captive
Carl Lewis Challenge .

ST

Nare

£6.99
£7.99

ORBITUS

Cadaver

Blue Max

TOP TITLES

£6.99
£6.99

£6.99

£15.99 £15.99

Magic Garden
Magic Pockets
Man Utd. Europe

Birds of Prey
Hack Crypt

£6.99 Xenon II

£6.99

£6.99

£7.99
£6.99

£15.99 £15.99

£16.99
£16.99
£23.99
N/A
£19.99
£16.99

Billiard Simulator II

£5.99 Pang

£6.99

£6.99

Hook

N/A
Bard's Tale III
£22.99
B.A.T. II
£16.99
Battle Chess II
Battle Command
£15.99
BATTLE HAWKS 1942 .
£8.99
£18.99
Battle Isle
BATTLE MASTER
£11.99
Betrayal
N/A

Big Run

Defender of the Crown

£6.99

Hudson Hawk

ATOMINO
AWSOME
Back to the Future III

£6.99
£6.99

Rally

£15.99 £15.99

Amos The Creator

B17Flying Fortress

£7.99

£15.99 £8.99

Amos 3D

A.T.A.C

£17.99 £17.99

Jet Sel Willy (Amiga only) ....

£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£6.99
£8.99

£6.99 SuperHangOn
£6.99 Lotus Esprit
£6.99 SwitchBlade
£6.99 Manic Miner (Amiga only) .... £7.99 Teenage Mutant Turtles
£6.99 Michael Jackson Moonwalker £6.99 Thunderslrike
£6.99 Moonshine Racers
£6.99 Toobin'
£7.99 NewZealandStory
£6.99 TVSports Football
£4.99 Ninja Rabbits
£5.99 Vigilante
£7.99 Nitro
£7.99 War Zone
£6.99 North S South
£6.99 Waterloo
£6.99 Out Run
£6.99 Wingsof Fury(Amiga only)....
£6.99 OperationWolf
£6.99 WC Leaderboard

Conflict in Europe
Continental Circus (STonly)

TOP TITLES

£6.99 Run The Gauntlet
£6.99 Shadow of tie Beast
£7.99 Shadow Warrior
£6.99 Sherman M4
£6.99 Shinobi
£6.99 Shuffle Puck Cafe
£7.99 Ski or Die
£5.99 Speedball
£6.99 Strike Force Harrier
£5.99 Stunt Car Racer

Darkman

Amos Compiler

Aquaventura
Armourgeddon
Armourgeddon Upgrade.

Cruise fora Corpse

£6.99 Last NinjaII
£6.99 UcencetoKill
£8.99 Lombard RAC

ST
AMIGA
Hero's Quest (Gremlin).... £16.99 £16.99
Hill Street Blues
£15.99 £15.99
Home Alone
N/A £23.99

AMIGA

£8.99
£9.99
£6.99

DaysofThunder

Amos (Easy)

Another World

AMIGA
£14.99
£16.99
£16.99
£16.99
£15.99

£6.99 Kid Gloves

DeluxeStrip Poker
DoubleDragon Ior II
Dragon Ninja
FantasyWorld Dizzy

"S*
TOP TITLES

£6.99

BloodMoney

Colossus Chess

Tel: 081-361 2733/5730
(2733 Faxline after 6pm)

»~

BeachVolley
Cabal
California Games
Carrier Command

CelicaGT4 Rally
Centrefold Squares
CloudKingdom

(10 am -6pm 6 days)

* WITH ORDERS

Barbarian
Barbarian II
Batman The Movie

Baal

£6.99

£6.99 Rocket Ranger
£6.99

£6.99 Head over Heels
£5.99 Hitch Hiker'sGuideto Galaxy
£5.99 IK+
£6.99 Impossible Mission II
£6.99 James Pond

Arkanoid II

£6.99
£6.99

£6.99 Resolution 101

Rolling Ronny
£6.99 R-Type

£6.99 Ghouls'n'Ghosts
£6.99 Golden Axe
£4.50 Hard Drivin'

Ariranoid (Amiga only)

£5.99

Predator
£7.99 Rambolll

£3.99 F16 Combat Riot
£6.99 Gauntlet II
£6.99 Ghoslbusters II

. Robocop

£6.99 £6.99
£14.99 £14.99
£15.99 £15.99

Robocopll
RobocopIII
Rod Land

Silent Service II

£23.99 £23.99
£22.99 £22.99
£20.99 £20.99

Simpsons

£15.99 £15.99

Smash TV

£15.99 £15.99

£20.99 £20.99
£6.99

£6.99

£20.99 £20.99

Utopia The NewWorld ....£11.99 £11.99

£16.99
£20.99
£12.99
£29.99

Sim Ant
Sim Earth

£23.99 £23.99

Untouchables

£16.99 £16.99

Video Kid

Space 1889
£20.99 £20.99
SpaceAcell
N/A £33.99
SpaceGun
£15.99 £15.99
SpaceCrusade
£16.99 £16.99
Space Quest l.ll.lll.or IV .. N/A £23.99

£15.99 £15.99

VoKed

£20.99 £20.99

Vroom

£16.99 £16.99

White Death(1 Meg)

£19.99 £19.99

Wild Wheels

£14.99 £14,99

WilyBeamish
Wing Commander II

N/A £23.99
£19.99£19.99

WizKid
Wolf Child
WOLFPACK
W.W.F
Zillrax

£15.99
£16.99
£14.99
£15.99
£16.99

Zod

£16.99 £16.99

£15.99
£16.99
£14.99
£15.99
£16.99

MINDGAMES only £14.99

VIRTUALWORLDS only £14.99

D. Dragon.Shadow Warnor,D. Nm|a

Dnller,Total Eclipse, Castle Masler, The Crypl

TNT 2 only £20.99

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE only £23.99

AIR COMBATACES only £18.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTION Only£16.99

BOARDGENIUSAMIGAonly £17.99

Hydra,Skull4 Crossbones,Hard Drtvin II,
Badlantis.and StunRunner

Operation Stealth, Indana's bast Crusade and

Facer. Gunship and Fighlbombef

RoboCop, Ghoslbusters 2, Indiana Jones,

Deluxe Monopoly, Deluxe Scrabble. Cleudo,
MaslerDeleclive and Risk

Xenon, Cadaver and Speedbal II

TurricanII,ST Dragon.SWIVand NiphlSh.n

SOCCER MANIA only £11.99
Football ManagerII,Gazza's Soccer, Football
Manager• W.C,Edition, Microprose Soccer

SUPER SIM PACKonly £21.99

MeanStreets

Balman Ihe Movie

FALCON CLASSIC COLLECTION

SUPER HEROES only £17.99

only £21.99

StridorII,Indana Jones, LastNinja II
and Spy who lovedme

Falcon, MissionOne, and MissionTwo

AWARD WINNERS ONLY £16.99
Kick Off II,Pipemania, Space Ace

lnl.3DTennisCrazy Cars II,
Haly'90 and ArbourneRanger

Auslonilz, Waterloo, and Conftlclin Europe

GRANDSTANDonly £17.99

2 HOT2 HANDLEonly £18.99

Gazza Super Soccer, Pro Tennis Tour,

GoldenAxe,TotalRecall,ShadowWarnor,
SuperOftRoadRacing

World Class Loadorboard and Continental Orcus

aiGHT COMMAND only £13.99

4 WHEEL DRIVE only £20.99

POWER PACKonly £14.99

Eliminator, Strike Force Hamer,

Lolus Espnl, CelkiaGT-tRally,Team Suzuki, and

Xonon 2, TVSpons Football, Bloodwych and
LcmbardRally

Combo Racer.

and Populous

Lancaster,SkyFox and Sky Chase

SUPER SEGA

BIGBOX only £15.99

TEST DRIVE II COLLECTION

DOUBLE DOUBLE BILL

ACTION PACK only £15.99

only £21.99

Caplain Blood,TinTin on the Moon.SafariGuns,

AMIGA only £20.99

AMIGAonly £22.99

Cosmic Pirales, Rotor,Maya,On Safari, Eliminator,

TvSpons Football, Lordsof the RisingSur
TvSports Basketball, Wings

Fast Lane, ShermanUA, Hoslages, Targlan,

POWERUP only £16.99

AIR, LAND, SEA only £23.99

Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, X Out,

FAI8 tnlerceplor, 688 Allack Sub, tndy500

Super Monaco GP, Golden Axe, Crackdown,

ESWAT, and Shinobi

TeenageQueen, Bubble Plus, PurpleSalurnDays,
Krypton Egg,JumpingJackson, BoBo, Hoslages

MAGNUM 4 only £16.99

CHAMPIONS only £13.99
JahangirKhanSquash, ManUnited
and W.C.BoxingManager

MuscleCars, California Challenge,
European Challenge, Duel, SuperCars

RAINBOWCOLLECTION only £13.9

Afterburner,Double Dragon,Operation Wolf,

New Zealand Story, Bubble Bobble,

andBalman CapedCrusader

Colorado

Chase HQ, Tumcan

Rainbow Islands

Please makecheques&P.O.'s payable to Eagle Software. P&Pis £1.00 perorderin UK (orders under Name:
£10are50pperitem). Europe: £3.50peritem. Elsewhere £4.50peritem. Newtitles will besentas released Address:

and are subject to manufacturers price reviews. E.&O.E. New catalogue available - please lick box.

Member No:

Computer:

Title

Date
Price
Price
Price
Price

83 Mall Order Only

p&p.
Total

|
Postcode:
Card No:
Exp Date

Access Q

Tel:

Visa£

Cheque £

P.O's[[

Free Membership with First Order to all Our Customers

game review

WARRIORS
OF RELEYNE

FORMAT RATINGS REVIEWED
i.

How did FORMAT rate the games reviewed over the last three months?

The mists cleared. Gwphfll stepped
towards the wizard, his armour clank

ing. "A battle is beginning," his voice
boomed, "A battle in which you might
easily have your eye out if you're not
careful."

Kwylith cackled. "Brave you are,
young lord. But fight me not. For I have
developed the submarine." Yes, it's fan
tasy time once more. And Warriors Of
Releyne sees you on some small
islands, moving your forces around and
chopping down the folk who welcome
you into their humble dwellings.
The weird creatures must be famil

iar to you by now, albeit under many
other frighteningly vowel-less names.
There are quests and swords as well as
luscious maidens tending huge baps in
blackened

ovens,

two-headed

social

workers and ubiquitous warriors stalk
ing blokes in country towns as the pubs
reach chucking out time.
What makes Warriors Of Releyne
(how do you pronounce that?) different
is the degree to which you can cus
tomise it. You can play various heroic
scenarios or you can completely design
your own. Huge campaigns, massive
treks, mammoth conflicts are yours to
spend hours swearing at, providing
you've got the patience to set it all up.
And it's all mouse-based, which is a

LURE OF THE TEMPTRESS

STF35

92%

WIZKID

page 76

92%

EPIC

page 70

91%

PARASOL STARS

page 72

91%

AWARD WINNERS

STF36

90%

road. Keep left at the Hills of Death and
follow the signs to the Caves of Eternal

ISHAR - LEGEND OF THE FORTRESS

page 78

90%

Doom. Oh - and make sure you avoid
the Happy Eater on the right.

Legend

STF 36

89%

Gobliiins

STF 36

87%

Pacific Islands

STF 35

87%

Dizzy's Excellent Adventures

STF35

82%

Formula One Grand Prix

STF 36

81%

Airbus A320

STF 36

79%

Harlequin

STF 35

79%

Dreadnoughts

STF 35

79%

Saint Dragon

STF 36

78%

VERDICT: Warriors Of Releyne isn't at
all bad. As a graphical wargame, it's
fun, not slow and has many facets to

World Rugby: Five Nations Edition

STF 35

78%

Bonanza Bros

STF 35

77%

consider in the combat. There's a two-

The Addams Family

page 80

74%

Warriors of Releyne

page 85

74%

Last Ninja 3

STF36

72%

Heimdall

STF 35

72%

Winter Super Sports '92

page 83

71%

Steel Empire

STF 36

71%

Samurai - TWOTW

STF 36

70%

Leander

STF 36

68%

Potsworth and Co

STF 36

68%

• The Warriors Of Releyne from
Impressions, live just off the trunk

relief. It doesn't make it particularly
easy or quick, though.
So the mists clear. Two players (or
one versus your ST) face the screen
together locked into a conflict neither
can relinquish until Inspector Morse
comes on at eight. Huge armies clash.
Well, small sprites chug round the ter
rain, occasionally meeting each other.
Empires (and tempers) rise and fall.

player mode, there are tons of different
aliens (or whatever) and there's some

decent strategy to brain over. But, as a
fantasy game, well, it's a classic exam
ple of pedantic speech, wizened
crones, crooning wizards and vowelevacuation.

JAMES LEACH

Superski 2

STF 36

68%

Obitus

STF35

67%

Cartoon Collection

page 82

64%

Utopia - The New Worlds

STF 36

64%

Powermonger: WW1 Edition

STF 35

64%

X

tr

>iT|*i1

• The centaurs chatted among themselves, unaware of the rather cheerful elm
stalking them from the north. But suddenly the dam burst and they were drowned.

WARRIORS OF
RELEYNE
IMPRESSIONS £25.99
• Betterthan mostImpressions games.

• Notas good as the realthing.
•

SCREENPLAY

Godfather

STF 35

62%

Wolfchild

STF 35

61%

Vengeance of Excalibur

STF 35

59%

Videokid

STF 35

59%

Top Banana

STF 35

58%

Alcatraz

STF 35

54%

Ninja Collection

STF 35

53%

Space Crusade

page 74

50%

Quattro Fighters

STF 36

48%

Psyborg

STF 36

46%

Ghouls 'n' Ghosts

STF 36

44%

Space Gun

STF 36

32%

The Hall of the Slain Heroes.

Basically we're thinking of having the
whole thing knocked through into one,
with a serving hatch leading to the

Slf RATING 74 %

NOTE: Games in red are reviewed in this issue

kitchen and bathroom areas.
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FED UP MIIING? m COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.
JUST ADD £2.00 TO YOUR TOTAL

i-

W>

Fastest

CHEQUE/POSTAL ORDERS TO:

(7

PINEWOOD STUDIOS, IVER HEATH

'-r _

ORDER FOR A GUARANTEED

^-—^_

^T
Mnil Order Compnny-<L

fS

on Earth

NEXT DAY DELIVERY TO YOUR DOOR

BUCKS, SLO ONH
TEL: 0753 553535 (3 Lines) FAX: 0753 553530

('ORDERS MUST BE PLACED BEFORE 3.30pm excluding Weekends)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T &

5.25 (360K)

5.25 (1.6 MEG)

3.5 1 MEG

3.5 2MEG (1.44)

5.00

7.00

7.00

12.00

5 BOXES MF2DD

( 50 DISKS)

ONLY 26.00

10 BOXES MF2DD

(100 DISKS)
( 50 DISKS)
(100 DISKS)

ONLY 50.00

BRANDED DISKS

ONLY 45.00

'PROMOTION WHERE

5 BOXES MF2HD

ONLY 88.00

YOUR POCKET"

DSDD

DSHD

£21.00
£40.00

£32.50
£63.50

£75.00
£175.00
£329.00

£125.50
£295.50
£580.50

1 BOX

6.50

7.50

13.00

14.00

6.00

7.00

12.50

13.50

6-10 BOXES

5.50

6.75

12.00

13.00

£8.75

£12.00

50 Disks

£8.50
£16.00

£16.25

£23.00

100 Disks

£28.00

£27.25

£36.00

PC/XT/MOUSE

2 FOR 1 LIFE WARRANTY

£35.00

100 Disk

£45.00

200 Disks

£85.00 £137.00

500 Disks

£200.00 £325.00

DSDD

DSHD

£27.00

£38.00

£50.00

£75.00

£90.00

£143.00

£210.00

ATARI MOUSE

-^

ATARI/AMIGA TRACKBALL. w\j

48/96tpi

DSDD

DSHD

25 Disks

£9.00

£16.00

£15.00

£22.00

50 Disks

£17.50

£30.00

£24.00

£38.00

100 Disks

£31.00

£51.00

£44.00

£70.00

Includes labels, for available colours please call.
Normally Red, Green, Yellow, White & Orange
STORAGE BOXES

£20.00
£21.00

3.5" DISK

5.25

CAPACITY

CAPACITY

DISK NAME

CAPACITY

140....£11.50

140

£9.00

3.5"BANX

80

£19.00

120....E 9.50

120

£8.50

DUALBANX5

130/180. £14.99

£19.00

100....E 7.90

100

£7.50

3.5"BIMBY

200....£18.99

£22.00

E6.50

MOUSE POCKET

..£2.50
£10.00

3.5" OR 5.25"

£22.00

OO*

MOUSE MAT HARD

£3.50

PAPER TRIMMER

£5.00

3', 2.8", VIDEO TAPES, CARTRIDGES"

40 :...£6.00

10CAP.E1.50 5CAP..E1.15
CARDBOARD DISK MAILERS

1 CAP..£0.50
£150/1000 OR £25/100

DUST COVERS

COMPUTER
PX XT, AT+MONITOR

.
.
.
.
.

12" or 14" MONITOR..
80 or 132 PRINTER...

LAZER PRINTER

Xf

84 OR 102 KEYBOARD

TOWER CPU

.'.:

}'.

PRINTER STAND (Feet) 80 OR 132 COLUMN .£8.00

£7.00
£2.00
£3.00
£11.00
£3.00

I >7.\ f .VV/i i H I E S Z i S B —
CENTRONICS OR SERIAL
2 WAY

£15.00
£20.00
£8.00 each

4 WAY
DATA SWITCH LEADS

A4 DESK TOP Angle Poise

£15.99

KEYBOARD DRAWER + MONITOR,

A4 ANGLE POISE G-Clamp

£15.99

&CPU STAND

£9.00

£5.00

SORRY! SORRY! SORRY!

LOOK VIDEO TAPES E180
LIFE TIME WARRANTY

£26.99

3 HOURS-

£8.00

PAPER CLIP Monitor Top

E6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00
£6.00

£6.00

MINI VACUUM CLEANER
HEAD CLEANER 3.5" OR 5.25"
MONITOR CLEANING SOLUTION
ALL THE ABOVE AND MORE
CLEANING KIT

IBM PRINTER LEADS
£5.00
.JOYSTICKS ALL MACHINES P/C

PAPER CLIP Monitor Side

£12.99

50
£6.50 5.25-BIMBY5
200... .£18.99
•BIMBY BOXES CAN ALSO HOLD

80 ....£ 7.50
50

STACKABLE BOXES

ALL ABOVE BOXES LOCKABE + 2 KEYS
£2.00 OFF BOXES WHEN ORDERING 100 BULK DISKS OR MORE

12" or 14" COLOUR OR MONO FILTER SCREEN
SAVE YOUR EYES
ONLY £13.99
12" or 14" TILT & TURN WITH HANDY KNOB
MONITOR STAND
£15.95
A4 DESK TOP COPY HOLDER
£8.00

A4 DESK TOP

2 Meg

DSHD

..£2.50

DESK £90.00

LOOK SAVE YOUR EYES

1.6 Meg 3.5' 1Meg

DSDD

PC/XT/AT TRACKBALL
*V..
MOUSE MAT
%V^
MOUSE STAGE

£331.00

SPECIAL OFFERS THIS MONTH

£*

AMIGA/COMMODORE

COLOURED

£69.00

LIFE TIME WARRANTY
5.25'

HD

PS2 MOUSE

£23.00

COLOURED DISKS

MICE/TRACKERBALLS

COMPUTER MATES
BRANDED DISKS

50 Disks

White, Red, Green, Orange, Yellow

1000+PLEASE CALL

available. Please Call.

2 MEG
MF2HD
RAINBOW

2-5 BOXES

96tpi

based on > 55% clipping level, cheaper disks are

DSHD

2 MEG
MF2HD

48tpi
25 Disks

Includes Labels. NOTE: The above disks are

DSDD

1 MEG
MF2DD
RAINBOW

5.25 BULK DISKS
Packed in 25's with Envelopes,
Labels, Lifetime Warranty

LIFE TIME WARRANTY

3.5 DISKS

MEG

MF2DD

Rainbow Colours -

3.5 MITSUBISHI BULK MEDIA

50 DISKS
100 DISKS
200 DISKS
500 DISKS
1000 DISKS

2 FOR 1 LIFE TIME WARRANTY

%*!&"

IT COUNTS IN

+ 20% OFF ALL STORAGE BOXES
WITH ABOVE DEALS

GOLD MASTER BRANDED

%*

LOOK GREAT DEALS ON MITSUBISHI 3.5"

10 BOXES MF2HD

DELIVERY

NEW JUST APPOINTED DEALER

MITSUBISHI BRANDED DISKS
BOX/10

COMPUTER MATES (UK) LTD.

* ^">*

10 FOR £20,50 FOR C90

80 COLUMN MAGNIFYING RULER...£3.00

FOR COLLECTIONS VISIT OUR NEW SHOP AT

PRINTER MULTI-FORM FEEDER....£16.00

675 HOLLOWAY RD., LONDON N19
OPEN 7 DAYS 12-9 PM

DATA CARTRIDGES

WE DO NOT PRICE MATCH BUT WE DO

DC300A

£17.05 DC6320

£24.00

GIVE QUANTITY
DISCOUNT, WITH
SERVICE, QUALITY AND BACKING FROM

DC300XL

£17.50 DC6525

£28.00

DC300XLP

£15.50 DC1000 10MB... .£16.50

DC300EXL

RETAIL PACKED BLUE BOXED DISKS
ALL BLUE BOX DISKS ARE COMPLETELY PACKAGED
IN BLUE PRINTED CARDBOARD BOXES WITH LABELS
100% GUARANTEED FOR LIFE.
3.5" 720K-880K
3.5" 1.44 MEG
5.25" DISKS
MF-2DD 10'S 1 MEG
MF-2HD 10'S 2 MEG
M-2D 48TPI 360K

THE LARGEST DISK MANUFACTURERS IN
THE WORLD. IN ADDITION OVER 200 LINES
OF PERIPHERALS INSTOCK. ASK FOR OUR
COLOUR CATALOGUE & PRICE LIST WITH

£18.70 DC1000 20MB... .£16.50

1 BOX

DC600A

£15.50 DC2000

£13.50

MF-2DD 30'S 1 MEG

DC6150

£17.50 DC2080

£16.50

BAMBI-2DD 1 MEG

BAMBI-2HD 2 MEG

M-2HD 1.6 MEG H/D

YOUR ORDER OR SEND 24p S.A.E.

DC6250

£24.00 DC2120

£16.50

25 DISKS IN 25

25 DISKS IN 25

1 BOX (10)

CALL SAM OR PAT NOW
ON 0753 553535

QTY DISCOUNTS: PLEASE CALL
OR FAX

1 BOX (30)

C5.00 1 BOX

£8.50 1 BOX(10)

MF-2HD 30'S 2 MEG

14.00 1 BOX (30).... £21.50 1 BOX (10)

CAPACITY STORAGE CAPACITY STORAGE
BOX
BOX
1 BOX
14.00 1 BOX
£21.00

£4.00

M-2DD 96TPI 720K

.£4.75
£5.00

10% DISCOUNT
GIVEN ON 10 BOXES
OR MORE

UP WAI' ING? ALL ORDERS ARE NORMALLY DELIVERED TO YOU WITHIN 48 HOURS

games where people were

KIDNAPPED

KIDNAPPED! (AGAIN)
It's marvellous, isn't it, the number of games that have the hero dashing off
after his girlfriend/brother/dad/sister/mum/dog/cat who's been kidnapped
by a unscrupulous tyrant. In the interests of the general public's right to
know, Ed Ricketts presents the FORMAT Guide to Those Kidnappees in Full
ELF

GHOULS

AND

Ocean

US Gold

Storm

LEAN D E R
Psygnosis

Reviewed in Issue 29

Reviewed In Issue 29

Reviewed in issue 29

Reviewed issue 36

Kixx

STF Rating: 89%

STF Rating: 74%

STF Rating: 70%

STF Rating: 68%

Reviewed in issue 34

FINAL

FIGHT

ROD LAN D

GHOSTS

STF Rating: 44%

**«»*»ii

./p&t^T

•

The sacred roast chicken of

the lost city of the ancient
peoples of the holy religion of
LI eludes our elfy hero once

more by disguising itself as a
roast chicken and perching on
an unreachable platform.

• "Have you seen a kid
napped daughter being
followed by three irate men
go past here in the past two
minutes, mate?" "I'm sorry,
my contract doesn't allow me
to speak in this caption visuals only."

• The heinous exploding fairy

• Part Two: The travelling

of Rodland wreaks its havoc

contact lens salesman drops

one more time, having

by the dragon's house to fit
his new lilac'n'light orange

already laid waste to the 11
lands of Moulinex and the

kingdom of Toshiba.

lenses. "No, they really suit
you actually, particularly with
your darker skin coloration."

• "Yes, alright, very funny,
people. Can I please have my
suit of armour back now

please? No, look, really, it
was absolutely hilarious for
the first five minutes, but
now - oi! Don't you dare do
that to the left leg!"

The Plot: In which a brother and

The Plot: The protagonist is a small
woodland mythical creature com
monly known as an elf, whose girlie
friend

has

been

whisked

off

to

unnameable places by some twisted
old pervy. So the elf calls the police,
right? Explains his situation - you
know, "I'm an elf and my girlfriend's
just been kidnapped"? Nope. He
trundles off through the woods
exchanging frankly silly objects like
newspapers for matches and wast
ing innocent gladeland inhabitants
for extra points. Pah.

How did it all end? The elf gets the
girl - well, the nymph. Unfortunately
she turns out to be not quite as
sweet and lovely as he thought, so
he spends the rest of his elfy life
cleaning out the toilet and nipping
down the shops for another pack of
Woodbines.

Happy ever after? Well, she is. He's
currently doing a course on philoso
phy in the hope he can persuade her
that she doesn't, in fact, exist.

The Plot: Mad Gears. Yes, thought
that would frighten you. That's the
name of the gang in Final Fight who
have misappropriated the Mayor's
daughter. Since she owes him
money, the Mayor gets together a
posse of exactly three and sets
about "cleaning up the streets" by
killing everyone he lays eyes on,
doubtless making up new legislation
along the way to account for his
somewhat

obvious

lack

of

law-

sister combo called Tarn and Rit (or
T and Ri for short) wake up one
morning to notice a conspicuous
absence of Mother. Said parental
person has been bundled into the
back of a car and locked up in a
tower by A N Evil Man. T 'n' R lock
and load their magic rods (hence,
undoubtedly, the name) and set
about brutally smashing the nasty
tulip-head things about the head
while climbing up the tower.
Disgusting.

The Plot: A brave knight's girlfriend
was captured and taken away some
where
nasty.
You're
probably
beginning to get the idea by now,
yes? Frankly, you'd think he'd be
better off somehow getting over his
grief and getting on with his life,
wouldn't you? I mean, there are
plenty of other pebbles in the sea,
plenty of other fish on the beach.
And why doesn't he get a proper job
anyway? What does a knight do all
day?

How did it all end? Well, entropy
finally caught up with the universe,
and the entire thing just sort of

How did it all end? Halfway through
his quest, just between worlds 5.1

noticing that Knighty's armour falls
off regularly when females are

and 5.2, Leander realises he's left
his ID card at home. Since his girl

around, take him "to help with their
enquiries." Four weeks, two lawyers
and a nasty bruise later, Knighty is
released with a knuckle rap and a
voucher giving him two free admis
sions to the Policeman's Lodge of

regarding.
How did it all end? The citizens of
the town - who are a little bit miffed

by the way their mayor is picking
them off one by one - band together
and, without warning, savagely make
a block vote. The mayor is ousted;
the Mad Gears get bored of listening
to the mayor's daughter whining on
and on and on about how being.rich
can't buy you love, release her and
join the Salvation Army; and the
mayor is sent off to a penal colony
somewhere outside Peking, where
he's continually taunted for being

the Knight's girlie has been spirited
away by the ghoulies. (Ha ha ha. Oh
hang on, that didn't work, did it?) So
the Knight throws on the first thing
that comes to hand - a loose suit of

armour that falls off at the slightest
touch - and runs around graveyards
a lot. It's not very good.
How did it all end? The local bobby,

wound down into a

small ball of

apathy, then disappeared with a
tired sigh.
Happy ever after? What do you
think?

friend has the strange habit of
insisting on seeing his ID before
she'll believe it's him (because of a
nasty identity crisis as a child), he
has two options: (a) either travel
right the way back to the start, get
the ID and begin again, or (b) give
up. And. thanks to our new interac
tive technology, you can decide the
outcome! Simply choose option (a)
or(b) and then see below.

crap

Happy ever after? Yes, thanks.

The Plot: Good grief. Even after
they're dead the nasties come back
for more. In this sad and sorry tale

Happy ever after? If you chose
option (a), no. If you chose option
(b), yes. Look out for more exciting
interactive questions soon!

the Order of the Stained Cosh.

Happy ever after? Knighty might be,
but it's a sad day for the future of
law and order in this country.
There are others, like MegaTwins,
Thunderjaws and Titus the Fox, but
let's face It: once you've played one
kidnapped-love-interest/relative-in-

peril-to-be-rescued-by-brave-person
game, you've played them all. stf
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GAMEBUSTERS
Said the old man

to the babe 'pon

his knee: "Son,

PRINCE OF
PERSIA
DO MARK

there are two

things you should

Here're some general cheats
for this somewhat elderly
game, from Jolyon Richardson
of Wiltshire.

remember in this
life. But I'm not

going to tell you
what they are."
Said the babe to

his paternal
parent: "Do shut
your neck, Dad,

I'm trying to look
at Gamebusters,
ably presented by
that Ed Ricketts
fella"

TEN THINGS
YOU SAY TO
PEOPLE
PLAYING
GAMES
1. You're dead.

2. You should have jumped back there.
3. Oh no, you didn't want to plummet

any people claim that the" • "Someone gave me this sword and told me to stand over here by this pile of
hero is a bit unresponsive
at times, especially when it

comes to performing diffi
cult running jumps. If you're
one of these people, try using the key
board - the key arrangement is easier
than the tricky joystick diagonals.
Remember, it takes the prince a while
to do a running jump, so it's best to
push the joystick up (and to the left or
right of course) by a couple of steps
before you want him to jump.
Jamming the joystick in the diago
nal direction without running makes
the prince perform a from-the-spot
jump, which covers the equivalent of
two tiles. A running jump covers three,
but you have more control over a run
ning jump, and by holding down the
<Fire> button you can hold on to the
edge of the opposite platform and pull
yourself up to safety.
Ifyou're falling long distances, you
can sometimes save yourself by hold
ing down the <Fire> button. The
prince then grabs on to any platforms
he passes. On level seven you're
dropped from the sky right at the start
of the level, so make sure you have

ST FORMAT AUGUST
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point. So if you see a guard above you
at any time, try walking past him
instead of running. Then when you
come to him, he should be facing the
wrong way, leaving you time to draw
your sword.
On level four, when you return
from the pressure pad which opens
the exit, you come across a mirror
that seems to be impassable. Take a
run up and leap through it. You should
now be on the other side, minus your
shadow, which you find later on in the

closes.

Most of the sword-wielding guards
are pretty simple to kill if you just stay

an anti-gravity potion which can help
you survive one really long fall. Don't
expect to see it until around level

still and wait for them to enter the

Level six is occupied by a rather

beaten the high score.

have passed underneath him at some

sonous, so don't drink it. There is also

doom.
you've

fully stepping into the pit, not just
falling.
The biggest problem you have
with razor crushers is being forced
into them if you're losing a sword
fight. Getting through crushers is best
achieved by stepping through them
carefully - not running! It's best to
start moving just as the crusher

you start the level.

8. I really need a wee, don't you?
9. This game cost how much?
10. Three more points and

Most potions are helpful. A few are
not, but some let you see things from
a different point of view.
Occasionally you come across a
guard who's so close that you don't
have time to draw your sword. When
this happens, the chances are you

the <Fire> button held down before

5. This is your last energy blob.
6. You're on your last life.
7. Your dinner's ready.

4. There's a power-up down there past
that heavily armoured battle station.

denly to avoid the fat man's counter
attack. There is now a split second
delay where he is vulnerable. Strike
immediately after you parry to kill him.
Watch out for holes in the ground
- they send spikes upwards to run you
through. You should jump them, walk
slowly through them or lower yourself
down from the platform above - care

Save your potions for when you
really need them. Most of them just
put your strength up one notch. The
ones that are really hard to reach usu
ally increase the amount of energy you
can carry. Watch out on level two,
when two potions are next to each
other. The one on the left is poi

range of your sword. On later levels
things get harder as skeletons rise
from the ground and attack you - they
can't be killed. You have to keep
advancing on them, forcing them off
the platform so that they fall to their

down that chasm like that.

bones, then scream loudly and look anguished. Don't quite know why - I think
Benetton was mentioned at one point."

fat swordsman, whom you can only kill
by advancing and striking immediately.
The blow is deflected, so parry sud-

seven.

Sometimes, a roof tile is loose

SOME

HANDY

GENERAL

TIPS

game.

On level six, you come across a

wide gap with your shadow looking at
you from the other side. Take a run
ning jump and hold down the <Fire>
button. You don't reach the other side,
but fall down the gap. Don't panic!
Keep your finger on the <Fire> button

and you should end up on a ledge,
hanging by your finger tips. Push your
joystick forward to climb up. You're

and could lead the way to a vital extra
life-giving potion (on level three for
example). To remove loose tiles, just
jump up at the tile - but it's a good
idea to make sure that you're not
under it when the tile comes crashing
down. You can see if a tile is loose by
jumping at the ceiling at any time - if

At times
to complete
important on
trying - you

one is loose, it wobbles.

when you can walk.

now on level seven.

it may seem impossible
a level. Timing is very
a lot of levels, so keep
should get there in the

end. Often it's wise to err on the side

of caution and not run everywhere

cheating

This
this
(see
was

EPIC

the moon of Statil-

OCEAN

a way, a case of trial

lica. This level is, in

is very strange. We were sent
solution to this amazing game
the review on page 70) before it
even released on the ST. Surely

Richard

Eilkins

u'JIT HISSIDN

and error and it often

feels like you're looking
for a needle in a haystack. Look for
buildings likethis:

• Mr

of Warwickshire

hasn't been using (gasp) a different
machine? Anyway, he's got himself
this month's £50 prize.
OPERATION

SCREENPLAY

1:

BREAKOUT

Objective 1
In this mission, the idea is to clear a
path through the Zionic mine belt. It

sounds hard but really it's very, very
simple - just shoot at the mines!

Although you're sometimes briefly
hampered by fighters which are sup

• To find your target, just think of
Canary Wharf and hit those cannons!

You'll knowif it's a target if:
(a) it's heavily guarded by fighters;
(b) on your radar, it shows up as a
green blob;

posed to be stopping you, this mis

(c) when you destroy the complex,

sion really is easy - don't be put off

your percentage rises.

by the number of mines or the scale
of the game area.

ing, which involves the forces of gravity, wings and various aeronautical
principles. See your manual for further details.

ACTION FIGHTER
FIREBIRD

OPERATION

3:

A tip for this venerable game from

Objective

Wesley Trigwell of Salisbury: while
playing the game press Q a couple of

Repel the advancing Rexxon attack

times to get more weapons.

GLORY

Objective 2
In this mission, the idea is to destroy
a deep space tracking station.

• Tip 1: leave the runway. That way you can perform a tricky stunt known as fly

fleet. On this level you find the enemy
spacecraft to the rear of the convoy.
A good idea is to look for the large

DEVIOUS
DESIGNS

waves of aircraft.
OPERATION

4:

BLAST

You must neutralise the Magma can

To destroy the tracking station you
must find the generator, which pro
duces a force field that protects the
tracking station. To find the tracking

non on the planet of Potead. Head
towards the centre of the map area.
Watch out for fighters which resemble
A-Wing fighters (from Star Wars™).
When you find the ION Cannon (and

you do know when you've found it),

use the Epical lasers to destroy it.
OPERATION

PPFBGWLP

OIEIRPEN
YTAIBTLR

I0FTAN0N
GIBGIBWF
TYWTPRWO

YLFELNGT
NNSPFBBR

IYRNPMLE

TNWLFEEN

YYELOEIO
NNMPINRE

YTMYWBPW

F29 RETALIATOR
Here are a few hints and tips for this

NPSSLNWS
GIWBOLAP
IYRAGNOE

and lo and behold you've jumped right
across the galaxy.
To get more cargo than is avail
able, buy all the available cargo. Save
the game to disk, reload and five more
tonnes appear. Repeat as needed.

OCEAN

Try these level codes:

Objective

• From your start position (1), fly
on route 2 toward the radar tracking
station (3), then the generator (4).

MIRROR SOFT

locked on to your planet (or very near
to it). Be careful not to overshoot it.
Then wait for the countdown to finish -

YYRNFISM

arcade simulation from Stuart John
son of the West Midlands:

O If you're playing at the First Lieu
tenant level then you need not worry
about the weapon selection. Watch out,
though: you can suddenly be promoted,
forget and take off unarmed.

O You

can avoid

using missiles

against MiGs if you are adept with the
cannon. If you can't get a MiG off your

5:

Objective

tail, try this manoeuvre:
(a) go up to a high altitude;

station go to the pink spot in the cen
tre of the map. Four roads merge into
the radar tracking station. To find the

Your aim is to eliminate the regional

(b) check the rear view and see if the

GALACTIC

STORM

space fleet, before the arrival of the

MiG is still behind you;

main Rexxon battleforce. It's vital in

(c) point straight down and turn through

force field generator, go diagonally

this mission to destroy every possible

right and forwards.
Destroy the generator but watch

spacecraft.

180 degrees;
(d) pull up quickly and the MiG should
be in front of you. Let rip with the can
non and he goes down. Or try missiles
at point blank range.
© If you have difficulty landing, try this
approach. As you near the airbase,
slow down to 185 km/h and go down
to about 200 feet. Lower the landing

out for fighters. Don't engage them if
weapons are low or time is short. Pro

• Devious Designs by Mirrorsoft. Do the
OPERATION

6:

RETALIATOR

ceed back to the tracking station,

Objective

again following the road. Destroy it

To annihilate the Grand Imperial
Rexxon Command Centre. It's impor

with photon torpedoes.
OPERATION

2:

WIPEOUT

Objective 1

You must destroy the central process
ing unit or four intergalactic space
ports. It's easier to tackle the latter

rather than the CPU. First, press
<Help> to get coordinates for the

first ISP. Destroy it, then proceed
along the roads to find the other ISPs.

tant in this mission to followthe points
used in Operation 4 - look out for

fighters, but get to the target area as
quickly as possible.

OF

not, why on earth should you connect
devious, underhanded, twisted and
downright dirty actions with a Mirror
group company?

ELITE
FIREBIRD

you reach zero altitude, hit <B> to acti

vate the wheelbrakes. Easy!
O Even on missions that require you
to blow up a building or bridge, take a
couple of air to air missiles in case you

7:

never seen these cheats published be
fore. Nor have we. Have a look at them.

Objective

To finish off the remaining armies in
the Rexxon Empire. Success is impor

tant here. Fail to complete the objec
tive and a provisional mission comes

Objective 2

into effect. Use the same tips as in

Obliterate the mining complexes on

the other space combat missions.

gear and gently point the nose towards

the middle of the runway. As soon as

Duncan Martin of Essex reckons he's
WARS

OPERATION
MOTHER

two names connect at all? No of course

To hyperspace across the galaxy
on two light years of fuel, do the follow
ing. Leave the space station and call up
the galaxy chart. Select a planet within

your fuel range, then move the pointer
over the planet you really want to visit.
Start the hyperspace countdown, then
keep pressing 6 until the pointer is

meet some MiGs.

0 The exception to the last hint is in
Europe. If you shoot down a MiG that
isn't an objective (because it hassles
you while you try to flatten the city), the
game crashes when you land.
O I recommend the F22; it looks bet-
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SCREENPLAY

P ter and it handles slightly bettertoo.
O Try to avoid blowing up anything

tion after every victory. Then if you die,
cancel the save and you can continue.

which isn't an objective; if you acciden
tally destroy a skyscraper, you get

FINAL BLOW

court-martialled.

O Remember you're in a Stealth
Fighter! Fly low, slow and with stealth
mode on, and that should stop the
SAMs firing at you. For dogfighting with
MiGs, switch off stealth mode so you
can see the radar, switch on ECM and
fly high at 8,000 feet to give you room

SALES

CURVE

When fighting, pause the game and
press F10 six times. Unpause for infi
nite energy.

HARD DRIVIN'
DO MAR K

to manoeuvre.

Phillip Ackerman of Berwickshire in

O

Scotland has provided some nifty tips —^

Enjoy the game and save your posi

DIZZY,
PRINCE OF THE YOLKFOLK

"So there's this Englishman, this Irishman, and this elf. And the elf says, 'I
was outside and this Idiot was shooting apples.' And the Englishman says... no,

wait, the Scotsman says... It was the Irishman - was it an elf? Hang on..."
CODE M A S T E R S

ers by him. This takes the thorn out of

A complete solution and map from

his foot.

Colin McGuirk of Birmingham.

Pick up the thorn and go back to
the spanner in the tower (right). Drop
the thorn on the floor by the spanner make sure you're not touching the span
ner when you do this. Walk to the right
and up, then go to the switch above the
spanner. You've killed the other Dizzy.
Now go and get the spanner and
go back to the rear entrance of the cas
tle. On the way give the bugle to man at
the start. Now pick up the joke book.

First, get out of the ditch. If you
have trouble with this, then this game is
not for you. Get the pickaxe and pick up

the cage. Remove the boulder on the
hillside using the pickaxe. Now get the
golden nugget from inside the cave.
This enables you to cross the water and
get past the ferryman.
Pick up the bridge kit from the
cloud above. Cross the water on the

boat. The ferryman takes the gold from
you. Drop the cage next to Fluffle - he
won't get inside it yet.
Climb trees to the enchanted tree

tops. Drop the bridge kit by the opening
between trees. Go onto the narrow

ledge and jump across the clouds. Go
into the tower and pick up the harp

Go to the switch to operate the

drawbridge (just above the drawbridge
itself). Drop the spanner. Now cross the
drawbridge and give the joke book to
the princess. Take the flag. Go back
into the castle and to the flagpole on
the roof. Drop the flag, and the man

OCEAN

The complete solution from John Maddison of County Durham.
So here's how to do everything ever in
Elf from Ocean, except level one be
cause (a) most people should be able
to get through it and (b) it leaves us
more space for the important bits.
LEVEL 2

Get the small key and the handle from
the first underground caves. Unlock
the steel cage in the top right hand
corner and get the cog. Attach the

cog and the handle to the winding
mechanism and wind out the bridge.

Cross the bridge, pick up the boots

and give them to the prisoner, who
gives you a silver flute. Give this to

the jester before you open the cage
with the key, which you can find out
side to the right. Travel to the oil well
and fill up the oil can lying on the left
of the map. On the way, kill the jester
- you need the flute for level five. Now
use the oil on the stiff handle for the

bridge. Pull the lever and jump across
the gap. Go down and into the guard's
room. He has a nasty habit of jumping
on you. The trick is to fire quickly and
pressure him into a corner.

with the bugle appears.

from the bottom. Get back out and

Press <Return> and he summons

jump back onto the narrow ledge. Climb
the trees, right up to the uppermost
branches. Go to the very top left, stand
close to the end and jump left, onto the
clouds. Keep jumping left and go to

the King, who knights you. Go and get
the key below you, then go back to the
tower drawbridge
and to the deserted

I

I

WHAT'S WHERE IN DIZZY,

tower. Open the
door with the key.
Kiss Daisy and

PRINCE OF THE YOLKFOLK

he gives you some cheese. Drop down

she awakens - be

• The cherries are these cherry-like objects: %

off the cloud to the cloud below. Pick

cause now you're a
prince,
assuming
that you have col

• Other important bits are labelled.

heaven.

Give Saint Peter his harp back and

up the cherry and drop off to the left of
that cloud. Go back across the water

and drop the cheese by the cage.
Fluffle now gets in the cage. Pick it
back up.
Go to the troll by the castle en
trance and drop the cage. Go into the
castle, go up and pick the motor up.
(The bread is a red herring.) Go back to

lected all the cher

ries on the way (20
in all). The cherries
are hidden behind

the stereo (next to

the

ferryman),

in

the tree house, be

the ferryman and give himthe motor for

hind Fluffle and all

his boat. He gives you a scythe.
Go back to the tower (on the right).
Go into the tower drawbridge. Drop the
scythe by the green plant - now you
can get past. Go right and pick up the
brass bugle (the potion is another red
herring). Keep on going on - don't pick
up the spanner yet, and don't worry
about the other Dizzy. Go up again and
onto the roof. Pick up the tweezers and
jump off the roof. Go back to the lion
with the sore foot and drop the tweez

around the clouds.
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Good luck!

Princess

• The blue stuff is water;

cheating

LEVEL 5

Make sure you kill the dwarfs, then find
the bone and give this to the large flap
ping monster. Walk to the edge of the

chasm in front of the Halt sign and
stand still. The flapping monster now

flies over. He picks you up and drops
you on the other side.
Go through the door, collect the

up, "imTiii -"—ui'^iiii.' 'mi

'

'

'*

• Level three, simply entitled "Switches." (Cue, if only for old times' sake,
maniacal laughter...)

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

The trick to this level is flicking on the

Collect the dagger from the dead man's
back, together with the boxing glove.

SCREENPLAY

the top left of the level. He in return
gives you an icicle.
Go back to the eskimo and hit him
on the head with the icicle. Steal his

wheels and give these to the old man.
He gives you a key to let you out of the

final door which takes you to the ice
monster. He usually comes right up
underneath you. Don't bother shooting

belt and give the flute to the blacksmith,

at him while he moves in and out of the

who turns it into a cross. This enables

ground - he's invincible. Dodge the

you to pass the bats. Collect the bit of

snowballs for long enough and you can

machine lying on the side. Collect all
the other five bits and give them to the
mechanic (who's building some sort of
machine). He gives you a piece of
paper to give to a guard, who in turn
lets you in to see the king.
To get past the king you need the
three jewels. Once this is done, you can
battle with Henry. Try to keep him away
from you by keeping him under pres

doit.

sure, because otherwise he makes a

LEVEL 7

Collect the pork pie after shooting the
container behind it. Give this to Teedle

Dee (the one in red and green). He
gives you his smelly socks - use these
against the old woman. (Cruel, but it
pays, after all.) After she faints, take the
stick and insert it into the wheel of the

quence after first turning on the power
in the first room. The sequence is as

You should pass a switch on your waydon't flick this.

LEVEL 6

follows:
1: flick

Punch the first guard with the box
ing glove and take the paper with the
password on it. Cut the rope holding up
the cage. Go down and collect the gold

Buy the antifreeze from the shop. Also
buy the flying spell - this level can't be

bike the reptilian is riding. He then flies
over the handlebars, which stops him
generating the power that surrounds
the control panel (it's later in the level).
You can now press the red button that
starts the platform moving, and go in

done without it.

the door.

platform switches in the correct se-

2: flick
3: flick

4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

flick
leave
flick
leave
flick

straight charge for you.

icon that falls out of it.

Collect all three parts to the magi
cal spell lying around. Now use the spell

LEVEL 8

Give the password to the second
guard. Travel to the chief at the far end

to knock out the wizard in the tower to

There's a big choice to be made on this

of the map. Give him the gold icon. This
allows you into the temple to fight the

9: flick

god.

10: flick
11: leave.

Make sure you jump all the mon
sters that come from the water, and

Remember to keep firing when the
mouth is opening, and to jump/duck all
shots. If you can afford it, it's best to
buy the force shield and rush him, but

watch out for the plants.

make sure you get him.

the right of the map. Collect his amulet
and find the mallet, chisel and blow
torch. Melt the ice block containing the
sculptor and give him the mallet and
chisel. Find the ear muffs and give them
to eskimo. He gives you an ice block,

which you should give to the sculptor.
He chisels an ice crown for you. Give
this and the amulet to the ice king at

level: are you going to save Elisa or just
get out sharpish? If you want to save
her, you have to find the ten parts of

mechanism and destroy them before
entering the door.
As Elisa's captor moves around on

his magic carpet, keep moving or he
shoots you. Kill him with rapid shots,

and sit back to watch the ending.

Cheese
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SCREENPLAY

for getting anywhere in this much-bet-

MAGICLAND
DIZZY

ter-than-the-useless-Race Drivin' game
from those Dominic and Mark lads.

To control the car, put it into man
ual and accelerate to the maximum

speed. Press <N> to go into neutral
and the car stays at its maximum
speed. It doesn't slow down when it

goes around a corner and most impor
tantly it doesn't skid.
To beat the Phantom Photon: when

the signs show to go round the stunt
circuit, pay no attention and go round
the speed circuit (it's far easier) and
thus easily beat the Photon.

CODEMASTERS

Type in DIAMONDS AND PEARLS to
gain infinite lives. This can be done any
where in the game. Remember to press
P to unpause, because typing this

pauses the game. Courtesy of Jeff
McDermont of Cleveland.

•ism

PSYBORG
LORICIEL

Here are the codes for the planets of
the first four systems, from Ronnie
Reid of Glasgow:

JUG

ANACREON

3:5269

On the title screen, hold down <Esc>

1: NONE

4: 7235

and click the mouse pointer on the right
edge of the picture, for infinite energy

2:1610

5: 4794

MICRODEAL

and nine lives.

• If you laid all the bits of paper with Populous 2 tips on them from end to end,
you'd be pretty bored by the end of it. In fact, you'd probably give up half way,
and go and read a book, or something.

5: 4269

POPULOUS 2

ZORGON

ELECTRONIC

ARTS

1: 4640

3:1510
4:1704

KALGAN

2:4412

1: 0413

3: 2436

KRYPTON

2:6855

4: 8883

1: 7564

3: 9411

5:1564

2: 5027

4: 9591

6:1902

SKYCHASE
MIRRORSOFT

• Psyborg. Coo, it's just like The Time
Tunnel, isn' t it? Except without the
awful acting. 'Course, that's nothing
like as bad as Voyage to the Bottom of
the Sea. Did you see that one where...

*a!|fj|||R

When the game starts, pull back and
loop the loop. You should immediately
see the opponent so you can shoot at
him. This is a quicker and easier way of
getting the better of the enemy, and
you're less likely to get hit yourself. Ta
to Ben Pitty of West Sussex, stf

Yet more advice on this epic game - this
time on how to defeat Zeus, from Alex
Clarke of Surrey.
At the start of the game the position
of the Papal Magnet is a problem. To pre
vent your walkers getting stuck, cut off
most of the right-hand side of your land.
When Zeus moves his Papal Magnet,
immediately make your walkers go to your
Papal Magnet.
Don't make a

leader unless there

more than 5,000 people at your magnet it's a waste otherwise.
Adonis is the most effective leader.

With regard to Papal Magnets, Zeus
is quite thick. Kill his leader and put a

swamp under his Papal Magnet until one
of his walkers gets to it. Since swamps
last for ever, this is usually quite funny.
If Zeus has bunged a few Baptismal
Fonts around the place and you move
quickly enough, his walkers encounter
these on their pilgrimage, giving you a
never-ending supply of worshippers. This
is how I won.

Often when Zeus uses a volcano, he

destroys a lot of his land and blocks his
worshippers from getting to the Papal
Magnet.
Zeus often wastes mana making tidal
waves, if you're careful (that Is, build sea
walls), they don't harm you.

RIBBONS - POST FREE
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Full Mark Brand

ttom

Citizen 120D/124D Swift 24

PREMIUM BULK DISKS 3.5" DS/DD
25

10.99

50

100

250

500

2 off
4 off
PRICE EACH

2.50

Citizen Swift 24 Colour (original)

1000

Panasonic KXP 1080/1123/1124
StarLC10/LC20
Star LC10-4 Colour
StarLC24-10

20.50 36.99 84.99 164.99 317.99

OUR DISKS ARE FULLY GUARANTEED AND
ARE COMPLETE WITH LABELS

15.00
2.90
2.80
5.90
2.80

Star LC24-10 Colour Original
Star LC200

2.30
2.70
2.60
5.70
2.60

12.50
3.20

3.00

3.5" SUPERIOR LOCKABLE DISK BOXES

Star LC200 Colour Original

100 Capacity
120 Capacity

Star LC24-200 Colour Original

12.50

Ribbon re-ink

12.95

Star LC24-200

4.49
6.49

3.5" PREMIUM DISKS WITH OUR BOXES

100 cap. box+ 50 3.5" DS/DD
120 cap. box + 100 3.5" DS/DD

42.99

3.5" BANX BOX • 80 CAPACITY

lockable and stackable
ONLY £9.95
With 50 Premium Disks £29.49

2.80

2.60

ACCESSORIES - POST FREE

mi MHEMEE

A superb product which is both

11.50

HOTLINE
0703 457111
Fax: 0703 457222

Mouse Mat

2.99

Mouse Holder
2 Piece Universal Printer Stand
3.5 Disk Clean Kit
Roll 1000 3.5 Disk Labels

2.99
6.99
2.99
8.99

Printer cable (1.5 metre)

3.99

Atari ST dust cover

3.50

Philips monitor cover

3.99

Star LC10, Star LC20 covers

Star LC24-10, Star LC24-200 covers

3.99

SNAP COMPUTER SUPPLIES Ltd.

All productsare subject to availability - All prices include VAT.

Unit 16, The Sidings, Hound Rd, Netley Abbey, Southampton. S03 5QA

Please add £2.99 P&P for disks &boxes, £3.99 for paper. E&OE.

125 +
•

Four ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Economically designed control handle
for supreme comfort
• Auto-fire function

• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising
suction cups
• +2/+3 selector connector
• 8 directional control

• Automatic centering
• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum
+2/4-3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.
• Sega Master Series version
available

.ONLY £9.99
STAR PROBE
• Four ultra-sensitive microswitched fire
buttons

• Economically designed custom control
handle for supreme comfort
• Auto-fire function
•

Indestructible metal shaft

• Ultra-light 8 directional microswitched
control

• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising
suction cups

•
•
•
•

+2/+3 selector connector
Automatic centering
High impact robust body
Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum
+2/+3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.

.ONLY £14.99

MACH I
•

Four ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Economically designed control handle
for supreme comfort
•

Auto-fire function

• Indestructible metal shaft

• Ultra-light 8 directional microswitched
control

• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising
suction cups
• Automatic centering
• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Commodore, Atari and
Amstrad computers and video game
systems.

.ONLY £12.99

EXTERMINATOR
• Two ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Economically designed control handle
• 8 directional control

• Automatic centering
• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising
suction cups
• High impact robust body
• Compatible with Commodore, Atari and
Amstrad computers and video game
systems.

.ONLY £6.99

TURBO FIGHTER
• Economically designed for supreme

THE BUG

• 2 ultra-sensitive fire buttons

i Economically designed body for
supreme comfort
) Suitablefor right or left hand

• Heavyduty basewith strong stabilising

• 2 ultra-sensitive microswitched fire

comfort

suction cups

• Robust clamp for secure desktop
mounting

buttons

« Auto-fire function

> 8 directional microswitched control

• 8 directional control

•

Indestructible metal shaft

• Automatic centering
• +2/-I-3 selector connector
• Compatible with Sinclair Spectrum
+2/+3, Commodore, Atari and Amstrad
computers and video game systems.

. ONLY £14.99

• Automatic centering
• High impact rugged body
• 'X' and 'Y' axis trim controls

• Additionalyo/st/c*B'Y' axis control
(for PC users only)
• Analogue to digital converter included
for compatibility with PCs as well as
Amiga, CM, Atari ST,Amstrad CPC etc.

• 12month warranty on all products
shown.

• Older computers may require interfaces
and/or adaptors - not included.
• Prices include VAT, postage and
packaging.
• Dealer enquiries welcome,
• Cheetah products available from
branches of

^^^

THE NEW GENERATION

IN JOYSTICK TECHNOLOGY

CURRYS

^^SOz^

SUPERSTORE

jIBHBBB

wh smith

.ONLY £49.99
High Street stores and all good computer

THE TORTOISE

shops.

• Three ultra-sensitive fire buttons

• Economically evolved control shell
• Automatic centering

• Heavyduty bodywith strong stabilising
suction feet
• 8 directional movement

• Cage sold separately
• Versions include ZX Spectrum, I6K,48K,
I28K,{interfacesotd separately). +2. +3,
CM, Amstrad, Atari, Segaand Nintendo.

• ONLY £9.99

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD

Allspecifications and pricessubjectto change

Cheetah House, Bedwas Business Park, Bedwas, Gwent NPI 8DU

without notice.

Tel: 0222-867777 Fax: 0222- 865575

THE SECRETS OF LIFE ITSELF
STEREO MASTER MICRODEAL
This sound sampler offers real-time
special effects - echo, reverb and much
more - plus STE stereo support
DESCRIPTION: Stereo Master
PRICE: £29.95

ORDER N°:

•

^.^tfl
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ST394
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PLAYBACK & QUARTET MICRODEAL
Playback stereo sound cartridge plus
the excellent Quartet sample Sequencer
(RRP £49.95) for just a tenner more!

QUARTET

DESCRIPTION: Playback & Quartet
PRICE: £29.95 ORDER No : ST372

DESCRIPTION: Playback ONLY
PRICE: £19.95 ORDER NO: ST379

L>

J

c

MJ*C 4

MUSIC IN SEQUENCE MUSIC SALES
This easy-to-follow book guides you
through the whole process of writing
songs on a sequencer.

DESCRIPTION: Music in Sequence
PRICE: £12.95

ORDER NO: ST398

blavtK
MATH BLASTER PLUS

ABLAC COMPUTEC LTD
Five programs, editor I
and record facility. "A

-«P

first choice maths tutor

for primary school children."
DESCRIPTION: Math
PRICE: £29.95

ORDER NO; MATH

•

THE STOS COLLECTION
MANDARIN SOFTWARE
You don't need to be a
dedicated

programmer to
write your own
i

to*mP»er
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BASIC language, STOS
enables you to build ver

satile games - anything '
from shoot-'em-ups to

adventures. When you've I
1^1
written it, compile it
,^gy fl J
using STOS Compiler so it
~/l
runs as fast as commercial games. As \ '

FORMA T Gold

part of the collection we're also offering

games. With
STOS,the game-

STOS Maestro, to addsoundto your games, •

creator, you can
. create fast, excit
ing games quickly
and easily. Using an
easy-to-understand

and Sprite 600, a collection of over 600 ani
mated sprites for use in STOSgames.
(The STOS collection is not individually boxed.)
DESCRIPTION: STOS collection

PRICE: £49.99

ORDERN°: ST381

9.

COULD BE YOURS! (FOR ALL WE KNOW...)
FUN SCHOOL 4 EUROPRESS SOFTWARE
The new follow-up to the classic educational
packages from Europress. All three modules
are available separately here.
DESCRIPTION: Fun School Under Ss
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST389

DESCRIPTION: Fun School 5 - 7s
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST390

DESCRIPTION: Fun School 7-11s
PRICE: £17.99 ORDER No: ST391

AWARD WINNERS COMPILATION
EMPIRE
Four incredible games: FORMAT Gold
winning god-game Populous and footy sim
Kick Off 2, plus arcade romp Space Ace
and addictive puzzler Pipe Mania.
DESCRIPTION: WINNERS COMPILATION
PRICE: £20.99 ORDER NO; ST413

ULTIMATE VIRUS KILLER
DOUGLAS COMMUNICATIONS

The best virus killer around - it recognises over
60 viruses, can repair over 450 different game
disks if they've been virus-damaged, and can even

blether in this
Jfl

«T FORMAT P»<

KILLER

hunt out link viruses. Essential.

DESCRIPTION: Ultimate Virus Killer

no* i" a b,"e'"7
spine - n°*
ne Bjnder
PRICE: £5-95

OBOERNO-.STH^^

PRICE: £9.99 ORDER NO: ST414

r

>- vORDERHO- ST1122
c"£S5ta.
ATARI ST
STOS 3D MANDARIN SOFTWARE
An extension to the STOS BASIC

language (not included): enables you to
create and manipulate 3D objects FORMAT Gold winning STOS 3D makes it
as simple as it could be.
DESCRIPTION: STOS 3D
PRICE: £29.95 ORDER NO; ST396

TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER 2
GST SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
The new upgrade to GST's acclaimed DTP
package - with automatic text wrap

around, custom page sizes, quick key
shortcuts, and much more, even on a
standard 520ST.

DESCRIPTION: TIMEWORKS 2

PRICE: £99.95 ORDER NO: ST401

HOW TO ORDER
•

Just make a note of the name of

the package you want to buy and the

ST FORMAT Mail Order
Name

♦

For overseas orders call Irevor Wilt tor prices on +44 458 74011

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

• Access D Visa • Cheque [ PO

Address

order number next to it. Then fill in

Credit card No

the handy coupon below.
Postcode

• If you wish to order by credit card
or have any queries, ring the

Expiry date

' Telephone

ST FORMAT Mail Order Hotline on :

Description

045874011

Price

Order No

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive
direct mail from other companies u

Please make all cheques payable in pounds sterling to :
Future Publishing Limited.
SEND THIS FORM TO:
TOTAL ORDER

Trevor Witt, ST FORMAT,
Future Publishing, Somerton, Somerset TA11 6TB.

K-Spread 2 Special offers
Name

Method of payment - please tick appropriate box

D Access H Visa • Connect • Switch D Cheque • PO

• Here's your chance to get even more
from last issue's great complete soft
ware! HiSoft are offering ST FORMAT
readers the full K-Spread 2 manual for

Credit card No

Address

Expiry date

just £29.95. What's more, if you buy the
manual you can upgrade to K-Spread 3
for only £29.95 or to K-Spread 4 for an
amazing £59.95!
Both these upgrade offers include regis
tration to HiSoft's Silver Support service
- normally £19.95 - giving you lifetime
technical support, access to the Cix on

Postcode

Telephone

D K-Spread 2 manual
plus upgrade offer coupons

Signature.

£29.95

(including Silver Support)

Please tick here if you do not wish to receive

direct mail from othercompanies D

D Upgrade to K-Spread 3
£49.95

Please moke all cheques and POs payable in pounds sterling to :HiSoft

(including Silver Support).

• Alternatively, you can upgrade from

HiSoft, The Old School,
Greenfield, BEDFORD MK45 5BR

,.£79.95

line closed conference for HiSoft users

and automatic notification of upgrades.

SEND THIS FORM TO:

D Upgrade to K-Spread 4

KSPREAD 2 SPECIALS

the Cover Disk K-Spread 2 to K-Spread 3
for £49.95 or to K-Spread 4 for £79.95!

Impressed by last issue's complete spreadsheet, K-Spread 2? Use the coupon
above for a manual or upgrades - or try these other great packages from Kuma
K-COMM 2

K-WORD 2

KUMA SOFTWARE

KUMA SOFTWARE

K-Comm 2 makes comms easy. It's fully GEM driven and
includes on-screen help, so you don't need to keep the
manual handy. Prestel, Viewdata and VT100 emulation
means you can access and take advantage of hundreds of
bulletin boards. You can transmit and receive using the
universally accepted Xmodem protocol at baud rates rang
ing from 75 to 9600, including split rates like 1200/75. KComm 2 supports Hayes, Dacom, Tandata, WS2000 and
Demon modems - virtually the whole available range. Plus

A professional quality word processor, K-Word 2 is GEM
based and fully compatible with other Kuma software. A
WYSIWYG display means perfect results first time. You
can display four different windows at once, and, with the
intuitive cursor commands, shifting text around is simple.
You can print selected pages or the entire document and
multiple copies are simple. There's on-screen help and
definable Function keys, enabling you to assign any ten
keyboard commands to each key. K-Spell, the spelling
checker, is Included.

you have full access to any disk and the files on it while
the program's running - great for checking what to upload

DESCRIPTION: K-WORD 2

PRICE: £39.95

and so on.

ORDER NO: ST419

DESCRIPTION: K-COMM 2

PRICE: £49.95

ORDER NO: ST416

K-ROGET

KUMA SOFTWARE
K-DATA

KUMA SOFTWARE

K-Data is a comprehensive database with powerful fea
tures, but it's very easy to set up and use. It's fully GEM
driven and compatible with other Kuma software such as
K-Spread 2 or K-Word 2. A Merge function enables you to
add records in one datafile to another similar one, divide

records in a datafile into two by creating two classes, then

merge this information into two new datafiles. There's a
powerful Sort function to organise your data, and on 1040
STs reports may be output to screen, printer or disk. The
printer configuration program included means you can
make the most of your printer's features.

What do you do when you need exactly the right word?
Reach for a thesaurus. But then you lose your train of
thought. K-Roget is a Desk Accessory that gives you an on
line thesaurus which is always ready to help. It's based on
Longman's Pocket Roget's Thesaurus and contains over
150,000 words and phrases. They're arranged according to
the words they express, so finding synonyms is easy. A
phonetic spelling checker enables you to enter words as
they sound and traps any misspellings. K-Roget needs
either 1MByte of RAM and a double sided drive, two double
sided drives, or a hard disk.
DESCRIPTION: K-ROGET
PRICE: £49.95

ORDER NO: ST420

DESCRIPTION: K-DATA

PRICE: £39.95

ORDER NO: ST417

K-MINSTREL 2
KUMA SOFTWARE

K-GRAPH 3

K-Minstrel makes the composition, editing, storing, printing

KUMA SOFTWARE

and playing of music easy for both beginners and pros. Vol
ume, tempo, printing, channel selection and key
change/transposition can all be controlled with simple

K-Graph 3 enables you to produce professional-looking
graphs and charts easily and quickly. It can be used as a
stand-alone program or in conjunction with K-Data to dis
play data as pie charts, area graphs, line/scatter graphs,
stacked, horizontal, 3D or vertical bar charts, and X/Y
graphs. Text and legends can be positioned using the
mouse and graphs can be output as GEM Image and
Metafiles. Selective screen dumps and a sideways printing
option are Included. Over 25 forms of formulae may be
included and over 20 statistical values can be calculated.

mouse movements. You can store 3,200 chords in four
channel mode, which amounts to a hefty 20 minutes of
music. You can enter notes in step or real-time from an
external MIDI instrument, and include crescendos,
accelerandos, dimuendos, rallantandos, slurs and triplets.
A MIDI interface enables you to play compositions on 2, 4,
8 or 16 channels, and printer output is avail
able through a FX-80 compatible printer.

DESCRIPTION: K-GRAPH 3

DESCRIPTION: K-MINSTREL

PRICE: £49.95

PRICE: £24.95

ORDER NO: ST418

ORDER NO: ST421

• To order a manual for K-Spread 2 or upgrade to K-Spread 3 or K-Spread 4,
use the coupon at the top of this page and mail it direct to HiSoft.
• To order any of the other fabulous Kuma software on this page,
use the ST FORMAT Mail Order coupon on page 95

•
•
•
Silica Systems are pleased to recommend Seikosha
printers to you at LOW PROMOTIONAL PRICES. The
Seikosha range is built to the highest standards, by a

company that is used to manufacturing high quality
precision products. In fact, you may be wearing one of
these products on your wrist, as Seikosha are part of the
massive Seiko/Epson group (with a turnover of £6 billion
and 18,000 staff!).
When you buy a Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica,
we will give you a Silica PRINTER STARTER KIT (worth
£25+vat = £29.38) FREE OF CHARGE, to make sure you
get off to a flying start with your new printer. For further
information on the Seikosha range, complete and return
the coupon below. Or, if you can't wait to get your hands
on a new Seikosha printer, telephone our mail order

DOT MATRIX
LASER

PRINTERS

THERMAL

(WITH ONE YEAR ON-SITE WARRANTY

hotline, 081 -309 1111 to place your order now.

Silica now offer a full one year on-site warranty with
every Seikosha printer, (except the SLP Plus), included in
the price! In the unlikely event of a problem with your
Seikosha printer, an engineer will visit your home or
business within 8 working hours of your call (on-site
warranty effective for UK mainland locations only).

FREE!
•

FROM

SILICA

DELS wERY Next day -anywhere in the UK mainland.

• HELrLiNE Technical helpline during office hours.
© STARTER KIT With every Seikosha dot matrix printer.

9-PIN

-PIN

PRINTER
300 CPS

80 COLUMN

» 21K Printer Buffer + 5 Fonts

• Seikosha SL-92 Plus - 24 pin - 80 col
• 240cps Draft, 80cps LQ

[WARRANTY

Parallel and Serial Interfaces

•
•

• Graphics Resolutions: 240x144dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Optional Auto Sheet Feeder Unit

44K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolutions: 360x360dpi
• Epson Emulation
• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTER RRP.
£280.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00

• FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
PRINTER RRP
£199.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00

TOTAL RRP: £305.00
SAVING: £110.00

TOTAL RRP: £224.00

SAVING:

80 COLUMN

240 cps

NOW WITH
1 YEAR
ON-SITE

• Seikosha SP-2400 - 9 pin - 80 col
• 300cps SD, 240cps D, 60cps NLQ
•

PRINTER

£79.00

SILICA PRICE: £145.00

£145

^•t-VAT = £170.35

NOTEBOOK PRIN

SER

Rnf: PRI 82Q4J

LABEL

PRINTER

NEW!

PRINTER
'PLUS' MODEL
INCLUDES WINDOWS DRIVER

The New Seikosha Smart Label
Printer PLUS now includes a

Windows Driver,has the ability
to mix fonts on the same label

and many other new features.
Within its compact dimensions
it will provide letter quality
address labels, file labels and
bar code labels on demand,

, Car, fTHttnrynr mFrinapewHrtwi,

working in the background,
while your normal desktop
printer gets on with the
documents. Using memory

144 cps
• For IBMPC compatibles only
• Seikosha LT-20DX - 24 pin - 80 col
• 180cps SD. 144cps Draft, 60cps LQ
•

1K Printer Buffer + 9 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 360x180dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
•

Built-in 50 Sheet Auto Feeder

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

SAVING:

£65.00

SILICA PRICE: £259.00

•
•
•
•

2 HP-compatible Font
CartridgeSlots

PRINTER RRP £299.00
STARTER KIT
£25.00
TOTAL RRP: £324.00

resident software, that works
with

Pages per minute
• CompactDesign
HP LaserJet III™ Compatible • Quiet Operation <47dBA
PostScript EmulationOption
RRP
Edge Smoothing by EET
J^-TAj*!^! VAT
Technology
8 Scalable +14 BitmapFonts,

£259
*VAT=E304.33 PRI a

• 1MbRAMexpandable to 5Mb
• Flexible Media Handlingup to
550 Sheets in paper cassettes

most standard PC com

patibles, the Smart Label
Printer

PLUS

is

able

to

Every Seikosha dot matrix printer from Silica

produce a label from the
screen text of most popular
software packages. It comes
supplied with a power cord, a
serial

cable,

SLP

comes with the Silica Printer Starter Kit,

worth £29.38 (£25wat) completely FREE OF
CHARGE. It includes ail you need to get up
and running with your new printer.
• 3'A" DiskwithAmiga&STPrinterDrivers

software

and labels. Apple Macintosh
version also available at a new

low Silica Price of £179+vat

£999

(PRI 8012).
RRP

+VAT - £233.83

MAIL ORDER:

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU )
•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

•
•
•
•

SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before you decide when to buy your new printer, we suggest you think very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made your purchase, when you may
require additional peripherals and accessories, or help and advice. And, will the company you buy from

contact you with details of new products? At Silica Systems, we ensure that you will have nothing to
worry about. We have been established for over 12 years and, with our unrivalled experience and
expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an understanding which is

£199

Opening Hours:

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours

n;To:

Mon-Sat 9-30am-6.00pm

SILICA
081-309 1111 SYSTEMS

5000) for only£24.38- £5 off RRP! WORTH £29.38

No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 081-308 0608

No Late Night Opening

Tel: 071-580 4000

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Floor), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sal 9.30am-6.00prn

Late Night: Thursday until 8pm

Extension: 3914

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811
Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

Lale Nighl: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 0017

Silica Systems, STFOR-0892-84, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DXPi

PLEASE SEND A FREE BROCHURE ON SEIKOSHA
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms:

Initials:

Address:
Postcode:

Tel (Home):

m

100 Continuous Tractor Feed Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelopeson Tractor Feed
Printer owners may order the Silica Kit (ref: KIT

52 Tottenham Court Road, London. W1P OBA

second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Systems Service".
MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets ol Quality Continuous Paper

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Order Lines Open: Mon-Sat 9 00am-600pm

LONDON SHOP:

•

•

..

Tel (Work):

Company Name (if applicable):

I Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest information.

. 84A
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GREAT GAMES

what makes them sreat?

Well, that's just
Every programmer's worst critic
is always another programmer.
Give a programmer someone

else's game to play and they
immediately start tearing it
apart: "Ooh no, he's used the wrong
routine there. Look at that sprite! Call

that animation?" and other such dis

just what it is that makes great games

paraging comments. So for a game to
impress a programmer it must have
something special. It must have style,

great, we hassled five top-class pro
grammers into letting us know what

it must be addictive, it must be the pin

they think they're so incredibly good.

nacle of its genre - in short, it must be
great. In the interests of finding out

Read and be amazed, if not slightly
surprised, stf

• Jai

• Justified, but not
particularly ancient.

their favourite games are and just why

Hare is one of the

\

chaps who're respon

Favourite game, and why is it so good? "It used

GRAPHIC ARTIST with SENSIBLE SOFTWARE

Last game they wrote: Wizkid from Ocean

to be Kick Off 2, but Sensible Soccer has just crept
into first place now. It took a long time for it to con
vince us but we've played it so much it just has to be

reviewed on page 76.

our favourite - although at the moment we're fed up
with it 'cos we're late for the deadline! It's just very

sible for the visuals

Worst game they've ever written: "Something
called Oh No! on a budget label ages ago. It wasn't

in Wizkid and

Sensible Soccer.

'^\ \ \

w

ever supposed to be an epic."

• The breathtaking
Robocop 3 are the

MARTIN KENWRIGHT

some sort of record. There are bad things about all

of our games. On Robocop 3 we ran out of time and

Last game they wrote: Epic, reviewed this issue

had to finish it quickly, so it wasn't everything we
wanted. Conversely, we spent too long on Epic - the

product of Martin
Kenwright's fiendish

on page 70.

and utterly pock
marked imagination.

Worst game they've ever written: "None of them
have been really awful - all our games have reached

Dean Lester

game was first advertised back in October 1990! so we perhaps lost some impetus on that. We were
very pleased with F-29 Retaliator, though the collision
detection was a bit dodgy, which is why we made it

number one in the charts, so I suppose that must be

pixel-perfect in Epic."

DEAN LESTER

project that never got completed. Oh alright, let's say
Badlands, but only because the original coin-op we

of TEQUE LONDON

refused to confim

playable. We worked for a long time on getting the
control system right and making it as realistic as pos
sible, and we think it's more fun because of that.

of DIGITAL IMAGE DESIGNS

games, Epic and

•

Back In issue 34 we told you about Jeff
Minter's new Shareware game, Hard
core, which was "coming soon." Well,

JON HARE,

M

The venerable Jon

HARDCORE-

converted it from was so dire. We did the best we

whether or not

Last game they wrote: The ever-so-ebuliant Shadowlands, which we reviewed in a massively compe

Shadow/lands was

written after a

tent manner in issue 33 - STFRating: 84%.

particularly

could, but in situations like that you can either scrap
the entire thing and do it your way, or do a mediocre
game. We had to do the latter."

disastrous trip to the

Ming Wah Chinese

Worst game they've ever written: "I don't think I

Resturant.

want to answer that! Let's just say it was a secret

JEFF MINTER

• The man, the

of LLAMASOFT

llamas, the sixties,
the step up to
another plane of

Last game he wrote: Revenge of the Mutant
Camels, which appeared on Cover Disk 31.

existence where fish

can't knit. Ah, sorry,
didn't see you there
Jeff, now about that
Kaftan...

•

But with a face

like that, the only
question which
needs answering is

cisms of my games - the graphics are very small.
The thing is, Iwasn't prepared to comprise the speed
for the graphics.
"There weren't any samples in there either. I
hadn't written the sample routines at that point. Sam

ples help a game so much."
Worst game he's ever written: "It would have to

J|«
3 i\

r

m
i -

happening on-screen. That's often one of the criti

Favourite game, and why is it so good? Virus.
You could say there's not much depth to it, but it has

be Photon Storm. It could have done with more stuff

) '- J

Ik

S\
(•1 5 jF%

why oh why didn't
Peter Molyneux

PETER MOLYNEUX

the game was written in C, so it was quite slow.

Of BULLFROG PRODUCTIONS

There were some good touches to the game, but

Last game Bullfrog wrote: Populous 2 reviewed in

technically it wasn't very good. Druid - Enlightenment
was fairly awful too, butthat didn't make itto the ST."

issue 30 - STF Rating: 95%.

*?

become a Newsround

Extra presenter?

Favourite game, and why is it so good? "It has
to be Dungeon Master. It wasn't just a game, it was

&
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Worst game they've ever written: "It would have
to be our first game, Fusion. We knew so little about
the machines we were writing for at that time, and

Favourite game, and why is it so good? "My
absolutely favourite game of all time just has to be
Dungeon Master. It was so good on the ST - the

design was perfect, it was a huge game squeezed

what makes them 3reat?\ GREAT GAMES

You know how sometimes you really really wonder what five of

great.

today's top programmers' favourite games are? And just what
they think makes a great game? So do we, so we went and
found out. Ed Ricketts goes "Hmm, really, is that right?" a lot

YOU KNOW THE SCORE, PART TWO
you're going to have to wait a little bit
longer for it. The thing is, Jeff's time has
been taken up lately with his work on the

new Atari Falcon, so Hardcore is taking a
back seat. What he is doing is putting a
five level demo of the game into the PD.

Stunt Car Racerwas good, too. It moved reallywell it genuinely gave you the impression of trying to bal

I

The idea is that you get the demo, play it
to death, and then send your criticisms,
suggestions, praise and so on to Jeff.

He'll then incorporate the most popular
suggestions into the finished game make it easier, add more aliens, and so
on, depending on what you want because,
in Jeff's words, "It's pretty extreme at the
moment - very fast and quite difficult."

of thing. It's a great game and some
of the sequences look almost cine

• We were going to have a pic
of Sensible Soccer here as

ance on a stunt track."

matic, but they always lead you to

Sensible Software's favourite

game, but we thought that was

Can great graphics or sound make an other

think the game can do more than it
does. There's a certain symbolism to
graphics, and as soon as you make

wise dull game good? If so, how? "No, definitely

i—i

SB

a bit narcissistic. So instead

here's a pic of Anco's Kick Off
2, the Sensible's second
favourite game (and the inspira

not. If the graphics or sound are too good, they start
to outweigh the gameplay which is never a good
thing. Another World is a good example of that sort

them more than symbolic, the game
play just can't match so it just

Favourite game, and why is it so good? "There
are so many good games coming from the States,

Can great graphics or sound
make an otherwise dull game

• Now this really is getting on a

but they have the luxury of having 50 people working
on them and a budget of millions. On the ST I'm very
fond of the older games, particularly the Steve Bak
ones like Goldrunner. At the time they were a mile
stone, because they set standards for speed and

good? If so, how? "Yes, they can,

one of the first games that
made the ST do anything worth
while. Fast it may have been,

but ultimately they're just supporting
a weak game. I think people realise
that eventually."

a clone."

bit. Microdeal's Goldrunner was

but it wasn't the most interest

ing game in the world. Still, it's
Martin Kenwright's fave.

smoothness of scrolling."

an experience. It all fitted together as a game - even
when you weren't playing it you were thinking about
it. I'm also very pleased with Shadowlands, though it
is our own. Itwas new and original - we didn't just do

tion behind Sensible Soccer).

appears stupid and unrealistic."

not elevate the game to great sta
tus."

• Dungeon Master, appearing
for the first time in this list.

Although the game hasn't been

Favourite Blue Peter presenter?

available for a while now - since

John

Mirrorsoft went down the pan Psygnosis have just re-released
it, complete with Chaos Strikes

Noakes.

Sheer class

in an

anorak. Such a shame about Shep.
Can great graphics or sound make an other

Back, for £25.99. Get hold of it!

wise dull game good? If so, how? "They can cer

tainly improve people's perception of the game, but

superb control. It's like Defender in 3D, so people like
me are bound to be into it. Ifs a game that really
keeps you at it. The control system is hard to mas

ter, but ifs worth persevering because once you get
round it, it gives you so much control. It really gives
you physical pleasure."
Can great graphics or sound make an other

wise mediocre game good? If so, how? "They

can't make a game great, but they
can make a fair game tolerable. In
the end, the payability is all that mat
ters - Llamatron is a good example.

news on Jeff's Hardcore, see
the box above - Hardcore - you

• Dungeon Master, Peter
Molyneux's favourite game of
all time. Just for the record, it's
Chris Lloyd's favourite too. Not
that you care, really.

into 512K (you could play it for ages) and everything

gameplay. A game must have all

these to be truly great. Another

software ever, and no one has ever bettered it. I
played it right through, twice."

World is a good example of that. If
you took away any one of the graph
ics, sound or plot, the game would
be very average. Graphics or sound
can help the review of a product, but
can't make it great. The most impor
tant thing for any game is lastability."

Can great graphics or sound make an other

how you define a great game. I would define it as a
mixture of good graphics, good sound and good

rewarding game, is Jeff Minter's

favourite. Incidentally, for more

The graphics are tiny but the game
makes up for it. I've often spent days
or weeks refining a part of a game,
like inertia or something like that, to
get it just right. Ifs so important."

was done just right. Ifs the most imitated piece of

wise dull game good? If so, how? "It depends on

• Firebird's Virus, the hard-toget-into but ultimately very

know the score.
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TEL: 0532 637988

LEEDS
NEW OPENING HOURS
OPEN MON - SAT 9.30AM-5.30PM
SUNDAY OPENING 11.00AM-3.00PM
THURSDAY NIGHT LATE 9.30AM-7.30PM

fslEA/V

FAX: 0532 637689

WEST YORKSHIRES PREMIERE
AMIGA AND ATARI COMPUTER STORE
AUTHORISED DEALERS FOR STAR, CITIZEN,

COMMODORE, ACORN, SUPRA & ROMBO

ATARI

THE 1040 FAMILY

CURRICULUM PACK
This pack now comes With: Missile Command, Super Breakout, Battlezone, Crystal Castles plus 1st
Word.Neochrome and Ani St cooour animation package and ST Basic.

now only £249.99//
1Meg version
2 Meg version
4 Meg version
Special offer!! The First choice

now only £269.99
now only £299.99
now only £359.99
10 Games Pack

With Chase HQ, Arkanoid, Super Hang-on, New Zealand Story, Operation

Wolf, Crazy Cars, Super Cars, Skidz, SwitchBlade, and Axels Magic Hammer

only £19.99 when bought with an Atari
or £29.99 bought separately

with I meg of RAM and internal expansion for hard

Music Maker 2, First Basic, Micro Maths, French Mistress

drive

ALL MONITORS ARE UK SPEC.

All monitors come

complete with a
free Atari lead

New Protar Visto
Stereo colour monitor

now only £339.99,

ATARI MEGA STE 2

FIRST CHOICE PACK

2 meg of RAMplus a 48 meg internal hard drive

*
*

Mouse Mat * Dust Cover
IO B l a n k Disks

* Plus 3

WARNING: Before youpurchase a monitormakesure it hasa full UKspecifica
tion.You mightbe buying whatyouthinkisa similarmonitorat a lowerpricebut

safety standards and arenotcovered by anofficial warranty.

Philips CM8833 MK2

The New Atari 1435

stereo colour monitor

Stereo Colour Monitor

whenpurchased with monitor.Coveronly£5.99

resolution

The Citizen Swift 9
Colour

medium

output.

only £179.99 UK Spec.
New Atari SM 144 with

Mk II but restyled, rebadged and colour
coded to match your Atari. Includes a

14" high res screen
High resolution mono monitor.640 * 400 resolu

UK Spec

only £134.99 UKSpec.

fonts, LCDfront display,Auto emulation selection

only £199.99

Star XB24-200 Colour
The choice of manyprofessional organisations, this printer
comes with one year on-site maintenance.332 cps draft,
100 cps LQ. 29k buffer exp to 189k, 4 super LQ fonts
and 14 LQ fonts

now only £379.99

THE STAR SJ48
BUBBLEJET
With Epson LQ and IBM Proprinter emulation. The
SJ48 isa revolution in printer technology.The quality
isalmost asgood as an expensive laser printer yet costs
less than many 24 pin printers. Portable in size, very
quiet, and faster than most dot matrix printers at 100
cps in LQ. Printer cable included

only £229.99

Star LC24-200

Star LC200

Mono and colour. 222 cps draft and 67 cps LQ. 10
resident fonts. A4 Landscape printing

Colour 9 pin printer with 8 resident fonts and a high
speed of 225cps draft and 45 cps in NLQ. A4 Landscape

only £229.99 mono
or £289.99 colour

printing

now only £199.99

Star printer accessories : Dust covers from £4.99. Printer stand just £7.99 when purchasing printer. Mono ribbons from only £3.69

and come with a full2 year warranty,'

and

quality

only £214.99

2-4 pinquality at the priceof many 9 pins. 21 Ocps draft,
604cpsinLQ,16kbufferexpandable to 48k, 10resident

AllCitizen printersinc.free printercable

control

computer

with F19 Flight Simulator

AllStar printers inc ribbons, free
std printer cable and 12month

CITIZEN PRINTERS

remote

only £219.99 UK Spec.

New Star LC24-20

now only £139.99//

New Goldstar TV/Monitor
Features

tion. Stable image and razor sharp quality. The
obvious choice Tor demanding screen intensive
applications

STAR PRINTERS

Replacing the famous LCI0, the LC20 isfaster
at I80cps draft and 45 cps NLQ. It's also
quieter.The front panel now has push button
operation replacing the old LC10 membrane
panel. Other spec is similar to LC10.

RESOLUTION MONITOR WHEN YOU PURCHASE A MEGA
STE

itislikelytobea"GREY" import. Grey importmonitors donotcomplywith British

built in tilt and swivel stand.

The Star LC20

now only £899.99
ADD JUST £129.99 FORTHE ATARI SMI44 14"HIGH

value medium res. monitor on the market. Atari cable

guarantee

4 Mb of RAM and 48 Mb hard drive

only £29.99

Same tube and resolution as the CM8833

only £195.99 UKSpec.

ATARI MEGA STE 2 with 4 Mb

Extra g a m e s / /

Colour stereo monitor. 640*200 line resolution, green
hasthe same specification. The Protarcomeswith a full 12 screen facility, one yearson site maintenance, cable
month replacement guarantee. This must be the best for Atari included.Tilt and swivelstand only£11.99

purchased with this monitor. Cover only £5.99

nowonfy £849.99

* Top quality microswitched
Powerplay Cruiser joystick

This monitor uses the same tube as the Philips 8833 MK2and

included. Tilt and swivel stand only £11.99 when

now only £539.99

Mouse & manuals

zz:

MONITORS

ATARI MEGA STE 1

With I Megas standard this pack must be one of the best
educational packages. Inc.STWord, ST Base, Hyperpaint 2,
language tutor, Reading tutor and general knowledge tutor,

We can also upgrade the Atari STEStart pack:

THE ATARI MEGA STE

The New
Citizen 224
A replacement for the famous 124D,the 224 now

comes with the option to upgrade to a high

resolution colour printer. If you want 24 pin
quality, you want to print in colour if necessary

and you don't want to spend a fortune, the new
224 is an ideal solution. Using the same technol

The New Citizen
Swift 24e and 24x
(What Micro Best Buy)
The best budget 24 pin printer
hasjustgot better!

Auto sheetfeeder £52.99

HEWLETT PACKARD

INKJETS
The HP Deskjet 500 printer allows
you to create laser jet quality without the cost.
with 100 page auto sheetfeeder, printer cable, 3
page /minute speed and

3 year UK warranty

only £359.99
The HP Deskjet 500C
The famous deskjet 500 is now available as a
colour printer. With this printer you can get
stunning colour output at laser quality

now only £569.99

ogyas the Swift24, the 224 isbasically a cut down
Unbeatable value colour printer. 4 resident fonts, version. 192cpi draft and 64 cpi letter qualitywith This must be the best 24 pin colour printer for less than
192 cps draft and 48 cps in NLQ. Highly recom 3 built in fonts.
£300. 8k buffer expandable to 40k, 2I6 cps draft, 72 cps

CANON BUBBLEJETS

only £214.99 (mono) only £274.99 (80 col)
or £224.99 (colour) or £414.99 (136 col)

Canon BJ10ex..£244.99
Canon BJ300...£379.99
Canon BJ330....£519.99

mended. This printer is also available in a wide
carriage (136 column)version

only £189.99 (80 col)
or £309.99 (136 col)

LQ and multilingual too !

| Citizen printer accessories : Mono ribbons only £4.99, Printer stands £24.99, auto sheet feeders £85.00, semi auto sheet feeders only £29.99

ALL CANON PRINTERS ARE UK SPEC.

THE COMPLETE

COLOUR SOLUTION
BY
ROMBO

As officialdealers for Rombo, we are

EMULATORS

VIDI-ST
Frame grabber.
High quality digitizing. Inc Vidi
chrome colourising software
onlv £79 QQ

now ableto offerthis excellentpack
age at a great price. The Complete

IBM AT EMULATOR

only £149.99

RGB SPLITTER

to most of the other major hand scanners on the market We
are able to offer this high quality scanner at a fraction of the
normal cost Complete with the latest improved version of

IBM AT EMULATOR

PC SPEED 8 Mhz PC/XT emulator

Daata-scan software thisscanneris ableto pick out text and
graphics at upto 400d.p.i inrealtime.Daata-scan enables youto
easily manipulate the image. Scans in real time up to 64 grey
scales.Ideal for desk top publishing and presentation.

only £95.99

only £109.99

Enables you to Colour Digitize

only £224.99

in a second. Replaces red green
blue filter set Can be used with all

Rombo products

now only£119.99

On test this scanner has proved to be the easiest and most

effective scanner thatwehave used to datehaving compared it

NEW 16 Mhz AT SPEED

Colour Solution comes with RGB

Splitter,VidiST,VidiChrome, Power
supplyand Spectrum 512k graphics
package

PANDAAL
HANDSCANNER

8 Mhz AT SPEED

only £54.99

PERIPHERALS
TIMEWORKS PUBLISHER
The successor to the popular Timeworks ST this new
version boasts over 40 new significant features.

now only

* Runs on all ST's

* S extra fonts ( 9 in total )

* Completely new manual with many hints & tips

Protext Word Processor 4.3

OTHER SOFTWARE
3D Construction Set

£34.99

Canvas Paint package
£13.99
Fast, flexible and reliable, this is the best sub £100 WYSIWYG word
Deluxe Paint ST
only £41.99
processor for the ST.Wide range of printer drivers, columns and box mode Devpac 2 ST
£46.99
only £39.99
and spellcheck as you type. With mail merge, Help, English dictionaryand First word Plus v3.2
GFA
Basic
Interpreter
V3.S
£39.99
lightning fast operation - Protext is the one!
GFA Basic Compiler V3.5
£24.99

only £39.99

PAGESTREAM VERSION 2.1

Home Accounts 2
HYPER Draw
HYPER Paint

£37.99
£9.99
£9.99

K Spread 3

£59.99

Mini Office Spreadsheet
Mastersound 2 Digitiser
A powerful DTP package. This is the very latest version which Mavis Beacon Typing Tutor

£19.99
£34.99
£24.99

includes 10 compugraphic fonts, spell checker, comprehensive text Neochrome 3 Desktop

£34.99
£24.99

Play Back

manipulation and effects and much more.

Prodata Database

£59.99

Prodigy Sequencer

nnlv f I "XA 00

FLEXIDUMP P I

u

HARD

s

£99.99

Protext Version 5.5 W/P

£109.99

Quartet Sequencer
Replay Pro Digitiser
Replay 8 Digitiser

£47.99
£109.99
£66.99

SBACash

£69.99

Thisprinterutility allows youto produce colourdumpsofthe highest quality on Sequencer One

a dot matrix printer. Printer drivers include LC10, LC24, Swift9/24 and NEC

£74.99

STOS Compiler

£16.99

System 3 Accounts

only £31.99

£39.99

Thats Write V.2

£109.99

Write On word publisher..£44.99

The Zy-Fi Stereo
System

DRIVES

This is a powerful 3 way speaker sys

tem with built in stereo amplifier. It I

Calligrapher Pro..only £74.99
Calligrapher Gold only £105.99

£74.99

* More printer drivers inc. BJI Oe

CALLIGRAPHER DTP
Probably the best word publisher on the market
for the ST. Includes many features not found in
more expensive DTP packages. The Gold version
also comes with powerful text manipulation,for
mula editor and even a grammar checker.

NEW LOW

will plug into an Atari STE, Commo
dore Amiga or Acorn Archimedes.

PRICES!!

The speakers are optimised with re
flex ported cabinets. The 3 way sys

tem has bass, mid range and treble I
As authorised dealers for PROTAR

drivers.

we can offer these high performance
Complete with its own power supply
drives at truly realistic prices

Progate 30
40ms...£229.99
Progate 40
28ms...£289.99
Progate 50 DC... 19ms....£369.99
Progate 80
28ms....£429.99
Progate 105 DC 16ms....£499.99
Progate l20DCI6ms £599.99
Progate 240DC15ms £929.99
Progate 440DC15ms..£ 1399.99
Progate 500DC. 15ms..£1599.99
These drives are autobootine, high

the Zy-Fisystem can also be powered
by batteries

only £36.99
FORGET ME
CLOCK2
Thisisa real time clockthat plugs
into the cartridge port. Includes a
through port and software for set
tingtimeand date.AllFrontier prod
ucts carrya full 2 year guarantee

now only £17.99

ec, fast access and VERY

s UlET.The DC range come with IRAM CHIPS
a 64k disk cache as standard that

I MEGby8/9SIMMboardsasusedin

the Atari STE and Frontier Deluxe |
can reduce disk accessing time by expansion
modules
50%Standard warranty I year, DC

range 2 years

only £29.99 (perMb)

—

DISK DRIVES

Zydec 3.5

•I

I meg external drive, high quality low
noise drive. Roctec are rapidly gaining a
reputation for high reliability. Inc PSU

only £49.99
Golden Image 3.5"
Tracker Drive
with built in LCD display and external PSU

only £54.99
NAKSHA MOUSE
This

famous

now

comes

Stealth,

Hi-res

with

mouse

mouse

Operation

mat,

SUPRA MODEMS

The New Supra-Fax
ModemV.32Bis(l4400baud)
Send and receive fax messages. This new modem from Supra has full
I4400 baud capability. Spec includes V.32bis, MNP4-5, V42bis etc
Includes free comms software and modem cable

only £259.99
Supra 2400 Plus
(up to 9600 BPS)
Even faster than the standard 2-400 modem

from Supra with auto dial and auto receive.
9600 bps Hayes compatible.V42 Bis, MNP
5 and auto adjusting facility to maximise
transmission speeds. Spec includes V22
Includes free modem cable and comms
software//

nnl\/P9d QQ

Very similar to the Naksha but without

only £16.99

The new Deluxe range of RAM expansions

3.5"

QTY
10

Bulk

SONY

OR Branded

....£4.99

£6.99

£1 1.99
50
...£21.99
100..., ..£39.99
200.... ..£72.99
500
...£169.99
1000.. .£339.99

£14.99
£28.99
£54.99
£99.99
n/a....
n/a...

25

Supra 2400
BIS.Includes free modem cable and comms |
software//

the extras

CERTIFIED 100% ERROR FREE, double sided, double density disks
are recognised as beingofthe highest quality inmagnetic mediaand
are extensively used by duplicating houses.

Disk Labels....500
now only £6.99
Disk Labels... 1000
now only £9.99
12 capacity disk boxes
£1.99

receive. 2400 baud Hayes compatible, V22

only £79.99

MAILORDER?
Order by telephone quoting your credit card number. If
paying by cheque please make payable to

FIRST CHOICE In any correspondance please quote

a contact phone number and post code. Please
allow5 workingdaysfor cheques to clear.

TEL. 0532 637988

Pricesare subject to changewithout notice.E&OE.

EXPANSIONS
where the quality counts

mmmtw w

Sony branded disks come complete with labels

modem from Supra with auto dial and auto I

SQUICK MOUSE

& DISK STORAGE

only £129.99
Get on line with this incredible value fast |

FRONTIER RAM

All Phoenix 3.5" disks are GUARANTEED FOR A LIFETIME and are

giving upto 57,600 bpsthroughput. Class 1,2Group 3 Fax. ATetc.

holder

and 2 year warranty

DISKS

20 capacity disk boxes
50 capacity disk boxes

£3.99
£4.99

100 Capacity disk boxes
Banx 80 cap stackable boxes

£6.99
£9.99

Posso 150 cap stackable boxes...£ 16.99

PLEASEADDRESSALL
CORRESPONDENCETO:

DEPTSTF,UNIT8ARMLEY
PARK COURT, OFF CECIL
STREET, LEEDS, LS12 2AE

by Frontier for the older STFM must be the
best availableon the Atari. Expandable to 4
Mb by the use of I*8/9 SIMMS modules, the
512k expansion is ideal for the user who
may need more RAM later on. There may
be similar products on the market, but
when it comes to quality Frontier have few
rivals.

STFM Z)e/«jceSIMMS modules:

4 Mb unpopulated
£37.99
4 Mb populated to 5 12k £64.99
4 Mb populated to 2 Mb
£97.99
4Mb populated to 4 Mb
£ 157.99
Frontier offer a seven day money back
guarantee provided the product is still in as

new condition. All Frontier products come

First Choice STE RAM expansion:
512K
2 Mb
4

Mb

£ 19.99
£49.99
£99.99

All First Choke products comes
with sl full 2 year guarrantee

All prices include VAT and Standard Delivery
*All hardware/computers are genuine UKspec.
* Free Fast Standard 4 to 7 day Delivery
* Guaranteed 2 to 3 day Delivery only £2.00
* Guaranteed Next Day Delivery only £4.50

step-by-step

GALLERY

TIPS

Art attack

ALIEN 5: THE
ST PICTURE
Martin Anthony of Kent spotted the

feature in STF 34 which described how

this great picture and

you can use a grid as a guide when
drawing pictures. He was inspired by

not for being 16
years old.
t

this to use Canvas to create this moody

•

Alien picture, which he calls "Alien."
Martin gets this month's £25 prize for

yours complete on
STFCover Disk34.
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• **ldrew a grid using the line func
tion because I wanted it to be exactly

the right size to use up the whole
screen. I then found a handy transpar
ent grid lying around and used it to
trace the image in black in the zoom
studio one box at a time.

was

/7
#i
M
^rr*

~ CEi\-l

canvas

o *l_Zp.
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M1
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• I finished off the shading with sur

• I selected a reasonable palette using
close shades of brown, then continued

• Using the zoom studio I proceeded to
to add the shading, doing the easiest

to trace the Image using the zoom until
it was finished. I changed the grid
colour to the background colour and
made the background black because I
was intending the final background to

bits first because I was scared of the

STF 34.1 think this worked best on the

other bits. I shaded each small section

area of light to the right of the face. I
used the replace function because I

completely. I don't know how people
can build up detail - I would never

ended up creating an overpowering red

know when it was finished.

to test that it had worked. I filled the

still had two colours set to black. I

background and replaced again so the
black inside the alien was opaque, and
the black outside transparent.

be dark. I then changed the black I had
drawn with to white because I couldn't

see a thing!

lUAV UN

prisingly few mistakes. I also used the
"anti-aliasing'' method as described in

^fraiiltfWlflffe

FROGSTOO
Alastair Douglas from Swansea used
Canvas to produce this picture of a

frog. We think it is an excellent effort
for an 11 year old.

The frog and toadstool were taken

right I drew a grid on the postcard and
used the grid function in Canvas. Using
the K-line function I carefully copied
the outline of the frog and toadstool.
Next I made a palette using golden
browns and some greys and greens.

Using the zoom function I shaded the

• Next I started work on the frog. This

long time because I had to keep leaving

many shades of grey or greeny-browns.

the zoom studio to make sure the pic
ture looked right. I had to keep
referring to the postcard to make sure
that all the markings were correct.

black markings on the frog because
they looked wrong. The back legs were
also a problem because the black on

I had to reduce the size of some of the

them is the same shade as the shadow
on the toadstool.

I filled the top

J of the picture
~~ using black and
sprayed in the back
ground. I made the
greens darker and
sprayed the edge of
*

the large leaf. The
0
picture took about
•

I now made the bottom half of the

picture black by using the block
replace function, and I shaded the

I filled the bottom left hand corn

dark green and added another leaf,

stalk. Then I drew in the leaves using a

toadstools on the right were copied
from a book using K-line and shaded

medium brown and drew in the veins

using zoom.

using K-line. I then shaded them using
zoom and added more veins. I added a
smaller toadstool next to the big one
to add extra interest to the picture.
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ten hours

altogether.

..*_'^
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step- by-step

Once more we sort through a gigantic pile of floppies
to bring you the very best artwork created by STF's
incredibly talented readers. This month Clive Parker has

drawn the short strawand picks out the winners
•

I he standard of entries for the

gallery constantly thrills our chip
munk colony here at the STF
office. They rush about chewing
on the envelopes and generally
making a nuisance of themselves. Keep
the pictures rolling in - the more the
merrier. There's a handsome prize of
£25 for the best pic each issue. Re

T

GALLERY

member to include the stages in the
construction of your masterpiece, along
with a text file on the disk describing
each stage and the methods you used.
Pack the whole thing up in a jiffy bag
along with a self-addressed glass of
milk and send it along to us at: Gallery,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street,
Bath, Avon BA1 2BW.

For the

background I
drew a circle

graduated
•

from white

.^to^aVV%j^ Pji on the right

L,JS|*^5^S*S|R *o dark grey
on the left. I

blocked the circle, then used the brush

I pasted the light source over
the background with the inten
tion that the background would
be visible through the alternate
transparent pixels. This worked
very well. I then removed a few

paste option to draw twisting tubes.
The graduated shading ensured that

the light source would always be from
the right. I shrank this to two smaller
sizes to fill the other areas of black.

ugly looking pixels and the back
ground was finished.
•

To create

the light
source I drew
a series of

ellipses and
filled them

• I then pasted the alien
over this background. I
changed the palette to

using the

checked pat
tern, leaving alternate black pixels. I
filled each ellipse with adjacent
colours of grey. The outermost shades
are going to be black but I changed
them to green to see what I was doing.

make it look more

moody and darkened the background to Improve the effect. The signature
is created as a sprite so I could draw it in separately and also save It for

the future. The entire drawing took ten hours to complete."

This picture of Robin Hood took Woon

Chin Chee from West Malaysia
more than 20 hours to complete. He
says that if it doesn't look like Kevin

• After drawing the figure, I chose

• After the face was completed I used

colours for the face. Then I used the

zoom to work on the hands. After draw

because I find the ST mouse difficult to

zoom option to draw the face. I started

control using the draw option.

with the nose, followed by the eyes,

ing both hands, I then chose the
colours for the clothing and drew the

the mouth and then the hair. After that

top part of the shirt.

First I used the ellipse and line

Costner he hopes it looks like Robin

functions to draw the figure. This is

Hood. Woon also used Canvas.

I used black to draw the shading at the
left hand side of the face.

is when the

;;;;
•

I then co

#

filv^^r f'-yi

f^'-'.^Jv;

ued with the

lower part of
the shirt using
the same tech

nique, using
zoom for the

1 bBp '^SsMm
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background comes
in. It's drawn using
the spray option. 1
used yellow as well
as light, medium
and dark brown and

black for spraying.
Finally 1 drew the
Robin Hood logo
separately and
then pasted it onto
the top left of the
main drawing
screen, and my sig
nature is printed

UGUST 1992
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Our Service department can repair STs in
minimum time at competetive rates. We can
arrange for courier pickup and return delvery of

your machine to ensure it's safety. We even have
a same day service which will ensure your
machine is given priority and subject to taut,
completed the same day. We can lit memory
upgrades, PC Emulators. Security devices. ROM
upgrades, hard drives to Mega STE's etc.
We offer a Quotation service for £15 tor which we

wiUexamine your machine and report back with
an exact price for repair.If you do not wish to go
ahead with the repairs then just pay the £15.
However if you do go ahead then the charge is
included in the minimum charge. Please note:
The minimum charge covers labour parts are
extra.

Quotation

35.25
10

Courier return

6
15
45
45

STFM(E) PSU
1Mb Internal drive
A/B Boot switch
TOS Switch

The Data-Pulse range has recently been re

future Data-Pulse/Data-Pulse Plus hard drive
owners.

support.

Diamond Back II

BAH drives are formatted/partitioned and
tested ready to "plug in and go"
W Extremely tow noise

drives/Laser printer.
[£f Ful metal case measuring 300mm x
285mm x 51mm (wdh), providing good

shielding, and monitor stand.

Q^High quaity ICD boards and controller
software, choice of ICD board with or

24.99
14.99

£

£

14.99
10

differ).

program,

Mkfshxfo

Master demo's.

Mega

1

£ 299.99
105Mb Quantum Hard drive

STE

Mega

ST Secure is a hardware protection system lor
the Atari ST which stops unauthorised use of

your computer and any hardware connected to
it. ST Secure measures just I inch square and

MCP

&

she!

MkSstudio

Software

£

219.99

Universal

Network

Node

software

339.99
359.99
439.99
459.99
529.99
799.99

board is hand assembled in our workshops by
skilled technicians and is fully tested before
despatch. It also comes complete with fitting

can be installed without soldering in about 30
minutes. Once installed ST Secure will allow

instructions and test software.

approximately 45 seconds ot computer use

Our technicians can fit the board to any ST for a
small titting charge. We can arrange courier
pickup and return to ensure fast turnaraound. A
same day fitting service is also available. Please
phone for further details of courier and same

before resetting the computer. If during this time

the password is entered correctly then ST
Secure is disabled until the next power up.

Now Only £19.99

new Quantum mechanisms which feature 256K
Read & Write disk cache, faster access time and

improved relabitty. All Data-Pulse Plus drives

drawing program with Auto tracing. The package
offers Auto- Tracing, Beziere. B-Sdines, High
resolution gray scales. Supports FSM-QDOS,
requires Mb ST or TT high resolution Imports:
MGDEGAS, TNY MacPaint GEM, SGF Exports
MG, GEM(t3), SGF DXFEPStPostscript).

Only £60

Aries SINJJfflE
Aries Uooradas (anv ST(FXM))

Special Offers

512K Aries board £ 39.99
2Mb Aries board £ 84.99*
4Mb Aries board £ 149.99*
Courier pickup
£
10
£
Courier return
6
Fitting charge
£ 15

512K SIMM Upgrade for

Same day charge £

16/4

chip

STFM

£13.99
2Mb SIMM Upgrade for
STE

£59.99

15

upgrade
£

STE

4Mb SIMM Upgrade STE

£114.99

24.99

Please check the configuration of your machine before
ordering. These chips are not sirface mount.

Please check configuration before ordering

*=special offer

£319
£249

woM%aMiWs^
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The NEW
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ECkjO Dpi resolution
B'SOOmm/SECTracking speed
B"Switchable between ST/Amiga

B' Opto/Mechanical Mechanism
B' Includes DeluxePaint ST
Lm Direct mouse replacement

£24.99 with D-Paint £1Q.0Q without D-Paint

Gl Hand S<
The Golden Image Hand Scanner for the Atari
ST features a 105mm scanning head variable
contrast control user selectable scanning
resolutions of 100. 200. 300 and 400 Dpi. one

letter mode for high contrast B/W images and 3

B' 100. 200, 300, 400 Dpi scanning

The Golden Image External 3.5" Floppy
drive for the Atari ST features 720K

formatted capacity, double sided
double density, LED track counter,
Through port compatibility for older
ST/STM machines, external PSU.

Gl Optical Mouse

resolution

B7
B'
B'
B'

105mm scanning head
1letter mode, 3 photo modes
Includes Touch Up
Includes Deluxe Paint

photo modes for various shades of grey. The
high quaity hardwareis backed up by two cl the
most respected graphics packages around.
Migraph's Touch Up for scanning and editing hi
Coming soon: Silhouette, Auto tracing/ine art
res and grey scale images and Deluxe Paint art package which converts bit images To Vector
package lor lower resolutioncolour.
images at the incredible price of £60.

BK 720K Formatted capacity
E'' LED Track Counter

B' External Power Supply
B' Daisy Chain Through Port

The Official Golden image Optical Mouse is
a high quaity, 3 button, replacement
mouse The fully optical mechanism means
no moving parts and offers far higher

B' 250Dpi, 500mm/sec tracking speed
B7 Fully Optical
B' Mouse mat included

relabilty than opto/mechanlcal mice.

B' Switchable ST/Amiga

The

Opto/Mechanical

Don't be deceived by the tow price of this

Mouse offers 290 Dpi resolution. 2
Microswitched
buttons
for
greater
relabilty and crisper. more positive
resonse, Anti-static silicone rubber coated

mouse. Mass production of the Jn mouse
has resulted in a high quaity Opto/
Mechanical mouse featuring 290 Dpi
resolution, 500mm/sec tracking speed,

bal Also includes mouse mat

Anti-static siicone rubber coated balL

Golden

Image

Only £14.99

Only £12.98

Ladbroke Computing international are the longest established Atari dealer in me U.K. Wehave developed an extensive customer service policy
hich involves testing of all Hardware prior to despatchto ensure that goods arrive inworking orderoffering treeadvice and support over the
vie and keepingcutomersinformed. Although ourprices are not alwaysthe cheapest we do endeavour to offerconsistently good service

adbrokf

omputin

'Ml:

SIhouette is a bit image and vector graphics

include Quantum mechanisms which include 2

day service.

1040STE PRO 24 pack

£ 99.99

Silhot

year warranty from date of manufacture.

The Aries Upgrade board is an in house
designed, Multi layer board utilising high density
ZPP RAM chips. The board has been designed
to allow progressive upgrading from the base
5I2K up to 4Mb. The board does require some
soldering but once installed is very reliable. The

£ 399.99

The starter pack includes 2 nodes and Universal

199.99
Starter

Aries U)

1

£ 399.99

Idler,

boot accessories from a host's hard drive.

Data-Net starter

49.99

The Data-Pulse Plus 120 and 240 incorporate the

Lh AH drives include Vault arcniver. Backup

Multi tasking network software allows the
sharing of Hard drives and Centronics printers
anywhere on the Network. Nodes can also Auto

Network software.

Data-Pulse Plus
£
£
Data-Pulse Plus 105MbGE £
Data-Pulse Plus 105Mb ICD £
Data-Pulse Plus 120Mb ICD £
Data-Putee Plus 240Mb CD £

and nodes are connected via Coaxial cable. The

Data-Net node
£
Universal Network

A real time data compresskxi/de-compressicn
system to increase Ihe capacity of your hard drive.

Data-Pulse Plus 52Mb GE
Data-Pulse Plus 52Mb ICD

transfer data at up to 10 Megabits per second.

Connection is via the cartridge port of the ST

29.99

Excellent backup utility

without battery backed clock (prices

upgrade

STE

£
£

Hard dsk Optmiser. de-fragments and backs up.

B DMA Out port for daisy chaining extra

52Mb Quantum Hard drive

for

Neodesk3
HD Turbokit

DC Data Diet

B, fijly Autobooting and Autoparking.

Virus

upgrade

the ST/TT. Ladbroke's Data- Net hardware can

designed. The Data-Pulse Plus range now offers
a more compact case that cuts down on noise
even more, all ports are marked, an extensive
range ot software utilities are now included and
our range of special offer utUties has been
expanded confirming our commitment to future

software

for

Data- Wef is a high speed network solution lor

Due to Bulk purchasing power we can offer the
following special offer deals to all existing and

ST Hard driven

on front of case

Min repair charge
Courier Pickup
Same day service

DaiarfPul
[\j DMA device selector & On/Off switch

15

Data-Ne

J backup. Allpricescorrect at copy date15/06/92 (white stocks last), and are subject tochange without prior notice. All prices include VAT

W$f>ut exclude delivery. Add £5lor next working day courier delivery, add £10 for Saturday courier delivery tnahland UK only). Add £3lor postal

Wfaelivery. only on items under £50 (bnec/c with staff before ordering). All prices available onMai Order Shop prices may differ Shop/Mail order

Mipremises: 33 Ormskirk RoadPreston. Lanes. PRI 2QP OpenMon-Sat 9:30am-5O0pm. Phonesanswered from 9.00am. Ladbroke Computing
International is a tracing name of Ladbroke Computing Ltd. BFPOaddresses overseas, deduct 175% VAT and add normal UK carriage.
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TOTAL! The only magazine dedicated)
to Nintendo gamers, full of reviews
and tips for the IMES, Game
Boy and Super IMES!

Oh now look!

You've got the end

caught up! Maybe
you should stick

Our logo. Proudly displayed on the
shelves of all good Newsagents!

with the bazooka!

roi! Thickygimp! 1said
funny costumes, er,

[ Andy? You a"ri9ht? uh-

It's not my fault!

This f lippin' thing's
got a life of it's own!

0

I nearly had my eye
out just now!

Super

Hunchback!
The Addams,
Family.

100% FOR PLAYERS OF *^"">

NINTENDO \Z »«
A totally independent mag
from Future Publishing

£1.95

Centipede,
Q*Bert

v It's classics month with
new Game Boy

/

# f^«

The Addams

Family!
Die Hard,
Jackie Chan
Kung Fu,

versions of old gems
like Q*Bert, Pac Man,
Centipede and
Missile Command!

Wizards And
' Warriors III,
Hunt For

' Red October

' Masses of up-to-theminute NES reviews.

And we're telling you
everything you need to
know about all the

Castlevania games!

We delve into the

Sim City!

Castievania saga

Super Off ,
Road,
The
Rocketeer

- read ou

More

reviews before
"ou lash out!

Nintendo
than any
other

mag in
nHHMilr™^SLI^

l9,77096Ail93500711

Britain!

SMB4 on SIMES! Star Wars on IMES!

More Super NES
reviews than ever

before, including our
first reviews of
Japanese and

American imports!

12 stunning pages of tips with player's guides for Super
Mario World (SNES), Star Wars (NES) and Duck Tales (GB)!

Got a Nintendo? Then get TOTAL!
Issue seven is on sale right MOW!

EVIEWS

hardware and software

A testing time
They came out of the sun, machine-guns blazing - but that's what happens
when you fly into the sun with flammable machine-guns. ShouldVe read STF's

comprehensive reviews section first. (ST-compatible machine-guns next issue)
• The not-quite-so plain file

USUI

backup menu page. From
here you can select files or
paths to back up, format
disks and generally click

jjg^g_£
-MIDI 2,03

• «L
/

I

I5.0S.H9! •

^ SDOS
7 EEMOS Cconji

fj IDS carotiH Iits
[7 noun icctltntlon

madly on little boxes. The
program can even estimate
how many floppies you

I Llm-H

MError Mifigtf

•

'

disk - but there is hidden

need to build a scale model

| OK | | Cancel |

of Canary Wharf - and back
up a hard drive partition.

Diamond Back 2

A shot of speed

MACHINE: ALL STs WITH HARD DRIVES

PRICE: £39.95
FROM: HISOFT

NVDI

CONTACT: 0525 718181

MACHINE: ALL STs
20MByte hard drive
then only 8MBytes of

Anyone who uses a hard drive on a

regular basis is one day likely to lose

plete package consists of the main pro
gram, a comprehensive disk formatting
program, a file finding utility and a disk
cache utility.
The main program can be config
ured to perform either a total Image
backup, where all the data in an entire
partition is copied, or a File backup,
where selected files are copied. File
backup can be made in both normal or
compressed format: normal format
makes a direct copy of the files, which
can be run directly from the floppy disk,
while compressed format takes all the
files and merges them into one large
file in the same manner as the ARC or
LZH archive utilities. This can make an

enormous saving in the number of disks
used to make the backup - compres
sion of between 50% and 75% is possi
ble, depending on the file type.
The Image option only backs up the
actual sectors used on a partition, so if

you have only used 8MByt.es of a

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

power concealed within this
innocent-looking package.

• This is the NVDI CPX for use with the Xcontrol Control Panel Accessory and the
NVDI Desk Accessory. As you can see the Desk Accessory and CPX versions are
almost identical in appearance, and both enable functions to be toggled on and off
from within GEM programs.

Brilliant backup

the entire contents of the drive. It may
not be today or tomorrow, or even next
month, but it could happen. When it
does, the screams of anguish can usu
ally be heard for several miles because
the screamer hasn't made a backup
copy of the data on the drive.
Hisoft are now distributing Diamond
Back 2, probably the most comprehen
sive backup utility available for the
ST/TT range of machines. The com

NVDI Isn't much to look at -

a thin manual and a floppy

data is backed up to floppy disk. This

PRICE: £39.95
FROM: ATARI WORKSHOP
CONTACT: 0753832212

means that the data can be restored to

any size partition on any hard drive, as
long as there is enough space avail
able. On previous image backup rou
tines

data

had

to

be

restored

to

partitions identical in size to the origi

One thing many people dislike about
STs is the speed of GEM, the Graphics
Environment Manager - it's so slow!This
is not because the ST runs at 8MHz, but
because the general operating system

nal. Unlike file backup, image backup is

on the ST is written in C, which is not

performed in a special format that can
only be restored to disk by using Dia
mond Back 2. One unique aspect of the
program is the ability to back up any
Spectre GCR Macintosh emulator parti

the swiftest of languages. Programmers
have written replacement routines which
intercept many of the inbuilt commands
and replace them with machine code
substitutes, thus speeding up the sys
tem. Well-known examples of these
"software blitters" are the old Turbo ST,
Quick ST (£19.95 The ST Club o 0602
410241) and Warp 9 (£29.95, also from
the Atari Workshop). By far the swiftest
so far is NVDI from the Atari Workshop.
NVDI is a complete replacement for

tions that you may have on your drive.

The format program provided on
the disk is a stand-alone version of the

formatter built into the backup program
and can format both double-density and

high-density disks. There is also an
option to format ST disks so that they
can be read by the Apple File Exchange
transfer software, essential for transfer

ring files to a Mac or a Spectre GCR
partition.
This is probably the most compre
hensive hard drive backup program
available for the ST anywhere. The main
file backup page looks daunting but it is

really very easy to use. The manual is
concise and informative and doesn't go
over the top with technical jargon. If
you have a hard drive then this program
is essential.
CLIVE PARKER

STF RATING: 92%

assign a boot drive, then follow the on
screen prompts. The program does the
rest, creating folders and files and even
an ASSIGN.SYS file to save you the
bother of editing it in a word processor.
Other files include a configuration
program to set up the system para
meters, including GDOS, GEMDOS, TOS
compatibility, mouse acceleration and
default error message language (Eng
lish or German). Also provided are an
Accessory and CPXenabling NVD/to be
configured from within any GEM pro
gram - for instance GDOS can be dis
abled if it clashes with any software you
wish to use (Canvas is one example),
then re-enabled after you've finished.
To use NVDI you place the main

the ST's VDI (Virtual Device Interface)

program in an AUTO folder, so it runs

routines and offers amazing speed in
creases in many of the GEM routines in some cases up to ten times faster!
Although other similar programs offer
equal speed increases, NVDI is mas
sively compatible with professional soft
ware and with hardware upgrades. Also
included in NVDI is a built-in replace
ment for GDOS, which replaces the
Desktop system font and also enables
any GDOS-dependent program to run.
The installation program supplied
makes setting up NVDI on your system
a breeze. Simply run the program and

automatically when you boot up. Using
NVDI with programs such as GFA Draft
and other graphics-intensive applica
tions increases screen redraw speeds
dramatically, and text scrolling in pro
grams like 1st Word Plus is also greatly
increased. The manual gives clear in
structions on installation and use of the

Desk Accessory and CPX provided, and
there are very helpful document files on
the disk. NVDI is the best ST software
accelerator we have tested to date.
CLIVE PARKER

STF RATING: 89%
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See this little

black thing with
wires sticking
out? That's

ST Secure, that is.
Bung this into your

machine and you'll
never be able to

use it again...
unless you know
the password.

• Golden Image's stylish stylus could give your mouse the brushoff for art. It's absolutely wonderful for virtual painting, and you don't get any of
those annoying splashes on the carpet however clumsy you are with the airbrush.

Brush strokes
Golden Image brush mouse
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £19.99 (£24.99 COMPLETE WITH DELUXE PAINT)
FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL

Data protection act
ST Secure

CONTACT: 0772 203166

MACHINE: ALL STs

Although the ST's mouse is fine

paintings. Although there are such
things as graphic pads, where a pen
like stylus and a special tablet are used
to control the mouse pointer on-screen,
these are very expensive and are

prisingly easy and pleasurable. You
soon forget that it's attached to the ST,
and the Brush becomes an electric pen
that you are jotting with. Clicking and
dragging files about on-screen and
marking blocks of text in a WP program
is a real doddle. Load up an art pack
age and the Brush really comes into its
own - it's the closest you're likely to
get to the feel of real art on your ST.
And you can simply fly in and out of
menus to change tools - Jackson Pol
lock or Ralph Harris never worked this

password protection programs for both
floppy or hard drive based systems, but
it is quite simple to get around these.

unlikely ever to be cheap mass-market

fast!

On a floppy-based setup a password

items. So until now, there has been no

Using the Brush could revolutionise
the way you use your Art programs,
and the results you get from them.
That's not to say that the Brush is per
fect though. It could be a little more
solidly made - the roller ball ought to

program can be bypassed by booting
from a blank formatted floppy disk. It is
a touch harder getting around an autobooting hard drive system, although
most hard drives can be initialised from

hidden so it cannot be accessed or

a floppy disk, thus giving you access to

read.

be heavier and more like the rubber

the data on the drive.

The second program is called
Passkey. You can use this if you forget
your password. It disables the Timelock
and enables a normal boot-up sequence
to take place. The last program is
Unhide. This deletes the hidden pass

for most applications, when it comes to
drawing it's a clumsy tool. It's like trying
to paint wearing boxing gloves. The nat
ural implement for artistic endeavour is
a pen or a brush, and you certainly
didn't catch any of the old masters

wielding a mouse when working on their

alternative to struggling with the stan
dard mouse. But, thanks to Golden
Image, there is now a cheap and inno
vative alternative, the Brush Mouse.
The Brush Mouse is shaped like a
very chunky paintbrush, with a flexible

lead coming out the top which plugs
into the ST's mouse port. It is styled to
be comfortable and natural to manipu
late, similar to holding a pen. At the end
where the pen's nib would be, the Brush
has a plastic ball, rather like a giant
roller-ball pen or a miniature version of
a standard mouse's ball. This enables

you to "write" with the Brush and watch

the

pointer on-screen

mirror your

actions. There are two little buttons,
corresponding to the normal mouse
buttons, mounted so that you can oper
ate them with your index finger.
The whole thing works a treat. It
might look awkward, but using it is sur

mouse ball material instead of light
plastic - and it would be nice if the
Brush were a bit smaller. But for the

PRICE: £19.99

FROM: LADBROKE COMPUTING INTERNATIONAL
CONTACT: 0772 203166

In business many people use pass
word protection on their machines or

terminals to safeguard information from
being copied or stolen by shady charac
ters. In the ST world there have been

There is now a combined hardware

and software password system avail
able for any ST, called ST Secure. The

first version of such a device ifs pretty

hardware section is a small unit called

damn good, and the asking price of
under £20 makes it a real bargain. In
fact for a extra fiver you get Deluxe
Paint thrown in too - an absolute give
away for this fully-featured colour-only
painting and animation program, com
plete with detailed printed manual. You

the Timelock, about one inch square
and a quarter of an inch thick. From

do need a soft mouse mat to use the

Brush though - it doesn't work properly
on a hard shiny surface.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING: 88%

one corner four colour coded cables

with spring loaded grabbers protrude.
These cables attach to four key points
on the ST's circuit board. There are

clearly labelled diagrams showing the
connection points for all the major ver
sions of the machine except for the
new Mega STE range. Once the unit is
installed the ST resets after 40 sec

onds unless a password is entered or

the Passkey program is run.
The software is made up of three
programs and the actual file which con
tains the coded password. The Pass
word program is the main one of the
bunch and it must be the first program
in your AUTO folder. If any other pro
grams should run before it, you do not
get enough time to enter a password
before the reset occurs. The password
program creates a file in the root direc
tory called KKKKKKKK.KKK which con
tains your password, and this is then

word and writes a new KK file contain

ing the default password ATARI. You
can then reset a new password by
using the Password program.
ST Secure is simple to install and
easy to use and is supplied with clear,
easy-to-follow instructions. All in all, the

perfect password

system

for your

machine.
CLIVE PARKER

STF RATING: 88%
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These Menu entries

in PageAssistant are

(to

in exactly the same
order as PageStream's
own, but also include
a few extra entries,
with info on things
like PostScript print
ing. Information on

•

The Alfa Data

optical mouse is a
sensitive all-seeing
creature, and the

each topic is dis

played in the window,
and the menus clear

poor little thing has

when you select your
option.

had its ball

removed. The way
it slides effort

Desk

File

UieH

•

Options

:rw;:x:in

l_^L»

have text displayed in
a large size if you

nenu.

Crop narks. See the Print Docunent connand fron the File nenu.
Also see the Set Page Dinensions coRnand fron the
Laynut nenu,

Cropping picture area.

See the Inport Graphics connand fron the

File nenu.

Cut. See the Cut connand fron the Edit nenu,
CVMK. See the Edit Color Palette connand fron the Global nenu.

don't like the small

Torville and

print. Here is the

Dean to your
Desktop.

"Index" option, giving
you a complete run

I-

Defininq gray scales. See the Fill Style connand fron the Object
nenu.

down of all the

Defusing objects. See the Ungroup connand fron the Object nenu.

Defining Master page. See the Master Pages connand fron the
Toolbox nenu, and the Shon Master Page connand fron
the Layout nenu.
Defining user fill patterns. See the Fill Style connand fron the

actions and com

mands possible with
PageStream, and

Dbject nenu
Defining nacros. See the Set/Save Macros connand fron the Global
nenu, and page 18 in your Pagcflssistant nanual.

Designing line attributes.

lessly across the
special glossy
mat brings

You can choose to

where to find the info

See the Line Style connand fron the

Object nenu,

on them within

Continued on next psye I

PageAssistant.

Page the oracle

After the ball
Alfa Data optical mouse
MACHINE: ALL STs

PageAssistant

PRICE: £29.95

MACHINE: ALL STs, ALL SCREEN RESOLUTIONS

FROM: GASTEINER TECHNOLOGIES

PRICE: £29.95

CONTACT: 081 365 1151

FROM: THE ST CLUB
CONTACT: 0602 410241

If you are looking for a good desk

ing TT and large-screen monitor resolu

top publishing program at a reasonable
price, PageSfream (£169.00 from Sili

tions.

ca » 081 309 1111) could be the one

for you. It's both powerful and fairly
easy to use. However, Softtogic, the
publishers, are based in the US, and
phoning them with any queries is not
practical. So where can you turn?
Enter PageAssistant. It's also from
America, but is being handled by the ST
Club. It is a Desk Accessory that pro
vides online help and advice for each
command of PageStream vZ.l. Since
ifs a Desk Accessory, it can be used
from within any GEM software by
means of the Desk menu. A 52-page
book accompanies PageAssistant, with
in-depth tutorials on the more advanced
aspects of PageStream, plus relevant
text and pictures on disk.
PageAssistant comes on a doublesided disk, and you need at least
1Mbyte of RAM if you want to run it
together with PageStream. If you only
have a 520 ST, you can run PageAssis
tant by itself and print out summaries
from it, but this is not as attractive or
as useful. The PageAssistant DA takes
up about 70K of RAM, and uses "over
lays" - that is, it loads in the various
sections of data when they are needed.
This is no problem if you are running
the software from a hard drive, but is
slow when run from a floppy drive. It
runs in all ST screen resolutions, includ

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

PageAssistant is straighforward to
use. Click on "Pop-up Menus" and a
main menu drops down in the PageAssistant window, duplicating all the en
tries in PageStream's own top-of-screen
menu. Clicking on any main menu item
opens a sub-menu on screen, listing all

the relevant commands. Clicking on any
of these commands in the PageAssis
tant window gives you an on-screen ex
planation of how that command works,
together with where in the PageStream
manual you can find details of the com
mand. There are a few screens of infor

mation per command, and you can
scroll back and forth by clicking on
arrow icons in the window. An "Index"

option in the PageAss/stanf menu dis
plays an on-screen index of all the
actions and commands you could want
to carry out with PageStream, and tells
you where where to look them up.
The information conveyed by PageAssistant does not merely duplicate
that in PageStream's own manual, but
provides a useful additional insight into

Probably the best thing you can do
with the official Atari mouse supplied
with your ST is to give it to the cat and
replace it with any of the alternative

mouse about on its mat is a new sensa

tion: it positively glides over the shiny
surface of the mat, and no downwards
pressure on it is required. Very accu

mice available, which are all better.

rate control of the on-screen mouse

Most of these work in the usual way,
with a heavy rubber-like ball and roller
ment. But devices with moving parts,
as any scientist or garage mechanic
can tell you, are prone to mechanical
failure - they wear out and stop work
ing. Now, if somebody could invent a
mouse with no moving parts, there
would be nothing to wear out the whole
thing should work better and more
accurately. That's exactly the idea
behind optical mice, like this one from

pointer is possible, and there is no
"creep" when you stop moving the
mouse - the pointer remains com
pletely static. In its specification the
mouse claims an impressively high res
olution of 300 dots per inch and a
tracking speed of 500 mm per second.
It is compatible with mouse accelerator
programs, like the excellent Mouse
Tricks 2 Desk Accessory (£10.00 from
Jonathan Lawrence, 76 Sistova Road,
London SW12 9QS; reviewed STF 34),
and this improves the feel of the device

Alfa Data.

even more.

The Alfa Data Optical Mouse looks
pretty much like a normal mouse,
except that it has three buttons. The
centre one however is non-working,
being "reserved for future use." The
lead is rather shorter than usual, but it
is underneath that the Alfa Data Optical
Mouse is really different: there is no
ball. Instead, a little lamp shines onto a
special mat provided, and optical sen
sors pick up any movement made from

For most purposes an ordinary
mouse is a cheap and satisfactory
option, and even if it goes wrong after

like sensors to detect the ball's move

heavy use it can be replaced for around
£15. This optical mouse is twice the
price, but does offer fast, smooth and

accurate operation. It doesn't get dirt
caught in its workings, but it only works
with its own special mat and you do
need to keep the mat reasonably clean
and scuff-free because damage to the

the DTP software. You could almost dis

reflections off the mat. The mouse mat

grid pattern on its surface could disori

pense with PageStream's manual, and
find any info you need more quickly and

supplied has a black and white printed
grid, and unlike the usual soft foamy
mats is hard and smooth with a high
gloss surface. It also takes up less
room than a typical soft mat. •
In use the Alfa Data optical mouse
is a very smooth operator. Sliding the

entate the mouse. If you require great

on-screen. PageAssistant is the ultimate

"Help" option, and will help you get the
best results from PageStream.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING: 83%

accuracy for DTP or Computer Aided
Design work on your ST, or just like

having the best quality peripherals, you
should try this mouse out for yourself.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING: 81%
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• The Alfa Data clock simply

access to the other

plugs into your ST's cartridge port

functions of the

- but do make sure the ST is

program.

Mi

turned off first or you could do
serious damage to both units.

Ho

Get back to your roots

Clock this

Family Roots

Alfa Data clock

MACHINE: ALL STs

MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £24.95

PRICE: £14.95

FROM: FLOPPYSHOP

FROM: GASTEINER TECHNOLOGIES

CONTACT: 0224 312756

CONTACT: 081 365 1151

When you boot up your ST, you can

set the "system time" and date by using
the standard Atari Control Panel or any
other similar Desk Accessory. This
ensures that any files subsequently cre
ated are properly "date stamped" - in
valuable when you are trying to keep
track of many files or want to sort them
by date. Unfortunately, typing in the
time and date can be a bit of chore, es
pecially if you re-boot between using dif

ferent programs, so many people never
bother. An easy way to solve this prob
lem is to get a clock for your ST, so
that every time you boot up the correct
time and date are set automatically.
Clocks are fitted as standard in Mega
STs, and many hard drives also have
them built in. If you have a standard ST
or STE, there are a number of "car
tridge clocks" on the market which sim

ply plug into your ST's cartridge port.
One of the latest to be released is the
Alfa Data Clock from Gasteiner.

The Alfa Data Clock is equipped
with a throughport, so you can plug in
further gizmos such as scanners, sam
plers and the like, and the clock should
not interfere with the workings of any
second cartridge. The clock cartridge
contains a small circuit board powered

by an inbuilt battery - these usually
have a life of about five years. When the
ST is turned off, the clock keeps going
under its own power, keeping the cor
rect time even if it is unplugged from
the ST. The clock/calendar has to be

"set" like any ordinary watch or clock,
and you do this using a program sup
plied. Another small program also sup
plied has to be placed in the AUTO
folder of your boot disk, enabling your
ST to read the time and date from the

clock when you next start up, and
entering these details into the system
automatically.
The clock hardware and software

supplied work smoothly and with no
problems, and a couple of Public Do
main Desk Accessories are included for

good measure. A clock is by no means
a luxury item, but an essential add-on
for the serious user, and models like
this one with the throughport are prefer
able - after all, you never know what
other cartridges you may acquire in
future. If you want to treat yourself to a
modestly priced but very useful piece
of kit, the Alfa Data clock is worthy of
your time and money.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING: 80%

For all those who have a deep and
not quite healthy interest in their ori

that parents are unmarried.

gins, there is now a full-featured genea

created you can zoom in and out to

logical

show details of individual family mem
bers, add new children, move boxes

program

for

the

ST from

Floppyshop. The program is simple to
use and with it you can create the most

comprehensive family trees, complete
with all the features required by profes
sional genealogists.
The program is set up in such a
way as to make the planning out of a

family tree simple enough for a begin
ner to use. Selecting the New Box but
ton on the main screen generates a box
which may be placed anywhere on the
chart. Click on the box with the right
mouse button and a database page
opens, enabling you to enter full details

of the family member - such as the full
name, sex, number of marriages, num
ber of children, religion, occupation,
birth date, birth place and place of
death. All the usual things, really.
Click on the Marriage box and a
new database screen opens, enabling a
marriage to be created - it seems that
children can only be linked to a parent if

that parent is married to a partner. Not
very practical, you might think, but mar
riages can be in either a church, civil or

"other" form. Presumably the "other"
marriage option can be used to signify

Once the main family tree has been

around to new positions, add deaths,
delete ostracised family members and

so on. The work area is very large,
enabling you to create enormously
complex charts on a graph area
20,448 units wide by 4,600 units deep.
Each box representing a family member
uses up just four graph units of space
on the chart.

Family Roots comes on a floppy
disk in a hardcover folder. Full instruc

tions are provided on-line from within
the program itself. Although the on-line
help deals with every aspect of the pro
gram, it would have been nice to have a
printed manual as well for reference so

that you could refer to it while entering
data. The program works in both
medium and high resolution on all STs
and is simple to install onto hard drive you just copy all the floppy disk files to
a suitably named folder. All in all, the
best genealogy program available for
the ST and well worth the money if you
are considering trac»g your family.
CLIVE PARKER

STF RATING: 77% J
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• This dialog box enables

you to fine tune certain
operations possible with
Key Master, and the
accompanying well-pre
sented 12-page manual
goes Into all the neces
sary details.

• This small black box may
be reminiscent of the heady

Macros mastered

days of Spectrum add-ons, but it Is in fact an auto
matic mouse/joystick switcher for your ST. It saves
you all the tedium of crouching under your desk to
plug a second joystick in.

Key Master
MACHINE: ALL STs
PRICE: £6.95

Now that's a switch
The Mojo
MACHINE: ALL STs

PRICE: £10.00 MANUAL VERSION, £13.95 AUTOMATIC VERSION
FROM: PD4U

CONTACT: 0232 672338

PD4U are better known as a PD

library, although they do offer a mem
ory upgrade service and can construct

the socket with the red LED. The Mojo
is powered by the +5v line from the

leads to order. Now hot on the heels of

mouse port, but the current drawn is
negligible and will not affect the work

last month's Alfa Data mouse/joystick

ing of your ST.

switch box comes another mouse
switcher - this one's from PD4U and

called the Mojo. An automatic switcher
is a logic device which enables both a
joystick and a mouse to be plugged
into the mouse socket and detects a

mouse button press or a joystick
<Fire> button press. The unit then
switches electronically to enable the rel
evant device to operate, thereby saving
you the necessity of unplugging the
mouse for two-player games which
require two joysticks. Switcher units are
designed primarily for the avid gameplayer who is likely to need to swap
connections on a regular basis - seri

The unit defaults to mouse mode

when you switch on your ST, but as
soon as you press the <Fire> button on
your joystick it switches to joystick
mode. The Mojo also acts as a joystick
switcher when plugged into the joystick
port, enabling you to plug in both an
ordinary joystick for platform games
and shoot-'em-ups and a yoke-style joy
stick for flight simulations at the same
time.

The Mojo is a small tidy unit which
does not take up a large amount of
space on your desktop. Although not
quite as pleasing to the eye as the Alfa
Data unit, the Mojo performs exactly

FROM: THE ST CLUB
CONTACT: 0602 410241

When you do a lot of writing on

in a set, one for each letter key from A

your ST you often find yourself typing in

to Z - enough for most purposes and
certainly enough to try to remember.
Usefully, you can define separate

the same thing repeatedly - your name
and address, some standard phrase or
whatever. To make life easier, many

programming, and so on. There is no
limit to how many sets of macros you
can have and they can be loaded in
from disk via a central menu within Key
Master. Recording macros is very easy,
they can be saved to disk, and you can
even merge one set with another.
Key Master is however not a per

would have to define the same macros

fect solution. Run it with EdHak, the

in each of them separately, meaning a
lot of work. And you could run into fur
ther problems. The programs are likely
to use different key combinations for
the macros and might not allow the
length of text you need. So you could
end up having to remember dozens of
different key combinations - it might be
easier just to type things manually!
Now there may be a solution - Key

Desk Accessory text editor, and the
macros don't play back properly. This

Master from the ST Club. It's a Desk

Accessory, so it can be used from
within any GEM program - and in this

ous ST owners are unlikely to ever

the same function at a better price. The

case, from within any TOS application

need such a device.

only small drawback is that the lead is
not very secure when plugged into the
mouse port - but a double-sided sticky
pad is thoughtfully provided to hold it in
place. If you want a mouse switcher,
then get this one. For those on an even
tighter budget, PD4U can supply a man
ual version of the device for only £10.

too. It comes on a single-sided disk,
and once you have loaded it into mem
ory at boot-up you can simply hit <Alternate> and any given key to call up the
macro you have defined onto that key.

The Mojo unit is designed in tradi
tional add-on style: it is a small black
box about three inches long by two
inches wide with two 9-pin D sockets on
the front face and a short lead which

plugs into the ST's mouse port. There
is an LED above each socket, and you
plug the mouse into the D socket sport

ing the green LED and the joystick into

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1992

CLIVE PARKER

STF RATING: 77%

sets of macros for different purposes one set for letter writing, another for

programs have a "macro" feature builtin, enabling you to store such standard
blocks of text and then input them by
pressing a couple of keys. Pretty use
ful, but you might use several different
programs and want the same macro in
all of them. The problem is that not all
these programs may even include a
macro facility, and even if they do you

The macros can be up to a generous

100 characters in length, and any key
that produces a click except the <Caps
Lock> key can be included in your
macro. You can define up to 26 macros

is because EdHak also uses the <Alter-

nate> key for some of its own key
board shortcuts, thus probably causing
a clash of instructions. However, with

any program that doesn't utilise the
<Alternate> key the Key Master macro
facility should work okay - though many
DAs clash with various other programs,
and you may need to employ some trial
and error. This is not unreasonable,

given the low price of this little utility.
If your WP already has a good
macro facility and you don't need
macros for anything else, you probably
don't need Key Master. If however you
are using a WP or text editor that lacks
a macro feature, or you could use
macros in programming or other spe
cialised applications, Key Master may
be a cost-effective solution.
PETER CRUSH

STF RATING: 75%

ALWAYS

A

GOOD

IDEA

LOW PRICE 9 pin PRINTER

FREE DELIVERY

Silica presents some great

1 44 CPS

offers on the award winning

NextDay- Anywherein the UKmainland

range of high quality matrix
printers from Citizen. Each
Citizen printer is built in the
UK to exacting standards,
ensuring superb reliability and
output. Our confidence in
Citizen's quality is such that
we are pleased to include a 2
year guarantee with every
printer. Plus, if you buy a
Citizen printer (not inkjet) from
us, we will give you the Silica
Printer Starter Kit (worth
£29.38), FREE OF CHARGE!

FREE STARTER KIT
Worth£29,38- WitheveryCitizen printer
(excluding inkjet) fromSilica.

4K Printer Buffer + 2 Fonts
Parallel or Serial Interface

2 YEAR WARRANTY

Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi

Silicaoffera 2 yearwarranty(including the dot
matrixprinter head) with every Citizenprinter,

Epson and IBM Emulation
Pull tractor & bottom feed

WINDOWS 3.0

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

Free Windows 3.0 driver.
Included with the Silica Starter Kit.

RHP

FREE COLOUR KIT
FREE HELPLINE
Technical support helpline openduringofficehours.

24 pin

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN

• Citizen Prodot 9 - 9 pin - 80 column
• 300cps Draft, 60cps NLO

• Citizen Swift 9-9 pin-BO column
• 192cps Draft, 48cps NLO

• Citizen Swift9x - 9 pin - 136 column
• I92cps Draft, 48cps NLQ

•
•

•

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

•

Parallel Interface

• 8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
• Parallel Interface

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts
Parallel Interface

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
•

Epson and IBM Emulation

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

•
•

FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

FREE Colour Kit

• Graphics Resolution: 240 x240dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation
• Colour Option Available

•

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

•

RRP

™. £189

COLOUR KIT

„

£41

SIUCA STARTER KIT

.Jtt

TOTAL VALUE: £255
SAVING: E66

SILICA PRICE: £189 \,

£189

RRP
£23S
COLOUR KIT
£38
SILICA STARTER KIT £25

+VAT=C222.0B ret: PRI2313

SILICAPRICE: £189

£109
£115

£189

24 pin PRINTERS

PRINTER + SOFTWARE + COLOUR
COLOUR KIT

£38

•

8K Printer Buffer + 6 Fonts

SILICA STARTER KIT
LOTUS AMI 1.2 WP/DTP PACKAGE

£25
£95

•

Parallel Interface

ADOBE TYPE MANAGER V1.15(Fonts) £79

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi

TOTAL VALUE: £606

• Epson, IBM & NEC P6 Emulation

SAVING:£337
SIUCA PRICE: £269

•
•
•

£329

SILICA STARTER KIT £25
TOTAL VALUE: £354

FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
FREE Lotus AMI 1.2 Word

Processor and DTP package
• FREE Adobe Type Manager V1.15

SAVING:£105
SILICAPRICE: E249

^+VAT^ £222.08 ret: PRI 2209 _

PRINTER

• Citizen Swift 24e-24 pin - 80 cob
• 216cps Draft, 72cps LQ

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

RRP

TOTAL VALUE: £302
SAVING: £113

SAYING:
SILICA PRICE:

Citizen 120D printer comes supplied with a parallel
interface as standard. If you require a serial interface instead,
please state ref: PRI 2125 when placing your order with Silica.

9 pin PRINTERS

80 COLUMN 192 CPS

TOTAL VALUE: £224

+VAT= £135.13 ref: PRI 2120

MADE IN THE UK

£199

SILICA STARTER KIT.E25

£115

WitheveryProdot9, Swift9 &24e and 224

Citizen printersare manufactured to highstandards.

300 CPS

80 COLUMN

Citizen 120D+ - 9 pin - 80 column
144cps Draft, 30cps NLO

Lotus+Adobesoftware is lorPConlyon31"disk

INKJET PRINTER

Ikl'IH-l'

+VAT= £316.08 re!: PHI 2544

iliJUiliJid1FREE!
STARTER KIT
Thisstarterkitwill helpyouto get

NEW!

you up and runningwithyour new
Citizen dot matrix or notebook

printer from SilicaSystems. Plus,

for a limited periodonly, we are
including a Citizen Print Manager
for the Amiga tree ol charge as
part of the Silica Starter Kit,
bringingthe total value of the free
kit up to £44.33.
• 3)f Disk- Amiga &STDrivers
• 31? Disk-Driver for Windows 3

• 2 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

• 200 Sheets ol Continuous Paper
• 100 Continuous Address Labels

• 5 Continuous Envelope

80 COLUMN 192 CPS 136 COLUMN 360 CPS

80 COLUMN 64 CPS

Citizen 224 - 24 pin - 80 column
• 192cps Draft, 64cps LQ

Citizen Swift24x-24 pin-136 column
192cps Draft, 64cps NLQ

•

8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts

8K Printer Buffer + 4 Fonts

• Citizen Projet - Inkjet - 80 column
• 360cps Draft, 120cps NLQ
• 50 Nozzle Head - Whisper Quiet47dB(A)

•

Parallel Interface

Parallel Interface

•

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi
• Epson and IBM Emulation

Graphics Resolution: 360 x 360dpi

• Optional HP Compatible Font cards

Epson, IBM and NEC P6 Emulation

•

•
•

Colour Option Available

• Graphics Resolution: 300x300dpi
• HP Deskjet plus emulation

FREE Colour Kit
FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
£269 /

COLOUR KIT.
SILICA STARTER KIT £25
TOTAL VALUE: £332

SAVING: £133
SILICA PRICE: £199

SUB

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit
RRP

£489

SAVING: £165
SILICA PRICE: £349

Parallel Interface

RRP

SILICA STARTER KIT.£25
TOTAL VALUE: £514

8K Printer Buffer + 3 Fonts

f*m

£359
MAIL ORDER:

•
•
•
•

FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY: On all hardware orders shipped in Ihe UK mainland.
TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE: Team of technical experts at your service.
PRICE MATCH: We normally match competitors on a "Same product - Same price" basis.
ESTABLISHED 12 YEARS: Proven track record in professional computer sales.

•

BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT: Volume discounts available 081-308 0888.

• SHOWROOMS: Demonstration and training facilities at our London & Sidcup branches.
• THE FULL STOCK RANGE: All of your requirements from one supplier.
• FREE CATALOGUES: Will be mailed to you with offers and software/peripheral details.
• PAYMENT: By cash, cheque and all major credit cards.

Before youdecidewhento buyyournewprinter, we suggest youthink verycarefully aboutWHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a few months after you have made yourpurchase,when you may
require additional peripherals or software, or help and advice with your new purchase. And, will the
companyyou buy from contactyou with detailsof new products?AtSilicaSystems we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. We have been establishedfor over 12 years and, with our unrivalled
experience and expertise, we can now claim to meet our customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. But don't just take our word for it. Complete and return the
couponnowforour latest FREEliterature and beginto experiencethe "Silica Systems Service".

^081-309 1111

Order Lines Open:

• Improved Image Smoothing

•

• Image Scaling

FREE Silica Printer Starter Kit

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

• Gamma/Colour Correction

£29.36

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER

' \j-VAT= £292.53 ret: PRI2100y

TOTAL

£44.33

IToTo:

£13.10

PRINTER STAND

ORIGINAL RIBBONS
RIB352Q 120D/Swift9 Black

£2.91
, £7,15

RIB 3924 124LVS-.-.-IS2-: [••:::>.

.

iM ?1

RIB 3243PN48 Single Strike

£3-61

HIB3348 PN48MultiStrike

£3.61

COLOUR KITS
PRA 1236 224/Swift9.W24e
PRA 1240 Swift W24<

£35.25
£35,25

PN48 ACCESSORIES
PRA1148 PN48 Battery
£51.70
PRA1155 F(J--

PRA1162 PN48 CatAdaptor...
ETBC
; inc.VAT &delivery

1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111

Mon-Sat 9.00am-6.00pm
Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

No Late Night Opening
Fax No: 061-308 0608
52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000
No Late Night Opening

Fax No: 071-323 4737

Selfridges (1st Roar), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB Tel: 071-629 1234

Mon-Sat 9.30am-6.00pm

Late Night: Thursday until 6pm

Extension: 3914

Mon-Sal 9.00am-5.30pm

Late Night: Friday until 7pm

Fax No: 081-309 D017

SIDCUP SHOP:
Opening Hours:

£14.95

SILICA PRICE: £249

Tel:

Silica Systems, STFOR-0892-80, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DXri

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE
Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: .
Address:

Postcode....

Tel (Home):

SIUCA
SYSTEMS

Featuresinclude:

STARTER KIT

SAVING: £102

PRA17531240/224/Swift24

RIB3336 224/$wtftfl/24Colour..£15.83

• Colour Separation
• Reduces/I Hi minates Banding

TOTAL VALUE: E350

LONDON SHOP:
Opening Hours:

printer

• Graphics Resolution: 360 x360dpi
• Epson, IBM, NEC P6 & Citizen Emulation
• PoweredFromMains,Batteryor CarAdaptor
SILICA STARTERKIT £25

VtVAT=M21.B3 tot. W\WW J

normal

preference system - printing isquicker,
colours more vibrant, graphics less
fuzzy. Easyto usewithinstructions.

Parallel Interface

TOTAL VALUE: £496
SIUCA PRICE: £359

replaces Amiga's

• 53cps LO - 4K Buffer + 2 Fonts
• Bear and Bottom Paper Loading
•

SERIAL INTERFACES
PRA 1189 1200+
£56.45
PRA1209 switsi.i:>.;r::?.' mx
PRA1709 Swift 24/24x/24e........ £2638

enhances printed output. Provides PRA1242 124D/ms^3/2J..L24 0;i
drivers for all Citizen printers and PRA1274 Swift9X/24X..J.
£30.66

• Non-impact Printing on Plain Paper

..£325

SAVING:£137

The Amiga Prinl Manager dramatically

Citizen PN48 Notebook Printer

£498

( SILICA SYSTEMS OFFER YOU I

r7^r\ MAIL ORDER HOTLINE

•

80 COLUMN

SHEET FEEDERS
PRA1228 1240/224/Swlft9/24 ..£42.00

32K MEMORY EXPN

• Amiga PrintManager

192 CPS

ACCESSORIES
PRA 1200 120D
£71.38
PRA1215 124D/224MI9/24., £88.70

Tel (Work):.

Company Name (if applicable):

| Which computer(s), if any, do you own?
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon lor the latest intormalion.
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• Ready for action - Calamus SL before editing begins. The scrolling font list on
the left includes miniature bitmap images showing what each typeface looks like -

• Calamus doesn't often crash - but when It does, the program attempts to save
any documents In memory before falling completely. It often works, too.

an excellent feature.

SL - WHAT'S THE
DIFFERENCE?
Calamus had an excellent reputation before SL was available, so is it worth upgrading?
Not necessarily. In fact, for short documents the old vl.09n is easier to use and screen
display is quicker. If your DTP ambitions don't extend too far, vl.09n may be all you
need - and it's now just £139.00. But there are enormous advantages in the new ver
sion. Here are just a few:

• Sophisticated colour facilities
• Vertical justification in text frames
• Rotation and mirror effects for graphic frames

• Up to seven documents open at once
• Master pages inserted anywhere in document

Any colour
you like

• Text style tags

Calamus SL

• Font caching and use of virtual memory
• Text compression and expansion

MACHINE: 1 MBYTE AND HIGH RES MONITOR. 4MBYTE RECOMMENDED

• Pks-Write text editor built in

HARP DRIVE: RECOMMENDED BUT NOT ESSENTIAL
PRICE: £587.50
FROM: HALCO

• Mount and print module

• Speedline auto-tracing module
• Vector Graphic editing module
• Editing tools for grey-scale images

CONTACT: 0734 441525

Also, you need to remember that SL is virtually a re-write of the old Calamus, so
although it looks similar, internally it is quite different. SL is better at handling longdoc

alamus is part of ST folklore,

uments, and overall accuracy has been improved.

Ifyou want SL but don't need the colour handling, then a new program called Cala
mus S is to be released. Unfortunately, it's not that much cheaper, at £499.38. The
rumour is that Calamus S works faster than SL, because there's no colour processing to

think about, so it may be the best choice for monochrome work.

PLUG IN AND GO
- SL MODULES

c

for

three

reasons:

fantastic

features, awesome price and
persistent bugs in the earliest
versions. The bugs were eventually squashed, the classic Calamus

vl.09 is now available for the bargainbasement price of only £139.00, and
the latest version, Calamus SL, boasts
an even more remarkable range of fea
tures - though at not far short of £600
it is keeping the wallet-emptying tradi-

The new Calamus SL can accept modular sub-programs, which means that virtually any feature can be
implemented if a suitable module is produced. Some of the modules are fundamental and Calamus would
be unuseablewithout them, like the page module, the text module, the text style module, and the frame
module. But what about the extras that come with the basic SL package? Here are some of the main ones.
PKS-WRITE
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which work on text styles as well as words
or phrases. There will be a spell-checker but it is not yet Implemented. The presence
of a fast text editor within the program is
one reason why Calamus is a lot easier to
work with than PageStream, Timeworks or

text as a vector object (so you can stretch
and distort it for special effects, headings
and so forth) you need to prepare it using
another program, such as DMS's OutlineArt
ot even Calllgrapher's FlexText utility.

Reef Street Publisher 3.

-HiA:

SEES flit aptia
—

s'gaa
»

}T1
BvC

•

VECTOR
«l 1

1»

i TH
!

Calamus modules are loaded, unloaded

and executed using this dialog box. It can
be useful to remove a module from memory

if you are running short of RAM - provided it
Isnt'a nything you're going to need. Many
modules can also be executed from - you
guessed it - Icons on the main screen.
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GRAPHIC

Another superb module. It's almost a com

plete drawing program in its own right, with
a comprehensive set of tools for editing,

Bl*T
*!*

• Calamus has Its own text editor, called
Pks-Write. It's excellent - fast and respon
sive. You can Insert text styles and rulers
from within the editor, and there are also

stretching, distorting and rotating vector

portant weaknesses, though: no snap-to-

• Stay on the trail, stranger! The Sher

sophisticated search-and-replace routines

grid functions and no text capability. To add

iff of Vector Gulch is a mite stretched.

objects. The full range of Calamus fill styles
and colours Is available. There are two im

dm:

Calamus

SL

REVIEW

WHAT'S IT FOR, THEN?
- USING CALAMUS
What kind of document is Calamus most suitable for? It's very flexible, though
some important features are not yet available. Mathematicians are goingto
struggle until the formula editor arrives and business peopleare likely to
notice the absence of any table makingfacility. But for magazines, books,
posters, letterheads, invitations, and more, Calamus is ideal.
5MLTO M

ifed!

sOBffl S3

•

CONCERT

ating posters. Calamus can support
huge page sizes and huge point sizes;
there is also a tiling option when print
ing, so you can print on several sheets

D The Heebie Jeebies

D Live and Wlbbling

s

• Icon city - almost every option in Calamus involves clicking on an icon. You can
open several Icon panels and move them around the screen, which Is useful if you

The shadow effect and rotated text

can be used to good effect when cre

n The Oldie Goldics
• Lost in Wonder

and stick them together afterwards.
CMC

have an A4 monitor or detachable eyes.

tion alive. SL offers full colour process
ing, and like Fleet Street Publisher 3
(£184.00 Silica » 081 309 1111) it is
modular, meaning that extra features

can be bolted on using software packs
from developers DMC or other sources.
So does it live up to its promise?
And what can you do with Calamus SL
that can't be done with PageStream
(£169.00 from Silica) or Timeworks,
(£119.95 Electric Distribution « 0480

496666) for a fraction of the price?
Calamus is out on its own in more

ways than one. For a start, it is the only
major desktop publishing program to
ignore PostScript. PostScript is a nonmachine-specific page description lan
guage - a standard way of defining
fonts, text and graphics. PostScript out
put can be printed on any PostScript
printer, including professional typeset
ting machines. DMC have always
claimed that Calamus' own system of
scaleable fonts is superior, but the dis
advantage is that to print a Calamusfile
to a typesetting machine, you need to
find a bureau with an ST or TT- or buy
your own typesetter for £15,000 or

more. It also prevents you from using
PostScript fonts or Encapsulated Post

Script graphics without going to the
bother of converting them first.
Another snag with Calamus fonts is
that they are not "hinted," like those

used in PageStream or Calligrapher
(£99.00 Working Title a
0865
883952). Hinting compensates for inac

curacies produced by printing at low
resolutions or in very small typesizes,

may not matter much
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program. It's a very neat system,
although past experience suggests that
some of these modules may take a
long time to arrive. If you need
PostScript now, try another program
such as 3K's Didot Professional (CGS
o081 686 8121).

ture or logo, for example, and convert it to
a vector drawing that can be scaled or dis
torted without any loss of quality. Speedline

is also extremely fast in operation. On the
other hand, many bitmap graphics do not
convert well. As a rule of thumb, simple line
drawings like cartoons, maps or diagrams
convert easily; drawings with lots of shad
ing and tints do not convert very well.
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Calamus. Something like this can be
knocked out very quickly. The border
Is one of the standard shapes for a
Raster Area frame.
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Sales This Year

•

H

WC

memory," which means you can allo
cate a portion of your hard drive for the

ST to use as if it were RAM. If you have
a big hard drive you are never going to
run out of memory - even during com
plex processes such as calculating
colour separations for large documents

SUPERB

FEATURES

Even as supplied, Calamus has many
superb features. It employs "virtual

ii

with colour graphics. If you haven't got
a hard drive, Calamus SL really isn't for
you anyway.

To test out

•

The candle

Speedline, we
imported an

flame after the

IMG format

been con

picture has

picture of a

verted Into a

candle. It's a

vector Image
with Speed-

simple linedrawing, so
shouldn't prove to be too demanding
for Speedline to convert.
• A close-up

• Converts bitmap images into vector draw
ings. It sounds brilliant: take a scanned pic

. 00CUr1EN1\P«TY.£DK, Plje 1

•

Calamus is not ideal for this kind of

document. The Vector Graphics mod
ule is hopeless for graphs, with no

grid snap and no facility for adding
text labels. That means finding a good
graphing program which exports a for
mat Calamus can handle. Come on,
DMC - how about another module?

program, and even a music notation

•

•

AVBA

in practice,

though, if you have a high resolution
printer, and a PostScript conversion
module called Dataformeris promised.
Other forthcoming modules include
a table editor, a formula editor, a paint

1

H

Options

Fll

:|

and without it Calamus fonts tend to be

somewhat over-bold at small sizes,
especially on dot-matrix printers. This

SPEEDLI NE

1

Cilanus

aSQlAif-rj

11 of the original
I picture shows

fine. The curve

of the flame Is now much smoother

than In the original - but the outline of
the flame glow is rather a mess. Looks
like the Vector Graphic module Is
needed to touch It up.

the jagged
curve of the

I candle flame.

I You get the
plxellated

effect here whenever you enlarge a
bitmapped Image. Vector Images,
stored as sets of instructions for draw

ing the Image rather than as pixels, can
be enlarged with no loss of resolution.

COLOUR

SEPARATION

This module is at the heart of SL's colour

capabilities. Colour printing is carried out
by printing the same sheet of paper four
times over, using a different colour ink each
time - cyan, yellow, magenta and black.
Combinations of these basic colours pro
duce all the colours on any page - though
sometimes the sheet is overprinted yet

Equally clever is "font caching."
Since Calamus vector fonts are of no

fixed size, they must be scaled into
appropriate bitmap fonts before they
can be displayed on-screen or printed.
This can be a lengthy process, causing
slow screen updates when you zoom in
on a document or move around the

page. To overcome this problem, Cala
mus stores temporary bitmap fonts in a
again, to add "spot" colours with tints that
are hard to reproduce by mixing, such as
metallic gofd or silver.

If it were possible to print with perfect

Ink on perfect paper, colour printing would
be easy. In real life, a lot of skill Is required
to compensate for printing Imperfections by
adjusting the intensity of the four separate
base colours. This is done with colour con

trol lines, which map the original colours
onto raster patterns - patterns of dots that

optically produce different shades. Light
colours are represented by light raster
shades and dark colours by dark shades.
Adjust this mapping and you can alter the
intensity and contrast of the colour. Colour
control lines can be set at frame level, page
level, or for the whole document.
Since each of the four base colours has

256 levels of brightness, there are millions
of possible combinations. On top of that,
the red, green and blue combination which
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SOFTMACHINE
••w.i=ii;h:I.".'i.tst3^
520ST-E 0.5Mb Start Pack

£234.99

520ST-E 0.5Mb Discovery Pack
1040ST-E 1Mb FamilyCurriculum

£264.99
£334.99

1040ST-E 1Mb Pro24 Music Pack

£334.99

Mega ST-E 1Mb

£524.99

Mega ST-E 48Mb HD Upgrade
ST-E Upgraded to 1Mb
ST-E Upgraded to 2Mb
ST-E Upgraded to 4Mb

£260.00
Add £30.00
Add £60.00
Add £120.00

SM144 14" Mono Monitor
SC1435 14' Colour Monitor

£109.99
£209,99

ST Book (Jun-Jul 92)
£1159.99
TT030
Options from £1044.99
PTC1426 14-TT Multisync
£364.99

Xtra-RAM ST-E

Xtra-RAM Deluxe

Internal SIMM/SIPP RAM upgradefor Atari ST-E Computers
Easy to Install - Nosoldering required

Internol SIMM RAM upgrade forAtari ST-F/ST-FM and
MegaST
Easy Installation - Nosoldering on mostSTs
FreeRAM test. RAM disk&printerspoolersoftware

Free RAM test, RAM disk&printerspooler software
Detailed instruction manual

i Detailed instruction

• 0.5Mb populated

manual

£24.99

• 10 day money back

• 2Mb populated

offer

•
•
•
•

£69.99

Unpopulated
£34.99
0.5Mb poputated £59.99
2Mb populated £99.99
4Mb populated £159.99

• 4Mb populated
£134.99

• Cumana

CUMANA 3.5"

Atari Applications

Word Processors
1st Word Plus

....£59.95

Calligrapher Professional..

....£99.95

K-Word2

....£29.95
....£49.95
..£102.95

Protext v4.3

Protext v5,5
Protext V4.3

....£49.95
....£89.95
....£59.95

That's Write
Wordflalr
Word Perfect

Drive

Word Writer
Write On

....£44.95

Desktop Publishing
CompoScript
Pagestream v2.1
Pagestream Font Sets..

£164.95
..each £44.95

Timeworks Publisher 2..

£91.95

£234.95

Assemblers/Compilers/ Languages
Devpac 2
FTLModula2

FTLModula 2 Developer..
GFA Basic Compiler
GFA Basic Interpreter

....£42.95
..,.£48.95
....£69.95

....£23.95

HisoftBaslc2

....£39.95
....£52.95

Hisoft C Interpreter

....£41.95

Hisoft Forth

....£28.95

Highspeed Pascal

....£74.95

Lattice C v5
Nevada Cobol

..£111.95
....£34.95
..,.£79.95

ProsperoC
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Dev Toolkit

• High Speed
Access

• Internal PSU

• On/Off Switch

• Capacity 720K

i Clock cartridgewith full passthroughport
i Setssystem &keyboardclockseverytime
youturnon orresetyour ST
i Two year
guarantee including
battery
back offer

'Only

....£79.95
....£54.95

..£41.95
..£24.95
..£37.95
..£29.95
..£29.95
..£24.95
..£24.95
..£28.95

Harlekin2..
Knife ST
K-Resource2
Neodesk 3

Turbo ST
WERCS

Tempus2

Communications
FaSTcomm2
K-Comm2
Mini Office Comms..

..£39.95

..£37.95
..£18.95

3D/Animation/CAD/Graphics

PC-SPEED/AT-SPEED/AT-SPEED C 16
PC-Speed isa PC-XT emulator board foryourST. Ithas a
NEC V30 processorchip built-in, enablingyourST to runPC

PROTAR HARD DRIVES
ProGatell20
ProGatell40
ProGatell80
ProGate II50DC
ProGdte II105DC
ProGate II 120DC
ProGate II240DC
ProGate II440DC
ProGate II5O0DC

software 4 times fasterthan was possible on the I8M sps

PC-XT.

£229.99
£289.99
£429,99
£374.99
£499.99
£549.99
£934.99
£1414.99
£1599.99

E3&

AT-Speed isa PC-AT emulatorboard foryourST. Ithas an
80286 processorrunning at 8MHz. Ideally suitedto running
PCdpplications froma working environment inthe

Alfa Data Trackball

That's A Mouse
Operates ina small
desktop area - 70%

• Designedforeasy one hand operation.

less than Atari

• Supports autofire and incorporates click&

• Reliable Microswitched buttons.
lock button.

mouse equivalent.
Offers290 dpi

• Rapid &smooth
point-to-point

resolution &

movement.

genuine

• 2 year warranty

microswitched

• Crystal optionwith
2 colourshining
crystal ball

buttons, 12 month

warranty.

„ ,

Please call us for a price
on any hardware,
software or peripherals
you may require but
can't see listed.

J1

£29.99

£17.95

Personal Finance

£17.95

£17.95
£21.95

Sound 8< Music

£17.95

Adimens Plus

£96.95

DGBase

£34.95

Data Manager Prof

£34.95

K-Data
Prodata

£37.95
£67.95

Spreadsheets
3D-Calc
DG Calc

K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread
K-Spread

£22.95
£27.95

£21.95
£44.95
£67.95
£96.95
£112,95

2
3
4
4T

Cashboot Combo
Cashbook Controller
Home Accounts
Home Accounts 2

£54,95
£41,95
£21,95
£37,95

Personal Fin Man Plus

£29.95

System 3

£41.95

Audio/Music
Band in a Box

£62.95

Dr T's Copyist App
Dr T's Copyist DTP
Dr T's Omega
Dr T's Tiger Cub

£94.95
£234.95
£284.95
£94.95

DrT'sX-OR
K-Minstrel 2

£209.95
£24.95

Quartet

£34.95

Educational
Better maths 12-16 yrs

£19.95

Better Spelling Over 8

£19.95

Fun School 2 Under 6

£14.95

Fun School 2 6-8

£14.95

Fun School 2 Over 8

£14.95

Fun School 3 (or 4) Under 5
Fun School 3 (or 4) 5-7
Fun School 3 (or 4) Over 7

£17.95
£17.95
£17.95

Magic maths 4-8 yrs
Maths Mania 8-12 yrs

£19.95
£19.95

M Beacon Teaches Typing

£22.95

Cyber Control
Cyber Paint
Cyber Paint 2
CyberStudio
Cyber Texture

..£34.95

Micro French GCSE

£20.95

..£36.95
..£42.95
..£42.95
..£42.95

Micro Maths GCSE

£20.95

Primary Maths 3-12 yrs
Spell Book 4-6
Spell Book 4-6 Data
Spell Book Over 7
Spell Book Over 7 Data
Spell Book Data Creator

£20.95
£14.95
£11.95
£14.95
£11.95
£7.95

The Three Bears

£19.95

Deluxe Paint

..£42.95

Degas Elite
Easy Draw 2
Easy Draw 2 Supercharged..
Hyperpaint2

..£19.95
..£37.95
..£59.95
..£29.95

MasterCAD

..£22.95
..£27.95

Spectrum 512

home.

AT-Speed C 16isa PC-AT emulator board foryourST. It
has an 80286processor runningat 16MHz, Ideal for
running Windows &CAD applications. Socketforoptional
80C287maths co-processor. Inc DRDOSv5.

£21.95
£21.95
£21.95

Basic Programming
Programming Utilities

....£79.95

K-Graph3

i 10day money

Formatted

Word Processing
Database Management
Spreadsheet
Home Productivity

..£178.95
....£37.99

Forget-Me-Clock II

CSA3543.5-

DISK DRIVE

SOFTWARE

Things to do with Numbers

£14.95

The
The
The
The

£14.95
£14.95
£14.95
£14.95

Thingsto do with Words
French Mistress
German Master
Italian Tutor
Spanish Tutor

£14.95

llMiH'MiHJHilBIEiE
Citizen 120D+

£124.99

Citizen Swift 9 Colour
Citizen 224 Colour
Citizen Swift 24e Colour
Citizen Pro Jet
StarLC-20
StdrLC24-20

£184.99
£229.99
£284.99
£394.99
£139.99
£199.99

Star LC-200 Colour
StdrLC24-200
Stdr LC24-200 Colour

£199.99
£224.99
£274,99

StarJet SJ-48

Pace Linnet Modem
Pace Linnet 1200 Modem
Pace Linnet 2400 Modem
0.5Mb Xtra-RAM Std

2Mb Xtra-RAM Std
AT Once 386SX
Stereomaster

£89.99
£299.99
£29.99

Playback
Replay Professional
Replay Stem

£22.99
£69.99
£64.99

Naksha Mouse

£24.99

Golden Image Mouse

£19.99

Universal Monitor Stand
Universdl Printer Stdnd
Centronics Printer Cable
ST-FM to Scart Cable
ST-Eto Scart Cable

£11.99
£6.99
£4.99
£11.99
£14.99

£229.99

3.5' 40 Cap Disk Box

£164.99
£254.99
£299.99
£44.99

3.5' 80 Cop Disk Box
3.5" 150 Cap Posso Box

£4.99
£6.99
£19.99
£7.99
£5.99
£24.99
£44.99
£7.99

10 XSony MFD2DD 3.5" DS/DD
10 x Sony Bulk3.550 x Sony Bulk 3.5100 x Sony Bulk3.5"
10 x TDK MF2DD3.5' DS/DD

Crystal option £34.99
_^j.

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to SOFMACHINE, AllItems subject to availability.
Allprices and manufacturers specifications subject to change without notice.
Allprices Include VAT and UK delivery. E&OE Alltrademdrks acknowledged

SOFTMACHINE
Dept ST 7,20 Bridge House. Bridge Street, Sunderland, SRI 1TE,
Sales Tel: (091) 510 2666 Enquiries Tel: (091) 510 2777 Fax: (091) 564 1960
Goods ore not offered on a trial basis. Goods are offered for sale subject to our conditions of sale.

Callers welcome. Our
hours of business are

9.30 till 5.30 Monday to
Saturday.

Calamus

Calanus

File

Options

for instance, although bulleted lists are
one of the most commonly used effects

niT^gni fT" li^nin=i^gj_

EDIT TEXT STYLE

H

in DTP. You cannot change paragraph

Style Kane: NIST5ME 20,GO R0 GG BO ttzL

spacing without inserting a new text

Font: Ninbus Sans T Mediun.
Size:
20,000 pt

Kerning: "Huneric tabulation!
Color Attribute:
Text: R0
Underline: RG
Outline: RQ
Shadow: RO

>
>
>
»

Off

GO
GO
GO
GO

Uersal

ruler, which makes it awkward to put

Spacing

extra space above sub-headings, for
example. Inserting drop capitals too is

1Thickness:

Overprint
B0_
B0_
BO.
BO.

1,065 pt
1,065 pt

Underline:
Outline:

Spacing:
Letters:
Hords:
Underline:

NIST5HE 18.GO Out 100
TIHE4R0I 12,00 RO GO BO
HIST5ME 18,BG RO GO BO
NIST5ME 10,00 RO GO BG
HIST5HE 20,80 RO 08 BG

0.00G
0,080
2,131
0.532
2,131
3,197

Overhang:
Hon, Shadow:
Uert, Shadow:

irW1)l»l'BliifrMiMiiaa

pt
pt
pt
pt
pt
pt

Write, though: Calamus styles only control font details, and not paragraph spacing
or indentation.

Another brilliant feature is "virtual

text frame, and then left clicking on the
ruler. When you have made a change,
perhaps to the justification or tabs, you

copying." Any frame - which can be a
number of frames grouped together -

change - otherwise, nothing happens!

and uses these whenever possible.

can be duplicated as either a physical
or a virtual copy. If it is a virtual copy,
any amendment you make to the origi
nal is automatically repeated in all the
virtual copies.
EASY

TO

USE?

Whether or not you find Calamus easy
to use depends on how much you like
icons. Only a few functions can be oper
ated from drop-down menus; icons con
trol virtually everything.
In practice, you soon get used to it.
Some things are annoying, though even hardened users sometimes find

they create a frame or object when
they meant to select an existing one,

have to right click to confirm the

This sort of thing is not clearly

the help text that appears whenever the
mouse pointer is over an icon. This
shows not only the name of the function
but also where a full explanation can be

Publisher 3 - which makes it hard to

enlarge a heading to fit exactly over a
column of text.

These omissions are puzzling, be

party invitation, the likes of Timeworks

pared to other Calamus achievements,
like enabling you to rotate text in in

ming Calamus in modular form cost
DMC a lot of time, and some functions
are still not implemented - like the
spellchecker and the macros. But what

crements of one hundredth of a de

there is works well and looks reliable,

gree, type from right to left, define the
precise picture shape for text to run
around or select from eight different

despite the occasional crash. Calamus

directions of shadow with user-defined

modules, there will be nothing to touch
it. As it is, the program is sure to

offset and tint.
THE

PROFESSIONAL
CHOICE

As you'd expect for this kind of money,
Calamus SL has a distinctly profes

SL is already outstanding. Given a little
more development and a few more

appeal to professional DTP users who
require sophisticated features and are

prepared to pay for them. Calamus SL
is very pricey but very slick.
TIM ANDERSON

CALAMUS SL
£587.50 Halco » 0734 441525
FEATURES: 85%

Bursting with features for professional
page layout, but there are one or two
strange absences.

found in the manual. Also superb is the
zoom control - simply "rubber-band" an

short documents, but considering what

area of screen (click and drag an out
line around it) to zoom in on that point.

happens underneath the surface the
speed is remarkable.

In the end, it is because Calamus

offers so many options that it can
prove confusing - but it's worth perse
vering for all that power.

THE COMPETITION
Timeworks 2 (£129.25 GST s 0480
496666) is fine and reliable for casual
use, but primitive by comparison.

Fleet Street Publisher 3 (£199.00 Silica

n 081 309 1111) is slower and poorly
supported, with limited font availability and
no colour support.

EASE OF USE: 85%

PageStream 2 (£199.99 Silica) comes
close in some departments, but is less
sophisticated and suffers from important

New users could get lost in a forest of

bugs and slow screen update.

icons; but once you used to the system it

Didot Professional (£499.00 CGS » 081

becomes second nature. Superb zoom
facility.

686 8121) is better for text effects and
PostScript support, but less suitable for
multi-page documents.

RESULTS: 90%
WEAKNESSES

Even Calamus SL, however, has some
surprising weaknesses. There is no
easy way to create a bullet paragraph,
precise compensation for particular
printers, however, manual editing of
the control line may be needed. When
you've found a setting you are happy
with, you can save it to disk for use In
other documents.

RASTER

GENERATOR

[Raster Generator Module |
Standard Settings!

Settings: Rnor.rt-rjft:

'"{"", ™, ..,,..,

',-> B15.00 deg 028,56 dea H ^ U ^

•^
n

»,„„,

tS
'

»""«•" •'""

• •*-/001.BB0

|\]aB28,00 lpcn 026,71 lpetjB
Size ;

Output is never less than excellent, even
on a humble dot matrix printer. Also drives
professional typesetting machines at
amazing resolutions.

In colour printing, where one
colour is printed over another,
the way the dots are printed on
the page is a major influence on
the final result. If you looked at
a printed colour page under a

STF RATING: 89%
Superb - the best DTP package on the ST.
Just one or two niggles to sort out, and
then there'll be nothing to touch it.

•> Dffi. mmK i >wv>.

microscope, you would see that
the

individual

dots

are

not

exactly superimposed but over
lap, with white space round
them as well.

Cyaa.

the colour line by hand, because Inten
sity and contrast can be adjusted using
the buttons provided. To achieve very

or PageStream may actually be a better
choice; for producing a magazine or
book, Calamus is superior by miles.
There are frustrations: reprogram-

SPEED: 90%
Not quite as fast as the old Calamus on

intuitive. For example, you carry out
some changes by modifying the text
ruler. Text rulers are activated by
selecting text mode, right clicking in a

being edited. You don't need to edit

specify font size in increments of one

can in PageStream and Fleet Street

system.
Other features are excellent - like

STRANGE

• Here, the control line for magenta Is

world - things like raster generation for
improved colour reproduction, colour
separation control lines, or the ability to

thousandth of a point. For turning out a

to frustration when you are learning the

because the relevant icon is not visible.

best use of it.

sional feel to it. Features which seem

irrelevant to the casual home user may
make all the difference in the printing

explained in the manual, and can lead

And some features are not particularly

controls the screen display of colour graph
ics can also be edited individually for each
frame. For grey-scale Images, the Intensity
of the levels of grey can be adjusted in a
similar way. Overall, Calamus SL offers a
high degree of colour control - but you need
a course In printing technology to make

REVIEW

laborious. You cannot change the size
of type by stretching a frame - as you

cause these features seem trivial com

• The new Calamus supports a system of style tagging. All the font details can be
adjusted in this one dialog box, after which they get added to a style menu for
future use. It's not the same as the paragraph tagging in Timeworks or That's

.A section of RAM called "cache memory"

SL

5x5 Dixel MxV)

X-Resolution
Y-Resolution

30B.OOO dpi

30B.8BB dpi

Calamus SL therefore gives
you control over the shape of the
dots, the angle of the dots In relation to one

• Aspiring publishers can make use of

another and the resolution - the number of
dots per centimetre.

the Mount module, which can print
camera-ready finished pages.

II'. I " Vj
131 El
1*3 Ell

• Controlling raster points with the
Raster Generator for Improved colour
display. Here cyan is being edited.

where the sheets are to be folded after

THE

MOUNT

MODULE

Included without any documentation, the
Mount module enables you to print several
pages on one sheet. This is extremely use
ful if you are producing a book or magazine

printing. Mount works out which page goes
where, so when you print the pages out on
either film (for serious purposes) or paper
(for normal purposes), they are all in the
right place. Just like this magazine really.
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<rWhy accept laser prints? %

GT BRITAIN SCENERY COLLECTION

Go for the real thing!

whole new environment in which to fly and explore. This set covers

•

A4/A3 film/bromide output 600-2540 dpi

detail with over 160 public access airports, many with VASI landing

•

24 hour standard turnround by first class post

the whole of the UK and the Republic of Ireland in unpredented

light systems and single and multiple I.LS approaches. This
collection contains hundreds of navigation aids and includes special
3 colour charts.

Sumner Type

Great value at only £35.00 inclusive (FS2 only £29.95 inc)
Pedal Patches. Allows the use of Quick-Joy pedals with FS2 and
FA 18 Interceptor. Special price £4.95 each
"NEW ! mouse yoke £24.95

London's Professional
Calamus DTP Bureau
New address:
2/17-19 Blackwater Street, East Dulwich, London SE22 8RS ..

\

for Flight Simulator 2 (Amiga & ST)
Great Britain Collection is a three disk set which provides a

Phone forour pricelist: 081-693 3364 Fax: 081-693 6936/f

or Fax (0272) 411052

Unit 1b Beehive Trading Estate
Crews Hole Road, St. George

with your credit details

Bristol BS5 8AY

TAR0T

CHEAP!!!

r^C S*r***h£«n&

Telephone (0272) 550900

RUNtZS

TfiROT

The 1st full working Tarot Deck for the Atari ST

Discover Your DESTINY!

All games £5.99 each or 3 for £15
£599
£599
£599
£599
£599

ConflictEurope

£599

Carrier Command

£599

Rocket Hanger
AudioSculpture

£599
£599

£599

Please add: £1.00 p&p (UK). £2.50p&p (Europe).

1599
£599

Runes

£14.95

ColonelsBeouesf

£599

Kings Quest I
Hoyles Hook of Games I
Hoyles EooJiof Games 2

D99
£599
£599

Mega Disk

£14.95

Any Two for

£19.95

£599
C599

mack Cauldron
man Hunter Z
Gold Push

£599
£599
£599

£599

Scrambled Spirits

£599

acclzsso-ries

Phobia

£599
£599

2nd VISK TXRWe
ONLY £1500!!!

LightForce Compilation

£599
£599

£599
£599
£5,99

need on 1 Disk
All programs run in 512K

Fall Blast (Carrier Command. PHI. Ferrari Formula I

£599
£599
£599

'<

* The Mega Disk *

Tarot

£5?9

everything you

Packed with games, copiers, virus killers and all sorts!

£5.99

£599
£599
£599
£599

Pobozone

Newbut this month!

Chicargo 90. Highway Patrol Pick Dangerous)
Challengers (Stunt Car Pacer. Fighter Bomber.
ProTennis lour. Kick Off. Super Ski)
Winning 5(Iron Lord. Twin World. Sir Fred. Puffys
Saga Night Hunter)
Space QuestI

£599
£599

NavySeals

3 variations of readings all in full colour graphics.
ALSO, cast the ancient Viking Runes for guidance.

Send cheque/P.O. to:

£14.95

^_>^

Dream 'Promotions
3 Woodside Road. Walsall WS5 3L5.
Tel: 02/-357 6&2Z
Allow 28 days for delivery

All three for £24.95

MAKE YOUR ST EARN!

Competition Pro Extra joystick
Fighterjoystick
Turbo Pro joystick
Turbo 1 joystick

£999
£199
1999
€999

Mouse mat

£300

Dust cover

£399

"Please send orders to:

ST DIRECT

PRICES

L

Unit 3, Cross Keys Shopping Mall,
St. Neots, Cambridgeshire PE19 2AU
Tel: (0480) 473331

Yes making money with yourSTbecomes incidental when youknow how!
Your ST is, if only you knew it, a gold mine. The size and make is irrelevant.
Make the initial effort NOW by starting your own
HOME BASED BUSINESS.

This may be the most important move you will ever make!
REMEMBER: You'll never get rich by digging someone else's "ditch".
Anyone in the country, including YOU, can become very rich in a
relatively short period of time just by doing a few basic things! It's more
rewarding than playing games.
The benefits are many and varied.
Full or part time.
For FREE DETAILS SEND S.A.E. to:

tome wased wtisiness
31 Pilton Place, King and Queen Street, STF37
Walworth, London, SE17 1DR.

P&P is FREE within the UK

DESKJET USERS!!!
DON'T throw away your empty cartridges!
REFILL them at less than half the price!
Only £12.95 for 2 refills
Available in 24 exciting colours using new bleed
resistant inks.
Canon BJ10E & Star available soon.

UPGRADES and REPAIRS
ST (FM) All upgrades INCLUDE
fitting, and a 3 month warranty against

defective parts and labour.

STANDARD l/2Mb

£39.99

Upgradable l/2Mb
Upgradable 2Mb

452.00
£114.00

Return delivery only £5.00

Full 4Mb

l/2Mb RAM 1Mb drive £94.00

Slmm Upgradable^

EMULATORS.

PC SPEED

£94.95

All prices include
fitting and testing

AT SPEED

£149.95

AT SPEED C16

£209.95

.£178

£57.00

VORTEX

AT Once Plus.£184.95
386 SX-16
£349.95

QUALITY REPAIRS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES. FREE WRITTEN QUOTATIONS.
DISCOUNTS ON REPAIRS IF ACCOMPANIED WITH AN UPGRADE.

Write or phone for free information pack to:

PHOENIX 104 ski»ton Road' ||k|ey'w-Yorks LS29 9HE
Tel: (0943) 607256
9EKVIwE9 all Prices fully inclusive
6
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THE UPGRADE SHOP
37 CROSSALL STREET, MACCLESFIELD
CHESHIRE SK11 6QF. TEL: 0625 503448

8.30am to 6.00pm Mon to Sat.
SUPPORT LINE 6.30pm to 8.00pm Mon to Fri
SAME DAY SERVICE ON SATURDAYS

ALL PRICES SHOWN ARE WHAT YOU PAY. PLEASE MAKE CHEQUES PAYABLE TO THE

UPGRADE SHOP. ALL PARTS ARE THOROUGHLY TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH.

programming

FRACTALS

**Listing 1 - Low resolution graph

plotter for Lorenz equations **

Turned out

Rem Set up constants
A=10
B=28

C=8/3
Dt=0.01

Detail=10

chaotic again
With all the technological advances of the last few decades, you'd think

Rem Set up initial values of variables
X=l
Y=l

Z=l

Plot -1,0

!Move to starting point

Hidem

!Hide mouse pointer

For T=0 To 319

For Dummy=l To Detail

theycould at least get the weather forecasts right. In this third part of our

Dx=A*(Y-x)

[Calculate changes in x, y

Dy=B*X-Y-X*Z

!

Dz=X*Y-C*Z

!

I and z

series on chaos theory, Conrad Bessant explains how chaos gets in the way
and how your ST can tell you things you never suspected about butterflies

X=X+Dx*Dt

1Calculate new values for

Ix, y and z

I t all began back in the '50s. With the advent of

computers - even if they weren't a patch on the
ST - meteorologists began trying to create math

ematical models of the weather so they could
predict what it would do next. Seeing that the sea
and the air are fluids, a research programmer named

(dx) that occurs in the (small) time dt The equations
were designed for small changes, so to calculate a
large change you have to carry out a series of small

Y=Y+Dy*Dt

!

Z=Z+Dz*Dt

!

Next Dummy

Draw To T,200-z*3.5

ones.

IPlot the line

Edward Lorenz simplified the weather down to a fluid

To find the actual values of x, y and z, you re
peatedly add the change in the variable (say, dx) to
the previous value of the variable (here, x). These val

Repeat

dynamics system. He used 12 interacting equations,

ues of x,y and z are then fed back into the equations

Until MousekoO Or Inkey$<>""

each representing a different element of the weather.

to calculate the next set of changes. The act of feed

Although the model was very simple, its results were
very realistic: everything that happened followed from

ing the old results into the equations to get the next

what had happened previously, and though it was by

set of results is called an iteration, and the Lorenz
model is therefore known as an iterative process, like

no means random the exact same series of events
never happened twice.

the May equation (last issue) and the set of rules that

The program was rather slow, however, so to
speed it up Lorenz eventually trimmed the model
down to these three equations:

dx/dt =a'(y-x)
dy/dt =b*x-y-x*z
dz/dt =x*y-c'z
Here x, y and z are variables, each representing a dif
ferent aspect of the weather, and a, b and c are con
stants.

This program can be broken down into two main sec
tions. The first is the initialisation of all the constants

and variables. The second is the loop in which suc
cessive values of x, y and z are calculated and where

produces the Sierpinski gasket (STF 35).
Try it a few times and you get a set of numbers

z is plotted vertically againsttime. Itis important that
all three variables are calculated, even though only

like these.

one is displayed, because all of them interact.

iteration 0: x=1.000, ysl.OOO, 2=1.000

The kind of output you can expect from Listing 1

iteration 1: x=1.00, y=1.260, z=0.983
iteration 2: x=1.026, y=1.518, z=0.970

is shown in the picture below. No numbered axes are
shown because actual values are irrelevant here. The

iteration 3: x=1.075, y=1.780, z=0.959

graphs produced are not especially pretty to look at,
butthey do enable you to spot the non-periodic repe
tition of similar events with relative ease. An example

These figures meant a lot if you could decipher
them, but general trends and repetition were hard to
spot. Obviously a graphical representation is better.
A simple line graph of some of the information can

easily be created on the ST with the aid of a simple

of such an event is the vertical oscillation which gets
larger and larger before collapsing and beginning

of x, y and z, but the rate of change of these vari

plots the value of z against time, giving a single line

again, with a slight difference.
There are several experimental alterations that
can be made to the program. The most obvious

change ofx, or more explicitly the (small) change in x

which can loosely be described a forecast of one of
the three weather aspects of Lorenz's model.

things to change are the values of the constants a, b
and c and the initial values of x, y and z. You could

These equations are used to find not new values

ables. For example, dx/dt represents the rate of

program, such as the one given in Listing 1. This

• A typical Lorenz time series graph produced by Listing 1. There are similarities

even though there's no identical pattern repeated - Just like the weather, almost

• The Lorenz attractor, produced by Listing 2 on this issue's Cover Disk. The line

never Intersects itself. Honest. Look, try it on your own ST If you don't believe us.
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programming

FRACTALS

also change the DRAW TO call to plot x or y instead

one person short of the quota needed to make the

of (or as well as) z.

Lorenz's carefully planned experimental models were

flight financially viable. The flight is cancelled, and
without the income from that flight the already trou
bled company goes bankrupt. Unlikely, but it could
happen, and it would be almost impossible to predict.

very enlightening, but probably his most important
discovery was accidental. One day when he was in a
hurry, he restarted calculations using values of x, y

The Lorenz model has three variables - three direc

and z taken from an earlier printout, rounded off to

tions in which it can change - and is therefore said to

three decimal places.

be three dimensional. This means that instead of sim

THE

BUTTERFLY

EFFECT

To recreate what happened, first alter the rele

vant lines in Listing 1 so that the initial values of x, y
and z are set up as follows. (It is important to type
the numbers in full.)
X = 8.1646812788
Y = 8.9676166531
Z = 25.500286726

These numbers are of the same precision as those

used internally by GFA Basic - to 11 significant fig
ures. Execute the program and you get a graph simi
lar to the black line in the picture below. However,

observe what happens if the program is executed
with the initial values rounded off to four significant

figures. Change the relevant lines to read as follows:
X = 8.165

Y = 8.968
Z = 25.50

The output from these less precise initial conditions
is shown as the grey line in the picture. The two lines
follow the same path for the first few iterations but

gradually diverge into totally different patterns. This
effect is technically known as sensitive dependence
on initial conditions, meaning that the even the small
est difference quickly grows into a large difference.
Lorenz realised immediately what his results
meant. If the weather had a sensitive dependence on

initial conditions, weather prediction was practically

impossible, because even the smallest error from a
thermometer or other instrument would send a fore
caster's model off down an increasingly wrong track.

THE

LORENZ

ATTRACTOR

ply plotting a graph of one variable against time you
could plot all three. The shape produced is known as
the Lorenz attractor, an infinitely long complex spiral
which never intersects itself. Plotting it in all three
dimensions is rather involved and unnecessary, be

cause a good representation can be achieved by plot
ting z against x in two dimensions. The figure below
shows the graph that results, but to fully appreciate
drawn. Just load up GFA Basic and run Listing 2 to
see it for yourself. The Listing is on the Cover Disk, in

The complete GFA Basic 3.5 was yours with STF 35 if you missed that issue, turn to page 40 now!

both a low res and a high res version.
The word "attractor" is a piece of mathematical

jargon used to describe a set of points, in an imagi
nary mathematical space known as phase space.
Each point on the attractor represents the state of
the system at a particular time, and the line showing
the sequence of these points is known as the trajec
tory. By looking at the trajectory of the attractor you
can determine the behaviour of the system. The idea
of attractors has been around for some time, but

non-periodic attractors (called strange attractors)
such as the one created from the Lorenz model are
relatively new.

the illustration). The equations are as follows:

dx/dt =-(y +Z)
dy/dt=x +y*a

dz/rjp b+z *(x - c)
Listing 3 on the Cover Disk draws this attractor. Note

that in most respects it is the same as the Lorenz

program (Listing 2), except that the three equations
are different and a 3D effect is created by plotting

y+2*z (instead of just z) against x. Again the con

dom, but it is constrained within a certain range. One

a subtly different Rossler attractor.

of the curiosities of the line is that it never intersects
itself - that's what "non-periodic" means; if it did, it

finite three-dimensional space. Like many chaos

as if it does. However, if you believe this you must

also believe that an infinitely long line can exist in a

ideas this obviously contradicts fundamental laws of

physics, but in fact this is possible if the space in
which the line is enclosed is what is known as folding

stants and initial variables can be altered to produce

FURTHER

EXPERIMENTATION

The trajectory of a strange attractor never intersects
itself. Because the attractors are three dimensional
but the ST's screen is only two dimensional it often

looks as though intersections are occurring, where
lines are actually passing behind or in front of one
another. The simplest way of verifying that they don't
intersect, without wading through a lot of maths, is to
use colour to represent the third dimension. If each

chaos, you see.

point is plotted in a colour proportional to the value of
y in the program given in Listing 2 then, ideally, two

The butterfly effect raises an interesting ques
tion: what is the real Lorenz attractor? Lorenz drew

both of the same colour. However, the range of val

space. Even fundamental laws aren't safe from

his first diagrams using output correct to six decimal

Here's a more down-to-earth example of the

places. GFA Basic has a precision of ten decimal
places, so its output is different from Lorenz's. Who
is right? A good question, but although the values
may differ thegeneral characteristics are the same.

butterfly effect. Aman is walking to the local travel
agent to book his holiday. He trips over his shoelaces
and is hit by a bus. This means he is unable to book
his flight in time, and in turn the airline company is

Using three equations derived from chemistry it is
possible to draw another strange attractor, the

tial conditions.

Rossler attractor. This exhibits all the same features
as the Lorenz attractor, but is a different shape (see

As Listing 2 shows, the trajectory behaves unpre
dictably, switching from lobe to lobe almost at ran

believing that they could alter future weather by mak
ing small changes such as heating small areas of
land. They may have been right, but Lorenz pointed

"butterfly effect" was coined as the common, and
more elegant, term for sensitive dependence on ini

gram (Listing 3)
• LIST3 HI.GFAHigh resolution Rossler attractor

the line's behaviour it is necessary to see it being

Other meteorologists took a more optimistic view,

made would be impossible to predict because other,
undetected, small changes would have equally large
results. Some maintained that a complex system like
the weather was so sensitive that the path of a hurri
cane could be altered by a butterfly flapping its wings
on the other side of the globe. Hence the name

The three listings in this article can be found on the
Cover Disk, in the CHAOS folder. Low and high res ver
sions of each program are included. The files are:
• LIST1 LO.GFA Low resolution graph plotter for
Lorenz equations (Listing 1)
• UST1_HI.GFA High res version of LIST1J.0.GFA.
• LIST2 LO.GFA Low res Lorenz attractor plotter (List
ing 2).
• LIST2 HI.GFA High resolution Lorenz attractor
• LIST3 LO.GFA Low resolution Rossler attractor pro

To load the files start up GFA Basic 3 and chose Load
from the File menu or press <F1>. Then choose the pro
gram you want from the flleselector. To run a program
select Run from the menu bar or press <Shift>- <F10>.

would rejoin its old trajectory and periodically repeat
- although on the two-dimensional ST screen it looks

out they could not control the weather with any pre
cision, since the effects of the small changes they

TRY IT YOURSELF

THE

ROSSLER

ATTRACTOR

adjacent pixels would be touching only if they were

ues for y is considerably larger than the range of
colours on the ST, so this method is unworkable.
An alternative, and very impressive, way of get

ting round this problem is to write a program to pro
duce a pseudo-3D attractor which can be rotated.
The rotation gives the impression that the attractor is

truly three dimensional,, and just by watching it spin
you can see that the line doesn't cross. Such a pro

gram is very complicated and beyond the scope of
this series, but you could make the same observa
tions using a less ambitious program producing
static 3D versions of the attractor at any angle of
rotation.

The Lorenz and Rossler attractors are only two

examples of strange attractors - there are many
more, just as interesting. Next month: the truth be
hind the most famous fractal of chaos theory, the
Mandelbrot set. stf
• This series of articles is based on Conrad

• Two weather forecasts show the butterfly effect •

a divergence caused by small initial differences.
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• The Rossler attractor, produced by Listing 3 -

another strange attractor. Decidedly weird, in fact.

Bessant's book, Chaos and Computers: Atari ST
Edition (ISBN: 1-85058-247-5), published by Sigma
Press. Ask for it at your local book shop or order
direct from Sigma on = 0625 531035.
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SNOOKER

INTRUDER

NOW ONLY £14.99

FALCON

NOW ONLY
£9.99

JOYSTICKS
Cheetah 125 + - £6.99

Quickjoy 2 Turbo - £9.99
Comp Pro Extra - £14.99
Quickshot 3 Turbo - £9.99

Quickjoy Jetfighter -£10.99
Quickjoy Topstar - £16.99

6.99

Utopia
Utopia Data Disk *
Voyager

19.99
9.99
6.99

BLANK DISKS
Unbranded

Powermonger Data Disk 1

9.99

Predator
Prince of Persia

6.99
6.99

Whizlid *

16.99

Winning Team

19.99

8.99

Wizzball

6.99

10>c 3.5" DSDD-£5.99

Race Drivin

16.99

Wolfchild

16.99

20 x 3.5" DSDD-£10.99

Railroad "tycoon (1 Meg)

22.99

Rainbow Collection
Rainbow Islands
Rambo3
R.B.I. 2 Baseball
Reach for the Skies *
Red Baron *
Red Heat

1 3.99
6.99
6.99
19.99
19.99
22.99
6.99

Wonderland (1 Meg)
World Class Rugby
World Wrestling Fed
Xenomorph2 *
Yogis Great Escape
Yogi & Greed Monster

19.99
16.99
16.99
16.99
6.99
6.99

Zool Station *
Z-Out

16.99
13.99

Projectyle

50 x 3.5" DSDD-£23.99

100x3.5" DSDD-£44.99

Branded
3.5' DSDD-£1.25 Each
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Making the
music
You have a MIDI keyboard and an ST sequencing
package. You're all wired up and ready to write

music But where do you start? Why, right here of course! Steve Wright
stimulates your creative juices in part three of our music series
N e v e r made your own music before? Don't

believe you - you did it at primary school
with chime bars! But nowyou're in a position
to take a quantum leap forward. With your
ST and a multitimbral MIDI instrument, you
have enough power at yourfingertips to get amazing
results even with no knowledge of music theory and
no previous experience of playing any instrument.
There is no right or wrong way to make music.
Everyone seems to develop an individual style of
working. This method is just one of many possible
approaches, so feel free to abandon it as soon as

youfeel confident enough. First, some general tips:
O It's best to get to know your sequencer fairly well

before you start any serious work. Otherwise, your
creative flow gets interrupted each time you have to
stop to figure out how a particular function works.
0 Try things out just for fun. It can be hard to work
out a melody in your head and then try to find the
right notes on a keyboard, but it's very easy to stum

Desk

File

Block

Track

MIDI

ble across a tune by trial and error. You may find
your music coming out very different from the way
you imagined it. Relax, enjoyit, and go with the flow.
© Aim for simplicity. Unless you are a virtuoso key

board player, you're better off building up your song
a few notes at a time, ratherthantrying to play every
thing in one go. It's one of the luxuries of sequencing,
so take advantage of it.

O Save your workfrequently.
© Take breaks. If you work for a long time on one
piece of music, a strange thing happens - you start
hating your music without being able to work out
what's wrong with it. Nine times out of ten if you
come back to it refreshed you can immediately hear
what needs to be done. Spread your work over sev
eral days if necessary.
SETTING

UP

Connect a MIDI lead from your keyboard's MIDI OUT
to the ST's MIDI IN, and another from the ST's MIDI

Options

Screens

| Gajits 1991

MUSIC

WHERE CAN YOU
START?
The complete Sequencer One was yours with STF 30,
and we brought you a series of tips to help you get
more out of It In STF 33 - 35. If you missed any of
these, turn to the STFback issue service, page 40.

OUT to your keyboard or sound module's MIDI IN. Set
your keyboard to LOCAL OFF if this function is avail

able. Format a blank disk for your music, load your
sequencer and get comfortable.

Your objective at this stage is simply to get a
basic rhythm pattern, conveying the underlying feel of
your music. This becomes a foundation onto which

you can lay the rest of your instruments.
Begin by setting up your sequencer to cycle
("loop") round a few bars, using a time signature of
4/4 (four beats to a bar). Most music is constructed
out of four-, eight-, 16- or 32-bar sections, so start

with a maximum of four bars - you can easily
lengthen the pattern later. (If you are using Sequen
cer One, the Start Position should be 1.01 and the
End Position 5.01 to loop round four bars.)
Set the MIDI channel for Track 1 to whatever

channel your drums are on (usually channel 10).
Press a few keys on your MIDI keyboard to make
sure everything is working properly and to get the
volume level right. Set your sequencer's tempo to

whatever you fancy - as slow as you like, ifyou think
you may have difficulty playing it.
What you are about to embark on is loop record
ing. Ideally, your sequencer has the facility to "overdub" while loop recording. This means you can hear
what you've done and keep recording as the sequen
cer loops round the four bars, adding more notes
each time round. This is particularly useful for drums
- it actually makes your sequencer behave very much
like a drum machine.

The first drum sound you record should be one

that can help you keep in time when you record the
others - that is, the simplest part of your rhythm,
such as a repetitive bass drum, snare drum or hihat.

It's best to record all your music directly from
your MIDI keyboard for the time being, even though
step-entry methods may seem easier at first glance.
In fact, keyboard entry is quicker and in many ways
simpler - even if you're not a player. The method
given here enables you to construct a song bit by bit
- so you never have to play too much at a time.

Try counting the beats out loud as you play and
playing your drum sound on a particular beat (or

beats) of each bar. For example, you may decide to
put a snare drum on every second beat (the "off

beat"), which would be every time that you said "two"
or "four." Practise counting and playing in time with
the metronome click before you actually start record
ing. When you're ready, go for it.
After listening to your take, use your sequencer's
Quantise function to correct your timing. In a time
signature of 4/4, quantising to the nearest sixteenth

is normally suitable, although an eighth or even a
fourth can work for very simple rhythms.
After you have recorded something you'll proba
bly want to change it in some way, and you should
feel free to make use of whatever editing systems
your software provides - but bear in mind that it is
• The Step Editor Screen from Sequencer One.This is where you can rectify mistakes and make adjustments

often simpler to just wipe what you've done and try

after you have recorded. The little black rectangles are, in this case, bass guitar notes. Time is shown horizon

tally, while a note's pitch corresponds to its vertical position in the display. This screen enables you to make

again, maybe at a slower tempo.
If you are happy with the first track, record

changes to any note's timing, pitch, length or loudness, and also add or delete notes. Total control!

another drum sound on the second track and another
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Cambridge Business Software, 2ffi
Q

•TRAINING

Moat House Business Centre • Melbourn Science Park • Melboum • Royston • Herts SG8 6EJ

HomeAccounts2
Small BusinessAccounts Cash
SmallBusinessAccounts Extra
Cashbook Combo Pack

£44.90
£69.95
£99.00
£59.95

System 3 (Inv/Stock)

£39.95

GFA Draft Plus ¥3.13

£79.95

C-LAB v3Upgrade
C-LAB v3-3.1 Upgrade

CAD 3D v2(Cyber Studio)

£39.95

Cubeal

DATABASES
JB-WComBase

Data Manager Professional

Super Base Professional (v3.02)

HOW £175.00

C-LAB Notalor Alpha v1.1

TechnoboxDrafter v2

JMHTPiaton (PC Board Design)
Megapalnl II v4
Megapaint h Professional v4

£199.00
£85.00
£199.00

£39.95 [£Degas Elite

Prodala

£59.95

£39.95
£59.95

'.

£95.00

£59.95
£99.95

isTE2Mb

£99.00

K-Spread 3
K-Spread 4
Dlgicalc
Logistlx v1.2

£67.95
£95.00
£29.95
£49.95

COMPO
£225.00

C-Font

£9.95

AT Speed C-16MHz
ATSpeed8MHz

£219.00
£119.00

WE DESPATCH ANYWHERE WORLDWIDE WEEKLY
IMMEDIATE DESPATCH (subject to availability)

Make cheques payable to Cambridge Business Software
24-HOUR ORDER LINE 0763 263127

£109.00 I

Hisoft High Speed Pascal v1.51
- Hlsort C. Interpreter

£79.95
£49.95

jHlsofl Devpac V2.25

£37.95
PHONE

£119.00

£39.95 i

£65.00

=Hisoft Nevada Cobol (With CP/M)

£59.95
£75.00

GFA Basic Interpreter v3
£179.95 | :5GFA
Basic Compiler v3

£45.00
£24.95

£85.00 :

WordPerfect v4.1

prater

Ej

. MPE Forth 83 (GEM)

\

Good Hani Drives Cost Less horn CBS!
Progale II40Mb
Progale II50Mb DC
Progate II80Mb
Progate IIR44
Progate II100MbDC

HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW
HOW

£44.00 |

[inwMiwrfil
FAX 0763 2634881

£259.00

SLM804 Toner Cartridge
SLM605 Toner Cartridge

TELEX 817932 CAMTEC-GI r ^
MODEM BULLETIN BOARD II ^"^
0763 261624

£37.95
£32.95
£165.00
£132.95
£29.95
£49.95

1

MEGASTEs

SOMETIMES IN STOCK!

£295.00
£375.00
£429.00
£575.00
£499.00

EXTRAS

SLM 804 Drum
SLM605Drum
Neodeskv3
Harlekln2

£45.00

'.FTL Modula 2
£109.00 | i FTL Modula 2 Developer

ATARI
DUSTCOVER

BCS Summer Offers

• OFFER 1 •
Philips CM8833 Mk II + on-site
maintenance + F19 FlightSim + lead
£925

•

it OFFER 9 •

| Atari Discovery Extra II + Philips CM8833

boxes & disks

200 3.5" DS/DD + 2100caplockableboxes..£74.00

500 3.5" DS/DD
£165.00
1000 + Call for spot prices

400 3.5" DS/DD + 4100 cap lockable boxes .£147.00
500 3.5" DS/DD + 5TO cap lockable boxes .£177.00

No quibble lifetime guarantee
50 3.5" DS/DD + lOOcap lockable box...£25.50
100 3.5" DS/DD + 100 caplockable box...£40.50
150 3.5" DS/DD+ 100cap lockable box...£56.50

delivery&free labels

delivery & free labels
Please call for latest prices

Please call for latest prices

3.5" DS/DD Disks

£150
£199
£259

A500 Plus 2Mb Cartoon Pack
A500 1Mb Cartoon Pack
A1500

Atari Discovery Extra II Pack
Family Curriculum Pack

50
100
200
500

3.5"
3.5"
3.5"
3.5"

BOXES
DS/DD + 80Cap Banx Box..£31.00
DS/DD + 80Cap Banx Box..£45.00
DS/DD +2x80Cap Banx Box ..£85.00
DS/DD +5x80CapBanxBox..£199.00

Prices include VA1'/Labels/Delivery

5.25" DS/DD Disks
5.25" DS/HD Disks

£299

21peach
39p each

100

3.5"DS/HD..£61.00INC. P&P

60 Cap 3.5" Stackable Box....£10.00
80 Cap 3.5" BanxBox
£9.95
150 Cap 3.5" Posso Box
£15.50

/^3.5" 10 Cap boxes
3.5" 40 Cap boxes
3.5" 100 Cap boxes
5.25" 50 Cap boxes

^5.25" 100 Cap boxes

£0.85 each^
£4.10 each
£4.50 each
£5.10 each

£5.90 each

ORDER HOTLINE:
0273 506269 / 0831 279084

£405
£325
£549

£350

60p each

DISKS + STACKABLE BANX

AMIGAS

PRINTERS

£358

Flight sim + lead.

£575

100% certified error free
50 3.5" DS/DD
£22.50
100 3.5" DS/DD
£37.00
150 3.5" DS/DD
£52.50
200 3.5" DS/DD
£69.00
400 3.5" DS/DD
£138.00

Allprices includeVAT &free

NEWA600

Atari Family Curriculum Pack+ Philips

F19 Flight Sim + Lead £595

Prices include VATS, free

OFFER 3 •

£5.00

CM8833 MKII + on-site maintenance + F19

MKII monitor + on-site maintenance +

fHcw 100 capacity 3.5" ioekable

DISKS DISKS DISKS

Star LC-20
Star LC - 200 Colour
Star LC - 24 200 Colour
Inc VAT and lead

£57.95 \

Canon BJIOex Bubble Jet Printer

ORDERS WELCOME FROM EDUCATION, GOVT. & BFPO
All prices include VAT &delivery • NO surcharges onEuropean orders

£42.00
£79.95
£79.95
£79.95
£55.9"

£139.00 ' ' Hisoft Basic 2

Thai's Write

£135.00

Composcrlpt

£89.00

Mark Williams C Source Debug
Prospero C
Prospero Fortran
Prospero Pascal
Prospero Toolkit

Devpac v3
£99.00 ', sHisofi
] Hisoft Devpac TT

Protext v5.5

£69.95

STE4Mb

LOWEST
PRICES

£79.95

WORD PROCESSORS

£159.95
£29.95

MarkWilliams C v3

£449.00 | Hisoft Lattice CvS

Timeworks Wordwriter

£45.00

£89.95 £ Deluxe XTRA Ram 4Mb
£22.00 SSTE0.5 Mb

LDW Powerv2

£239.00

GST FirstWord Plusv3

fRONTIER MEMORY UPGRADES

SPREADSHEETS

£39.95
£20.00

£19.95 ffl CalligrapherGold

£585.00 jr Deluxe XTRA Ram 0.5 Mb
£159.00 « Deluxe XTRA Ram 2Mb

Timeworks DTP v2
EZTexl

HOW £399,00
£265.00

£29.95 £ Calligrapher Professional

DESKTOP PUBLISHING_ «StandardXTRARam0.5Mb
Calamus vl 09n
£139.00 ^Standard XTRA Ram 2Mb
Calamus SL
Pagestream v2.1

C-LAB Notatorv3.1
C-LAB Creator v3.1

£39.95 q ST Replay Protessional

q Cyber Paint v2
PHONE •Easy Draw 2
£29.95 ; Supercharged Easy Draw 2

DigllaDGBase

£189.00

£32.95 J5Cubase

f3Cyber Control
£169.00 fiHyperdraw"

LANGUAGES & COMPILERSi

MUSIC

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN

ACCOUNTS

All prices include VAT. Add £4 delivery unless stated.
Add £10 next day. Cheques will be held for clearance.

1000 Labels

ACCESSORIES
£8.00 Jetfishter Joystick

Atari Cumana Drive
1000 Tractor Labels
Atari Naksha Mouse
Mouse Mat

£72.00
£10.00
£19.50
£2.50

Quickshot Python 1
31/2" Cleanins Kit

£9.50
£2.75

Printer Lead

Topstar Joystick
Zipstick
A500P 1Mb Upsrade
Cheetah 125+

Cheetah Starprobe
Competition Pro Joystick

Call or send cheques /postal orders to:

£12.50
:£8.00

£21.00
£1100
£57.00

BCS Ltd.,
349 Ditchlins Road, Brighton,
East Sussex BN1 6JJ
All offers subject to availability. E&OE

£7.50

£10.00
£15.00

]

Due to shortages of 3 " DSDD disks, prices
may change without notice

MUSIC
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on the third. Three different drum sounds is usually a
minimum for a basic rhythm. You could of course
record them all into one track instead of having a
new track for each one, but keeping them separate
can be useful later on. You may, for example, decide

"transpose" them to another note. Most sequencer
transposition functions deal in semitones, so count
the number of keys (black and white) between the
note you are currently using and the note that you
want to transpose to, and you get the figure you

cer One, go to the Bar Editor Screen and then Select
All before defining the block.) You need to select all
tracks and all bars so far recorded, copy the lot, then

to make the bass drum louder - much easier if it has

need. If you are transposing down the keyboard, you
may need to enter a negative number - in Sequencer

bar pattern.

a track of its own.

After drums, try recording a bass guitar. Select a
new track and set the channel number to 1 (or 2 -

some instruments don't respond on channel 1). When

you play your keyboard, you hear a sound which may

or may not be a bass guitar. To choose the sound
you desire, either select it on the front panel of your
instrument (consult the manual if necessary) or use

the software to send a program change ("patch")
message to your instrument. The latter is preferable
because the sound you have chosen is saved to disk
with the rest of your music data and automatically
selected when you next load your music. Talking of
saving - ifyou haven't done it yet, do it now!
Put the sequencer into PLAY, and try playing
along with the drums. Ifyou're not a musician, keep it
simple - there'll be plenty of time to make things
more complicated later on. Think of music as pat

If you get an idea, no matter how
simple, just muck around with it
for a while. This is exactly how
many musicians work.

or, if you're not quite sure, "mute" it (switch it off) for
now and try an alternative version on a new track.
If the bass and drums sound okay, proceed to
another track, another channel and another instru
ment. Spend plenty of time trying out different
sounds, but if you can't make up your mind choose
something general purpose such as a piano for now.
Remember once again that you are only trying to
create a basic rhythmic backing, so don't try anything
too adventurous at this stage. Find a two-, three- or
four-note chord that goes well with your bass and try
different ways of playing it - held down for short time
or a long time, evenly or unevenly spaced. Once
you've got a chord which works, try treating it like a
drum - use it to add to the rhythm.
One of the great things about sequencing is that
you can pick and choose sounds for the parts after
you have played them. Pitched instruments - that's
instruments other than drums and percussion - can
be changed at any stage by selecting program
changes. Drums and percussion sounds behave dif
ferently because there is a different sound for each
key on the keyboard. To change them you need to

Open a new track and set it to your drums chan
nel. With your sequencer set to loop around the eight
bars, try playing some occasional tom-toms or other
percussion with the music. Don't play all the way
through the pattern, but try a simple flourish as you
approach the end of the first four bars. Two or three

One, however, you select an up or down arrow to
indicate the direction of the transposition.
By now you should have something that sounds a
bit like music. Although it has a kind of beat to it, it's

only a few bars long and when looped probably

notes is often sufficient - all you are doing is adding
a bit of decoration to the rhythm so that it doesn't
repeat exactly. Do the same over the last two or
three beats of the eighth bar. You could try adding
more snare drum notes here, but keep it as simple

seems rather boring and repetitive - in fact it may
have already driven your family completely mad. This
is normal. Explain to them that it isn't finished yet and
proceed to the next stage.
MELODY

AND

as possible - you onlywant to create a "nice touch,"

VARIETY

nothing more.
You can add more complex drum fills later if nec

Your pattern is only a few bars long at this stage, so
start by doubling its length. Sequencers vary in the
way that they handle this type of operation, but most
have some sort of copy and paste facility. (In Sequen

terns, and experiment with playing patterns on your

keyboard. Start with, say, three notes. Try playing
them on one part of the keyboard and then playing
the same pattern a little higher or lower. Try playing
them in one order then in reverse order. Try repeat
ing one or more of the notes. Try different speeds.
Try leaving gaps. Try repeating the three notes over
and over but with one note different every other time.
If you get an idea, no matter how simple, just muck
around with it for a while. This may sound amateur
ish, but it's exactly how many musicians work. When
you get something you like the sound of, practise it a
few times, then record it. Use a slower tempo if nec
essary. The only golden rule with bass guitars - don't
play more than one note at a time.
Take stock of what you've done so far. Is there a
track you don't like? If so, either delete it and re-do it,

paste to the beginning of the next bar. Repeat this
doubling process if necessary until you get an eight

essary, but if you overdo it at this stage your music
sounds too "busy." If you get more than one idea,

GET MORE FROM WHAT YOU'VE GOT
One of the fundamental principles of music is
pattern and repetition, and your ST makes it
easy to build up musical structures from any
basic pattern. The procedure may vary a little
Desk
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according to what software you're using, but
here's how you double up a basic four-bar,
five-track pattern to make eight bars in both
Sequencer One and Cubase.
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IYou have recordedfour bars of music consist_jr ing of drums, bass and piano - your basic
pattern. This Is the Track Screen from Sequencer
One, showing typical track names, MIDI channels
and patch numbers. The start and end positions for
the four bar loop (towards the bottom right of the
screen) are set to 00001:01 and 00005:01 respec
tively. Between these two figures, the LIMIT and
LOOP buttons are both highlighted.

IThe same pointInthe proceedings, but this

\^«m« looking at the Bar Editor. Four bars of
five-track music can be seen, with the first bar
shown in reverse video (indicating the current song
position). To double the length of the music, first
click on Select All, then set your start and end posi
tions by selecting all the four bars in any track.
Copy to the clipboard, then double-click on bar five
to set a new song position before pasting.
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ICubase uses a different kind of display. Once

s- Cubase a few seconds later. The four bars

r*again, four bars of five-track music are shown.

v i r have been selected, copied and pasted, giving
eight bars of music. You could now create a new

The start and end positions of the loop are shown In
figures as 1.1.0 and 5.1.0 - Cubase calls these the
Left and Right Locators, and they can be seen at the
bottom of the screen Just to the left of the trans
port controls. They are also graphically depicted by
vertical dotted lines in the main display area.

section by copying some of these tracks to the next
eight bars and recording new material for the

remaining tracks. It Is by enabling music to be built
up gradually In this way that sequencing software
has opened the doors to people with little or no per
formance ability.
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ATARI 520STE
DISCOVERY EXTRA PACK

ATARI 1040STE
FAMILY CURRICULUM PACK

Atari 520STE with double sided disk drive,
mouse, owners manual, First Basic, Neochrome,

INCLUDES

ST Tour, Escape From The Planet Of The Robot
Monsters, Final Fight, Sim City, 9 Lives, Joystick.

ACCESSORIES

SCOOP PURCHASE
PROTAR HARD DRIVES

Progate 20Mb
Progate 30Mb
Progate 40Mb

ATARI 1040STE, Mouse, Manual

£209.95
£229.95
£299.95

Twin Extension Lead

£5.95

Mouse Mat (6mm Rubber Type)

£4.95

Disk Drive Head Cleaner

£2.95

Mouse Pocket

£2.95

HURRY! LIMITED STOCKS

Business Module:- ST Word, ST Calc, ST Base

ONLY £269.95

Creative Module:- Hyperpalnt 2,

PLUS FREEI Our new software starter pack
comprising :-

PRINTERS

Music Maker 2, First Basic
Play and Learn Module:- Prof Plays A New Game,
Prof Looks At Words, Prof Makes Sentences.

Home Office Module:- Database,
Spreadsheet, Wordprocessor, Spell
Checker, Graph Plotter, Typing Tutor, Mono

Junior School Module:- Answer Back Junior Quiz,
General Knowledge Quiz, Spelling,

Emulator.

GCSE Revision Module:- Micro Mathematics,

Primary Mathematics

French Mistress, Geography Quiz

Education Module:- Kldl Story, GCSE
Maths, Spell, Alphabet, Number Go Round.

ONLY £329.95

Creativity Module:- Virus Killer, Colouring
Book, Label Printer, Mail Merge.

StarLC20(UK)
Star LC200 Colour {UK)

£169.95

£219.95

Star SJ48 Bubble Jet

£239.95

Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen
Citizen

£129.95
£219.95
£239.95
£189.95
£199.95
£279.95
£289.95

120D+
224D
224D Colour
Swift 9
Swift 9 Col
Swift 24E
Swift 24E Col

PRINTER PRICES INCLUDE CONNECTING LEAD .

FAMILY CURRICULUM

PAPER AND VINYLDUST COVER (NOT SJ48)

BONUS PACK

Entertainment Module:- Ten great action

MONITORS

games.

All items in the Family Curriculum Pack
above, plus:- Vinyl Dust Cover, Mouse
Mat, Microswitched Joystick, 10 blank

DISCOVERY EXTRA

PLUS PACK

ATARI SM144 MONO MONITOR
ONLY £99.95
WHILST STOCKS LAST

disks in a box.

FREEH WHILST STOCKS LAST

WITH ANY ATARI ST COMPUTER KLAX,
A.P.B., CYBERBALL, ESCAPE FROM
PLANET OF THE ROBOT MONSTERS,

VINDICATORS _
INCREASE THE MEMORY OF ANY OF THE
ABOVE PACKS AS FOLLOWS
1Mb RAM Fitted
£25.00
2Mb RAM Fitted
£60.00
4Mb RAM Fitted
£120.00

£10.95
£7.45

Konix Navigator
Konix Speedking

£12.95
£8.95

Cruiser
Quickshot Maverick 1M

£8.95
£12.95-.

Quickshot Apache

£7.95
£8.95

Quickshot Python 1M
Quickshot Intruder
Quickshot Aviator

£26.95
£29.95

Logic Alpha Ray
Logic Sigma Ray

£11.95

Logic Gamma Ray

£18.95

£9.95

SERIOUS SOFTWARE
First Word Plus
Wordwriter

£58.95
£36.95

Timeworks 2 Desktop Publisher

£89,95

Home Accounts 2

£39.95

Degas Elite

£18.95

Neo Desk 3

£29.95

Data Manager Professional

£34.95

STOS

£21.95

STOS Compiler
STOS Sprites

£14.95
£10.95

STOS 3D

£26.95

Fun School 3 Under 5 years
Fun School 3 5-7 years
Fun School 3 Over 7 years
Fun School 4 Under 5 years
Fun School 4 5-7 years
Fun School 4 Over 7 years
Magic Maths 4-8 years
Maths Mania 8-12 years
Three Bears 5-10 years
Better Spelling (8 to 14)
Better Maths {12 io 16)
Magic Story Book {5 to 14)
Pepe's Garden (Ages 3 to 7)
Shoe People {Ages 4 to 6)
Cave Maze {Ages 8 to 13)
Reasoning With Troll (5 to 12)
Shapes and Colours (under 5)
First Letters (under 5)
Telling The Time (3-9)
Learn to Read with Prof {4 to 9):Part 1 Prof Plays a New Game

£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£16.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£17.95
£20.95
£16.95
£16.95
£11.95
£11.95
£7.95
£7.95
£12.95

Part 2 Prof Looks at Words
Part 3 Prof Makes Sentences

£13.95
£16.95

Part 4 Prof Hunts for Words

£16.95

ONLY £349.95

Contains all the items in the Discovery Pack
above, plus!! Vinyl computer cover, mouse
mat, twin joystick extension lead, 10 blank
disks, 2nd joystick
ONLY £289.95
PLUS OUR FREE SOFTWARE PACK
AS LISTED ABOVE

£139.95
£199.95

StarLC24/10

Star LC24/200 (UK)

Professional Autofire
Cheetah 125+

DON'T FORGET OUR FREE
SOFTWARE OFFER

ATARI SC1435 COLOUR MONITOR
£209.95 FREE TILT N SWIVEL STAND

VINYL DUST COVERS
Atari 520ST/1040ST

£5.95

Panasonic KXP1180

£4.95

Panasonic KXP1123/1124
StarLC10/20

£4.95
£4.95

StarLC24/200
StarLC200

£4.95
£4.95

Citizen 120D+
Citizen 124D/224D
Citizen Swift 9

£4.95
£4.95
£4.95

Citizen Swift 24/24e

£4.95

Atari SM125/SM124 Monitor
Atari SM144 Monitor
Atari SC1435 Monitor

£6.95
£6.95
£6.95

Philips CM8833/2 Monitor

£6.95

PHILIPS CM8833/2 with F19 Stealth Fighter
and on-site warranty. £199.95
Genuine UK Specification

FORGET ME CLOCK 2, with throughport
low, low price £14.95

JULY SUPERPACK

MOUSE MAT, MOUSE POCKET, DISK
DRIVE HEAD CLEANER,
10 TDK BRANDED DISKS
ONLY £12.95

£20.95

MAIL - CENTA
1 LOMBA RD

38 Castlefields, The Main Centre, Derby DE1 2PE. Tel: 0332 204077
Prices include VAT at 17.5%. Delivery charges are as follows:- Order value under £10.00, please add 50p.
Order value £10.00 to £99.99, delivery free. Order value £100.00 and over, please add £5.00. Personal callers welcome at our
retail shop but please bring this advert as some prices will vary. Closed Wednesdays. All items despatched within 24 hours
whenever possible. Cheques may require 7 days clearance. Proprietor Martin Bridges.

ANALOGIC COMPUTERS (UK) LTD| Mon^m._sam to7Pm

ANALOGDC
ANALOGIC
ANALOGIC

Unit 6, Ashway Centre, Elm Crescent, i To).^Q-f czar q«;7s

• \ REPAIRS WITHOUT fCQ QC

Kingston-upon-Thames, Surrey KT2 6HH • Tel/Fax- 081-541-4671
COMPUTERS

1 DIAGNOSTIC FEES "*_

INCLUDING

•

520/1040 (ST/STM/STF/STFM/STE)

2

• FIXED CHARGES • FAST TURNAROUND •

H

ALL REPAIRS CARRY A FULL 90 DAY

COURIER

S
S

GUARANTEE • MANYREPAIRS
DONE WHILE -U-WAIT

SERVICE

520 STE Start Pack

520 STF/STFM to lMeg

.,

520 ST / STM/ STF / STFMto 2.5 Meg
520 STE to 2 Meg

2 Meg

4 Meg

295.00
355.00
P.O.A

365.00
425.00
P.O.A

MONITORS

MEMORY UPGRADES
520 STE to 1Meg

1 Meg
265.00
325.00
P.O.A

1040 STE Family Curriculum Pack
Mega STE

NEXT DAY
DELIVERY BY

• We pick up computers for repairs & memory upgrades
for NEXT DAY DELIVERY by COURIER SERVICE for only £5.00 + VAT

520ST/ STM / STF/ STFM to 4 Meg

512K
245.00

•i*\0«l

~e*Z&-

£&>. .

rK..5..*:

520 STE to 4 Meg

*59.95

ATARI SM144 High Resolution Monochrome Monitor

105.00

ATARI SC1435 Colour Monitor
PHILIPS 15" TV/Monitor + remote control + Scart Cable

215.00

(model 3332)

239.00

PHILIPS 15" TV/Monitor as above + Teletext

269.00

DISK DRIVES

94-95

154.95

1 Meg 3.5" Internal Drive
1 Meg 3.5" External Drive with its own PSU

18-95

64.95

49.95
59.95

119.95

ACCESSORIES
PC Speed
AT Speed 8
AT Speed C16

89.95
139.95
199.95

Vortex 386 SX-16

329.95

AD Speed ST
AD Speed STE

40
50 DC
80
100 DC
R44

ST FORMAT AUGUST 1 992

•

ALL PROTAR DRIVES

CM8833

12.95

Philips CM8833 Dust Cover
Twin Joystick/Mouse Port

£6.95

Dust Cover
Mouse Mat

4.95
4.95

10 Blank disks

5.95

Extension lead

139.95
159.95

289.00
369.00
429.00
499.00
579.00

Squik Mouse

STE/STFM lead to Philips

PROTAR HARD DRIVES NEW LOW PRICES 9 1 ^
Progate
Progate
Progate
Progate
Progate

14.95

STE/STFM Scart Lead

14.95

5.95

POWER SUPPLIES
STFM/STE Power Supplies (service exchange)
NEW STFM/STE Power Supplies with ONE YEAR GUARANTEE

34.95
44.95

ARE SERIES 2 AND
COME WITH

'- All prices include VAT and J^^Lti^t^^^J^LiM subject to availability

REPLACEMENT

* Fixed charge for repair does not include disk drive replacement & keyboard
a * All prices subject to change without notice
^mmmk

WARRANTY

'We reserve the right to refuseany ST repair

VJSA

basics

use a new track for each one. You probably now have

transpose is up to you, but it shouldn't need to be
more than five semitones up or down. Some amounts
sound better than others. Experiment.
Another, even lazier, option is to use the same
parts as before yet again. Boring? It could be, but
dance music often works very well with the same
bass line and chords all the way through the piece.
You could try using an old part but with a different

a pattern long enough to work as the basis for a
complete section of music - a verse or a chorus of a

song perhaps. If not, double its length again.
Now may be a good time to try practising and
then recording a melody. If you don't play an instru
ment, this may be quite a daunting prospect, but
have faith - it will come after a bit of trial and error.

Open a new track and select a new MIDI channel and

instrument playing it. One way to do this is to copy
the old part to a new track and channel, or you could

a new sound. If you are short of ideas, borrow some
from the tracks you've already recorded - you could
try making your melody line mimic the bass by using

keep it all on the same track and insert a program
change at the desired point - consult your software

similar notes or rhythms, or make a point of using

manual on how to do this.

some of the same notes you used for chords. If the

If you're not happy with either of the above
options, press on with recording new parts for the

melody seems to get lost in the rest of the music, try
playing higher up the keyboard, and use a sound
which can be heard clearly over the other instru
ments - turn the volume up slightly on this channel if
necessary. If inspiration refuses to come, or some
thing sounds wrong, don't worry - just record your
ideas no matter how imperfect they sound and then
mute the track - you can come back to it later.
There's no harm in recording several attempts on
separate tracks, muting them as you go, but try not
to let it become too complicated yet.
MAKING

AN

ARRANGEMENT

For simplicity's sake, keep the drums more or less
the same throughout the piece. Select all the drum

second half. Exactly the same principles apply as
before - just play something different this time. Be
extremely careful not to accidentally record over
something you wanted to keep. Save your work be
fore you start, then set up your sequencer to loop
around the second half only. If you are at the begin
ning of the song when you start recording, you will
wipe off your previous work. Sequencer One has a

"limit mode" which helps to prevent you recording
over any other section of the song.

By now you should have two sections of your
masterpiece sounding fairly complete. You should
also be getting quite good at recording, deleting,

MUSIC

SOFTWARE

SHORTCUTS,
TRICKS AND
EFFECTS
OCopy a track - or part of It - to a new track. Put
the new track to the same MIDI channel as the

first, shift all its note times forward by a sixteenth (In
Sequencer One that's 48 ticks) and reduce all notes
velocities by about 50% (in Sequencer One, that's
Scale Velocities by 0.5). The effect you get is an echo.
Also try transposing the new track up by 12 semitones
(one octave). This trick can be very effective for creat
ing high-energy bass lines. (Think of Donna Summer's /
Feel Love).
OCopy a track as above, but this time give the new
track a different sound. This is a very quick way
of layering two sounds on top of each other, and works
well with long chords when you want added richness.
Try also blending bass sounds to make them more
punchy.
OCopy a part of a track to another instrument - for
example, get the bass to play the melody for a
few bars. Simple, but often surprisingly effective.
OUse step entry to put in something that is so fast
that no human being could ever have played it.
Good for impressing people, but use it sparingly.

ready to have new parts added. (Another way of

copying and pasting music. However, two sections is
rarely enough for a song. Record new material where
you think it needs it, building up new sections track
by track until you have three or four sections, all dif
ferent in some way. A good formula to aim for is two
sections of 16 bars each (this would be equivalent to

4. Verse 2 - Section A
5. Chorus - Section B

doing this is to copy all tracks, then decide which of

verse and chorus) and one or two sections of four or

6. Middle Eight - Section C

them to delete on the second half.)

eight bars. You can create shorter sections by copy
ing the drums from only part of an earlier section.
Arrange your song by continuing to cut, copy and
paste imaginatively. Let's assume that your two main

tracks and copy them to the end of your pattern.
Your music should now last twice as long, with drums
and pitched instruments on the first half of it and

drums only on the second half. The second half is

What should be put on the second section to
make it different from the first? One of the laziest

things you can do (although it can be very effective)
is to use the same bass and chords as before, but
transpose them to a different key. If you feel like try

ing this, save your song (in case you are just about to
blunder), copy the relevant tracks from the first half

to the second half, select them and transpose them.
Don't transpose your drums or percussion, or they all
start playing with the wrong sounds. The amount to

16-bar sections are called A (the Verse) and B (the

Chorus), and you have a third, rather different sec
tion, C, of eight bars. You could make them into a
basic structure for a song as follows:
1. Intro - the last four bars of Section B or C.
2. Verse 1 - Section A
3. Chorus - Section B

7. Chorus - Section B
8. Chorus - Section B

This very simple arrangement would yield a song a
little over three and a half minutes long at 120 bpm
(beats per minute). When repeating entire sections,
it's a good idea to record extra parts for some of
them, or create variety by cutting instruments out,
adding extra drum fills, varying the sounds used and
so on. A general principle is to make the music get

progressively more interesting, so you may for exam
ple want to cut out some of the instruments on the
intro but add some embellishments on the last two

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG
'Hanging notes"

/ Everything is going along nicely, when suddenly
one note refuses to stop playing. Don't start pulling plugs
from the mains in a blind panic - you could electrocute
yourself, or worse still lose all your work. The "hanging"
note is a common MIDI fault caused by your synth or
module failing to recognise a MIDI Note Off event for
some reason. You can cure this by simply switching the
offending instrument off and then on again, or by select
ing "all notes off" on your sequencer if it has this feature.

®

Notes which sound "late

One of your instruments sounds as if the imaginary
person playing it is suffering from a hangover and can't

keep up with the others. This can seem inexplicable,
because your ST setup enables you to place notes with
absolute precision. It occurs because some sounds, par
ticularly string and horn sounds, have a slow "attack" they take quite a few microseconds to reach their loudest
point before dying away. To cure the problem, shift the

whole track earlier in time by a few ticks. Sequencer One
has an Alter Times function to do this.

©Hanging pitch bend

If you're using pitch bend, you may sometimes And
a track playing out of tune. This is because your synth or
module has not been told to put pitch bend back to nor

mal - a common occurence in situations where you are
using pitch bend right up to the end of a track or looped
section. If your software enables you to, you can correct
it by inserting zero pitch bend at the moment where the
fault starts (but watch out - zero pitch bend has a value

of 64, just to confuse you). In general, make a habit of
recording pitch bend on a separate track if possible pitch bend always affects instruments on the chosen
MIDI channel, even if the notes are in a different track.

®

Notes which don't sound at all

You know you played it, but you can't hear it, or
you can only hear a few notes here and there. If you've
recorded lots of material, the most likely cause is that
your synth has run out of polyphony - it simply can't han
dle the number of notes that you want it to play at the
same time. (The amount of polyphony a synth has can
vary enormously, and there's not a lot you can do about it
other than to simplify your music or go shopping for
another synth.) If polyphony isn't the problem, look for
the obvious things - make sure the track isn't muted and
check volume levels.

choruses to help the song to "build" nicely.
Finally, your song needs an ending of some kind.
Endings can be extremely simple, and you may only
need to record one more bar. What you do for the
ending depends heavily on the style of your music,
but a single chord on the first beat of the bar can
often suffice. A very popular alternative is the "fade
out," where you just keep repeating the last section
while turning down the volume for the whole song.
This is more of a tape recording technique than a
sequencing technique, although some sequencers
have the ability to record gradual volume changes.
When you think you've finished, take a longish
break and then listen to the piece one more time.

Does it still need some finishing touches? If so, try
some extra little bits of percussion, or a simple, quiet
string part using long held-down notes or chords.
Does it go on a bit in places? Experiment with muting
and unmuting a track as the music plays, and if it
works delete a few bars of it at selected points to
break the monotony. Next stop, Top of the Pops! stf
• Next month, we get serious about MIDI with a
guide to improving your MIDI setup. It's packed with
practical advice about upgrading your music soft
ware and hardware, enabling you to build a powerful,
professional MIDI studio around your ST.
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Feedback
The face may have changed, but that's only because it's someone else. This is still
the place to get what's on your mind off your chest... or something like that. Write
to The Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA1 2BW
PLAY

A

HARD

GAME

Did you know that out of the entire
Screenplay reviews section of STF 34,
not one game was listed as hard drive

hard drive, and proceed to buy not a
single copy.
This situation means that the ST

THOSE ADDRESSES IN FULL

can never compete as a serious option

FEEDBACK

on page 62 and post It to ST Answers,

installable? Take a look at some previ

with the likes of the PC and even the

ous issues and you find that games that
can be played from hard drive are very
much in the minority. Why?

Amiga, not because it isn't a very good

To have your say on matters ST, write to
The Editor, Feedback, ST FORMAT, 30
Monmouth Street, Bath, Avon BA12BW.

ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,
Avon BA1 2BW. We only guarantee to
answer queries sent to this address on a

GAME TIPS
Send your hints, tips, passwords or maps

- anything that helps you get more from

ered yours already In a previous month.
There's up to £50 up for grabs too, for
technical tips sent to the same address.

your ST game-playing - to Gamebusters,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,
Avon BA12BW. You could win up to £50!

ADVERTISING COMPLAINTS
Not getting the service you deserve from

Look in the software shops
find that, more often than not,
even Amiga versions of games
hard drives, but strangely the

and you
PC and

support
ST has
the unique honour of doing without the
hard drive option. Notable examples
are the Microprose games Gold and
Special Forces, which I would dearly
love to purchase and play, but won't
because I insist on protesting by only

machine but because the software sup

port is laughable. I love my ST and hav
ing used PCs extensively can sincerely
say that I much prefer it to the pains of
MS-DOS and that sad excuse for an

Apple Desktop known as Windows.
However, if the present situation contin
ues I will be forced to change my
machine to one that offers a much bet

ter service from the software compa
nies.

buying games that can be played from

This is particularly upsetting when
people such as yourself work so hard

my hard drive.
I cannot offer an explanation as to

to further the ST. Perhaps you could
run a campaign aimed at the program

why the ST is singled out in this way,
but I can tell you why PC-compatible
owners are not subject to the same

beloved ST.

problem. It is because the software

Mark, Staffordshire

houses know that the PC-owning world
would take one look at a game that
wasn't hard drive installable, laugh,
remark on what a silly idea it is to pro

stf: Traditionally ST games have
always been on floppy disk because

duce software that does not support

kit for ST owners. PCs on the other

coupon. And remember, we may have cov

one of our advertisers? Write to Advertis

TECHNICAL QUERIES
Having problems with your ST, software,
or something technicals? Use the coupon

ing Complaints, ST FORMAT, Ground
Floor, Rayner House, 23 Higher Hlllgate,
Stockport SKI 3ER.

without at least

their games are in no way superior to
three disks. The other point is that if a

ming teams and software houses and

40/WBytes of hard disk space. As a re
sult, software houses started releasing
games which were installable on hard

help safeguard

drives. It did mean however that the

the

future

of the

hard drives have never been standard

hand

can't function

those on the ST which come on two or

program is installable on a hard drive,
it's extremely easy to pirate. This

software producers got lazy. Instead ol
keeping games small, compact and effi
cient, they allowed their programmers
to create rambling odysseys which
often spread onto ten disks. Now those
same programmers find that they can't
go back to the old ways, even though

doesn't seem to bother
houses for some reason.
SWAP

software

SHOP

I have had my external disk drive (the
excellent Cumana) for over two years

now and I can count on my fingers how

THINGS THAT MAKE YOU GO HMMM.
Here's my top ten list of Things
That Make My Eyes Go All Red
• and Glowy and My Voice Shift
r

Down Three Octaves While Caus

ing Random Objects Within a 20foot Radius of Me to Explode or Catch Fire, and
Giving Me the Strong Desire to Break Things:

<Control>-V during the game, it should tell you the
version you've got. Mine says vl.O, so presumably
this is the bugged version. Apparently, if you send it
back to US Gold, they'll fix it for you. Ummm, that's it
really. Heigh ho.
Julian van Eyken, Somerset

occult, so's The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe,
Hansel and Gretel, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang and Edd

sff: Here are a few more sad everyday thoughts to

• Milk bottles that dribble and end up pouring from

the Duck. If it puts anyone's mind at rest I'm distinctly

ponder over. Why is it that you always run out of

the wrong end, going all over the table instead of

against occultism.
• Girls. Every time you say something funny, they

into the bowl.

• Trying to get the lawnmower out of the shed.
• Trying to get anything at all out of the shed.

think you mean it, and then you have to explain that it
was a joke and repeat it again slowly; after this, they
just look at you oddly and walk off. At least, that's
what they do to me. Perhaps I'm missing something.

•

Boys never do it though. Hmmm.

• Lemmings (the game, I mean).
•

Neil Kinnock.

Bruce Forsyth.

• People who at regular intervals place their head
on the power pack region of their ST and go,
"Blimey, it's warm! We've been using it for too long
again," and then refuse to use it for several days
while it cools down. Actually, could you nice guys at

STFtell everyone that this isn't necessary unless you

habitually keep your ST under the grill with several
large pillows over the ventilation slots. They might
believe you.

5

• Anyform of alcohol.
• People who reckon that RPG games are occult.
Where did they get that idea from? If Middle Earth
Role Playing is occult, then I'm the Lord of the Naggert. (Which I'm patently not. Don't look at me like
that.) Come to that, if Dungeons and Dragons is
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• Friends who get prizes for their letters in STF.
• Top Ten lists. There's never quite enough places
to put everything you want in. Still, I don't let small
problems like that stand in my way.
• Amiga owners.

By the way, Richard Desmond wrote in a while
ago about the Monkey Island "#41 Heapful Game
Over" message. I keep getting the same message
even though I've got a 1MByte machine. If you press

toothpaste, aftershave and money on the day you're

going out with a girl for the first time? Why is it that
mums are exceedingly pleasant to any girlfriends you
bring home, until they've gone, at which point they
say things like, "Her eyes are very close together,
aren't they?" Why is it that if you wake up in the mid
dle of the night it's always just in time to hear the
birds bust a gut over their morning chorus, making it
completely impossible to get back to sleep? Oh, and
why is that when your joystick finally gives up the
ghost it's always the up/left direction which goes
first? As to the Monkey Island problem, if your copy
is exhibiting those strange heapful problems send it
off to US Gold Ltd, Units 2/3, Holford Way, Holford,

Birmingham B6 7AX with a little note explaining what
the problem is.

CALAMUS DTP - SIMPLY THE BEST
CALAMUS 1.09N

£139.99

CALAMUS S

£49938

CALAMUS SL

£587.50

Outline Art

£176.25
all prices inclusive ofVAT.

Upgrades from 1.09N to S & SL P.O.A.

^

- Full font catalogues available on request

llflfllEll Unit 4' Headley Park 9' Woodley -Reading -RG5 4SQ
/ lei. (0734) 441525
|ST UPGRADES AND REPAIRS!
• STE MEMORY MODULES (Simm and Sip)
512K-E30

2 Meg - £90

• CHIPS TO UPGRADE ST MEMORY
512K- POA

2 Meg - POA

• REPAIRS - Phone for details
TERMS: Please specify exact requirements when ordering memory. Strictly payment
with order. All products fitted by us guaranteed for 3months against defective parts or
workmanship. All cheques payable to BREVCO thankyou

PENGE TV AND VIDEO SERVICES
49 Parish Lane, Pence, London, SE20 7LJ
JsL 081-659 2851

AMD \!)PQRiAD^
Repairs from £23.00 inclusive.

Free registered carrier pickup and return despatch
for ultimate peace of mind, for any repair anywhere
on the UK mainland !

Free diagnostic inspection.

All repairs carried out are covered Py free 90 day
warranty.

Fast efficient service, average diagnostic and repair
time - 24 hours!

Experienced, qualified engineers.
Any upgrade fitting, fixed price £15.00 inclusive.
Terms &conditions available upon request.
UNBEUEVEABLE UPGRADE PRICES

VIDEO TITLED ST V2.01 £34.95
"If you are a serious camcorder useryou musthave thisprogram"
ST FORMAT. Professional titles foryou videos, superbfonts, the most advanced computer
video titler. 92% Rating Atari STReview. FLIPS, SCROLLS, DISSOLVES, INTERLOCKS WIPES
FADES, VENETIAN, COLOUR-CYCLES, SPEED CONTROL, SUPPORTS NEO, PI 1, GDOS
FSMGDOS, TURN YOUR ST INTO A TITLER

520STFM/STFtolMB
520/1040STFM/STF to 2.5MB
520/1040STFM/STFTO4MB
520/STETO 1MB
520/1040/STETO2MB

£29 25
£97 00
£167.00
£2999
£79 99

520/1040STE/TO4MB

£159 99

ART MASTER STE & ST £29.95
3D Graphics, Advanced Block Manipulation, 13 distorts, STE 4096 colours. Neo,
PI 1, Ray, Gradient, 3D cones. "Best art package for the ST."
Micro Computer Mart

CALL FOR BEST
PRICES ON

520/1040/
MEGASTE

PRIM! MASTER ST £19.95

FLOPPY/HARD

Best print driver and dump program. Colour on any printer. 9 Pin, 24 Pin, Laser

MUCH MUCH

DRIVES AND

Deskjet, Bubble jet, BJ10 etc.
TEIi ®5*?8 82426

MORE.

MSA

A

ELECTRONICS

V
Business Enterprise Centre, Eldon Street,
South Shields, Tyne & Wear, NE33 5JE.

IASER BISTBIBUTI0W LIB, PO BOX 1

Telephone:

' CAJUJNCTON PL17 7Y5E

091-455 4300
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LETTERS

much software actually uses it. Certain
software houses do make use of it (well

done, Microprose and Lucasfilm), but

most seem to ignore it. There's nothing
more annoying than having to keep get
ting up out of my seat when asked to
swap disks. Wake up, software houses,
and start making use of hardware.
D A Rutland, Sheffield

greatly upset that Elite 2, the sequel to
a classic ST game, may never see the
light of day. ST owners sell up because
they're fed up with being pushed
around or being ignored. So, Atari, I
implore you, crawl out from behind your
rose-coloured spectacles and do some
thing before it is too late for you and
the ST-owning world.
M Winter, Gloucester

stf: I must agree with you on this one.
It can't be terribly hard for program
mers to build a check into their pro
grams for an external disk drive they've been doing it for years on cer
tain lesser machines. How about it,
software houses?

BLESS

HIGH

RES

I'd like to get the idea out of people's
minds that there are no good games
for a high resolution monitor. Here is
my favourite ten high res games:
O The Secret of Monkey Island. Best
game ever! Praying really hard for Mon
key Island 2.

0 Starglider 2. Very hard but excep
tionally good. Tips welcome.

0 Wonderland. An excellentadventure.

Q Proflight. Not really a game, but a
brilliant flight simulator.

0 Magnetic Scrolls Collection. A bit
like Wonderland.

0 Skull Diggery. Boulderdash style

stf: Bit of a p/ea if ever I heard one, so
who better to deal with-this accusation

than Bob Katz, the chap who runs
Atari's own software label, ARC. He
said: "Because there are now more

Atari formats we're pulling in important
games licences that the largersoftware
houses used to pick up. We're creating
these licensed games just on Atari for
mats such as Lynx and in doing that
we're financing STE-only games. There
fore, Atari owners are getting special
titles which are only available for their
machine. We're not working in conjunc
tion with other companies so we're not
living off the back of Amiga code." Bob
points out that theirgame Steel Talons,
which has just gone into production
(available at Christmas), is being pro
duced by the brilliant Vector Graphics
team especially for the ST/STE. He
tells us that it'll support all that spanky
STE hardware like extra joystick ports

and increased colour palette. So there
you go - Atari are doing something.
STRIKE

A

RICH

CHORD?

I need some help from a programmer
on a project I've undertaken. I've been
working on some chord recognition
software. All the donkey work has been
done - the program recognises and
describes over 3,000 different chords,
including complex jazz chords (I'm a
professional musician) - but I need help
to finish it off. I need to hear from

somebody who knows about MIDI pro
gramming, who would be interested in
working with me to tidy the program up

and make it work as a Desk Accessory
(so that it could be used, say, with a

Wouldn't mind a Britain scenery disk.

0 Megaroids. Public Domain, a bit old,
but still a great shoot-'em-up.

([) Imperium. Your chance to rule the
universe. A humungous game.

So there you are. Ten great games that
all run on high res. Beat that?
Jonathan Hern, Aberdeenshire

NEW

AGE

CRUSADE

1 use my ST for a wide range of uses,
including a fair deal of game-playing,
and I have noted the decline of this end

of the market. To help combat this I

sent off your game campaign form (STF

superstition that dogs so many aspects

of life. Don't try and tell me that you've

Greg Chapman, Twickenham

got to keep an open mind about it
either. It's all been disproved so many
times and in so many different ways
that it truly requires an act of Orwellian
double-think to ignore the facts. If ratio
nal thought demonstrates that Santa
Claus doesn't exist, you don't go on
believing in him just because it would
be really nice if he did.
On a completely different note, now
that you've slung out that ridiculous
Gallup chart (hurrah!) why don't you
start up a reader's chart? This would
give a much better idea of which
games are any good (as opposed to
selling well). Even the oh-so-hardworking Ed Ricketts can only spend a limited
amount of time play-testing the games
- a real purchaser gives them a proper
going over and so is better able to rate
the gameplay. Just a thought.

stf: Anyone prepared to lend a hand?
Let us know how you get on, Greg, it
sounds like a brilliant program.
WHERE'S

MY

LLAMA,

J ETH RO ?

Boy, did you blow it this time! Things
were looking so promising, with a nice

- Try the We are the Champions compila
tion from Ocean » 061832 6633.

gift when I subscribed to STF. Both of
these excellent packages accept Art
Director picture files, but since the col
lapse of Mirrorsoft I haven't been able to
buy Art Director anywhere. Could you
please tell me where I could buy it and

The Future (no pun intended) for Atari has
never looked brighter - a new portable
out, a new machine that has features
Amiga owners can only dream of, and a
64-bit games console. But still, compa
nies like yours seem to be pulling away
from the ST. Even the size of the maga
zine has fallen drastically. The future
looks bright, but at the moment we've got
to keep our umbrellas up. Atari will rise
again.
Chris Heathcote, Chelmsford
- Alright, it's time to lay this particular
myth to rest. We don't deliberately reduce
the size of ST FORMAT. We rely on adver
tising revenue to pay for the printing
costs of a magazine. The page count,
therefore, Is directly related to the num
ber of ad pages we sell.

34), as I'm sure did many others. But
perhaps it is necessary to point out that
there is no way we can do it alone.
I have no idea how much time and

money it takes to convert a game to
the ST and I do know that in some

cases it can't be done, but surely Atari
in all its wealth and wisdom realise that

now is the time for them to pull their fin
gers out and do something. They could
convert some demanded games them
selves before the market is irrevocably
damaged, because whatever you say,
many people do use their ST mainly for
game-playing and it is this group that
will be so easily tempted to the other
side by the lack of quality games
appearing on the ST. I myself am
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Public

Domain

called

CV2IMG.

This

should convert Art Director fifes to IMG

and vice versa. Try Goodmans PD library
on v 0782 335650.

Where can I get hold of a copy of Tower
FRA? I thoroughly enjoyed Kennedy
Approach on my Atari SE and would dearly
love to buy a copy.
Max Howse, Northampton
- / do seem to remember this program
being available years ago. Perhaps a
reader would be willing to sell a copy. Any
offers?

When I bought my ST in 1988, there was
a game included called SuperSprint by
Electric Dreams software. Unfortunately,
It was wiped In a moment of careless
ness. Can I still buy SuperSprint?
Richard Taylor, Lancashire

gram on one.

takers? If interested call me on 081

Micro Choice PD library for my video
titles. I also chose Film Director as my

D L Rodgers, Sunderland
- Most of Mirrorsoft's back catalogue will
have disappeared forever In a legal mire,
so the chances of Art Director resurfacing
are pretty minimal. You might like to try
using a converter program available in the

as astrology contravenes all laws of
physics, and that computers depend on
the laws of physics to function, it's a bit
hypocritical putting an astrology pro

892 1970.

Recently I purchased VideoMaster from

how much it costs?

stf: Well, can anyone beat that?

I'm not going to harp on about the
fact that superstition is dangerous
(although it is). I just think that seeing

sequencer), and who has some experi
ence of selling or marketing software. A
half share of the profits is on offer. Any

SHORT BUT SWEET

but a lot easier.

0 Flight Simulator 2. Very realistic.

and isn't.

I realise that these programs have
been written and are available so you
have to review them for what they pur
port to be, but don't let computing get
dragged down into the quagmire of

game.

Q Loom. Monkey Island style game,

ray-tracer and a beginner's guide to
programming fractals (STF 35), but
then you go and shoot yourselves in the
foot with an article on astrology. The
point is that whereas ray-tracing and
fractals represent state-of-the-art maths
and are ideally suited to the ST, astrol
ogy represents illogical mumbo-jumbo

If advertisers choose not to flog their
wares through our magazine this means
that we have to drop the size of the
issue. Thus It is that during the quiet sum
mer months

we

have

smaller

Issues

because advertisers don't think you lot
buy software or hardware during those
months. However, it soon picks up again
towards the end of the year. Besides this,
we are actually doing more editorial
pages per Issue than we were at this time
last year - and Issue 34 was absolutely
enormous.

Oh and what did you mean, Atari will
rise again?

Tom Rees, Kent

stf: Science is a constantly evolving
entity though, isn't it?I mean, if youd
been around in the 15th Century would
you have complained about scientists
who said the earth was round, or that
the earth went around the sun? The sim

ple fact is that science is constantly
putting forward any number of theories,

just so that two years later a Cam
bridge undergraduate can disprove the
whole thing. Personally I don't believe in
horoscopes any more thanyou do, but I
think they're a sight more reliable than
"expert" forecasts on the population
explosion, the size of the ozone layer,
the risks from HIV infection, the speed
of global warming, the size of the uni
verse and the wisdom of fattening cat
tle with chemicals. So there.
• Is something annoying you about the
ST scene? Have you got something to
get off your chest, or do you want to
take up something in this issue's let
ters? Write to The Editor, Feedback,
ST FORMAT, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath,
Avon BA1 2BW.

FIRST FLOOR OFFICE, 16 LINDEN GARDENS,
CHISWICK, LONDON, W4 2EQ

LAZER

Telephone: 081-747 9344

SOFTWARE

Fax:081-995 1325
Hours of opening: Mon-Sat 10.00am -6.00pm

3D Construction Kit
4D Sports Boxing

£27.99 Flight Of The Intruder...£20.99
£17.99 Floor13
£22.99

4D Sports Driving

£17.99 Formula lGrand Prix...£24.99

A320 Airbus

£24.99 Fuzzball

£16.99

NAM 1965-1975

SOCCER MANIA
Football Manager II, Gazza, Micro
Soccer, Football Manager World Cup

Adams Family*

£16.99 Gauntlet III

£17.99

£7.99

£10.99

Advance Tennis

£17.99 Gods

£16.99

HOLLYWOOD COLLECTIONS
Robocop, Ghostbusters II,
Indiana Jones, Batman

TNT 2
Hydra, Skull and Crossbones, Hard
Drivin 2, Badlands, Stun Runner

£18.99

£19.99

RAINBOW COLLECTION
Rainbow Island, Bubble Bobble,

QUEST FOR ADVENTURE
Operation Stealth, IndyJones The

Agony

£19.99 G Loc

£17.99

Air Support

£17.99 Gunship 2000*

£24.99

Alcatraz

£17.99 Hard Nova

£16.99

Alien Breed

£16.99 Harlequin

£19.99

Alien Storm

£17.99 Heart Of China

£28.99

Altered Destiny

£20.99 Heimdall

£24.99

Amnios
Another World
Atac*

£16.99 Home Alone
£17.99 Hook*
£24.99 Hunter

£17.99
£16.99
£20.99

B-17Flying Fortress
BabyJo
Barbarian II [Psygnosis)
Bards Tale III

£24.99
£16.99
.£17.99
£17.99

Hudson Hawk
Ian Bothams Cricket
IndianaJones
(Fate Of Atlantis) *

£16,99
£19.99

£19.99

Bat II

£24.99 James Pond 2

Battle Bound*

£17.99 Jimmy WhiteSnooker ..£19.99

Battle Command
Battle Isles

£15.99 Joe Montana Football* .£17.99
£20.99 John Madden Football* .£17.99

BigRun*

£16.99 Kings Quest V

£27.99

Birds Of Prey(Hawk|...£24.99 Knightmare

£20.99

Black Crypt

£17.99 Knights OfThe Sky

£24.99

Blues Brothers

£17.99 Last Ninja III

£16.99

£17.99 Leander

£19.99

Boston Bomb Club

£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
£22.99
£17.99
£17.99
£17.99
..£18.99
£16.99

Leisure Suit Larry V £27.99
Lemmings
£17.99
Lemmings Data Disk ....£17.99
Lemmings Stand Alone.£17.99
Lord OfThe Rings
£17.99
Lotus Esprit II
£16.99
Lure OfThe Temptress* £17.99
Maddog Williams
£22.99
Magic Pockets
£17.99

Conan The Cimmerian.£20.99 Man United Europe

£16.99

Corvert Action*
£24.99
Crime City
£19.99
Cruise For The Corpse.£17.99
Cyber Fight
£16.99

£17.99
£20.99
£17.99
£24.99

Maupiti Island*
MegaLo Mania
Mega Twins
Microprose Golf

Daemonsgate

£17.99 Midwinter II

£24.99

Death Bringer
Deuteros
Disciples OfSteel

£17.99 Might&Magic III*
£20.99 Monkey Island
£24.99 Monkey Island II*

£22.99
£17.99
£26.99

Double Dragon III
£17.99 Moonbase*
Dragons Lair
£27.99 Moonstone
Dragons Lair Time Warp.£27.99 Myth*

£23.99
£22.99
£16.99

D"ne*
Eco Quest

£16.99
£17.99

£17.99 Navy Seals
£28.99 Outrun Europa

Elf
£16.99 Pang
Elvira Mistress OfDark II £24.99 Paperboy II

£16.99
£17.99

Epic*
Eye Of The Storm*

£16.99 Pegasus
£20.99 Pinball Dreams

£17.99
£17.99

Exile

£17.99 Pit Fighter

£16.99

F15 Strike Eagle II

£24.99 PoolsOf Darkness

£22.99

F19Stealth Fighter

£20.99 Populous II

£21.99

F29 Retaliator
F117A*
Fantastic Voyage

£16.99 Powermonger
£19.99
£22.99 Powermonger Data Disk £12.99
£17.99 Railroad Tycoon
£24.99

Final Fight
First Samurai

£17.99 Rainbow Island 2
£17.99 RBI Baseball II

£17.99
£18.99

Reach For The Skies*...£20.99

Rise Of The Dragon
Robin Hood

Robocop II
Robocop III

2 HOT 2 HANDLE
Shadow Warriors, Golden Axe,
Super Off Road Racer,Total Recall
£18.99

Fighter Bomber, Gunship, Falcon

MAGNUM 4

MIND GAMES

Afterburner, Double Dragon,

Chase HQ
Sensible Soccer
£18.99
ChuckieEgg
Shadow Sorceror
£18.99
ChuckieEggll
Shadow Warrior
£16.99 Colossus Chess
Shuttle The Simulator ...£28.99 Continental Circus

Siege Master*

Smash TV

FLIGHT COMMAND
Eliminator, Strike Force Harrier,
Lancaster, Sky Fox,Sky Chase
£13.99

Xenon II, TV Sports Football,
Bloodwych, Lombard Rally
£15.99

COMPUTER HITS VOLUME II

Carrier Command, P47

Black Shadow

£20.99
CHART ATTACK
Lotus Esprit,James Pond, VenusThe
Flytrap, Ghouls & Ghosts
£20.99

TOP LEAGUE
Speedball II, Rick Dangerous II, TV
Sports Football, Midwinter, Falcon
£20.99

NINJA COLLECTIONS

BOARD GENIUS

Shadow Warriors, Dragon Ninja,
Double Dragon
£15.99
4 WHEEL DRIVE
Lotus Esprit, Celica Gt Rally, Combo

FOOTBALL CRAZY

Kick Off2, Final Whistle, Player

Racer, Team Suzuki

£19.99

£16.99

Strider, UNSauadron, Last Duel,
Forgotten Worlds, Ghouls & Ghosts,
DynastyWars, LedStorm
£19.99

£20.99

POWER UP
Altered Beast, Rainbow Island, XOut,

Turrican II, Swiv, Nightshift, ST Dragon

£18.99

£20.99

„,

,

H. H. Guide To The Galaxy..£9.99
IK+

BIG BOX

£9.99

£7.99
£9.99
£7.99

The Godfather
Their Finest Hour

£21.99 Operation Thunderbolt...£7.99
£7.99
£20.99 Operation Wolf
Outrun

£7.99
£9.99
£7.99

£7.99

£13.99 Paperboy

£7.99

The Manager

£20.99 Phantasy World Dizzy ...£7.99

Thunderhawk
Tilt
Tip Off
Toki

£1 8.99
Predator
£17.99

Populous

£10.99
£7.99

RAC Lombard Rally

£16.99 Rambo3

Turtles Arcade*

£16.99 Red Heat
£16.99 Renegade
£19.99 Robocop

TV SportsBoxing

£19.99 RType

£7.99
£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

£7.99
£7.99

Shadow Warriors
Shinobi
Silkworm
Strider
Stunt Car Racer
Switchblade
Thunderblade
£17.99
£16.99 Treasure Island Dizzy

£7.99
£9.99
£9.99
7.99
£8.99
£7.99
£7.99

Ultimate Golf
Untouchables

£9.99
£7.99

£5.99
TV SportsFootball (US) ..£8.99

Vigilante
£7.99
£17.99 Worldclass Leaderboard £7.99

Wrath Of The Demon ..£20.99 Wizball
WWF
£16.99 Zenon

£17.99

£9.99

£7.99

£20.99 NewZeland Story
£16.99 Ninja Warrior
£20.99 North and South

World ClassRugby

Captain Blood, Safari Guns, Teenage Queen, Bubble Plus Tin Tin

Purple Saturn Day, Krypton Egg, Jumping Jackson, Bo Bo, Hostages

£7.99

£16.99 Moonwalker

Vroom
Wild Wheels
WizKid
£15.99
Wolf Child
£18.99
World Series Cricket....£20.99

MAX

Chase HQ, Turrican

£7.99
£7.99

Twilight 2000
£24.99
Ultima VI*
£21.99
Utopia
£20.99
Vengence Of Excalibur ..£19.99
Videokid
£16.99
Volfiev*.
£22.99

CAPCOM COLLECTION

QUEST AND GLORY

Cadaver, Midwinter, BAT, Bloodwych

£7.99

Switchblade II

Turbo Charge

Manager, Also includes 1990 - FREE

£7.99
£7.99

Team Yankee 2
Terminator II
Test Drive III

Mission Disk

Monopoly, Scrabble, CluedoMaster

£8.99
£9.99

Forgotten Worlds

£17.99 Leather Goddess

Their Finest Hour

Detective, Risk - The World Conquest Game
£17.99

£9.99
£9.99

Gauntlet II
Ghouls and Ghosts

Super Space Invaders..£17,99 Lotus Esprit
Suspicious Cargo
£17.99 Manic Minor

£7.99

£7.99

£9.99
£7.99
£9.99

£17.99
Jet Set Willie
£19.99 Last Ninja II

Strike Fleet

Tetris, Joe Blade, Golden Path,

£7.99

£16.99 F16 Combat Pilot
£17.99 Fast Food
£27.99 Flood

£16.99
£16.99
£27.99
£24.99

SteelEmpire
AIR SEA SUPREMACY
Silent Service, Wings, Gunship,

£7.99
£7.99
£8.99

D. Thorn Olympic Chal....£7.99
Deluxe Strip Poker
£7.99
£16.99 Double Dragon I or II
£9.99

Space 1889
Space Ace
Space Crusade
Space Gun
Space Quest IV
Special Forces
Star Flight II

£15.99

£7.99
£7.99
£7.99

£16.99
£17.99

Simpsons

Conflict In Europe

POWER PACK

£17.99 Crazy Cars
£24.99 D. D. Horse Racing

Silent Service II
Sim Ant*
Sim Earth*

Austerlitz,Waterloo,

Operation Wolf,
BatmanCaped Crusader
£17.99

£17.99 Batman The Movie
Bubble Bobble
£20.99 Carrier Command

£17.99

Savage Empire
Search ForThe King....£20.99 Centrefold Squares

£20.99

£9.99

AxelMagic Hammer £7.99
£7.99
Barbarian II (Palace)
£16.99 Batman Caped Crusader.£7.99

Rugby World Cup

COMBAT ACES

£8.99

£17.99

Rolling Ronny

Adventure, Mean Streets
£22.99

£13.99

BUDGET TITLES
3-D Pool

£21.99

Rubicon

New Zealand Story

£27.99

.....£17.99 3 Stooges
£16.99 Adv Fruit Machine
£16.99 Afterburner
£17.99 Arkanoidll

Robozone
Rocketeer
Rodland

£16.99

Bill Elliots Nascar Racing .£17.99 Kick OffII (one meg) ...£16.99

Bonanza Bros
Cardiaxx
Cardinal Kremlin*
Celtic Legend
Centurion
Challenge Golf
Chaos Engine
Charge Light Brigade
Chintos Revenge*

SPECIAL OFFER

£7.99
£9.99

*At the time of printing these games were not available, but will

Order Form

be despatched to you on release date.

—--£—

Please charge my Access/Visa card no:

STFormatJuly92

Expiry Date:.

Cardholder Signature:
Computer Titles

Price

Name

Date .

Address .

Total Amount Enclosed

-

...

,

,

.

PostCode

Tel:

„. nn Please make cheques and/or postal orders payable to: Lazer Software

Credit card orders taken. £1.00 per item postage and packing. EEC countries add £2.50 per item. Non EEC countries add £3 50 per item
All items subject to availability. E. &O. E.
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LAST

WORD

Twilight
zone
The one thing you can depend on is that things will

change. One minute, the Soviet Union is one of the
world's superpowers; the next minute, there's a new
Editor on ST FORMAT. Makes you think. Well, almost

HAPPENING NEXT MONTH

excellent. However, read the full re

would talk about "taking the ST beyond
the Earth" and "the possibilities of ST/

board, is leaving to become a full-time
pedant on a new magazine coming soon

Mark was made Editor on issue 20

and ST FORMATS never looked back, but

now the Higham lad is off to edit some
thing called PC Format. The powers that

The second deserter is Games Editor

voice) Britain's biggest brightest read for

dirty overalls and nuts and bolts tech

view first and we'll let you know

be were worried about the manic way Mark

Finally, say bye-bye to Alex Soboslay,
Production Editor, the shadowy man behind
the scenes who ruined everyone's copy
(shouldn't that be "corrected everyone's
copy"? - Ed). Alex has been doing the job
since issue 15 - 15/ - but he got time off
for good behaviour and was released before
issue 50. Alex, who could spot a dangling
participle at a distance of 100 words and
surgically remove any trace of flabby writ
ing without his fingers leaving the key

Ed "Er, can I just change that caption?"

check out Clive Parker's extensive

You've come to expect stunning
features from us and the September
issue will be no exception. We've

grammed by Andrew Braybrook (top
flight programmer) and should be

nical feature. He's uncovered some

selection of definitive reviews, ST
Answers tips and another part to our
music series. The next issue's going
to be an absolute belter, so nip down
to the local corner shop on Thursday

13 August, look your newsagent in
the eye and request - nay, demand a
copy, then you'll see just how right we
are. (Your newsagent will also think
you're a very commanding individual!)

ADVERTISERS INDEX
1st Choice Leeds

Advanced Computers Systems
Analogic Computers

Dream Promotions

Eagle Software

zine is going "firm sale" for the summer - a

luck? Then call Kate Elston on » 0225

Entertainment International

distribution nicety that means your news

442244 and she'll sort it all out!

You could of course spare yourself this

STFas he's sure of selling - so it could sell
out before you even get in the doorl
If there Isn't a copy on the shelf, ask
for ST FORMAT by name. There may be one

trauma by subscribing - see page 40 for

in the back room. If not, check a big news

serve you a copy. Before it's too late.

Evesham Micros

122

Home Based Business

could fill in the form below and hand it to

LA po

Reserve your copy of STFORMAT!
Please reserve me a copy ol ST FORMAT every month, beginning
with the September issue, out Thursday 13 August.

Intermediate/Special Reserve

Laser Distribution Ltd

Phone.

Tothe newsagent: STFORMATis published byFuture Publishing and isavailable from

-°. 29
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°>

f
••••'

\°

H 15
46

]27

]29

Mail-Centa

124

]\

49

New Age Public Domain

-•4°

Ocean Media

°°C

PD Shareware Supply Co
POST

Penge TV &Video
Phoenix services
Power Computing Ltd
Public Dominator

Address....

''°

""°4

Lazersoft

Premier Mail Order

Name.

68
••(£

HCS

some good reasons why you should - or you

your newsagent, who'll be delighted to re

93
49

Gasteiner

WIT Software

RC Simulations
Silica Systems Ltd (SDL)
Snap Computer Supplies Ltd

ST Direct

Summer Type
TheSTClub

39
-46

27
•••y°
IFC.3
120

,-3°

•;•••;•,••••••;••]]?
63, 81, 97,111
-92

]6

']°

"49

The Upgrade Shop

••••'1°

US Gold

12. 21

Virgin Games/Mastertronic
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-24
122
--49

DatagemLtd
Datastore

Merlin Express

0

127
124

Cambridge Business Software

agent like John Menzles or WH Smith. No

yourlocalwholesaler.

100,101

Arnor Ltd
B. C. S. Ltd
Caledonia PDL

A word to the wise: Britain's top ST maga

Postcode..

your ST! (Oh dear.)

Cheetah International
Crown Software International

ST FORMAT in short supply?
agent might order only as many copies of

here."

machine which you might not know
about. Ontop of that there's the usual

what makes the Mega STE mega,

rium for another four week run.

The big game next issue is Fire

because, er, he won't be

Makes sense.

funky aspects to Atari's newest

your loot. If you've ever wondered just

and Ice. The game has been pro

him,

from Future Publishing - watch for details,

the shelves of your local news empo

There will be something for everyone,
from music to art, from programming
to house-keeping.

Ed's going off to do something or other on
a consoley thing called Sega Power. Appar
ently, "the mag won't be the same without

er, eventually. His place is expertly and
perhaps even pertly taken by our very own
Paula Richards, whose nightly stage show
is now a great success, apparently.
But rest assured, although the style of
the magazine may change over the coming
months, it'll still be (adopts Sun advert

whether or not you should part with

jects for you to try out on your ST.

biscuit, dunks it in the tea and eats it. No

less than three bods are leaving the maga
zine as from this month. NOTE: if you don't
give a toss, ignore this bit.
Firstly and perhaps even foremostly,
Mark "Byron" Higham, Editor, is off. (Now
you know why he was trying to flog his
Mega ST on this page last month. Sud
denly all becomes pathetically clear.)
Mark's been on the magazine from way
way back when it was still ST/Amiga For
mat, four years ago. In fact you could say
his entire working life has been spent on
the magazine. Sad, isn't it?

Ricketts, who's served since issue 21.

Ed's cheeky grin and merry quip sadly
never materialised during his time at STF,
but he was renowned for the way he could
re-use a caption without anyone noticing.

In case you were wondering, the new
Editor is none other than Andy Hutchinson
- but of course you already know that,
unless you're the sort who starts reading
at the back page. Long-term readers may
remember that Andy was News Ed on the
mag a while ago.

while and set and ST FORMAT will hit

mertime blues in the form of 15 pro

A few people have left ST FORMAT over
the past months, but this month takes the

brain interlinking."

The sun will rise, beam down for a

come up with an antidote for the sum
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Special

The HiSoft

Order

Form
2.S

Summer Sale

Q-ra r>

HiSoft BASIC
version 2

The heat must have got to us ... look at
these crazy prices on our top quality
software packages! Just use the special
order form on the right, tick the
software you want and your preferred
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back to reach us by the 31 August 1992
and we will despatch your order within
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and we will send you a £10 voucher
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redeemable against future purchases directly

Ifyou obtained the excellent K-Spread 2 spreadsheet on
the cover disk oflastmonth's STFormat, you will be
pleased to learn that you canstill purchase themanual
for only£29.95and then upgrade to K-Spread 3 or
K-Spread 4. Use theorder form on theright and
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remember to send back your coverdiskwith yourorder we will return this to you with your manual.

K-Spread 3 has many more Lotus-compatible functions
(including database/statistical/financial operations),
multiple worksheets, date/time calculations, loading of
Lotus files,more extensive macro facilities etc. while
K-Spread 4 offers all this plus livegraphing (linegraphs,
pie charts etc.),formsdesign,enhanced sideways
printing through GDOSandmore.
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payment method - then send the form
5 working days of receipt. To cap it all,
spend more than £100 on this order form

K-Spread 2 Cover Disk Users
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Lattice C
version 5.5

The BfiSIC of the 90s
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KnifeST
The Disk Editor

for the Atari ST/TT

The premier C compiler

for more information on any of
our products, please call HiSoft
on 0525 718181, or fax us on
0525 713716 or write to us at:

The Old School, Greenfield,
Bedford MK45 5DE UK.

HiSoft
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HiSoft
High Quality Software

the ultimate disk editor

The most accurate flight sim yet
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The complete hard disk backup program

the fastest editor

the desk accessory to
beat all the others
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